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OBJECTIVES OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

TO EXALT BEAUTY
In God,
in nature, and
in art;

Teaching how to love the best
but to keep the human touch;
TO ADVANCE LEARNING
In

all lines of truth

wherever they may lead,

Showing how

to think

rather than what to think,
Assisting the
of the

powers

mind

In their self-development;

TO FORWARD IDEAS AND IDEALS
In our democracy,
Inspiring respect for others
as for ourselves,

Ever promoting freedom
with responsibility;

TO BECOME A CENTER OF ORDER AND LIGHT
That knowledge may lead
to understanding
And understanding
to wisdom.
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This Issue
of the

Southern

Illinois

Univer-

sity Bulletin covers in detail
questions concerning the Graduate School and applies to the
Carbondale Campus. It supersedes Volume 11, Number 6.

the following issues of the Southern Illinois University Bulletin may 1
obtained free from Central Publications, Southern Illinois Universit;
Carbondale, Illinois 62901.
Graduate School Catalog (Carbondale or Edwardsville)
Guidelines for Prospective Students (Carbondale or Edwardsville 1
Schedule of Classes. Please specify quarter (fall, winter, spring, 1
summer) and camp us (Carbondale or Edwardsville).
Undergraduate Catalog, The catalog is available for examination |
high school guidance offices and libraries throughout Illinois arj
in some other states. Copies will be furnished free to education
institutions upon request and to new students upon matriculatio<
The catalog may be purchased at the University Bookstore f
$1; mail orders should be sent to Central Publications and mui
include remittance payable to Southern Illinois University.
Vocational-Technical Institute Catalog.
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University Calendar
SPRING,

Monday, March 30

1970 Quarter Begins

Memorial Day Holiday

Friday,

May

*

29

Monday-Saturday, June 8-13
Friday, June 12
Commencement (Carbondale)
Saturday, June 13
Commencement (Edwardsville)

Final Examinations

SUMMER,

1970 Quarter Begins
Independence Day Holiday
Final Examinations

Monday, June 22

*

Friday, July 3

Monday-Friday,
August 31-September 4
Commencement (Edwardsville) Friday, September 4
Commencement (Carbondale) Saturday, September 5

FALL, 1970 New Students

Sunday-Tuesday, September 20-22
Quarter Begins
Tuesday, September 22 *
Thanksgiving Vacation
Tuesday, 10 P.M.Final Examinations

November 24-30
Saturday-Friday,
December 12-18

1971 Quarter Begins
Final Examinations

Monday, January 4 *
Saturday-Friday, March 13-19

Monday, 8

WINTER,
SPRING,

*

a.m.,

Monday, March 29 *
Memorial Day Holiday
Monday, May 31
Final Examinations
Saturday-Friday, June 5-11
Commencement (Edwardsville)
Friday, June 11
Commencement (Carbondale)
Saturday, June 12

1971 Quarter Begins

Classes begin with the evening classes after 5:30 p.m. on the Carbondale
on the Edwardsville Campus.

;vening classes after 4:30 p.m.

Campus and

with the

of Trustees and
Officers of Administration

Board

Term Expire

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Lindell

W.

Sturgis,
Fischer,
R.

Chairman, Metropolis

V ice-Chairman, Granite City
Harold
Melvin C. Lockard, Secretary, Mattoon
Martin V. Brown, Carbondale
Ivan A. Elliott, Jr., Carmi
F. Guy Hitt, Benton
Eugene T. Simonds, Carbondale
Ray Page (Ex-officio) Springfield
Louise Morehouse, Recorder

1971
1975
1971
197.3

fjj™
19/1
iy '0

,

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Delyte W. Morris, President
Charles D. Tenney, Vice-President for Planning and Review
Researcj
Herbert H. Rosenthal, Dean of University Graduate Studies and
and O,
School
Graduate
Ronald G. Hansen, Associate Dean of the
ordinator of Research and Projects
Lon R. Shelby, Associate Dean of the Graduate School
Robert A. McGrath, Registrar and Director of Admissions

{
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1/ The Graduate School
The Role

of the

Graduate School

the basic and applied rejearch work carried on in all sectors of the University. The Graduate
School therefore plays an essential role in the development of instrucional and research programs, in the acquisition of funds, and in the procurement of facilities necessary to encourage and support the research
>f the members of its scholarly community. In addition, the Graduate
School is a major contributor to the public services provided by the University to the region, the state, the nation, and a number of other coun;ries. In all of its programs of instruction and research, the Graduate
School sets a high standard of achievement. It is in those students who
lave demonstrated this quality of excellence by completing advanced
courses of study and by achieving significant results in their research
hat the Graduate School makes its contribution to the public welfare.

rhe primary concern of the Graduate School

is

Research
Research is the special concern of the Graduate School because its faculty
nust engage in scholarly research activities to maintain its effectiveness
ind also because advanced instruction of graduate students consists
nainly of guidance in research. For these reasons, University policies
governing research are developed by the Graduate School and adminisered through it.
The Office of Research and Projects has been established in the Graduate School to assist in the continuing development of the research activiies of the University. University support for individual research projects
p available to faculty members through the special research projects program administered by this office. The Office of Research and Projects
:lso supervises cooperative research projects and particularly assists
pplicants in the preparation and submission of research proposals
|tiat involve outside support from such sources as government, founda;

lions,

business,

and industry.

Morris Library
Library contains over 1,000,000 volumes and subscribes to more
10,000 periodicals. An average of 80,000 volumes is added to the

lorris
'ian

Election each year.
Supplementing the resources of Morris Library is the Center for
esearch Libraries, Chicago, in which the University holds memberiip.
card file on the center's some 2,000,000 volumes is available for

A

Dnsultation.
i

The Morris Library has special strength in those fields where doctoral
rograms are offered. Its holdings in American and British literature and

2

/
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history in the 19th and 20th centuries are especially noteworthy. Theyj
include the Fred J. Kern collection of some 5,000 volumes dealing largely
with materials on controversial political and social issues during the past;
fifty years; the Philip D. Sang collection of American and British fiction;;

books and manuscripts on Walt Whitman and Henry David Thoreau from'
the Charles E. Feinberg Library; and a rapidly expanding collection oij
federal, state, British, and United Nations documents.
The library's collection on American and British law provides most])
of the basic works for legal reference and research. Morris Library alscj
has files of major American newspapers and selected foreign papers, a coll
lection of more than 100,000 maps, and an extensive file of curriculurr
material relating to school systems in the United States.
In various forms of microtext, the library now has or is purchasing ji
1. The text of some 30,000 books, pamphlets, broadsides published irj
America from 1639 to the end of 1800 (Evans* American Bibliography) i
2. The text of early English imprints (1475-1700) (Short Title Catak
logues) and about sixty English literary periodicals of the 17th through'
19th centuries.
3. Some 5,600 English and American plays of the 16th through 18tlj
j

!

centuries.
4. Files of ninety-one American periodicals of the 18th century an<
several hundred of the 19th century.

Papers of the American Presidents and the American consuls abroad*
6. British sessional papers of the 19th century; French Chamber cjj
Deputies and German Reichstag and Bundestag debates that have bee)
5.

issued on film.
7. The presidential and personal papers of Ulysses S. Grant.
8. Educational research documents distributed by ERIC clearinghouse
A major source for research in the behavioral sciences is the Hum*
Relations Area Files, consisting of copies of about 1,500,000 document;
books, articles, field reports, and unpublished manuscripts covering 17j
world cultures and taken from more than 3,000 sources.
The library's Irish Renaissance holdings include books, letters, ai
manuscripts of James Joyce, W. B. Yeats, Lady Augusta Gregory, A. I|
(George Russell), Lennox Robinson, Sean O'Casey, Katharine Tynai
and other literary and political figures of the late 19th and early 20t|
centuries.

Morris Library recently acquired most of the prose manuscripts |
Robert Graves and the family papers of Richard Aldington. Some 3(|
American and British writers, members of the expatriate group who live)
and worked in Paris between the world wars, are represented in t\
notable collections of books and manuscripts the Philip Kaplan ai
Caresse Crosby Collections, the latter containing the files of the Blatj
Sun Press. Besides books and little magazines, there are numerous lettej
and manuscripts of such writers as Kay Boyle, Hart Crane, Floyd Dei
Ernest Hemingway, Lawrence Durrell, Ford Madox Ford, D. H. La\j
rence, Henry Miller, Ezra Pound, and Dylan Thomas.
Beginning with the acquisition of the 7,000 volume library of I
Jose Mogravejo Carrion of Ecuador in 1960, Morris Library has sysl
matically expanded its holdings in Latin American history, governmei
literature, and anthropology. Extensive files of Latin American seri
publications from Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay, Uraguay, Cuba, a:
Mexico provide a rich source for graduate study and research. Many

—
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he publications in

this collection are unavailable elsewhere in the

United

States.

In support of graduate studies in the sciences, the library has expanded
ts current subscriptions and back files of journals and has been acquiring
|he publications of learned societies and foreign academies, including the
loyal Society of London, the academies of Paris, Berlin, Munich, Leipzig,
Amsterdam, Gottingen, Rome, and St. Petersburg.
The extensive scientific journal collection of the Argonne National
jaboratory and the Center for Research Libraries in Chicago are available
jo graduate students in person or on interlibrary loan. Arrangements have
;lso been made for the library to secure technical reports from the U.S.
pefense Documentation Center, the National Aeronautics and Space Adlinistration, and the Atomic Energy Administration, as these are needed
:>r

research.

Other major resources of Morris Library include a collection of works
y and about John Dewey; the R. Buckminster Fuller archives, compris-

an extensive file of papers, correspondence, manuscripts, drawings,
[nd models of the internationally known engineer and designer; the
rchives of philosopher-theologian Henry Nelson Wieman, including a
umber of unpublished works; the theater archives of Mordecai Gorelik,
phn Howard Lawson, and Katherine Dunham; and a growing body of
pcuments relating to local and regional history family and business
|apers, town and county records.
lg

—

Data Processing and Computing Center
he Data Processing and Computing Center at Southern Illinois Uni;rsity provides service to faculty and students engaged in research. The
tfiter is located in the basement of the Wham Education Building and
equipped with an IBM 7044, one IBM 1620, and two IBM 1401 comiters. A variety of sorting and tabulating equipment is also available,
[he center also has an
Docutran optical scanner for processing inrmation directly from coded sheets.
Arrangements can be made for both faculty members and graduate
udents to avail themselves of the services and facilities of the center

MRC

no

cost.

University Placement Services
University Placement Services assists students seeking employment
completion of their education. Its facilities are free to students, who
h urged to register or up-date their papers during the fall quarter of
<ch academic year. All inquiries concerning this service should be made
the Director of the University Placement Services.
le

ter

Housing
graduate students will generally find it desirable to locate private
The Housing Information Center maintains current infJTnation on rooms, apartments, houses for rent or sale, and trailer parks
sld can assist in locating accommodations. All arrangements for housing
sjd all business transactions in the matter of housing are the sole resbnsibility of the student and the owner of the housing facility.
Jingle

ljusing facilities.

1
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Current information concerning housing facilities for off-campus mar-j
ried students is available in the Housing Information Center. Experience
has shown that satisfactory arrangements cannot be made by mail. A personal visit is usually required. Prices vary widely, ranging from $20 per
month for trailer spaces to $150 or more per month for houses and apart-'
ments.
University housing for married students includes 304 unfurnished twoand three-bedroom apartments, 272 furnished efficiency one- and two-bedroom apartments, and a 53-space trailer court.
The University is planning for a Graduate Residence Center which in!
the first phase will accommodate approximately 500 single graduate stu-j
dents. Because the demand for University housing for married students!
exceeds the supply, information should be requested early from Housing}
Business Services.
j

j

Health Services

The University maintains an

infirmary which provides limited medica?
care for students, including 24-hour emergency service.

Financial Assistance
Fellowships, Preceptorships, and Assistantships

Graduate fellowships are available in all areas of graduate study upon}
application to the appropriate chairman, and are awarded by the Gradl
uate School upon the basis of scholarship. Recipients are permitted t<|
carry normal graduate schedules. The award is normally made for fouj
consecutive quarters; for master's degree students the stipend is $255 pe>
month, or $3,060 for the four quarters; for doctoral degree students th
stipend is $275 per month or $3,300 for four consecutive quarters. Ther;
is a remission of tuition but not other fees. There is no service require!
ment. All application materials should be submitted to the student's majcl
department chairman before February 1 preceding the academic year fc)
which the fellowship is desired. Inquiries may be addressed to the majc
chairman or to the dean of the Graduate School.
Special doctoral assistantships are available for students who hold th
master's degree or its equivalent, and who have been admitted to one (
the doctoral programs. Application is made to the appropriate chairmaij
and the awards are made by the Graduate School upon the basis (j
scholarship. The award is normally made for four consecutive quarte
and carries a stipend of $310 per month, or $3,720 for four quarters. Thei|
is a remission of tuition but not other fees. There is a service requiremenj
with the specific duties to be assigned by the chairman of the department
Application deadlines and procedures are the same as for gradua

i

i

\

j

j

j.

j,

1

)

|
j
.„

j

fellowships.

A

^
J

number

of preceptorships are offered by the University to studeni
are excellent teachers as well as superior scholars. These position;
pay a stipend which ranges from $300 to $375 per month for the academj h
year, with the exact amount depending upon the assignment, experienoj W;
and academic achievement. Remission of tuition is granted, but fees mu
be paid. Service of 20 hours per week, or corresponding load in teachin
is required. Preceptors must carry no more than 12 hours and no less th;
6 hours of credit per quarter. Inquiries should be addressed to the a
k

who

1
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propriate chairman before February 1 preceding the academic year for
which the assignment is sought.
Teaching, research, and graduate assistantships are available in a number of departments and research agencies. These positions pay stipends
which range from $225 to $350 per month, with the exact amount depending upon the assignment, experience, and academic experience of the student. Rules applying to tuition, fees, and workloads are the same as those
for preceptorships.

i

National Defense Education Act Title IV fellowships are available to
outstanding students in some departments offering doctoral work. Awards
are for three years with stipends beginning at $2,400 and rising to $2,600
and then $2,800 in successive years, plus a dependency allowance. Traineeships through the National Science Foundation are also available to outstanding students in some doctoral fields in the physical, biological, and
social sciences. Stipends begin at $2,400 and rise in successive years to
$2,600 and then $2,800, with an additional dependency allowance in each
case. Inquiry for each of these should be made to the chairman concerned,
or directly to the

Student

dean of the Graduate School.

Work and

Financial Assistance Office

The University maintains an Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance through which work on and off campus, cooperative work-study
programs, summer employment, the federal work-study programs, and
scholarships, awards, prizes, grants-in-aid, private agency awards, and
student loan funds are negotiated.
Additional information may be obtained from the director of Student
Work and Financial Assistance program.

Tuition and Fees

The tuition and fees charged students are established by the Board of
and are subject to change whenever conditions make changes

Trustees

necessary. Effective fall quarter 1970, fees per quarter for graduate students are as follows:

Not more
than 5 hrs.

Tuition Fee— Illinois Resident
Tuition Fee— Out of State
Student Welfare and Recreation
Building Trust Fund Fee
Student Activity Fee
University Center Fee
Athletic

—

Total

Fund Fee

Resident
Total— Out of State Resident
Illinois

$22.00

More than
less

5,

than 11

(80.00)

$45.00
(160.00)

5.00
3.50
5.00
3.00

10.00
7.00
5.00
6.50

41.50
(96.50)

79.50
(188.50)

11 or

more

$67.00
(240.00)
15.00
10.50
5.00
10.00

115.50
(280.50)

The student activity fee includes the fees for limited hospitalization,
entertainment, partial athletics, the student newspaper and yearbook, and
uch other privileges as may be provided.
Teaching, research, graduate assistants, and graduate fellows do not pay
uition

and have an option on paying the student

>ther fees.

activity fee.

They pay

Chapter
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In addition to the above fees, a student is subject to certain other
charges under the conditions listed below:
1. A matriculation fee of $5, which is assessed a graduate student the
first time he registers if he is not a graduate of Southern Illinois Uni-j
versity.

A

late registration fee, which is $2 for the first day and which in-)
2.
creases $1 each day to a maximum of $5 when a student registers after the!
regular registration period has ended.
3. A $2 program-change charge whenever a student changes his pro!
gram from the one for which he originally registered, unless the change is!
made for the convenience of the University.
4.
graduation fee of $17; and, for doctoral candidates, a dissertation
microfilming fee of $30-$47, depending upon the service selected.
5. Other charges which a student may incur are those for field trips
library fines, and excess breakage. A student taking a course involving
use of materials, as distinct from equipment, will ordinarily pay for sucl
materials.

A

Graduate Degrees Offered
Graduate degrees are available in the following

Master

fields:

of Arts

Anthropology
Art
Behavior
Modification
Biological Sciences

Botany
Chemistry
Economics

Geology

Psychology

Government

Rehabilitation

History
Inter-American
Studies
Journalism

Mathematics

English
English as a Foreign

Language
Foreign Languages

Microbiology
Philosophy
Physical Sciences
Physics
Physiology

Administration
Rehabilitation

Counseling
Sociology

Speech
Speech Pathology
Audiology
Theater

ai

Zoology

Geography
Master

of Business Administration

Business Administration

Master of Fine Arts
Art

Master

of

Music

Master

of

Music Education

Master

of Science

Music

Music

Agricultural
Industries

Animal
Industries

Applied Science

Behavior

Community

Modification
Biological Sciences

Development
Computer Science

Botany
Chemistry

Design
Economics

Graduate Degrees / 7
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Geography
Geology

Physical Sciences
Physics
Physiology
Plant Industries

Home Economics

Psychology

Journalism
Mathematical
Sciences
Microbiology

Rehabilitation

Engineering
Forestry

Master

Administration
Counseling
Sociology
of Science in

College Student

Personnel
Educational
Administration and
Foundations

Elementary
Education
Guidance and
Educational

Speech
Speech Pathology and
Audiology
Technical and
Industrial

Education
Theater
Zoology

Education

Secondary Education

Psychology
Health Education
Higher Education
Home Economics

Special Education

Instructional

Technical and

Materials
Physical Education
Recreation and

Secretarial

and

Business Education

Industrial

Education

Outdoor Education

Doctor of Philosophy
Anthropology
Botany
Chemistry
Economics
Education
English
jGeography

Government

Historical Studies

Psychology

Journalism
Mathematical

Sociology

Sciences

Microbiology
Molecular Science
Philosophy
Physiology

Speech-Theater
Speech Pathology and
Audiology
Zoology

Admission to the Graduate School

k

student should obtain application forms from the Graduate School and
submit application, together with transcripts and other supporting material, directly to the Graduate Admissions Office where it will be evaluated
lor compliance with Graduate School admission requirements. Only if
these are met and if the student seeks a degree will the application be
brwarded to the faculty in which the student indicates his desired major,
jrhe admission requirements of the Graduate School and the faculty must
'x)th be met before the student is admitted either conditionally or unconditionally, and both the Graduate School and the faculty may specify
conditions. Several faculties require additional materials such as test
scores or letters of recommendation. The student will be informed of his
lidmission status after this process has been completed. Admission to the
graduate School is determined almost entirely by the calibre of the applicant's previous college work.
To permit sufficient time for application to be processed, these deadines for receipt of applications and official transcripts have been set:
1.

2.
3.

4.

The second Saturday in July for admission to the fall quarter
The last Saturday in October for the winter quarter
The last Saturday in January for the spring quarter
The last Saturday in March for the summer quarter

!
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Applications which are incomplete on the deadline date or are received
later may be granted unclassified (non-degree) admission status for the
quarter for which admission was originally sought. The application papers
will continue to be processed for admission to a degree program only for
the quarter following the one originally applied for. If the student decides
to enter as an unclassified student, this will in no way influence thej
decision relative to his acceptance as a degree candidate. Whether work)
taken by a student who is unclassified because of late application will!
later count toward a degree will be decided by the Graduate School and)
the faculties concerned.
A student who wishes to enter the Graduate School immediately after
graduation may submit his application when he is within one quarter oil
semester of graduation. He must submit a transcript showing the work he)
has completed, and when his final quarter or semester of undergraduate!
work is completed, a transcript of that work must also be submitted.
An undergraduate student who is within 16 quarter hours of a bachel
lor's degree may take courses for graduate credit by applying for admisj
sion to the Graduate School in the usual way. At the time of registration
he must also obtain the approval of the graduate dean to take such
courses for graduate credit. He remains as undergraduate student officially
until he completes his baccalaureate requirements.
A student who is applying for an assistantship or fellowship and whc
submits a transcript in support of that application must also submit ar
application for admission and transcripts directly to the Graduate Schoo
j

for admission processing.

Admission

to

Graduate Study as an Unclassified Student

A

student may apply for admission to the University as an unclassifie
student when he does not seek a graduate degree or certificate, when 1
has applied too late for the quarter for which he seeks admission, or whe:
he wishes to qualify for admission to a degree program because his scholastic record does not qualify him for conditional admission. A studen
who seeks admission as an unclassified graduate student must presen
evidence that he holds a bachelor's degree.
Qualifying work has been established in order that students whos
undergraduate grade point averages are below the minimum required fo
admission to a master's program (3.4 on an A — 5.0 scale) may prov
themselves capable of better academic performance and thereby qualif;
for consideration for admission. Once a student has made formal applies
tion for admission to the Graduate School and has officially been informed
that his grade point average is below the minimum requirement, he ma;|
then apply for admission as an unclassified graduate student to pursui
qualifying work.
A student whose average is between 3.2 and 3.399 may qualify for cor
sideration by earning a 4.0 or better in not less than 12 nor more than 2|
quarter hours of 300- or 400-level courses and by passing the Graduat
English requirement. If he earns a 4.0 in the first 12 quarter hours, ths!
is all he is required to take. If he does not earn a 4.0 in the first lj
quarter hours, he may continue until he has a total of 24 quarter houri
in an attempt to raise the grade point average to 4.0.
A student whose average is between 3.0 and 3.199 may qualify fc
consideration by earning a 4.0 or better in 24 quarter hours of 300- c
400-level courses and by passing the Graduate English requirement.
I
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No

applicant with an undergraduate grade point average below 3.40
may take more than 24 quarter hours in seeking to qualify for admission,
and no more than one-half of the work should be taken in a single subject

j

area.
]

Successful completion of this work does not assure the student of admission, but only of consideration by the department of his choice. It is
solely the department's decision to accept the student into their master's
degree program. Therefore, it is strongly suggested that the student seek
jthe advice of the graduate adviser in the department before and while
he is doing qualifying work.

I

j

I

Admission of International Students

A

student from abroad is subject to all requirements for admission established by the Graduate School. In addition, he must complete special
forms pertaining to the admission of international students. For these admission forms and for other information concerning international students, inquiries should be sent to the Director of Foreign Admissions,
Registrar's Office, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois 62901.
International students whose native tongue is not English will be required to demonstrate proficiency in the English language through the
'following procedures.

l

!

j

i

1.

2.

A minimum

score of 450 on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) will be required for consideration for admission.
Information on this test and on the dates and places of testing may
be obtained from the Educational Testing Service, Box 899, Princeton, New Jersey.
Students with a
score of 550 or more will be admitted unconditionally to the Graduate School, if other academic require-

TOEFL

ments have been met.
3.

TOEFL

score between 450 and 549 will be admitted
Graduate School conditionally, pending the results of the
following tests which will be taken upon the students' arrival at
Southern Illinois University.
a. The Michigan Proficiency Test, administered by the Southern
Illinois University Counseling and Testing Center.
b. An essay examination administered and graded by the Southern
Illinois University Center for English as a Second Language

Students with a

to the

(CESL).
c.

4.

When

the results of these examinations
oral examination administered by CESL.

deem

it

necessary, an

Students who fail the locally-administered examinations will be required to take and pass intensive English proficiency work at CESL
or its equivalent at some other institution before they will be admitted unconditionally to degree programs at the University or be
allowed to take academic work counting towards a degree.

To

allow ample time for visa and other departure procedures, the
have his application and all supporting documents on
with the University no less than four months prior to his proposed

applicant should
ile

mtry date.

An international student must be enrolled in a program leading to a
graduate degree. He cannot be admitted as an unclassified student.
If the above requirements are satisfactorily met and the student is ad-

.
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mitted to a degree program, he will be required to certify to the Univeri
sity that he has adequate financial resources available to him to under]
take and continue in a program of study.
Master's Degree Programs

Admission
In order to receive unconditional admission from the Graduate Schoc;
for study at the master's level, the applicant must hold a bachelor's degrej
and have a grade point average of 3.70 or higher (A = 5.00)
A student with a grade point average of 3.40, but less than 3.70, ma;
be granted conditional admission and will remain on conditional statu
until he earns 24 quarter hours of credit in graduate-level courses. At tha
time his academic record will be checked according to the retentio:|
policy stated below, to see whether his conditional status can be change
to unconditional.

The conditionally admitted student must satisfy the Graduate Englis
requirement before completing more than 24 quarter hours. A depart;
ment, faculty, or other degree-program unit may add its own condition
for admission regardless of the grade point average.
A student with an undergraduate grade point average below 3.40 maj
be admitted only as an unclassified student.
Retention

Whenever a

student's graduate grade point average falls below 4.0 h.
in jeopardy. When a student has accumulated 24 quarter hoi
of work after admission to a degree program, and has eight or moi
quarter hours of C or below in 400 or 500 level courses, not balanced
in 400- or 500-level courses, he will be dropped from the Gradual)

standing

is

A

School and will not again be admissible to a degree program.

General Requirements
Forty-eight hours of acceptable graduate credit are required for a master!
degree, except in the Carbondale programs in fine arts, where 60 hours ai
necessary, and in behavior modification, psychology, rehabilitation com!
seling, and college student personnel work, where 72 hours are require
At least 24 hours must be earned in courses numbered 500 or above.
more than 16 hours earned for work done at another university, or in el
tension, or both together, may be counted toward the degree. An evaluj
tion of transfer credit is made in every case and may result in a reducticj
of the credit offered. Only in unusual circumstances will transfer credj
be given for work bearing a grade below B. No credit toward the degr<|

m

may

be earned by correspondence.
credit earned within a six-year period preceding the completion
requirements for the degree, whether at Southern Illinois University
elsewhere, will be counted toward the degree.
Ordinarily a graduate student is expected to select both a major and
minor field, but he may be permitted by his advisory committee and tj
dean of the Graduate School to concentrate his efforts in one particuli
area of study. The graduate major, in most fields, consists of a minimuj
of 30 hours of credit in the chosen area of study; some fields, howevcj
require as many as 40 hours for the major, in which case no minor is n

Only

j

I
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quired.

The graduate minor

consists of a

minimum

may have a double major recorded upon completing

of 15 hours.

the

A

student

necessary number

(60 hours) of designated courses.
Each candidate for a master's degree shall write a thesis except where
a graduate program has been approved by the Graduate Council to provide for some other arrangement. The thesis may be counted for not more
than 9 nor less than 5 quarter hours of credit. The subject of the thesis
is to be reported to the Graduate School by the student and is to be approved by the chairman of the advisory committee and the dean of the
Graduate School at least two quarters before the date of graduation. Two
copies of the approved thesis (the original and first carbon) must be
presented to the Graduate School at least three weeks prior to the date
of graduation, to be bound and shelved in the library. For nonthesis programs, a research paper should show evidence of the student's knowledge
pf research techniques and should be based on a special project or specific
bourses as may be recommended by the advisory committee.
Each candidate for a master's degree is required to pass a comprehensive examination covering all of his graduate work, including the thesis.
This examination may be written or oral, or both, as determined by the
student's advisory committee.

A

reading knowledge of a foreign language is required in all cases for
Master of Arts degree. This knowledge will be tested in the Educational Testing Service's Graduate Foreign Languages Examinations, administered by the University Counseling and Testing Center once each
puarter. There is a $10.00 fee, and the admission ticket must be obtained
the Graduate School Office four weeks in advance of the examinations,
Ivhich are normally administered in October, February, May, and July.
(The ETS examinations are available only in French, German, Russian,
jind Spanish; students wishing to present any other language must receive
Written permission from the dean of the Graduate School,
Students having an undergraduate grade point average below 3.70,
nust satisfy the graduate English requirement by passing the Graduate
iSnglish examination. The examination is administered by the Counseling
nd Testing Center once each quarter. The graduate English requirement
lust be satisfied before the student has completed 24 quarter hours.
Candidates are expected to meet requirements in force during the year
f graduation, but due consideration will be given the fact that a student
lay have been admitted and may have planned his work when other retirements were current. Important changes in requirements are put into
:

Ihe

lit

i

gradually. It is especially important that the following data should
kept up to date on the student's record in the Graduate School Office:
ie major and minor, the degree for which the student is a candidate, the
ame of the chairman of the advisory committee, and the thesis adviser.
The following deadlines are stated for the guidance of the candidate for
ie master's degree:

(ffect

b

1

1.

The graduate English examination

juarter in

which the candidate

is

is to be taken during the first
enrolled in a course given for residence

edit.
2. Any foreign language requirement is to be met at least three months
dor to graduation.
3. The thesis subject is to be approved by the chairman of the advisory
>mmittee at least twenty weeks before the date of graduation and is then
be reported by the student to the Graduate School.
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4. The completed thesis should be presented to the dean of the Grac
uate School at least three weeks before graduation.
5. The preliminary checkup for graduation is to be made with the Grac
uate School at least five weeks prior to the graduation date. Applicatio
forms, which may be secured from the Registrar's Office, should be con
pleted and returned to that office after payment of the graduation fee i
the Bursar's Office.

Sixth- Year Specialist's Certificate

Program

The

Sixth- Year Specialist's Certificate program is for a qualified studei
its equivalent who wishes to pursue a planne
program
leading
sixth-year
to specialization in an educational field. Ce'
tain sixth-year courses of study developed and offered in professional e<
ucation areas have been approved by the Graduate Council with the fc

with a master's degree or

lowing minimum requirements.
Students seeking admission to the Sixth- Year Specialist's Certifica
program will follow the same procedures that apply to admission to oth
graduate programs. Admission requires a grade point average of 4.25 f;
graduate work. Departments or divisions may establish a higher sch:
lastic requirement for admission and may use whatever selective criter
are appropriate to the field of specialization. The student's previous wo
shall have provided a proper base of general and special preparation f
the sixth-year studies; if this is lacking, additional work must be taken
establish the base. Two years of experience relevant to the specializ*
field are required.

An

advisory committee of three members for each candidate shall
appointed by the dean of the Graduate School upon the recommendati
of the chairman or head of the respective department.
A minimum of 45 quarter hours of work beyond the master's degree
its equivalent is required. This work must be planned early by the stud
and his advisory committee, must clearly move the student toward t
specialization he seeks, and must conform to a Sixth- Year Speciali
Certificate program approved by the Graduate Council. A minim
grade point average of 4.25 for all work in the Sixth- Year Speciali:
Certificate program is required. A maximum of 20 hours at the 400 le
may be taken, of which not more than 12 may be in the College of Ec
cation. A combined maximum of 9 quarter hours of graduate credit earn
in extension and in other graduate schools may be counted. All such wc
must be approved by the student's advisory committee and must cai|r
a grade of B or better. No credit earned through correspondence or usji
in attaining another degree or certificate may be counted.
No credit earned while the student was on unclassified status \jl
count except credit earned while the application for admission was be
processed, and then only with the recommendation of the advisory cc
mittee. All credit must have been earned within seven years prior to
completion of the program.
Full-time, full-load residence of one quarter (or two summer sessi
of at least eight weeks each) is required. Students who are employed ip
time may not carry more than one course per quarter.
mk
With the prior approval of the student's advisory committee, crejt
toward the Sixth- Year Specialist's Certificate program may be earned
both campuses of the University in programs approved on both campijs
by the Graduate Council.
Ig

(i

lit

n
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Doctor of Philosophy Degree Programs

Admission
vdmission to a Ph.D. program in the Graduate School requires a master's
egree or its equivalent, a grade point average in graduate work of 4.25
program.
ir above, and acceptance by the academic unit offering the Ph.D.
conditions
of
any
student
informs
each
School
Graduate
Phe dean of the
;)r admission imposed by the Graduate School or by the academic unit.
For the Ph.D. program in education admission is to a functional area,
fter which a program is designed for a specialty within that functional
rea. Students seeking admission to a doctoral program in education must
Mitact the coordinator of one of the three functional areas: Administraon and Social and Philosophical Foundations, Curriculum and Instrucon, or

Educational Psychology.

General Requirements

Ph.D. degree is awarded for high accomplishment in a particular
iscipline or a recognized interdisciplinary area, as measured by the stumt's ability to pass the preliminary examination for admission to
mdidacy, meet the research tool requirement of the program, perform
piece of original research, present the results in proper form in a disrtation, and defend the dissertation before a faculty committee.
:e

Preliminary Examination
student will generally prepare himself for this examination through
dependent study and course work, as advised by the faculty of his Ph.D.
ogram. The examination is given to determine the breadth and depth of
je student's knowledge within his discipline. The particular form and
|ntent of the examination are determined by the faculty of each of the
fctoral programs. Usually the student will be permitted to take the expiration after he has completed two years of study beyond the bacjlaureate and has successfully completed his research tool requirement.
jhe

Research Tool Requirement
Ph.D. at Southern Illinois University is a research-oriented degree.
research tool requirement, as one means of ascertaining that a Ph.D.
ondidate has the necessary skills for doing research in a given discipline,
ijintended to be an integral part of the student's program. Since research
ijiterials, problems, and techniques vary from discipline to discipline, the
Jocularities of the research tool requirement are determined by the
iipulty of each of the doctoral programs.

lie

lie

Admission

to

Candidacy

student accepted for study into a doctoral program is admitted on
Provisional basis and remains so until he has been admitted to candidacy
f
the degree. Admission to candidacy is granted by the dean of the
Qaduate School, upon recommendation of the faculty responsible for the
sident's program, after the student has passed his preliminary examinat|n and met the research tool requirement of the program. The Ph.D.

Ijch

;

\

dpee
* Ji

may

not be conferred less than six months, nor more than five
admission to candidacy, except upon approval of the dean of
Graduate School. If completion of requirements is delayed beyond

yirs,

after

1

Chapter
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tion

a student

and be admitted

may

be required to take another preliminary examine
to candidacy a second time.

I

Dissertation

After being admitted to candidacy, the student must complete a dissert*!
tion showing that he is capable of independent research or other creativij
effort. The dissertation shall be supervised by a faculty committee whio
has been approved by the dean of the Graduate School. This committel
shall consist of five faculty members, one of whom shall be from a diij
cipline outside the student's major field of study. The topic of the di|
sertation must be approved by the chairman of the committee, the directs
of graduate studies of the Ph.D. program, and the dean of the Gradual
School.
While the student is working on his dissertation he must register f<j
the course numbered 600. The student is encouraged to devote at least oij
academic year of full-time work to complete the dissertation; normal!
he will register for 36 quarter hours of dissertation credit, that is, 12 hou!
for each of three terms. If he requires less time, his registration will
k
reduced accordingly, when approved by the dean of the Graduate Schocj
If a student does not complete his dissertation after he has taken U
quarter hours of dissertation credit, he must register for a minimum
three quarter hours for each of the three terms of the academic year un
he completes his degree, and he must register whether he is in residenj
or off the campus. Only the dean of the Graduate School is authorized
1

1

j

waive

this rule.

The student must submit two

copies of the dissertation acceptable
the Graduate School, along with an abstract of 600 words or less. 1\
dissertations will be microfilmed. There is a fee of $25.00 to cover the cc
of publication of the abstract and microfilming of the dissertation,
copyright is desired, an additional fee of $15.00 will be required. The
of reprints of abstracts must be billed directly to the student by Universij
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Final Examination

There

will be a final examination administered by the student's doctol
dissertation committee. It will be oral and will cover the subject of \\>
dissertation and other matters related to the discipline.

Residency
In order to earn the Ph.D. one must be a full-time student on campus
a minimum of three consecutive quarters. During this period the stud('t
must pursue a full-time academic program, which may include service 3
a half-time teaching or research assistant. The intent is that the stud< t
should actually be on the campus for an extended period of time so tljt
the faculty can become well-acquainted with him. The faculty will there
be in a better position to make recommendations concerning his degje
program and the conferring of his degree, as well as recommendati«
ft*

j/

pertaining to his future career.
Interdisciplinary Doctoral

These guidelines provide

Programs

for interdisciplinary doctoral programs foja
limited number of students whose educational requirements can be metj
existing resources but not by any one of the University's constituent urj

t

'he
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programs will be instituted in response to the particular
cademic interest of individual students, not as programs of a permanent
lature. The procedures and criteria given below govern the authorization
|nd control of interdisciplinary doctoral programs.
1. After completion of one year of full-time academic study in an estabjshed graduate program and upon the recommendation of the chairman
r adviser of that program, a student may apply for an interdisciplinary
(rogram to the dean of the Graduate School.
12. The dean of the Graduate School will apply the following criteria
deciding whether a program committee should be established to conder the proposed interdisciplinary program.
a. The requisite staff must be available.
b. The library holdings must be adequate without unreasonable adInterdisciplinary

|

ditions.
c.

The program must

lie

within recognized disciplines or fields of

one of which offers the doctoral program.
3. If the dean of the Graduate School is satisfied that the proposed
rogram satisfies these criteria, he shall form a special program committee
five members, three of whom shall be from units offering the docstudy, at least

I

1

i

jrate.
j4.

the committee approves the proposed program, a plan of study
be developed that includes the following elements:
a. Fields or areas of study
b. Required courses
c. Languages or other research tool requirements
If

|all

Dissertation subject
as approved by the committee shall be submitted to
le dean of the Graduate School. Upon his final approval, the student's
ogram shall have the same binding effect upon the Graduate School as
ograms printed in the Graduate School Catalog.
6. When the committee has certified all the required performances, in<;iding the results of examinations, the committee shall be dissolved.
d.

The program

Advisement
hch student admitted to the Graduate School is expected to consult a
lliduate adviser in the department or faculty of his major for assistance
I planning his total program and in choosing courses each quarter. As
Jon as the student gains approval for a thesis topic and a thesis director,
h latter is designated as chairman of the advisory committee. This comijttee advises the student in the preparation of the thesis or dissertation,
f aluates
its quality when completed, and supervises the final examinan, written or oral, when one is required.
Maximum course work for graduate students is 16 hours each quarter;
i hours is considered a normal load. The maximum load for teaching,
i|earch, and graduate assistants who are employed half-time is 12 hours
Ep the minimum is 6 hours; for assistants who are employed more than
Hf-time the maximum is 8 hours. For persons attending the 8 weeks
snmer session, the maximum is 12 hours. These maxima may be exuded only with the written permission of the dean of the Graduate
t

Spool.

graduate student is expected to plan his work carefully. Program
mges after registration must be approved by the student's adviser and
t* dean
of the Graduate School. They may involve payment of a pro]\.

c

—
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Program change forms may be obtained from the

Grai

Office.

The graduate student must assume responsibility for his progress
keeping an up-to-date record of the courses he has taken and by consults
periodically with his adviser. Responsibility for errors in program or
interpretation of regulations of the Graduate School and the Universi
rests entirely upon the student. Advice is always available on request.
Since graduate work is carried on at both the Carbondale and EdwarC|
1

ville Campuses, it is the student's responsibility to see that his records
the Graduate School, Registrar's Office, and with his major adviser g
brought together on the campus where he wishes to graduate, well in s
vance of the time of graduation. Student records cannot be processed a:
the student approved for graduation unless these records are available
the campus where graduation is to occur at least six weeks in advar,
of the time of graduation.

i

Graduate Advisers
Following
degree.

is

the

of advisers to graduate students pursuing a maste

list

—

Accounting Floyd Patrick
Agricultural Industries William Herr
Animal Industries G. B. Marion
Anthropology Charles Lange
Applied Science Thomas B. Jefferson

—

—
—
—
Art—Tom Walsh
Art Education— Roy Abrahamson
Behavior
Modification—Guy
Renzaglia
Biological Sciences—Edwin Galbreath
Botany—William D. Gray
Business Administration— Floyd Patrick
Chemistry— C. D. Schmulbach
Clothing and Textiles— Rose Padgett
College Student Personnel—Jack Graham
Community Development— Paul Denise
Computer Science— A. M. Mark
Design— Patrick Ogle
Economics —George Hand
Educational Administration and Foundations —Ed Sasse
Elementary Education— Luther BradEngineering—Thomas B. Jefferson
field

English— Robert

Griffin

English as a Foreign Language
Charles Parish
Finance Floyd Patrick
Food and Nutrition Krank Konishi
Foreign Languages Hellmut Hartwig
Forestry John Andresen

—

—
—

—
Geography—Theodore Schmudde
Geology —William C. Hood
Government— Horace Jacobini
Guidance and Educational Psychology
—John Cody
Health
son

Education— C.

E.

Richard-

—Donald Tolle
Vyverberg
Home and Family—Betty Jane Jo!
ston
Home Economics Education—Doroi
Keenan
Materials — Paul
Instructional
Wendt
Inter- American Studies— Albert
Bork
Journalism— Bryce W. Rucker
Linguistics — Charles Parish
Management— Floyd Patrick
Marketing— Floyd Patrick
Mathematics— Charles Maxwell
Microbiology— Hassan Rouhandeh
Molecular Science—John Zimmerri
Music—Roderick Gordon
Philosophy— Lewis E. Hahn
Physical Education (Men) —Edw
Higher Education

History

J.

—Henry

S.

Shea

(Women) —

Education

Physical

Anne Thorpe

—

(Chairmen of
Physical Sciences
Faculties Involved)
Physics John Zimmerman
Physiology Harold M. Kaplan
I
Plant Industries John K. Leasurej
i

—

—
—
Psychology—Vincent Harren

Recreation and Outdoor EducatioiLoren Taylor
Administration <jy
Rehabilitation
Renzaglia
Rehabilitation Counseling Guy FN

—

'

—

zaglia

—

Secondary Education R. J. Fligo
Secretarial and Business EducaticlHarves Rahe

—

Howard Allen
Sociology Herman Lantz
Special Education Elizabeth
Social Studies

—

j

—

Mc W

1

—
\he
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—

peech Earl E. Bradley
peech Pathology and Audiology
P. Brackett

—

I.

Technical and Industrial Education
Ronald W. Stadt
Theater Archibald McLeod
Zoology Harvey I. Fisher

—
—

Grading System

=

5.00) A is for
(A
rades are recorded by the letters A, B, C, D, and
for good or average performance, C for conditional or
itstanding work,
for unsatisfactory work, and E for failure.
)t fully satisfactory work,
ther grades may be:
IW Authorized withdrawal made through a program change where no
basis for evaluation has been established. Work may not be completed. This grade is not included in grade point computation for
retention purposes.
Authorized withdrawal made after first four weeks through a
program change with a passing grade. Work may not be completed.
jWE Authorized withdrawal made through a program change after the
first four weeks with failing grade. Work may not be completed, but
grade is included in calculation of average.
jlnc.
Incomplete. Has permission of instructor to be completed within
a time period designated by instructor, but not to exceed one year
from the close of quarter in which course was taken. If Inc. remains,
it is not included in grade point computation. To complete the work,
a student should not register for the course again but should complete
the work from the original registration.
Def. Deferred. Used only for graduate courses of an individual, continuing nature such as thesis or research. When the work is completed, grade is changed to a letter grade.
>ABS Unauthorized withdrawal. Used when student fails to continue in
attendance, but does not withdraw through a program change.
Counted as an E in calculating grade point average.
S Satisfactory. Used only for noncredit courses.
|U
Unsatisfactory. Used only for noncredit courses.
iAu Audit. A student registering for a course on an "audit" basis receives no letter grade and no credit hours. An auditor's registration
card must be marked accordingly and he pays the same fees as
though he were registering for credit. A student registering for a
course for audit may change to a credit status or vice versa through
the official program change method during the first four weeks of a
quarter. Thereafter the change may not be made.
l|)te:
Letter grades A, B, C, D, and E as well as the grades
and ABS
are included in grade point averages for academic retention. Authorized withdrawals made through a program change during the
first four weeks of the quarter do not carry a grade. After four
weeks it is at the discretion of the instructor whether or not a letter
grade will be given for an authorized withdrawal.

E

.

B

D

—

WP—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

WE

Instructional Units

Agricultural Industries

Department of Agricultural Industries offers graduate work leading
the Master of Science degree in agricultural economics, agricultural
jlucation, and agricultural services. Students interested in the Doctor of
he

degree in agricultural economics should consult with the
epartment of Economics. Students interested in the Specialist Certifiite in agricultural education should consult with the Department of
ucondary Education.

jiilosophy

The three programs in the Department of Agricultural Industries lead:g to the Master of Science degree require at least 48 hours of graduate
including a thesis or research paper. Students normally take 12
making it possible to complete the M.S. degree
I one year. A committee composed of at least three professors guides
lb candidate in his course work and research. All candidates must satisIptorily pass an oral examination.
jThe M.S. degree in agricultural economics requires 20 hours of courses
I agricultural economics and economics, 8 hours of statistics or advanced
ifcounting, a thesis, and other courses normally selected in the School of
liisiness. The program is designed for the professional agricultural econciiist and for those desiring to continue their education by obtaining
ijurses,

lurs of credit per quarter

^h.D.

The M.S. in agricultural education requires 26 hours of courses in
sericulture and education, 8 hours of statistics, a research paper or thesis,
sjd other courses. The program is designed for preparing teachers for
sj;ondary schools, junior colleges, and for those desiring to continue their
education by obtaining a Ph.D.
The M.S. in agricultural services requires 18 hours of courses in agriculte, a research paper, and other courses. The program is designed to
F*mit students who are working in agriculture in such areas as extension
vrk and soil conservation employees, to expand their educational experieoes in light of prospective employment goals and opportunities.
Application forms for admission into any of these programs may be
Ojained from the Graduate School. Inquiries for financial assistance
Sfuld be addressed to the chairman of the department. Approval for
gjduate study in the department, with any necessary qualifications, is
nde after review of the student's transcript and other supportive data.
Aditional information may be obtained from the Department of Agriculhal Industries, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois 62901.

Animal Industries
|p Department of Animal Industries offers programs of study leading to
Master of Science degree. Programs may be designed to meet the
diires of candidates in the various disciplines of animal behavior, breed-

19
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and physiology.
minimum of 24 hours in animal industri
courses, including a thesis is required. Research leading to a thesis can 1
conducted with any of the following species: beef, dairy, horses, poultr
sheep, or swine. The candidate will select supporting courses in relat^
departments such as Applied Science, Chemistry, Mathematics, Micr
biology, Physiology, and Zoology. Students selecting supporting course
in the basic sciences might do so with an interest in continuing wo:
towards the Ph.D. degree.
Students who wish to emphasize the study of animal production im
program leading to the master of science degree might select a majori
of their supporting courses from the Departments of Agricultural Indi|
tries or Plant Industries.
Students interested in animal science at the doctoral level can be a
mitted to a program of study leading to the Ph.D. degree in physiologj
The program which is administered by the graduate school through t
Department of Physiology is adequately flexible to allow candidates
emphasize such areas as behavioral science, endocrinology, meat scienr
metabolism, microbiology, physiological genetics, or reproductive phjj
iology.
Minimum requirements have been established for students enter!
the Ph.D. program. These include undergraduate training in bioloji
inorganic and organic chemistry, and one year of both mathematics aj
physics. Deficiencies in these areas must be resolved prior to entry ir,
ing, nutrition,

;

the program.

Information concerning admission policies, requisites for graduatii

and availability of financial assistance for graduate study in any specif
program can be obtained from the Department of Animal Industri
Southern

Illinois University,

Carbondale, Illinois 62901.

Anthropology
General Requirements
•

Acceptance for graduate study in anthropology and subsequent continfd;
tion in the graduate program are at the discretion of the Department"
Anthropology.
Application forms for admission to the Graduate School may be
tained from the Graduate School. When submitting the completed ap
cation to the Graduate School, the student must send official transcri
of undergraduate and graduate work; three letters of recommendat
and a personal statement of aims and interests addressed to the chi
man of the department must also be submitted.
The Graduate Record Examination (Aptitude section and advan
test in anthropology) must be taken by all students. If they are kno^
the scores should be reported with the application. If a student has
done so previously, he must take the Graduate Record Examination
the first opportunity after his entry into the department.
No special program of previous work is required, and applicants v
academic degrees in fields other than anthropology are accepted. rUfr"
ever, in consultation with the Department, a plan for remedying un(jgraduate deficiencies in anthropology will be arranged.
The department does not require that every student take a masti's
degree on his way to the doctorate. Whether he does or not is a maM
for decision by the student and the department. (For those who do pt
have the Master of Arts degree in anthropology, formal admission
j>

jtt

j

(*>

)
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doctoral program is dependent on the degree of success of the student
the general examination.
The program of study for each student will be worked out by the
udent and his advisers. The normal course of study leads a student
present himself for the general examination after two years of full-time
>urse work. Students with M.A.'s in anthropology are required to take
le general examination at the end of the first year of residence. All
thers are required to take this examination at the end of the second year,
iny student may petition for examination before the deadline. For those
repared to take the general examination at the earliest opportunity
Fall, or Spring Quarter), the prior passing of the first foreign language
pmination will be suspended. Candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy
igree should plan an additional year of full-time study before presenting
lemselves for the special examination.
A student's overall progress in his studies is reviewed at the end of
*ich year, or as may be necessary, in order to see that the requirements
the department are being met and that the student's best interests are
king served.
le
1

)

!

j

Departmental Requirements
Jormally, all
fegree

graduate students in anthropology working for a higher

must:

Complete the course-hour requirements as established by the GradSchool: completion with a passing grade (B average) of a minimum
48 hours of course work plus the thesis for the master's degree and a
nimum of 96 hours plus the dissertation for the doctorate.
2. Complete the equivalent of one or two academic years
(3 or 6
iiarters) of course work with not less than a B average before presently themselves for their general examination. As noted above, previous
ijaduate or professional work in anthropology may lead to the three
•narter qualification to take the general examination. The normal course
id per quarter is 4 courses or approximately 12 hours. With assistantijips this load will be reduced.
|3. Pass one foreign language examination before presenting themselves
I* their general examination, except for those taking the general examinaat the first opportunity. Students are urged to investigate ETS
ijreign language examinations which may be taken prior to arrival at
IU, or at least be prepared to take this test in the first quarter of resi(ince. The regulations concerned with foreign language requirements are
'ftlined in this catalog; they may be discussed with the chairman of the
(ipartment. The student is urged to acquire this language competence
the earliest opportunity so that he is equipped with a useful tool while
Jjrsuing his graduate studies.
(4. Complete the following required course: Anthropology 415.
p. Pass with not less than a B average the general examination (bem) given in the fall and spring quarters. At the option of the departte an oral examination may be required following the written examte

it.

1

m

i

ftion.
6.

Satisfy all general University

and Graduate School requirements as

ttlined in this catalog.

The General Examination
%e coverage expected of the student presenting himself for the gene
examination is stated in syllabi on the topics listed below. The
iil

:

.
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length of the written examination is three hours for each part. Studeii
elect four of the six parts, satisfying the other two by an
or
grade in a graduate seminar in each of the parts omitted.
1. Physical Anthropology

A

may
2.

Archaeology

3.
4.

Linguistics
Social Anthropology

5.

History of Anthropological Thought

6.

Ethnology

|

f

The

The

Special Examination

study for the special examination is directed towards pi
ticular and concentrated study of a particular geographical area pi
either two major topics or one major topic and a special topic. The fill
of study is determined after consultation with the department; study
currently invited or encouraged in the following topics and areas (mc
fications will be considered as changes in faculty personnel and cc
petencies warrant).
field of

Areas

Major Topics

North America:
Greater Southwest

Archaeology
Ethnology

Eastern U.S. (East of Rockies)
Arctic

and sub-Arctic

Middle America:
Meso-America
Caribbean and Circum-Caribbean
South America:

Linguistics
Social Anthropology

Tropics

Special Topics
Applied Anthropology
Art
Ecology
Ethnohistory

Pacific

Folklore

Andean

Asia:
S.E. Asia
Africa:
West Africa

Europe
Western Europe
Mediterranean Basin

The nature of the special field of study, its scope and limits, ire
determined in consultation with the department and delimited atpe
student's colloquium.

The normal expectancy

that the student's dissertation topic wi]jbe
derived from his special field of concentration; however, in consults bn
with the department, exceptions may be made.
is

Master's Degree

who wish to take a master's degree will be advanced to csmthey have met the requirements under departmental reqfrements (above). Completion of the degree requires the presentation f
satisfactory thesis. A principal adviser on the topic chosen for the tjsis
will be appointed by the department. A student may petition for I
stitution of a significant publication for the thesis.
Students

dacy,

if

'?

\

Anthropology

Instructional Units

/
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Doctor of Philosophy Degree
students who wish to take a Doctor of Philosophy degree and who have
(above) will consult the departjnet the departmental requirements
ment in order to select a special field of study.
This selection will be made in consultation with a special field adviser
|ind committee designated to guide the student's preparation for the
Special Examination. The student's plan of special study will be prei;ented at a colloquium for approval by this committee.
The student should plan not less than one academic year, or its
equivalent, in residence after the successful completion of his general
examination before presenting himself for his special examination. However, the student cannot present himself for the special examination
jooner than six months after completing his second foreign language
requirement, or his alternative requirements in statistics or computers.

Field Research
V

student cannot be

)hy degree unless

recommended

for the

award

he has had the experience of

Doctor of Philosoresearch acceptable

of the
field

the department.

Thesis and Dissertation Credit
Candidates for the Master of Arts degree must register for 5 hours of
hesis credit under Anthropology 599. Candidates for the Doctor of
'hilosophy degree must register for 36 hours of dissertation credit under
anthropology 600; not more than 18 hours' credit can be earned in any
ne quarter.

Dissertation
successful completion of the special examination, a candidate for
le Doctor of Philosophy degree will consult with the department in
rder to select the topic for his dissertation. The chairman of his disJrtation committee will then be appointed and, together with the comjiittee, will advise the student accordingly.
ifter

Applied Science

may pursue a Master of Science Degree with a major in apscience. Typical areas of study in applied science are materials
rience and nuclear science.
tudents
lied

t

,

Acceptance for a degree program is made by the dean of the School
Technology and subject to the admission requirements of the Gradte School. An applicant must have received a bachelor's degree with a
ajor in engineering, engineering technology, physics, chemistry, or
athematics or with an emphasis in these fields.
Degree requirements are consistent with the general requirements of
lie Graduate School with a minimum of 48 hours of graduate credit reaired, including a thesis. A program of study will be developed by the
ilvisory committee and the student. When the student has chosen a
lesis topic and a staff member has consented to direct the project, the
director will become the student's advisor and will function as
lairman of the advisory committee.
One-half or one-quarter time instructorships, teaching or research asiesis
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and fellowships are available for qualified applicants.
ditional information about programs, courses, instructorships, assistar
ships, and fellowships may be obtained from the dean of the School
sistantships,

I

Technology.

Art

Graduate Programs in art lead to the Master of Fine Arts degree in stud!
and to the Master of Science degree in art education. The candidate
expected to select an area of specialization (studio or art educatioi
around which his program will be planned in consultation with the maj
professor in that area.
Requirements for the Master of Fine Arts degree in studio (painthjj
sculpture, printmaking and drawing, ceramics, metalsmithing, and wed-J
ing) total 60 quarter hours. These hours are distributed as follows: 30 u
major field, 12 in art history, 5 to 9 in thesis or terminal project work, aSJ
the remainder in electives. The candidate for the Master of Fine Al
degree must in addition to the completion of course work, presents
terminal project, and participate in an oral examination. Residency
quirement for this degree is at least two academic years, or six acaderis
quarters. The University also asserts the right to retain an example 9
the candidate's creative work, and this selection will be made from a
work presented in the graduate exhibition.
Requirements for the Master of Science degree in art education tc
a minimum of 48 quarter hours. These hours are distributed as follo^J
16 in education, 32 to be elected from the areas of art education,
history and studio, 5 to 9 quarter hours are to be devoted to either th<
work or research work. Such work will result in the writing of a thesis
a research paper. The candidate must participate in an oral examinal
of the above mentioned thesis or research paper.
Undergraduate requirement for admission to the Master of Fine M
program is a degree in art or art education; for admission to the Maipr
of Science in Education, a degree in art education. Any exception to true
requirements must be with the approval of the faculty in the special ded
program, and with the consent of the chairman of the Department of ,}
j

1

Asian Studies

A

offered in Asian Studies which may be made
by selecting from the following courses which are listed by departmeis:
Agricultural Industries 417; Anthropology 401, 483, 585, Art 451aUU
571, 572; Economics 460, 461, 462; Geography 466, 522; Government fa
458a,b,c, 480, 521, 595; History 448, 449, 455, 510, 514; Philosophy W,
591. Thesis and dissertations on Asian topics may also be written by frh
dents in any of several majors.
Interested graduate students may write to or consult with the clj
man of the Committee on Asian Studies.

graduate minor

is

Biological Sciences

Requirements for Admission
1.

Bachelor's degree with a major in a natural science departaj

istructional Units
2.

3.
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Admission to the Graduate School.
Approval of the chairman of the Biological Sciences Committee or

designated representative.

is

Requirements for the Degree
omplete 60 hours of graduate courses in the biological sciences. The
courses required of any student are to be determined by conization between the student and the program committee, with the
)ecific

illowing provisions:
1.

No more

than 35 hours of credit in any one department

may

be

used for the degree.
2.

3.

No minor area

is required.
at least 24 hours of credit in 500-level courses. These may not
include more than 4 hours for "special problems," 4 hours for "semi-

Have

and 4 hours for "readings."
Complete at least one 400- or 500-level laboratory course in three

nars,"

departments of the biological sciences. (No special credit,
such as indicated in 3 above, will satisfy this requirement.)

of the

j5.

Submit a research paper.

J6.

Attend, for credit, at least one quarter of seminar in three of the
departments of the biological sciences.

Advisement
committee of three memdepartments involved, or
tjier departments at the discretion of the program committee. The propm director will serve as an ex-officio member.
praduate work may be taken in the Departments of Botany, Microtylogy, Physiology, and Zoology to obtain a Master of Science degree
wbiological science in the College of Liberal Arts and Science.
iiidance of students shall be by a program
one from each of the biological science

trs,

Botany
C aduate work may be taken in the Department of Botany as a major
I minor leading to the Master of Arts, Master of Science, and Doctor
olPhilosophy degrees and as a part of the program in biological sciences
lading to the Master of Science or the Master of Science in Education
t

jdirree.

must be approved by the departQueries
concerning
graduate
work
in botany should be made to
iJpt.
graduate adviser in botany. To be eligible for graduate work in
bany, the student must have an equivalent to an undergraduate minor
^botany. Certain deficiencies may be made up concurrently with grad"«e work,
jn accordance with the general requirements of the Graduate School,
Candidate for the Master of Arts or Master of Science degree must
Xiplete 48 hours of graduate credit and a thesis. The Master of Arts
^didate must demonstrate a competence in a foreign language,
j'he Doctor of Philosophy degree requires, in addition to a dissertation,
fading knowledge of two foreign languages or one foreign language
u, statistics,
if recommended by the candidate's committee.
Applicants for the advanced degrees

j

,'.tij
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Business Administration
faculty in business administration, consisting of men
bers of the Departments of Accounting, Management, Marketing, am]
the Faculty of Finance of the School of Business at Carbondale, offeij
the Master of Business Administration degree. The M.B.A. prograi
has as its objective the development of professional managers and execi
tives to serve the needs of business and government and to prepare iij
terested graduates for doctoral study. The program has been structure]
with flexibility so as to serve holders of baccalaureate degrees in bus!
ness administration as well as those who hold degrees in other discipline!

The graduate

i

M.B.A. Admission Requirements
1. Complete all admission requirements set forth by the Graduaj
School of Southern Illinois University.
2. Complete the Admission Test for Graduate Study in Busine
(Princeton Test) and have the results of the test mailed directly to til
director of graduate programs in Business Administration. Informatij
regarding this test is available by writing to: Admission Test for Gral
uate Study in Business, Educational Testing Service, Box 966, Princetcl,
New Jersey 08540.
3. Complete an interview with the director of graduate programs 1
Business Administration. This interview may be delayed in individii
cases where a special trip to the campus would require travel in exctp
of one hundred miles to reach the Carbondale campus.
4. An undergraduate cumulative grade point average of 4.00 is pi
ferred, and less than a 3.75 grade point average is accepted with rtp
j

exception.

M.B.A. Degree Requirements

A minimum
tion

of 48 quarter hours of course work plus a terminal examijiboth) are required. Candidates who receive re-

(oral, written, or

mission to write a thesis must complete a minimum of 44 quarter hoi's
of course work plus an acceptable thesis for which 8 quarter hours if
credit are assigned.
Candidates who lack the necessary prerequisites may be required j»

complete as

who

much

enter the

as 80 quarter hours of acceptable course work. Thjie

Master of Business Administration program with

p-

any

of the core areas of business administration or in matpmatics must eliminate the deficiencies in a satisfactory manner prioijto
starting the program course work. The seven core areas as stipulated ity
ficiencies in

the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business include:!
counting, business law or legal environment of business, economicsf
nance, management, marketing, and statistics.
The Master of Business Administration program course work tcj
taken beyond that needed to eliminate deficiencies is determined or|
individual basis in conference with the director of graduate program|
business administration. Candidates must satisfy requirements in
following areas: quantitative methods, accounting, economics, behavij
sciences, legal environment of business, finance, marketing, managenpt,
communication, and business policy.
The candidate may select a concentration, not to exceed 15 qui!

.
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hours of credit, from one of the following: accounting, finance, management (personnel or production), marketing, or transportation. The candidate may also choose courses in a wide variety of areas of graduate
study throughout Southern Illinois University.

Chemistry
Graduate courses of study leading to the Doctor of Philosophy and
Master of Science degrees are offered by the Department of Chemistry,
[nterested students should consult the chairman of the Department of
Chemistry for a complete statement of the requirements for each degree.
The following is a summary of these requirements.

Master

of Science

Degree

addition to meeting the general requirements of the Graduate School,
candidate for the Master of Science degree in chemistry is required to:
Ji
1. Pass field examinations in 3 of the 5 fields (analytical, inorganic,
Vganic, physical, and biochemistry) of chemistry or complete their equivalent in course work with a grade of B within the first six quarters of
[n

j

Ijesidence.
|

2. Earn 9 credit hours at the 500 level in one of the five basic fields of
hemistry (Chemistry 451a,b,c may be taken in place of two 500 level
liochemistry courses) and earn credit in one chemistry course at the 500
vel in each of two other fields.
3. Earn 40 hours credit in chemistry courses or 30 hours if an outside

linor is elected.
4.
5.

!

Maintain a 3.75 grade point average in formal lecture courses.
Attend weekly seminars and earn one hour credit (Chemistry 595)

y presentation of a seminar.
6. Earn a minimum of 12 hours in research and thesis (Chemistry 596

nd597).
7. Demonstrate
by satisfactory performance in a departmentallypministered examination a reading competency in scientific German,
lussian, or
8.

French.

Pass a

final oral

examination.

Doctor of Philosophy Degree
candidate for the Doctor of Philosophy degree must meet all of the
;h|quirements of the Graduate School and all of the requirements of the
nallepartment of Chemistry for the master's degree (except for the thesis
rioifquirement

which

may

be omitted with departmental consent). In addi-

on the candidate must:
1. Pass field examinations in physical chemistry and three of the other
ur fields (analytical, inorganic, organic and biochemistry) of chemistry
complete their equivalent in course work with a minimum grade of

B

nine months of residence.
2. Complete a course of study as determined by his graduate committee.
3. Earn one hour credit in seminar
(Chemistry 595) beyond the
aster of Science degree requirement and attend weekly seminars.
4. Earn a minimum of 48 hours in research and dissertation ( Chemistry
'8 and 600)
5. Pass cumulative examinations in the major field of study.
6. Maintain a 4.00 grade point average in formal lecture courses.

ithin
Jo!

j

t

qosi

the

first
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Pass preliminary oral and final oral examinations.
by satisfactory performance in a departmentally
8. Demonstrate
administered examination a reading competency in scientific German
Russian, or French.
7.

Community Development
The program is interdisciplinary. A candidate for the Master of Scienc
degree in community development will take a portion of his work m
related academic fields. Depending upon his professional plans, it wi]
be possible for him to minor in a field such as agriculture, anthropology
economics, education, geography, government, history, psychology, c
sociology. Undergraduate work in more than one of these fields is a de
sirable background for graduate study in community development. Stij
dents with inadequate backgrounds may be required to take certaL
courses to strengthen their preparation.
The period of study and training is planned to encompass one an!
one-half to two academic years. Included must be a minimum of 4 I
hours of graduate credit, plus a one year internship in community dii
velopment, field consultation, leadership training or applied research!
Only a limited number of students can be enrolled in any one year.
The requirements for the Master of Science degree in community dj
velopment include the following:
1. Courses specifically designed or approved by the Community
velopment Institute, including a thesis, totaling 28 to 32 hours.
2. Work in one or more allied fields, such as anthropology, educatic
psychology, sociology totaling 16 to 20 hours.
3. One year of part-time noncredit graduate internship. (This mi
be reduced or waived for exceptional students with one or more yet
of acceptable professional experience in community development worf
4. Fulfillment of the requirements of the Graduate School.
I

i

Design

The Department

of Design attempts a generalized rather than a specif
ized design education. Through his undergraduate years the student)
led to treat of man and his environmental transactions in terms of whlf
systems rather than of isolated aspects or component parts. Emphaj5
is placed on the overall solutions to human problems which may be
compassed through design procedures.
The graduate program of the department continues this broad in
grative approach but assumes that, at this level, the student should cj
centra te his studies in a more closely defined area within which he sho
work in depth.
It is recognized, however, within the present massive accelerations;!
the design possibilities of man's control over his environment, that
format of such graduate study should offer the utmost flexibility v$
capacity for change. The entire graduate program should be viewedjs
experimental in nature and one whose content and approach will fi
<1-

adjusted according to experience and field developments.
Students with an undergraduate background in various areas of de$ jn
specialization may qualify for the master's degree program. In additji,
on the premise that the association of diverse disciplines participajg
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n the design process may often yield productive and enriching interstudents with an undergraduate background in fields other than
iesign will be accommodated. Special arrangements should be developed
n consultation with the chairman of the department.
A two-year graduate course of study, leading to the Master of Science degree in design, is offered in the areas listed below. The program
•equires at least 34 hours of graduate study in the Department of Dedictions,

at least 18 hours of study outside the department, selected with
;he adviser; and 9 thesis hours. Specialized areas are:
(1) design in
education, (2) communications in design, (3) industrial design, (4)
environmental planning, and (5) generalized design science, directly
>riented toward the design philosophy of R. Buckminster Fuller.
Within the structure of this program, graduates will work in an operasign;

and workteam organization rather than a formal classThere will also be the opportunity to participate in semitars and lectures given by distinguished visiting professors to the department and of conducting research under their guidance.
ional research

oom

situation.

Economics
Graduate courses in economics may be taken as a major or minor leadlg to the Master of Arts, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy
grees.

A

student

may

complete requirements for the master's degree through
^e successful completion of:
(1) 48 hours of graduate work, including
e master's thesis; or (2) successful completion of the preliminary docral examination. Each master's degree candidate is required to comete at least 33 hours in economics, including certain required courses.
Graduate students with no undergraduate deficiencies, with no lanlage handicaps, and with no outside demands upon their time may
id it possible, by taking the heavy graduate load of 16 hours each
jiarter, to complete the master's degree in three quarters, roughly nine
jonths. Most such graduate students require four quarters. Students with
idergraduate deficiencies, language difficulties (especially foreign stu<lnts), or outside demands upon their time should expect to take five
iliarters.

The Graduate Record Examination

is

required of

all

applicants for

amission.

a student wishes to combine his study of economics with the fields
^presented in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, he should apply
I a Master of Arts degree. If he wishes to combine his study of ecoijmics with fields represented in the School of Business, the School of
apiculture, or similar schools, he should apply for a Master of Science
|If

cgree.

Doctor of Philosophy degree is awarded for high accomplishment
by successful completion of these steps.
|. Demonstrating
proficiency in two research tools chosen from the
%e possible choices for foreign language, statistics, and computer prog ming. If a student chooses computer programing, he must obtain speC]
permission from the Economic Department's computer committee.
t Passing a written examination covering the core areas of economic
stistics, history of economic thought, mathematical economics, combative economic systems, and macro and micro economic theory.
jTCie

a>evidenced

|l

^

Chapter

/-.,»„„
„
^ j
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examinations in economicJ H
3 Passing written and oral preliminary
chosen from a list that includes: inter-! I
theory plus three specialized areas
public finance, comparative economic *
nation economics, human resources,
economics, money and banking!
systems political economy, quantitative
agricultural economics, or any
economic development, economic history,
connection with economics A I
graduate level field having a reasonable
last two of these specialized fields
Student may choose only one of the
research in a dissertation whiclf p
4 Presenting the results of original
before a faculty committee |b
must be defended in an oral examination
admission to a graduate program oil
After a student has been granted
must consult the departmental grad
the Department of Economics, he
in the selection of courses and „
uate student adviser who will aid him
Once a masters thesis o
the various steps toward the degree.
a
chosen and graduate faculty membej .
doctoral dissertation topic has been
faculty member becomes the stu| .
hal consented to direct the project, the
the thesis or dissertation A thesis a
dent's adviser for the purposes of
the Graduate School unt:
d^ertation topic may not be registered with
faculty member*
approved by a committee of three graduate
,lt

Sing

ftXs

,.

been

including the thesis or dissertation director.
assistantsh.ps may be obtain^
Information on graduate and research
the Department of Economy
from the director of graduate studies of
Master of Saence, an
detaTed descriptions of the Master of Arte,
are also obtainable from til
Doctor of Philosophy degree programs

Se

director.

Education

One may pursue a program

Philosopl;
of study leading to the Doctor of
any one of three functional areas: curricula,

degreTin education through
educational administration a
and Instruction; educational psychology;
Specialties are avafiable withm ti
social and philosophical foundations^
students interests For examp
functional areas depending upon the
choose a specialty in human learnir
in educational psychology he may
guidance. In
special education or counseling and

i

.

learning resources,
general requirements of the Gra
programs, students must satisfy the
requirements for the Doctor
uate School in addition to the special
Philosophy degree in education.

Application

i

^

functional area
of
applicant must submit, to the coordinator
from the Graduate Rea
which he wishes to do his work, his scores
other Foment tete
Examination and the Miller Analogy test, and
1J
committee, the coordinator will
lowing review by the area's screening
form him of the committee's decision.

An

'

Advisement
functi onal

«»»

*PP^£

a

*|
For each student, the coordinator of his
is in the students W
who
chairman,
of
a
gram committee consisting
doctoral dissertation^>,j
area and who is authorized to direct
must be from outside hej
two other members, at least one of whom
gr
planned to include all of Ins
dent's functional area. His program,
meet
should be approved at a
uate study beyond the master's degree,
Copies of the approved program

Kl

_

of the student with his committee.

I

I
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with the members of the committee, the student, the area coordinator,
ind the assistant dean for graduate studies. Appropriate program changes
nust be approved and filed in the same manner.
iled

Program Requirements
?ull-time residence of

dght weeks each)

is

one quarter (or two summer sessions of at least
required for the Master of Science in Education

legree.

in education must successfully complete a precredits
in psychological foundations of education and
core
of
12
cribed
iocial and philosophical foundations of education combined. In a funcpnal area certain basic courses may be required beyond the common
(ore. Specialties within the functional areas are supported by specific
|ourses and other experiences agreed upon by the student and his pro-

Each doctoral student

ram committee.
Research Tool Requirements
(ADMINISTRATION AND SOCIAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS
he faculty of the Functional Area of Administration and Social and
hilosophical Foundations recognizes the research orientation for the
'octor of Philosophy degree. It further recognizes that the multiplicity
f educational programs in the Functional Area demands varying combtencies in research. For this reason, no common research tool will be
quired of all students. Specific research tool competencies and procejires for evaluation shall be determined by the program committee of
ich applicant congruent with the professional preparation and goal exictations of the student and the requirements of the student's conntration.

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Mi candidate for the Doctor of Philosophy degree shall be required to
|monstrate competence in a minimum of one research tool chosen by
h program committee from a list approved by the area of Curriculum
id Instruction. The tool or tools shall embody skills needed in under(biding materials in the fields, or in the conduct of research for the
ipsertation, or in continuing research contributions in the field of
socialization. Approved research tools include foreign languages (one
liguage is one research tool), statistics, and computer programming.
loficiency examinations are required for languages and computer projamming, and may be used for statistics. If courses are taken to satisfy
*jy research tool requirement, those courses will not count toward the
ijnimum credit requirement for the degree. A student whose native
ljiguage is other than English may not offer English as one language,
aji will demonstrate his proficiency in his course work. The student's
ittive language is not acceptable as a research tool. The research tool
rftuirement must be satisfied before the student may take the preliminary

i

i

f

it

i

|

elimination.

Proficiency in foreign languages will be determined by means of the
Testing Service's graduate foreign language examinations,
abinistered by the Counseling and Testing Center once each quarter.
ETS examinations are available only in French, German, Russian,
Ijucational

m
,

a |i Spanish.

I

A

student

who wishes

to present

any other language must

32
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Dean

of tte

Graded

to the
have his program committee recommend
necessary in dissertation research.in
School this particular language as
before arrangements for testin
dearTmust approve the recommendation
Foreign Language
can be made with the Department of

l

£
>

taSa™SSe

-

in a particular language twice fc
taking tl
course 161 in that language before
will be required to take the
examination^
doctoral
again. After a third failure of the
must successfully petition the dean ot tl ^
the same language, the student
examination a fourth tame.
Graduate School before taking the
chooses statistics as a resean v
student whose advisory committee
by passing a sequence of courses;|
tool may demonstrate proficiency
Mathematics
talistJ (Guidance 505, 506, 507;
in each of the three courses
better
or
of
nr 4ftta b c) with a grade
of
in statistics and the approval
the studen has sonfe background
the
fi,
this requirement by skipping

°^raldent1araT?xamination

Ration
A

0a,.co^;^b|

B

advisory committee, he may meet
a B
third, in which he must earn
course and taking the second and
he
committee,
his
by
adequate
betteT Or if his background is thought
to the final examination in
equivalent
tekfa p oficlency examination
adimnistered
that exam
courses of a given sequence, with
on which the student must make!
the instructor of that sequence, and

m
;

^^

Zee

is chosen ,
the computer programming option
languag
programming
two
demonstrate that he can competently use
exami
written
He will be required to pass a

^tltudenUor whom

,

and FORTRAN.
developed some sophistical
and then to demonstrate that he has
languages by writing programs to,
fn the use of the computer

ALGOL
tion
drill

taken to help achieve the necess*
complish specified tasks. Any courses
toward a Ph.D. degree.
skills cannot be used for credit
C.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

*
psychology functional area requi
research, degree in the educational
learning and personality,
competencies of all students in statistics,
«
by examination.
Hevelonment These competencies are attested
all students. Competen
resefrch tooTwill be required for
No
determined by the ca,
specific research skills will be
which
committee.
date's program and dissertation

A

S

<^

Sate

Preliminary Examinations

^.^"^J

a student has passed the research-tools
master's degree or
at least 36 hours beyond a
to take ^the Prelum y
permission ^X^htordm^li
apply to the College of Education for
will assess the stuae,
examination The preliminary examination
includmg the research find
in his field of specialization,

When

^Sndes
and

techniques necessary for scholarship

;

and productive work

in his

<i

£

Dissertation

authorize

chairman who is
dissertation committee consists of a
three
Sect doctoral dissertations and at least committee is aPP^uted ^yP
The
to serve on dissertation committees
recommendation of the area f
the
on
School
dean of the Graduate
At least one member offcej*
ordinator through the assistant dean.
of the stu
functional area other than that

The

o^t^jTby^
,

mittee must be from a

.
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nd at

least

one must be from a related area other than professional

ducation.
Satisfactory completion of the dissertation requirement includes the
assing of an oral examination which covers the dissertation and related
reas.

Educational Administration and Foundations

department carries extensive graduate offerings in educational ad-

[his

instructional supervision, and educational foundations in
iipport of the Master of Science in Education degree, the Sixth- Year
pecialist's Certificate, and the Doctor of Philosophy degree in education.
The department administers its programs leading to the master's
jgree and the Sixth- Year Specialist's certificate, and provides programs
id personnel for doctoral students who wish to specialize in educamal administration, general instructional supervision, and educational
ministration,

aundations.

Master

of Science in

Education

the master's level, majors are offered in educational administration
in instructional supervision. Graduate courses taken in the department must follow the pattern of prerequisites for admission to courses.
riission to master's degree work in the department must be approved
the department's admissions committee. The department's admissj>ns requirements are available upon request to the chairman. Degree
Aididates' programs of courses must be approved by the appropriate
^viser in the department. Transfer from unclassified status will conJt

|id

ifm to

Graduate School and departmental requirements for such transfer.
for the Master of Science in Education degree, with a

The program

in educational administration includes a basic core, and educational
and tool subjects, and selected specialized
Cjirses.
research paper an a comprehensive oral examination are also
Spired. The department stresses the advantage of an academic field
rtjching major for all educational administration students. An applicant
m the degree is expected to have two years of successful teaching experiwe and must be able to meet the general administrative certification req'rements of his respective state before the master's degree is conferred.
The regulations for the master's degree, with a major in instructional
s>ervision, parallel those for the degree in educational administration.
Adents in this area normally select specialized courses in supervision
j&jl curriculum appropriate to their goals as supervisors, (i.e. elementary,
jStpndary or both) The department encourages a cross-departmental aprlijor

fjindations sequence, research

A

.

Pjach in the selection of appropriate courses for individual programs.

Sixth-Year Specialist's Certificate
A

•

!

Amission standards for the Sixth- Year Specialist's certificate program
P;,allel the admission requirements for the Doctor of Philosophy degree
pijgram. All candidates must have the master's degree or its equivalent.
P requisites to this program include the required courses for the Master
°Science in Education degree in educational administration which are
in included in the student's master's degree
program.
It least 16 hours in graduate courses will be taken in foundation fields
ofjjducational administration, at least 16 hours in the area of adminis-

!
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an internship or practicum
j

The Sixth- Year Specialist's certificate program will be designed b:|
the candidate and his adviser subject to the approval of the advisonj
committee to the department. Specific courses and the sequence in whicl
they are to be taken must be approved by the advisory committee. Tbtf
department requires a comprehensive written examination as the finaj
step toward the sixth-year program.
Doctor of Philosophy
Educational administration and foundations participates in the doctor*
program in education in the functional area of educational administntj
tion and social and philosophical foundations. Students interested i
educational administration and in social and philosophical foundation]
may pursue an equivalent of a major within the area program. For acf
ditional information on the Ph.D. in Education see the preceding se
tion above. Inquiries should be addressed to the coordinator for tljM.
area of educational administration and social and philosophical fousj
dations in the College of Education.
|

Elementary Education
Graduate programs in the Department of Elementary Education lej
to the Master of Science in Education degree and the specialist's certi
cate, and contribute to the Doctor of Philosophy degree program in ed
cation.

Each graduate major in elementary education and in early childho
education for the Master of Science in Education degree consists of
total of 48 hours. Programs have been developed to serve a variety
specialties in the field of elementary education such as: language aril
reading, social studies, elementary mathematics, elementary scieni
supervision of elementary subject areas. Courses are also offered whii
support the program in elementary administration, although studejp
seeking certification or a degree in this field major in the Departmfjt
of Educational Administration and Foundations.
Each graduate program includes certain required courses, guided el|tives, and related courses in liberal arts. All programs must be planiji
with and approved by the graduate advisers in elementary educatji
or in early childhood education. Specific course requirements for a grp
program may be obtained upon request from the Department of Elenr
tary Education.
Students in early childhood education who have not had psychoUj
or Guidance 412, or Sociology 427, or Health Education 312, or e
equivalent of one of these, are required to take four hours in psychoid
or guidance. Educational Administration 554 or 555 or the equivaljit
is

required.
J

Elementary Education participates in the doctoral program in edij*tion in the functional area of curriculum and instruction. Studentsjiterested in elementary education may pursue an equivalent of a m!>r
within the area program. For additional information on the Ph.D. in
ucation, see the preceding section entitled education. Inquiries shoulc
addressed to the coordinator for the area of curriculum and instruct
in the College of Education.

Elementary Education
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The Master's Degree
In lieu of a thesis, students are required to write a research paper and
take Guidance 422a or its equivalent and Educational Administration 500.
A total of from 8 to 12 hours should be selected from departments outside of the College of Education.
At least 24 hours must be on the 500 level.
Those who have undergraduate degrees in other fields, regardless of
teaching experience, are required to complete, without graduate credit,
at least four hours of elementary methods (314 or equivalent) and
eight hours of elementary student teaching. The teaching must be done
in residence at a university or college approved by the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education.
Any student taking graduate courses without first being approved by
his adviser risks having work not accepted for the degree.

The Sixth-Year

Specialist's Certificate

Program requires 45 quarter
individually planned to meet the student's
professional objectives. Part of the program includes a project which
[shows the ability to conduct individual investigation.
The Sixth- Year
hours of work.

The

Specialist's

The program

Certificate

is

Doctor's Degree

The Department of Elementary Education participates in the Doctor of
Philosophy degree in education with a major in curriculum and instruction with emphasis in elementary education. The applicant is approved
janly after admission to the curriculum and instruction functional area.
JResearch requirements of the area must be met. Required also are comipletion of the preliminary examination in the field of specialization and
the dissertation. The program has certain core requirements but is individually planned to meet the professional needs of the student. Opportunities
ire available for a strong subject-matter minor if one is interested, for
Instance in a special subject-matter field in the elementary school. Write
\o the chairman of the Department of Elementary Education for detailed
(requirements.

Engineering
raduate study programs leading to a Master of Science degree with a
najor in engineering are available in the following functional areas of
engineering:
Electrical sciences
circuits, electronics, fields, controls
lence,

—
—viscous

and inviscid flow, compressible flow, turbuwave motion
mechanics and structures continuum mechanics, dynamics and

Fluid mechanics
Solid
vibrations,

—

experimental stress analysis, stability, structural analysis

and design

—

Transfer processes and environmental engineering heat transfer, mass
transfer, chemical processes, water resources development, air and water
pollution control
Systems engineering bio-engineering, hybrid computation, control and
instrumentation, computer applications, operations research and mathematical model formulation

—

.

Chapter
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jj

also offered in such areas as energy conversion and en
gineering design. Students may take course work in one of the othe
branches of engineering or other areas of science such as physics, chem
istry, mathematics, or geology with the approval of the Graduate Com
is

mittee.

Students who are interested in advanced study in engineering must
admitted to the Graduate School and accepted in the degree progran
by the School of Technology. In order to be admitted to candidacy fo
a graduate degree in engineering, the student must have had the equiv
lent of the coursework required for the Bachelor of Science degree
Engineering. Students whose undergraduate training is deficient may b
required to take additional course work without graduate credit. Degn
requirements are consistent with the general requirements of the Grati
uate School with a minimum of 48 hours of graduate credit required, i
eluding a thesis.
One-half or one-quarter time instructorships, teaching or researc
i]

assistantships, and fellowships are available for qualified applicants. Ac
ditional information about programs, courses, instructorships, assistan
ships,

and fellowships may be obtained from the School

of Technology

English
If

Graduate courses in English may be taken for major or minor in tit
Master of Arts program, for a major in the English as a Foreign Languag?
program leading to the Master of Arts degree, for the subject-matfo
major in the Master of Science in Education program, and for the Doctc
of Philosophy degree. Inquiries about admission to graduate study
English should be sent to the director of graduate studies in English,
partment of English, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinoi
62901.
i

D

For the Master of Arts degree in English, the student
the following requirements:
1.

2.

3.
4.

must

in

fa

in

satis!

Complete at least 48 hours of satisfactory graduate work
Take English 500 in the first term it is available to him.
Take a course in the English Language or in linguistics.
Take English 585 (required only of teaching assistants)

Pass the Educational Testing Service examination for one foreij
language, normally either French or German.
6. Submit to the director a clean copy of that research paper whio
best represents his abilities and accomplishments.
7. Pass the master's comprehensive examination
5.

For the Doctor of Philosophy degree in English, the student mv
satisfy the following requirements:
1.

If

he has not already taken such courses on the graduate

level, ta

at least one course in each of the following fields: English literature
1500, 1500-1660, 1660-1800, 1790-1900, 1885 to date, and Americ
literature

he has never had
Shakespeare, and Milton,
3. Present evidence of
normally by completing
than B.
2.

If

courses, graduate or undergraduate, in Chauo
this deficiency.
hi ha
competence in English language and linguisti
the appropriate courses with a grade not lo^fcf

remedy

H&> a

.
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Satisfy two research-tool requirements. (See below.)
Pass preliminary examinations in English and American literature,
he preparation for which is prescribed by his advisory committee.
6. Submit a satisfactory dissertation.
7. Pass a final oral examination.
4.

5.

Research
i

student

may

tool options

by fulfilling one
option and languages

satisfy the research tool requirements

f the three options listed below. The choice of
elected must be approved by the student's advisory committee.
reading knowledge, demonstrated by examination, of two languages
1.
I addition to English, selected from any language in which there is
lubstantial literature for research and which is germane to the student's
eld. Foreign students may specify their native language as one of the
breign languages, provided it is one which meets the above requirements.
|oreign students choosing this option will be required to demonstrate
iuency in oral and written English.
2.
command of one foreign language and its literature demonstrated
iy examination or by at least three courses numbered 400 or above, with
fn average grade not lower than 4.0. Preparation for this examination
'ormally would require the equivalent of three years of study at the
allege level with grades of B or better. Foreign students may use their
ative language, provided it is one which is germane to the particular
eld of major concentration. Foreign students choosing this option will be
quired to demonstrate fluency in oral and written English.
3.
student may elect to offer a single foreign language, and a special
lisearch technique or collateral field of knowledge.
special research
echnique should represent the acquisition of any special skill that will
pectively contribute to the research proficiency of the student (provided
jiat such a skill is not an assumed or traditional part of the major). The
j)llateral field of knowledge is expected to broaden the student's scholarly
pckground by permitting exploration of knowledge in a field related to

A

A

A

A

lie
»

major.

To

satisfy the research technique or collateral field requirement, the
may complete a total of three courses numbered 400 or above,

ludent
ith

an average grade not lower than

4.0.

English as a Foreign Language
iraduate courses in theoretical and applied linguistics are offered leadjig to the Master of Arts degree in English as a foreign language. Courses,
j)th undergraduate and graduate, are also offered for a minor in linliistics; only graduate courses are offered for a minor in English as a
jreign language.

Sector,

Applicants for admission should send inquiries to the

Linguistics/MAEFL, Department

iniversity,

of English,

Southern

Illinois

Carbondale, Illinois 62901.

Master

of Arts

Degree

in

English as a Foreign Language

Applicants to the program in English as a foreign language, besides
the general conditions for admission to the Graduate School,
;ust have an undergraduate average of at least 3.8. An undergraduate
ackground in any of the following fields is desirable: English, anthro;H°gy, foreign languages, education, philosophy, psychology, mathematics,
hose applicants who have less than a 3.8 average or who have an under-

jeeting

!
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graduate background other than those specified may be admitted onljj
after consultation with the director of the program. Applicants who am
not native speakers of English must meet the following additional re!
quirements: undergraduate concentration, or the equivalent, in English!
language or literature; TOEFL examination score of at least 550; satis ji
factory English language proficiency in the language examinations ad<|
ministered on arrival at the University. Deficiencies will be made up as
necessary.

The curriculum

designed to give systematic work in both theoretic*
linguistics (methodology for the teaching of Enj
lish as a foreign language) For the major, students are expected to tak<*
32 hours of theoretical linguistics English 400, 450a,b, 407a, 504a, 505a
Anthropology 401, 413, 13 hours of applied linguistics English 588a,b,c|
569, and 3 hours of a related elective at the 500 level. Students mus
maintain an average of B for the first 26 hours of graduate work in ordej
to qualify to take the written comprehensive examination required fo
the M.A. in English as a foreign language. This examination may no
be taken more than twice. If the candidate fails this examination botl
times, he will receive a certificate of attendance and achievement. Thi;
candidate must submit to the chairman of the EFL program a clea;
copy of a research paper (approved in one of his courses) which bes
represents his abilities and accomplishments.
linguistics

is

and applied

.

—

—

Foreign Languages

For the Master of Arts and Master of Science in Education degrees!
major and minor are offered in French, German, and Spanish. A minci
may be taken in Russian.
For the Master of Science in Education degree, Romance Philolog;
410 is required for students in French and Spanish, and for those i
German, German 413 is required. For the Master of Arts degree i
French and Spanish, Romance Philology 410 and three hours of eithej
French or Spanish 515 are required. All romance philology courses ma
be counted toward either French or Spanish specializations. For tb
Master of Arts in German, German 413 and 533 are required.
Normally the bachelor's degree and a minimum of 27 hours in course
on the junior-senior level, or the equivalent, constitute the prerequisil
for registration in graduate courses. However, students who do not mee
this requirement may register for specific graduate courses with tr
consent of the instructor and the authorization of either the chairma
of the department or the chairman of the graduate committee of the di
partment.
Forestry

The Department

of Forestry offers advanced courses for the Master 1
Science degree. Collateral course work in other departments of the Ur|
versity is recommended but varies with a student's specific program. Tl|

major forestry disciplines emphasized are: forest recreation and pa]j
management; forest resource economics; wood science and forest product
silviculture; tree breeding and improvement; forest biometrics; and fore
watershed management. Also at the master's level a more diverse pr

gram in outdoor recreation resource management is offered to studen
with or without forestry undergraduate training. This program includ

|
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a basic core composed of Management 540; Recreation 500; Forestry
450; Forestry 451a,b; Forestry 575. The remainder of the course work
consists of selected electives which enable the student to combine his
earlier academic experiences with a concentration in economic, natural,
or social resources at the outdoor recreation resources management level.
In addition, cooperative curricula are available which permit graduate
forestry students to enroll in Doctor of Philosophy programs with other
departments. Syllabi are arranged on an individual student basis, emphasize an interdisciplinary approach, and orient within the biological,
physical, or social sciences.
All candidates for the Master of Science degree will be expected to
complete original research in some field related to forestry or outdoor'
recreation resources. For those concentrating in forestry this research
shall lead to the completion of a thesis which will be governed by the
rules of the Graduate School. Students in the outdoor recreation resource
management program may elect either a thesis problem or a research
problem. Competence in a foreign language is desirable but not required. The same number of minimum hours required by the Graduate School are acceptable to the Department of Forestry. Three letters
of recommendation are requested in support of each candidate before
he is accepted for graduate study. Submission of a 1,000- word theme prior
to acceptance is required in addition to the completion of the aptitude
test of the Graduate Record Examination. Additional details can be obtained by writing the Department of Forestry.

Geography

The Department of Geography offers programs leading to the Master
of Arts, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy degrees. It also
offers a concentration in geography as part of the Master of Science in
Education program in secondary education.

The department offers particularly strong programs at both the master's
and doctor's levels in several fields. Most important of these programs
at present are in urban geography, regional economic development, industrial and transport geography; historical geography; cultural geography; climatology; resource management; and the geography of Africa
and Latin America.
Master's Degree

Although there are several programs at the master's level, the basic
objectives in each of these programs are the same.
A. Students are expected to develop and demonstrate a basic breadth
of knowledge apropos of a professional geographer. Demonstration
of breadth is achieved by satisfactory completion of pro-seminars
in physical, cultural, and economic geography.
B. Students are expected to identify a specific professional goal and
develop with their adviser a satisfactory schedule of courses to
achieve penetration in depth in a specialization accordant with
their professional goal. Penetration in depth is demonstrated by
a satisfactory qualifying examination and preparation of an acceptable thesis or

its

equivalent.

Candidates for the Master of Arts or Master of Science degree may
or may not present a minor. Candidates for the Master of Science in Education degree must work out a program acceptable to the College of Ed-

1

!'
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any graduate degree, students without a minor may receive
toward their degrees in geography for courses in other departments
approved by their advisers.
The normal load ranges from 8 to 12 hours per quarter. Although the
48 hours required for graduation can be accomplished in four quarters,
the department suggests that students who have assistantships think of
six; quarters as the time normally required to complete the master's degree. This longer time allows the student to complete a richer program
and to spend adequate time in writing the thesis or its equivalent.
ucation. For
credit

Doctor of Philosophy Degree

The

objective of the Doctor of Philosophy degree program in geogto develop scholars who can effectively carry on and present
original research within the field of geography. To achieve this objective
a general program has been designed to permit individual students
maximum flexibility and penetration of geographic research in depth.
In addition to the general requirements of the Graduate School, the
department has five prerequisites for admission to the departmental

raphy

is

I

j

;

program:
All entering students will select a program adviser during their first
quarter in residence.
During spring term of the student's first year in the program, he will
take a qualifying examination, the objective of which is to examine the!
concepts, method, and reasoning power within the framework of the student's specialization. This examination and the student's overall performance during the first year will be evaluated to determine whether the
student is to continue or discontinue in the program. Upon favorable
recommendation, the student must then present a preliminary thesis
proposal for discussion before his advisory committee. A thesis proposal
is considered part of the qualifying examination and must be completed
before the student can proceed into the second year of the master's program. During the second year, students should expect a comprehensive
examination over the field of geography.
Proficiency in a language and one elementary course in statistics
(M.A.) or quantitative techniques (statistics) (M.S.) is required in addition to the 48 hours of coursework for the Master's degree. This requirement should be met by examination or course completion prior to commencing thesis work. M.S. students can meet the requirement of competence in quantitative techniques by taking two courses (Guidance 505,}
and Geography 410a or b) If the student's training elsewhere includes
statistics, this requirement may be waived upon consultation with his
faculty adviser.
1. One personal and professional data form provided by the department must be completed and returned.
2. A statement of individual immediate and long range professional
goals must be prepared by the student and submitted to the department
along with the completed personal and professional data forms.
3. Four confidential letters of recommendation or recommendatio:
forms provided by the department must be sent to the department chairman from faculty of schools the student has previously attended. It is the
responsibility of the student to contact the four faculty members and
request that the letters or forms be sent. In the case of foreign students, the
four letters of evaluation are to be submitted to the departmental chair
man rather than to the Foreign Admissions Office.
i

j

j

1

j

j

j

|

(

.

|

j
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Evidence of attainment of a master's degree or its equivalent must
be provided in the form of appropriate official transcripts.
5. Scores from GRE must be sent to the department prior to the
beginning of the program.
The doctoral program is composed of four chronological stages culminating in the final acceptance of the dissertation. The first stage is a program
of courses worked out between the student and his advisory committee
to take advantage of the student's previous professional preparation,
interests, and abilities, and to remedy any weaknesses in his background.
Courses comprising this stage will be built from the following major elements implemented by specific courses approved by the student's advisory
committee: (a) a core of courses in geographic methodology, (b) a series
of courses, seminars, and independent research courses in his field of
specialization, course work in cognate fields to supplement his specialized
4.

and

training in the skills of scholarly research. Specific
courses will be recommended only in those areas where a student lacks
a demonstrated competency.
The Department of Geography has neither a minimum number of
requirements nor will it specify any preferred skills for research; instead,
the determination of requirements shall be arranged by the graduate
student's advisory committee upon consideration of his program.
The second stage is the qualifying examination which is taken at the
completion of formal course requirements and upon the recommendation
Of the student's advisory committee. This is followed by admission to
candidacy upon satisfactory performance on the qualifying examination.
Finally, there is the dissertation which must be approved by the student's
advisory committee and orally defended before an examining committee
appointed by the dean of the Graduate School.
training,

(c)

Geology

The Department
Arts and Master

of Geology offers programs leading to the Master of
of Science degrees. All students entering these pro-

grams are required to take a placement examination administered a day
or two before the start of the Fall and Spring terms each year.
The objective of the master's program is to develop the student's
competence in the basic fields of geology and provide for specialization
in line with individual capability and interest. Facilities and staff are
available for studies involving surface and subsurface mapping, petrology,
paleontology, micropaleontology, stratigraphy, crystallography-mineralogy,
ore deposits, petroleum geology, environmental geology, groundwater, and
exploration geophysics. Interdisciplinary research with other departments
is encouraged. Preparation for teaching earth science at the high school
and junior college level may also be undertaken in cooperation with the
College of Education and other science departments.
All students are expected to be familiar with the Department of Geology
policies and requirements. Master's candidates must pass a written comprehensive examination at least six months prior to completion of a thesis.
A final oral examination, primarily concerned with defense of the thesis,
is administered as the last step before graduation.
All students are expected to give evidence of competence in the basic
sciences, including one full year of undergraduate physics. Forty-eight
ihours of graduate credit constitute the minimum that will be acceptable
toward graduation. A reading knowledge of a foreign language, equivalent

1
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to one year of college-level study, is required of all students seeking thej
Master of Arts degree.
Southern Illinois and the adjacent area offers a wide variety of geological conditions ideal for individual study as well as research. Ex-|
perienced staff members work closely with students and provide in-j
dividual assistance when necessary. Graduate teaching, research, and
field assistantships are available to qualified students. The Illinois State
Geological Survey and several major companies in the petroleum industry actively support geological work in this area.

Government

The Department

of Government has a well-balanced graduate program*
in political science. Graduate courses in government may be taken asi
a major or cognate leading to the Master of Arts degree, as a part of aj
social studies major toward the Master of Science in Education degree*
and as a major leading toward the Doctor of Philosophy degree.
The subject-matter fields in which graduate students concentrate theiiji
study are:
1.

American Government and Policy
National
State

2.

3.

Local (city and county)
Law and Judiciary
Crime and Correction
Intergovernmental Relations
Legislative Process
Public Administration and Organizational Behavior
Political Process
Parties
Interest Groups (Labor)

and Public Opinion

Voting Behavior
Legislative Behavior
Political Sociology

Psychology and Politics
4.

International Affairs
International Politics
International Organization
International Law
American Foreign Policy

5.

Comparative Politics
Comparative Government
Latin America
Western Europe
Russian and Eastern Europe
Middle East
South Asia
Southeast Asia
Far East
Political Theory & Methodology
History of Political Philosophy
American Political Thought
Methodology and Empirical Theory

6.
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All candidates for graduate degrees will be expected to select one of
ese areas as their major field and to demonstrate special competence
»th in that field and in a limited number of other areas of concentration.
Application for admission to graduate study in government should be
rected to the Graduate School. This application should be accompanied
1) a vita encompassing the student's academic and practical experice to date, 2) a broad statement of his purpose in undertaking studies
the M.A. or Ph.D., 3) three letters of recommendation from former
r
ichers or supervisors. In the case of a Ph.D. applicant, at least two
r

:

should be from former graduate professors including the director
previous graduate work, 4) three copies of a complete transcript of all
Idergraduate and graduate work, and 5) scores of the Graduate Record
will be waived
|:amination (Verbal, Quantitative, and Field). The
jnporarily only on the condition that it is physically impractical for the
ijident to take the examination, as in the case of a foreign student; and
jthat event, the student will be required to take the examination at the
it opportunity after arrival on campus. Applications and supporting
jterials should be submitted at least eight weeks prior to the beginning
Hhe quarter in which the student expects to take up residence. Departintal processing of applications for acceptance as a graduate student in
^eminent is the joint responsibility of the department's director of
jiduate studies and its graduate studies committee. The director of
jduate studies serves as adviser for all graduate students until such
;ijie
as an adviser is named for the individual student, which will
ilmally be done not later than the end of the first quarter in residence.
jters
I

GRE

Master

of Arts

Degree

Rquirements for admission imposed by the department are in addition
those of the Graduate School. The department will ordinarily accept
iifsindidates for the master's degree only those applicants who: 1) have
dduated from an accredited four year college or university; 2) have
xjipleted a minimum of 24 quarter or 16 semester hours in the field of
^eminent or political science; 3) have a 3.7 (5-point scale) over-all
Jijle point average, or alternatively, 3.9 over-all for the last two years of
ujergraduate work; and 4) have a 4.0 over-all average in government or
x;tical science. Applicants who do not meet these minimal requirements
ttjheir equivalent, but who do meet the minimum standards of the GradSchool, can be considered for acceptance only on petition to the
leartment's graduate studies committee which, if granted will be ac:opanied by a statement specifying the course work that must be combed without credit toward the M.A. degree.
minimum of 48 quarter hours of credit, no more than 9 of which may
*lor the thesis, constitutes the basic course requirements for the Master
>f iirts degree.
At least 24 of these hours must be at the 500 level. The
iojse work must be so planned as to include at least 8 hours of work in
of two areas other than the one in which the thesis is to be written.
student who completes only the minimum of 48 hours of course work
to; devote
no more than 8 of those hours to courses outside the departto t unless the
work is in a cognate field which has been approved as a
eUcement for one
of the areas of concentration within the department,
nrie latter event, as many as 16 hours in outside fields may be counted

tc

m

I

m

itfin

the 48 hour

Jich

minimum.

candidate for a Master of Arts degree must include in his studies

^
±
„

x

C hapten

.
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Proficiency in two foreign languages, one
language and statistics, one
nguage and computer programming, or statistics
and computer programing, is required of each candidate for
the Doctor of Philosophy degree
he choice will be determined by the
student in consultation with his
|visory committee, and should be relevant
to the student's graduate protern This requirement must
be satisfied before the preliminary examina^>n tor admission to candidacy
is administered
ILanguage proficiency must be demonstrated
by passing the national
Bucational Testing Service foreign language
examination in that IanSage, or an equivalent examination
approved by the department ProC° m uter P r°S rammi"g must be
demonstrated by satisfactory
Jtej™ f P6 mP
" ter P ro rammin g examination prescribed by
the
?
+
oartment. °t£
The statistics
requirement may be satisfied by completion
vjth a mmimurn
grade of B, of one of the following
statistics course

~

t^Z

Huences or an approved equivalent:
Guidance 505, 506, and 507- or
^hematics 410a^b, and c or d; or 480a,b, and
c. The statistics require|rt may also be satisfied by satisfactory
completion of the statistics
^mination prescribed by the department
irhe comprehensive preliminary
examination is given only when the
Ihcan has completed all required courses,
has completed the required
«od of residence and has satisfied the language
or equivalent require11 b
bo
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«"« written, and must be com"
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u
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Master's Degree in Guidance
master's degree program offers two 48-hour curricula. One in €
mentary guidance and one in secondary guidance. Both curricula
designed for persons seeking Illinois teacher certification and presu

The

j

either prior completion of Illinois teacher certification curricula or

c|

current completion.

Master's Degree in Educational Psychology

A

48-hour curriculum in educational psychology is available for persj
seeking preparation in the analysis of learning and child study. I1|
not related to teacher certification but is intended to provide a basis
advanced work in educational psychology at the doctoral level.
i

Sixth-Year Specialist's Certificate
Sixth- Year Specialist's certificates are offered in guidance (element!
or secondary school emphasis) and school psychology. The programj
guidance are offered through the department and are intended to pro^
school counselors with additional background and training to qualify
administrative or special counseling positions in school guidance
grams. The School Psychology program is offered in conjunction witl
r
Psychology Department in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. J
program is intended to prepare students to qualify for school psychof
internships and as certifiable school psychologists.
Admission to the guidance program is through the Guidance and II
cational Psychology Department. Admission to the school psychoJ
program is through either the Psychology Department or the GuidJ
and Educational Psychology Department.
master's degree 01J
equivalent is required for admission to each program.

A

Doctor of Philosophy

Guidance and Educational Psychology participates in the

doctoral,

gram

in education in the functional area of educational psyche
Students interested in counseling, educational measurement and statij
and human learning may pursue an equivalent of a major concentrl
within the area program. For additional information on the Ph.lj
education, see the preceding section entitled Education. Inquiries slj
be addressed to the coordinator for the area of educational psychj
in the College of Education.

Health Education
Master of Science

in

Education

Master of Science in Education degree programs are offered in Jj
education. The candidate may select from three areas: school Jj
coi
education, community health education, and safety education.
core of 20 quarter hours in health education is required of all m.j
degree candidates.

A

SCHOOL HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION
in

In school health and safety education, two programs may be foil
(1) a minimum of 24 hours in health education, a minimum of 16
in a minor field, and 8 hours, with departmental approval, from
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iduate courses in the University; or (2) a maximum of 40 hours in
alth education and 8 hours from offerings in the field of education havy departmental approval.

COMMUNITY HEALTH EDUCATION
program in community health education extends over four quarters
study with 60 quarter hours required for the degree. In addition to the
mmon core of 20 hours in health education required of all master's
ndidates, the community health education concentration requires Health
lucation 488, 489, and 500; a minimum of 4 quarter hours in foods and
trition; 4 quarter hours in communications or group work methods; a
quarter as a field intern (Health Education 590) and, electives to
ie

|l

;

quarter hours.

Doctor of Philosophy Degree
e

Doctor of Philosophy degree in education with concentration in
education is provided through the functional areas of (1) cur-

ilth

llum and instruction and (2) educational administration and social
1 philosophical foundations.
Students wishing to pursue the advanced
jree will receive individual guidance from the graduate adviser in
ilth education appointed through the appropriate functional area.

Higher Education

Department

of Higher Education offers programs leading to the
Science in Education degree and courses contributing to the
tor of Philosophy degree in education.
pecialties within the Doctor of Philosophy degree program include:
icdemic administration, college student personnel administration, busies affairs administration, and institutional and coordinating agency
itlies. For further details, including information on the work and finani\ assistance available through administrative internships for doctoral
itjlents, write the department chairman.
Cighly qualified students enrolled in any program in the department
^eligible for fellowships granted through the Graduate School. For
u|her details write the chairman, Department of Higher Education.
taster of Science in Education degree programs in higher education
Ilide concentrations in college and university administration, college
Uj university business administration, community college and post secniry school, technical institute teaching, and college student personnel
ster of

I

m.
11 masters degree programs require 48 quarter hours of study with the
option of the college student personnel program which requires 72
r

inter

Hity

hours extending over two academic years.

and technical

Two

programs, com-

teaching, and college student
eipnnel work, require that the student serve an on-the-job-internship.
fl|he case of the community college and technical institute teaching
rcram this internship is served in the junior college district of St.
°|s, St. Louis county, Missouri, as part of a cooperative program. It
; 3o
expected that students in this program will also serve as teaching
ssftants in a cooperating department of the University while in reside. Students in the student personnel program serve as half-time paid
%is in the division of student personnel for each of two academic years.
1

college

institute
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History

The Master's Degree

may

be chosen as a major or minor for the Master of Arts degrt
and as the subject-matter major for the Master of Science in Educaticj
degree. Four major areas of historical study are offered: American, Lat
American, European, and Asian. Candidates for the M.A. degree muj
consult with the graduate adviser in the Department of History befo;
registering for courses. Candidates for the M.S. in Education degrj
must consult with the appropriate adviser in the Department of Seconda
Education before registering for courses.
For the Master of Arts degree in history, 48 quarter hours of sati
factory graduate work are required; at least 24 of these 48 hours must
on the 500 level. Within this general requirement, at least 32 quar''
hours must be in appropriate history courses, with at least 16 of the
hours on the 500 level. The remainder of the hours may be taken y.
courses on the 400 level. The Department of History strongly recommerji'
that each candidate be enrolled in at least one 500-level course e£i
quarter during his first three quarters in the program. A candidate
the Master of Arts degree must pass a reading examination in a mode
foreign language. He may elect to fulfill the research requirement throi
either the thesis or the non-thesis program.
A candidate in the thesis program should, with the approval of the ch;
man, select a thesis adviser and a thesis topic by the end of his secc
full-time quarter in the program. As many as nine quarter hours may
in thesis research. The candidate must submit an acceptable thesis,
pass a comprehensive oral examination covering his fields of specializat
History

|

s

and

his thesis.

B

A

in
candidate in the non-thesis program must receive an A or
separate research seminars, and copies of his research paper from
of these seminars must be filed with the department and the Gradi
School. Each candidate is required to pass a comprehensive written
amination in two fields of history selected from the ten fields avaibfe
for master's candidates under the four major areas.

The Doctor

of

Philosophy Degree

Candidates in history for the Doctor of Philosophy degree must com]
at least two years of full-time graduate work beyond the bachelor's de
or one year beyond the master's degree (or its equivalent), and subnja
satisfactory dissertation. The courses and hours of credit necessary f a
doctoral student to prepare for preliminary examinations will be|letermined by the student's advisory committee. The goal is to develop j?h
competence in the five selected fields in which he will be examifd.
The department requires all candidates to pass a reading examine on!
in two foreign languages. With the approval of the department, statijics
or computer programming may be substituted for one language. The
guage requirement must be satisfied prior to the preliminary examinatjtis.
The department offers advanced study in fifteen fields of history * ch
are grouped in four major divisions.

p

(

I

%

—American History

Division I
Colonial

United States, 1776-1865

I

:
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United States, 1865-1919
United States, 1919 to present
Mississippi Valley and Illinois
Division II Latin American History
Colonial

—

Middle America
South America
Division HI European History

—

i

Ancient
Medieval

England since 1600
Europe, 1450-1815
Europe, 1789 to present
Division IV Asian History
East Asia
South Asia and Southeast Asia

—

For his preliminary examinations, the student will present five fields;
her all five in history or four in history and one in a minor. Not more
n three of these fields may fall within any one of the above divisions.
ie preliminary examinations will consist of a three-hour written examinai>n in each of his five fields and a two-hour oral examination covering
fields.

After

completing his course work,

fulfilling the foreign

language require-

and passing the preliminary examinations, the student will be adStted to Ph.D. candidacy and devote his time to the dissertation. Dissipation subjects must be chosen from either American history or Latin
Merican history. Subjects in American history may fall within any field
lted in division I above. Subjects in Latin American history should
(hie from the following areas: regions of special concern to the United
nts,

(e.g. the Caribbean), rapidly developing regions (e.g. Mexico),
underdeveloped areas (e.g. the Andean states) with major attention
f|ling within the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The final oral ex-

Sjites
ajd

,

amination will

cover the field of the dissertation and related matters.

Assistantships and Fellowships

and teaching assistantships are available to qualified gradand remission of tuition. Applications
these awards should be submitted by February 1.
Additional information concerning the graduate program in history may
bobtained by writing to the chairman, Department of History.
Fellowships

,ue students. All carry stipends,
|i<

,

Home Economics
/Ip

Master of Science and Master of Science in Education degrees with
in home economics are available with specializations in

.ajiajor
«

Clothing and Textiles (including interior design)
Food and Nutrition
Home and Family
Home Economics Education
%k toward the Doctor of Philosophy degree is available in home
et'nomics with specialization in home economics education. The Letitia
Wish award-loan of $5,000 is available for Doctor of Philosophy candij.

J.

l.

.

es in home

economics.
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Prerequisites for Admission to Graduate Study

Admission to the Graduate School.
Completion of a curriculum in home economics or in a field relaty
to the area of specialization, such as biological, physical, and sod
sciences, art, business, and/or communications. When necessary,
1.

2.

ficiencies

may be made up concurrently.

on the Graduate Record Examination.
undergraduate grade point average equivalent to 3.70 or abaConditional admission may be granted where the grade point average
above 3.40 but below 3.70.
5. A scholastic record that indicates ability to pursue advanced stu
in the chosen major field.
3.

Satisfactory scores

4.

An

6.

Demonstrated

ability to write effectively as indicated

by

scores

English composition. In the case of foreign students an official statem<|
showing sufficient proficiency in English is required.
7. The student attains full graduate standing in home economics wt
he has met the above requirements and has made satisfactory scores on
Ohio State Psychological Examination.

Requirements for the Master of Science

in

Home Economics

In addition to the general requirements of the Graduate School, reqi
ments for the master's degree in home economics are:
1. Thirty to thirty- two quarter hours in the field of specialization jj
16-18 quarter hours in approved related fields with a minimum totaij
48 quarter hours, 24 of which must be in courses at the 500 level.
2. The required courses for all master's degrees in home econor
are: Home Economics Education 415-1 or equivalent for transfer gradij
students, Guidance 505 or equivalent, and Home Economics Edi
tion 5CKV4 or equivalent. A thesis or research paper is required.
Additional requirements may be specified for each major. It is
pected that the individual program will be planned by the student jid
the adviser to supplement the student's previous training and experie
with due consideration given to the student's objectives.
je,

Requirements for the Master of Science

in

Education

Thirty-two hours in the field of home economics are required for a
jor, with a 16-hour minor in education. The student's graduate comm: ee
may require a program including additional credit. Required courses ire
Guidance 505 or equivalent, Home Economics Education 415, 500, j
506, 599 (Thesis) As an alternative to writing a thesis, specific course
the graduate level as recommended by the student's advisory commj
and approved by the dean of the Graduate School may be taken;
student who does not write a thesis must submit to the Graduate ScIJ
for its permanent records, a copy of a research paper as evidence oj
knowledge of formal research techniques.
Je

.

Prerequisites for Admission to

and 6 as

Advanced Graduate Study

above under Admission
Recommendations from three or four former teachers or superv|HS
whose names the student has submitted.
3. Admission is granted to a student whose grade point average is [25
or above and whose scholastic record in the chosen major field indi te s
ability to pursue advanced study.
1.

2.

Prerequisites

1, 2, 3, 5,

listed

:

Home

istructional Units
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Requirements for the Doctor of Philosophy
addition to the general requirements of the Graduate School, requireents for the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Home Economics with spealization in home economics education are
1. A minimum of 144 quarter hours, including the dissertation, beyond
le Bachelor of Science degree is required; this may include all or part
minimum
the 48 hours earned while working for the master's degree.
48 hours is required from related fields outside of home economics.
the student shall request a meeting of the
2. Qualifying interview
mporary advisory committee during the first or second quarter in resimce, depending on whether he is carrying a full-time or a part-time
"ogram.
3. Competence in at least one foreign language and in statistics. The
ndidate is expected to satisfy these requirements before taking the
animation preliminary to starting dissertation research.
(comprehensive) examinations a candidate for
4. The preliminary
e Doctor of Philosophy degree shall make application for the oral and
ritten examinations after he has completed the above requirements and
^proximately two-thirds of the advanced course work.
t5. Admission to candidacy
after successfully passing the preliminary
laminations and receiving provisional approval of the tentative plans for
e dissertation, the student will be admitted to candidacy for the Doctor
Philosophy degree. This should be done before the third quarter preding the anticipated date of graduation, and no student will be apjoved to graduate unless six months have elapsed between admission to
ndidacy and graduation.
[6. Satisfactory completion of a final examination at which the student
|ll defend the dissertation.
|The time between the comprehensive and final examination for any
1

A

1

'

—

—

—

iludent

cannot exceed

five years.

Instructional Materials
'lie
I

Department

the

of Instructional Materials offers courses of study leading
Masters of Science in Education degree. Concentration of study

be in any of the three areas: instructional materials, audiovisual, or
wary service. The concentration of instructional materials is recomibnded for most students, for it gives a broader base of study and the
ljiblic schools are moving toward instructional materials centers rather
to toward the separate areas of audiovisual and library service.
(The graduate major concentration in instructional materials, toward
JjMaster of Science in Education degree, involves professional training in
Ith audio-visual education and school library service. It meets the state
*!d national certification standards for full-time school librarians and the
fc'indards recommended by the Department of Audio- Visual Instruction
I the National Education Association. In Illinois every school librarian
ijalso required to have a teaching certificate.
!Fifty-two hours are required for the major. No minor is required. At
ljist 26 hours must be in
courses numbered 500 or above. The following
)ky

and 514.
minor in school library service is offered

parses are required: 413, 417, 510,

[The

for students taking a
in another area. This, consisting of a minimum of 16 hours, is intided primarily for teachers who wish to obtain an appreciation of litera-

Hijor
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j

ture for children and adolescents. It is not intended for the preparation
of professional school librarians. The following courses are required: 401
406, 514, and at least 4 hours from 420, 510, 530, or 576.
The Doctor of Philosophy degree in education with a concentration i
learning resources may be taken either in the functional area of edua
tional psychology or curriculum and instruction. The procedures an
qualifications are those established by the functional areas and inform;
tion can be obtained by writing to the coordinator of the educatio
psychology or curriculum and instruction functional area, College
t

Education.

The doctoral program in learning resources is designed for those ind
viduals who wish to become directors of instructional materials in a larj
school system, a college, a university, or industry where the scope of tl
program will require, under the director, separate specialists in the audi*
visual and library fields. The graduate of this program would be able
plan long range activities for his unit, work with curriculum committee
with administrators, and with specialists such as psychologists, researd
directors, and directors of reading centers.
For further information concerning major and minor programs, wo*
experiences, job opportunities, or other related matters, consult the chai
man, Department of Instructional Materials.
i

Inter-American Studies

Course work in the inter-American studies field is offered by the
partments of Anthropology, Economics, Foreign Languages, Geograpl
Government, and History.
Prerequisites for the Master of Arts degree include a command of tlj
Spanish language adequate to meet the student's needs for research
communication within the area of his program. The director of the Lat|
American Institute and the supervisory committee will determine tj
student's linguistic competence on registration and, where necessai
specify what the student must do to improve his proficiency in Spanisj
Whenever the student's program involves the need for Portuguese
French, he will also need to demonstrate or attain satisfactory proficienj
in that language. In addition, a satisfactory basic preparation in infel

American studies

is

required.

Requirements for the Master of Arts Degree
1. The completion of at least 30 hours of courses acceptable for gn
uate credit in one of the above listed departments.
2. The completion of a minimum of 18 hours of related studies
proved by the student's supervisory committee which will meet the
quirement for a minor in the Latin American Institute. A maximum
three areas is permitted in the field.
3. The completion of a satisfactory thesis on a Latin American to
in the major for which 5 to 9 hours of credit are given.
A minor in inter-American studies for those students with a major i)
department outside of the institute will consist of a minimum of 18 ho
to be taken in two of the participating departments. Specific course p
grams will be worked out by the director of the institute in consultat
with the chairmen of the departments involved.
In every case the student's final program must be approved by

:
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raduate supervisory committee, acting under policies established by the
ktin American Institute and the Graduate School.

Journalism

programs in journalism leading to the Master of Arts, Master of
and Doctor of Philosophy degrees are offered by the Department
Journalism.
Each graduate student's total program will be designed
I
pecifically for that student by the student in consultation with his acafcmic adviser. Although the mere accumulation of credit hours should
pt be the objective of any student, minimum course requirements are set
|>rth for both the master's and Ph.D. degrees.
jourse

science,

Master's Degree

kndidates for the master's degree must complete a minimum of 48
hours of graduate work, including the thesis. Approximately half
the
I
course hours must be earned in journalism and half in non-journalm disciplines. Each student will be challenged to demonstrate a capacity
If investigation and independent thought in his thesis.
Jiarter

Doctor of Philosophy Degree

linimum course requirements for the Ph.D. degree will include 96
hours beyond the bachelor's degree. Students generally will injude a minimum of 36 quarter hours in journalism, 24 quarter hours in
ich of two non- journalism areas of study, and 12 quarter hours of elecJyes. The student will complete at least 48 quarter hours of course work
tyond the master's degree. These course requirements do not include
jrarter

jedits earned in dissertation, Journalism 600.
iEach student will propose to his academic adviser before registering
jr his third quarter a listing of courses to be included in his study pro|am with a statement of justification for these courses. Revisions may
I made in his course of study only with the written approval of his acapiic adviser. In preparing a course proposal, the student is encouraged
deviate from the 36-24-24-12 hour course requirements outlined herein
pen to do so enables him to devise a rigorous program which best meets
is academic and professional needs.
'The Ph.D. student, in consultation with his academic adviser, will
set two from among these five research tool combinations
Journalism 432, 433a
Journalism 590, History 451, Government 499
Guidance 505, 506, 507 or Mathematics 410a,b,c
i

|
!

Computer Programming
Modern foreign languages (one

}

j

or two from

among

those approved by

the Graduate School)

A

student

may

propose other research tools for the consideration of his
who, in consultation with the department's graduate
fulty executive committee, may approve, modify, or reject the proposal,
'ourses taken to satisfy research tool requirements may not be counted
T Ph.D. degree course credits.
iDoctoral students who enroll, either for course credit or for research
bl requirement, in one of two major research areas within the departpnt (behavioral and historical) will be encouraged to take at least the

ijademic adviser

I

I

sic

course in the other research area.
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In addition, each student will be required to undergo written and or*
preliminary examinations in both his journalism and non-journalism arej
of study; prepare a dissertation based on original, scholarly research; star
oral examination over the dissertation; and fulfill all Graduate Scho
requirements.

Mathematics and Mathematical Sciences
Graduate work in mathematics is offered leading to the Master of Arl
Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Major or min
work for the Master of Science in Education degree and minor work f
graduate degrees in other fields are also offered. In addition to the gener
rules, regulations, and requirements of the Graduate School, the followii
specific requirements pertain to the various degrees available with a maj
in mathematics. The department should be consulted for complete detaij

Master

of Arts

Degree

Course work must include: Mathematics 501a,b; 520a,b; 530a,b; ai)
555a,b. Graduate credit must total at least 48 hours.
2. Successful completion of the ETS Graduate Foreign Language E)
amination in French, German, or Russian.
3. A thesis carrying 5 to 9 hours credit in Mathematics 599.
4. Satisfactory performance on a written examination (usually givij
1.

in the spring quarter) in three of the following areas, including (1) a|
(2) in any case: (1) Real Analysis (452a,b,c; 501a,b,c)
(2) Algel
(421a,b; 520a,b,c) (3) Topology (530a,b); (4) Probability and Statist)
(480a,b,c or 483a,b,c) (5) Complex Variables (555a,b,c).
5. Satisfactory performance in an oral examination over the thesis aj
such other material as the examining committee may deem approprij
;

;

;

Master

of Science

Degree

1. Course work must include the following: Math 419a,b; 421a,b; 433a|
452a,b,c; one sequence from Math 426a,b; 475a,b; 480a,b; 483a,b; at lej
three 500-level sequences, one of which includes the c course. Gradu;j

mathematics must total at least 48 hours.
Demonstrated reading competence in mathematics in one of I
following languages: French, German, or Russian; by an examination
for the Master of Arts as described above or by an examination
ministered by the Department of Mathematics.
3. A research paper carrying 3 hours credit in Mathematics 595 or
credit in
2.

ij

successful completion of a three-quarter graduate seminar, carrying
total of 4

hours credit.

Satisfactory performance on a written examination in 419a,b; 421*|
433a,b; 452a,b,c; and in one 500 level a,b,c sequence.
5. Satisfactory performance in an oral examination over the reseaj
paper and such other material as the examining committee may deji
appropriate.
4.

Master

of Science in

Education Degree

This degree is given in cooperation with the Department of Second I
Education, with the Department of Mathematics administering the iraj
in subject matter.
1.

A minimum

of 32 hours of

mathematics

is required,

including Mail
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547 and 592. Courses must be taken that will provide competence
algebra, analysis, geometry, and probability. Specific courses are chosen
fit the background and needs of individual students.
|2. A research paper in mathematics education is required and may be
itten in connection with course 592.
3. A comprehensive written examination over mathematics and educa>n must be passed satisfactorily.
itics

Doctor of Philosophy Degree

A

master's degree in mathematics indicating performance acceptable
the department at the level of graduate work described under 4 for
t^ Master of Arts degree or satisfactory performance on a qualifying
mination comparable to that degree.
Demonstrated reading competence in mathematics in two of the
guages: French, German, or Russian. This will ordinarily be done as
ijder item 2 for the Master of Arts degree.
]3. At least 48 hours of course work beyond that required for the master's
cgree; at least 24 hours of the 48 must be at the 500 level. At least 18
Hurs of the 48 must be in one of the fields listed below, and 9 hours of
tp 48 must be in each of two other fields.
jMgebra, Analysis, Applied Mathematics, Differential Equations, Geometry, Logic, Number Theory, Probability and Statistics, Topology.
Satisfactory performance on a preliminary examination (generally
sisting
of both written and oral parts) The material of the examinat.
tn will be determined by the student's advisory committee.
A dissertation (representing at least 36 hours of credit in Mathe).
dtics 600) demonstrating the candidate's capacity for original and indpendent research in an area of concentration chosen from the nine
lied in item 3 above. The candidate will also be examined orally on his
1.

.

osertation.

Microbiology
Caduate courses in microbiology may be taken as a
lading to the Master of Arts and Master of Science
Fft of a biological sciences program leading to the
lister of Science, and Master of Science in Education

major or minor
degrees, or as a
Master of Arts,
degrees.

|The Doctor of Philosophy degree in microbiology will be awarded to a
cididate in recognition of achievement in independent research and in

atanced studies. His original contribution to knowledge, evidenced in
tl|
dissertation, together with a superior comprehensive scholarship
r'brd and satisfactory completion of prescribed examinations are the
cteria for the degree. Emphasis will be placed on his critical evaluation
o and familiarity with, the existent developments in microbiology and
Rated areas of study.
(The Department of Microbiology and the Biological Research Laboraoffer facilities for research in microbial genetics, cytology, radia-

W

tn biology, physiology

and biochemistry of microorganisms, medical
and virology. In addition to the library fa-

n*obiology, immunology,
tties, reprint collections

covering

M liable for student use.
l?o be eligible for the Doctor of
s^sfy the following requirements:

many

topics in microbiology

are

Philosophy degree, the student must
(1) He must complete at least 144

Chapte
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hours of graduate work and research. Credit for research may not exec
60 of the 144 hours; (2) He must demonstrate his proficiency in statisl
and his ability to read, with reasonable facility, scientific literature
two modern languages; (3) He must pass the qualifying examination a
a final oral examination; and (4) He must submit an approved dissei
tion based on his research.
A minor may be elected as part of a doctoral program in microbiolo
subject to approval of the department, from courses in any progr
which constitute a major for the master's degree. A minor in microbiolc
for the doctorate in another biological science consists of general mic
biology and 20 hours selected from courses offered and approved by
department.

!

Molecular Science

Graduate work in molecular science may be taken as a major or mil
leading to the Doctor of Philosophy degree. This program, an in)
disciplinary program with a core in theoretical and applied phys!
presently includes research in the areas of atomic-molecular phys
biophysics, crystallography, geochemistry, materials science, mathemat:
physics, molecular genetics, nuclear physics, and solid-state physics
affords the student a unique opportunity to work with the research
ulty and facilities in related areas throughout the University and
specialize, if he chooses, in problems embracing several academic di
plines. A molecular science committee appointed by the dean of
Graduate School from eligible graduate faculty members of the vari
interdisciplinary areas is a continuing body for overseeing and evaluat
the program. The chairman of the Department of Physics adminis
the program, subject to the policies set forth by the molecular sciepe
committee, the Graduate Council, and the dean of the Graduate Schil.
In addition to the general rules, regulations, and requirements of ie
Graduate School, the following specific requirements pertain to the Dopr
of Philosophy degree in molecular science:

I

:

!

Admission
1.

life

to the

Program

A

master's degree or equivalent from any area of the physical Id
sciences, engineering, or mathematics is required for admission to ie

program.

Competence

in French, German, or Russian, as demonstrated >y
Graduate Foreign Language examination is required br
admission to the program. Another language, highly pertinent to a jrticular research area, may be substituted if a formal petition is apprcM
by the molecular science committee. Passing scores on the ETS exams Jre
determined by the Graduate School.
2.

passing the

ETS

Admission

to

Candidacy

Passage of a preliminary examination, both written and oralj
the four core areas of theoretical and applied mechanics, theoretical ]W
1.

applied electrodynamics, quantum theory, and statistical physics, anp
one speciality area selected by the student.
2. Demonstrated competence in a second research tool. This ma.
accomplished through an ETS examination in a foreign language, oVtt\
satisfactory completion of the certification procedures for statistic or
computer programming as administered by the Graduate School.
1

!

I
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Dissertation
1.

A

The

and

defense with distinction before a committee.
the
molecular science program should be conAdministrator of
dissertation

lted for

complete

its

details.

Music
master's degree in music consists normally of a total of 48 hours of
an area of specialty outlined below. Further work may be reared in certain cases. Candidates for the Master of Music, Master of
usic Education degree, or the Doctor of Philosophy degree in education
iiio wish to choose applied music courses as electives will take the 400sries course in their major instrument or voice. Applied music majors
I the Master of Music curriculum will take the 500-series course in their
tjijor instrument or voice for 4 hours per quarter. These are artist-level
iirses, and admission to them and to the degree program must be obuned from the chairman of the department after passing a jury examinale

>rk in

tn.

Proficiency examinations will be given to all entering students and
apprehensive examinations will be administered during the terminal
(prter. Please consult the Handbook for Graduate Study in Music for
tj>re detailed information.

Master

of

Music Degree

Equirements include 18 hours in the major area for history-literature
an theory-composition, and 12 hours for applied major concentration;
fysic 501-3, 502-6, 599-3 to 9 (thesis), and electives in music to make a
tjal
•

of

48 hours.
applied major may be met by presenting a full
for 6 hours credit and a research document for 3 hours credit.

JThesis credit for the

rjital

Master

of

Music Education Degree

must be in music education courses. A maximum
be elected in fields outside music after consultation with
tl
adviser. Other requirements include Music 501-3, 503-3, and 599-9
(lesis, or 9 hours of course work as approved by the director of gradU)e studies)
and electives in music to make a total of 48 not less than
hirs, of which 9 hours must be in the areas of graduate theory and/or
Wsic literature. At least two quarters of ensemble experience are rehired and can be counted as part of the major.

/ninimum
o,8

hours

of 12 hours

may

(

,

Doctor of Philosophy Degree
doctoral program, in education, consists basically of 96 hours, inching 30 in general education, 30 in music education and general
njsic courses, and 36 in dissertation. Specific courses depend upon
fflividual needs and will be determined through consultation with the
8tjlent's program committee. The dissertation may be in the field of
m *ic education but should demonstrate general educational research

T|is

tepniques.
e*,ied

To

be admitted to this program, a candidate must have

a 4.50 grade point average at the master's level in music and
n*5t score 50 per cent or above on the Miller Analogy test. Application
'
c admittance to this program may be made through either the College
°f Education or the Department
of Music.
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specific repertoire requirements in

Music Appendix

of the

Department

each course see the Appli

of Music.

Philosophy

The Department

M

Philosophy offers graduate work leading to the
of Philosophy degrees. Graduate courses
philosophy may be used also as a minor in programs leading to
Master of Arts or Master of Science in Education degrees. Stude
who do not plan to continue work in philosophy beyond the maste
level are encouraged to elect a graduate minor or to combine philosoj;
with another subject in a 60-hour double major.
The department expects an applicant for admission to its graduate j
gram to have had at least 24 hours' work in philosophy or closely relaj
theoretical subjects, including at least one quarter in ethics, one in lojj
and a year in the history of philosophy. The department may ws|e
a portion of this credit requirement in favor of maturity and of qua!
and breadth of academic experience. The applicant will be required)
make up serious background deficiencies by taking appropriate un(
graduate philosophy courses without credit.
The Department of Philosophy requires the candidate for a mast
degree to present a thesis, for which 9 hours of credit are allowed,
must pass two examinations: a written examination covering the nal
and proffered solutions to the persistent problems of philosophy as d
with by major philosophers from Thales to the present and an oral
amination devoted chiefly to the thesis. In the written examination
phasis will be placed on such classical figures as Plato, Aristotle, II
cartes, Spinoza, and Kant, but the student will be expected to ansb
questions involving at least two recent philosophers, one of whom
be an American.
A reading knowledge of one foreign language, usually French or (j
man must be demonstrated by passing the Doctor of Philosophy
ficiency examination in that language.
Applicants for the Doctor of Philosophy degree in philosophy shdld
submit with their application forms scores for the Graduate Re<|
Examination. The department may, where other evidence of compet
seems so to warrant, accept a candidate upon the condition that he 1|
submit acceptable scores.
At the time of his acceptance in the program the student will bejssigned an advisory committee who will help him plan a progranjof
study designed to prepare him for admission to candidacy. After
student has accumulated at least 36 hours of credit beyond the mas*k
degree, and before he begins work on the dissertation, he must tall
written preliminary examination on the thought of one major figurlii
the history of philosophy and in the following four areas: historjof
philosophy; logic, methodology, and philosophy of science; metaphjjcs
and theory of knowledge; and value studies.
Before he is allowed to take the preliminary examination the stu|
must have demonstrated reading proficiency in two foreign language
After he has passed his language examinations and the prelimi^
examination and has completed 48 hours of work beyond the masj
degree, the student is admitted to candidacy and assigned a doc
dissertation committee which will supervise the research and wrj
ter

of Arts

of

and Doctor

1

]

j

Philosophy

structional Units
lading to the dissertation. After the dissertation

given an

59

has been accepted by

oral examination

e committee, the student is
and related topics.
The department has available each year a
qualified graduate students. Applications
r

/

on the

disserta-

m

number

of assistantships
these assistantships
ould be sent to the department before February 15 of the academic
ar preceding that for which the application is made. An effort is made
give every candidate for the doctor's degree supervised experience in
iching elementary work in the field of philosophy.

|

for

Physical Education

education may be taken as a major or minor
award the Master of Science in Education degree or the Doctor of
iilosophy degree in education.
(jaduate courses in physical

Master's Degree
le departmental requirements for unconditional admission as a master's
cjgree candidate are:
of the requirements for admission to the Graduate
il. Fulfillment
lijhool.
!2.

Presentation of at least an undergraduate minor (preferably a ma-

I) in physical education.

Presentation of at least one undergraduate course in anatomy,
kinesiology and at least one in educational psychology or
ttrchology of the particular field of the student's specialty.
Possession of the ability to teach and demonstrate an acceptable
vj'iety of skills and techniques in physical education activity.
K student may be conditionally admitted to the program and may be
Emitted to do graduate course work while he removes deficiencies.
(Requests for transfer of credits from other institutions will be cons ered only before admittance into this program.
p.

pjysiology, or

|l.

Minor
with a major in a related area may take a minor in physical
This consists of 16 hours chosen from one of the areas of
cicentration in consultation with a physical education adviser.
Sjidents

ejication.

Core Courses
Tp Department of Physical Education offers programs in several areas.
common to all specialties are P.E. 500, 503, and either 504
o|599. The courses are designed to provide common experiences to all
sijdents regardless of their specialization.

Oce courses

Area
I

of Specializations

The Experimental Physical Education Program

program is intended to prepare students to enter advanced study
perform scholarly research which emphasizes depth in a selected
scnce. A student, in conference with his adviser, designs a program
T,s

M

to

ch satisfies his special interest.
The Professional Physical Education Program
Tjs program is designed to develop a high level of competency in teachin physical
education in colleges, secondary, and elementary schools.

jW

|.

i
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student, in conference with his adviser, designs a program
satisfies his special interest.

wh

3. The Applied Physical Education Program
The purpose of this program is to prepare coaches

of athletic teams
(1) increase their knowledge of fundamental principles which are ba
to the coaching and administration of athletics and (2) to develoj
broad perspective of the role of athletics in the total educatio

environment.

Doctor of Philosophy Degree

One may pursue a program

of study leading to a Doctor of Philosoj
degree in education through the functional area of curriculum and
struction.
The department qualifications for admission to advanced gradul
study are:
1. Fulfillment of the requirements of the Graduate School and
College of Education.
2. Presentation of professional course work equivalent to the Uni
sity's undergraduate and master's programs in physical education.
student may be permitted to start advanced graduate work
making up deficiencies.
Three years of full-time graduate study after obtaining a bache
degree or two years of full-time graduate study after a master's de
(or its equivalent) constitute the minimum requirement for the doctor
The student and his adviser will determine a pattern of course worl
equip the student in physical education and its allied fields, foundati
of education, cultural courses outside the area of education, and
independent research.
The program of studies beyond the master's degree must contai
majority of course work at the 500 level or above, as well as a requ
departmental core of 12 hours. Included in his study are all gen
requirements of the functional area.
Competence in research tools as required by the Graduate School r

:t

w

A

be demonstrated.
The procedure for beginning a program of study leading to a Do
of Philosophy degree is as follows:

Submit an application for admission, with transcript or transcr
to the Graduate School.
2. Apply for admission to the Department of Physical Educatioijal
1.

well as to the appropriate functional area.
3. If admitted, the coordinator of the functional area will arrange
proper counseling and programming in the field of specialization.
el

Physics

Graduate work in physics may be taken leading to the Master of 1
the Master of Science, and the Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Grad
courses in physics may also be taken as part of a physical sciences fi
gram toward the Master of Science in Education degree.
In addition to the general requirements of the Graduate School, |
are other specific requirements for the master's degree in physic
follows:

^

%
mh
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structional Units

A

reading knowledge of French, German, or Russian
511 (or mathematics equivalent) 510a,b, and 530
3. A thesis based on research of 9 additional hours of course work in
[ysics at the 500 level and a research paper, in lieu of the thesis.
The doctoral program is within a University -wide framework of molecar science with a core in theoretical and applied physics. See molecular
jence description for specific details. The physics program is a flexible
je, designed to give the student a background in depth in the general
nciples and techniques of modern physical theory and at the same
pe to satisfy his individual interests and needs. Properly qualified gradstudents from the areas of the physical sciences, life sciences,
(te
jgineering and mathematics are invited to apply for advanced study
iere the student's interests may be interdisciplinary with physics;
biophysics, chemical physics, geophysics, materials science, and
[.,
1.

2.

,

|thematical physics.

One

research emphasis in the department

is

in the

molecular physics; dissertation topics in this field include
Sdies of motional, structural, electrical and magnetic properties enrjintered in liquid, surface and large molecule physics. Theoretical rei|rch in such areas as electromagnetic theory, thermodynamics, statistical
P quantum mechanics is being tempered to a considerable degree by
directions taken in the experimental aspects of the molcular science
fjieral

field of

)|gram.

Physiology

may

be taken leading to the Master of
Hs, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Graduate
jjrses in physiology also may contribute to a major in biological sciences
Ward the Master of Science degree, and to one in biological sciences
Education toward the Master of Science in Education degree.
The Graduate Record Examination must be taken before admission to
th graduate program for doctoral students, and it is prerequisite to grad-

ujiduate courses in

physiology

master's students.
rhe graduate prerequisites at the master's level include the equivalent
ofm undergraduate major in biological sciences plus inorganic, analytic,
ation for

I
uj
h*

organic chemistry and a minimum of one full year each of physics
mathematics. Qualified students are also encouraged if they have
training in chemistry, physics, mathematics, psychology, or engineer-

in

or a master's degree in physiology, a student must ordinarily work
years, demonstrate competence in one foreign language, and present
^acceptable thesis based upon original investigation. Equivalent work
depleted elsewhere can be accepted in part. The language is waived

tvv

M.S. degree, and the thesis is waived for the M.S. in Education.
should be elected from other departments such that a major
ofbout 32 hours and a minor of about 16 hours are attained. Because
if he importance of biochemical and biophysical knowledge to physiology,
stilents are urged to select their minors in those areas. Other biological
sciices may also be acceptable, after consultation with the chairman of
^department.
"aining is provided in cellular, comparative, and mammalian physlolry. Training
is also available in human anatomy, electron microscopy,
*n biophysics. Entering students are urged first to obtain
a basic knowl-

fothe

jourses
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edge of the whole field and then to specialize after being advised by f
chairman of the department or departmental graduate adviser.
Students entering the doctoral program should ordinarily have
least the same prerequisites as those entering a master's program, exce;
that courses in calculus and physical chemistry are highly recommends
Students with prior major concentrations in chemistry, physics, or €
gineering, but little training in biological sciences, are equally eligili
for admission to the program.
A competence in two of the prevailing research tools plus a writt
qualifying examination are necessary for admission to doctoral candidal
The program is formulated upon entrance in consultation with the
partment chairman or his designated adviser. The dissertation advij
and advisory committee guide the student and periodically evaluate
<

1

program

thereafter.

The total program must be provisionally formulated upon entrance, a
evaluated periodically thereafter, in consultation with the chairman
the department or the major adviser.
Three years of full-time graduate study after obtaining the bachelc
degree, or two years after the master's degree (or its equivalent) usua
constitute the minimum requirements for the doctorate. A dissertatiorj
required and also a final oral examination.
j

Plant Industries

The Master

of Science degree can be earned in the Department of Pli
Industries in the general fields of soils, field crops, and horticulture. Gil
uate courses in plant industries may also be taken for a Master of ScieiJ

degree minor.
It is customary to require supporting courses in botany, microbiolcf
chemistry, statistics, and other areas essential to a problem in the
dent's chosen field and to prepare him for acceptance for the Doctoij
Philosophy degree if he has that potential. Once the general field
been selected, the research and thesis may be completed in any oneji
the many divisions of that field. In horticulture, for example, the^
search and thesis may be in vegetables, tree-fruits, small-fruits, orname]
plants, or turf management; in soils, the problem may relate to fertilj
soil physics, soil microbiology, soil chemistry, or soil and water <J
servation; in field crops, the problem may be directed toward crop jpj
duction and management, weeds and pest control, or plant breeding
genetics. Often two of these more restricted divisions can be combifc
for study on one problem.
Important research facilities are available in the department
through three cooperative experimental farms. Within the Departnjit
of Plant Industries there are adequate greenhouse facilities adjacenjto
the agriculture building for experimental work. In addition, approximaiy
eighty-three miles north of Carbondale the department operates
Southwestern Farms as an agronomy research center. The cooperaj
units include, the Illinois Horticulture Experiment Station, and
Agronomy Research Center which are operated cooperatively with
University of Illinois; and the Small Fruits Research Station whicj
operated cooperatively with the United States Department of Agricullj
Agriculture Research Service, Crops Research Division.
The purpose of the Horticulture Experiment Station is to provid<
cilities for research and demonstration with fruit, vegetable, and c'av

istructional Units
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undertaken include the testing, breeding,
id developing of fruit, vegetable, and ornamental varieties adapted to
>uthern Illinois; studying fundamental problems related to cultural
lental crops. Specific projects

ethods and to rootstock- variety combinations; and providing demonrational areas for students and growers.
The purpose of the Agronomy Research Center is to provide facilities
soils and crops research and demonstrations. Projects are conducted
a cooperative basis by personnel of the University of Illinois and
buthern Illinois University, or independently by personnel of either
stitution. Studies are conducted to develop acceptable varieties of
eld and forage crops, emphasizing their adaptability to southern Illinois;
id to seek answers to fundamental problems in the management of soils
id the culture of crops. Demonstrations are developed for observation
students and other interested persons.
The purpose of the Small Fruits Research Station is to provide falities for research investigations on breeding, production, and disease
cjntrol of strawberries, blueberries, brambles, and other small fruits.
The purpose of the Southwestern Farms Experiment Station is similar
that of the Agronomy Research Center with respect to soils and
ilmonstration but includes forestry research and demonstration as well.
(Because of the diversity of areas of interest in the Department of
Ijant Industries, no general curriculum is applicable for all graduate
fidents. Each graduate student's background is studied carefully by a
(tnmittee chosen for his specific area of interest, and his approval for
Amission to study in the department is made upon the condition that
fairnesses in his background be satisfied. When the student is on camis he is invited to attend the committee's discussion so that he undersmds fully why every requirement is made.
JThe Department of Plant Industries requires for approval to do gradi|te work that a student have not less than a 3.50 grade point average
ijthe last 50% of his work, which must include 20 hours in his major
i|dergraduate field. The undergraduate major may be in any area, but
ft undergraduate area has much to do with the preparatory courses
riiuired by his advisory committee.
\n oral examination and the submission of a thesis are required. A
nithesis option may be elected with the permission of the student's
ir
ii

c|nrnittee.

?or
;^jte

information concerning programs and assistantships
chairman, Department of Plant Industries, Southern Illinois
Carbondale, Illinois 62901.

additional
to the

tjiversity,

Psychology
(Tp

Department

of Psychology offers graduate work leading to the
Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy degrees
rcthe following areas: general-experimental psychology, counseling and
i^ftical, and industrial psychology. The primary emphasis is on doctoral
trning, for which the master's degree is a prerequisite. The minimum
jnihber of graduate hours required for the Doctor of Philosophy degree
ls 44. At least
24 of these are dissertation hours. The master's program
rejiires two years of full-time residence and a thesis.
p addition to academic requirements, doctoral students in the clinical
ar counseling areas
must complete the equivalent of a full-time academic
(Vw of internship in an agency approved by the department.
lister of Arts,

i

f

1

1
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Separate application forms for both the Department of Psychology an
the Graduate School must be submitted. Students will be accepted fc
graduate work in psychology only upon approval by the department*!
admissions committee as well at the Graduate School office. Depar
mental application forms may be obtained from the chairman, Depar
ment of Psychology. Graduate School application forms may be obtaine

from the Graduate School.
It is apparent that psychologists are faced with demands to deal wit
an ever-increasing range of problems, basic as well as applied. As
consequence, the goal of graduate study at Southern Illinois Universit
is to develop psychologists who will have a broad perspective and scientif
sophistication, as well as the requisite skills to advance the field
psychology and meet changing needs. To accomplish this aim, a progra
composed of four integral parts has been developed: the core curriculur
specialization, research and practicum opportunities, and training assigl
ments. The steps toward the Ph.D. in chronological order are: 1) Co
curriculum; 2) Master's degree; 3) Graduate research tools requiremen
(any two of the following: foreign languages, statistics, computer la
guage) 4) Preliminary examination consisting of one major and tv'
«

;

minors; 5) Dissertation.

fli

Core Curriculum

The core curriculum is designed to give systematic work in both tl
theoretical and substantive material of general psychology, and yet
allow for flexibility in individual program planning. During the first ye
all students are required to take a three course sequence in quantitati
methods and research design. In addition, by the end of the second ye«*
through a series of elective options six additional courses in areas otri
than the major are required to provide breadth as well as some degree
depth in the total field of psychology.

I

Areas of Specialization

GENERAL-EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

The general-experimental program is planned for the student ml
wishes to have a broad academic course of advanced study in psychoid
together with intensive specialization in one area of experimental pnchology. It is primarily intended for students working towards care!
in teaching and research. While considerable flexibility is permitted so tlj
the student may select courses from several areas, he is expected to offi
centrate in at least one area of general-experimental psychology: learni]
sensory processes, Social, developmental, physiological, personality,
quantitative. The following courses are required: 510, 526, and 509.
addition, the student is required to take research credit during all
the

first

three quarters of residence.

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

The

clinical

psychology program, approved by the Education and

Tnr

s

uj

ing Board of the American Psychological Association, provides train % Hi
such that the student may prepare for a career in clinical activities, pi HO
search, or teaching. Students are expected to have experience in at left
two of these activities by graduation. Two types of programs are availalj' Hi
(a) general clinical in which 3£Mtl hours are required for a major (1% $di
»f

;

.

,
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[all but the first quarter of residence], 541, 537, 531, 543a and b,
93e-9, 598 and electives) and (b) experimental clinical for those who
Ian careers primarily in research in which 39-41 hours are required for
le major (523, 595 [all but the first quarter of residence], 541, 537, 531,
93e-3, 509, 598 and electives)

95

;

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY

The counseling psychology program, approved by

the Education

and

of the American Psychological Association, is designed
prepare students for college and university positions, hospital posions, or positions in social agencies. Students are expected to develop

Board

'raining
>

)mpetencies in research and teaching as well as in counseling and other
ychological services. The required courses are 523, 536, 537, 541, 547,
3f-9, and 598. In addition, the following electives are recommended:
0,

531, 538, 539,

and

543.

INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY

The industrial program is designed to provide the student with an
bportunity to acquire the basic skills and information necessary to do
j)plied and theoretical research in a wide variety of work settings. StuIsnts must take courses designed to provide depth in the classical areas
I industrial psychology;
with special emphasis on experimental design,
ikltivariate analysis, and applied experimental methods. In addition,
le program provides breadth in sampling of advanced courses from
(jfferent areas. Required courses are 581, 576, 524, 525, 526, 593h ( 1-6)
ll> 572, 573, 574, 595. One minor may be taken outside of the departIpnt if it is considered by the industrial committee to be a valuable
ijunct to the student's program.
Research and Practicum
our commitment to the importance of broadening the scientific
psychology and to the development of skills in the application
teaching of psychological principles, a variety of research and prac-

licause of
fee of
I

an integral part of the student's trainTherefore, with the exception of the first quarter, the student is
epected to participate in research or practicum each quarter of residence.
Research may be of the student's own design or may be in conjuncbi with various studies being conducted by staff members. Research
cnpetence in original individual research is required of all students in
tium experiences is considered
i j.

eper case.

Training Assignments

r

|

4 a vital part of our graduate training program, each student must be
©gaged in a training assignment each term. These assignments vary
a:ording to the needs and professional aspirations of the student. They
a, designed to supplement the formal course work by a variety of prePiifessional activities such as assisting in research, teaching, etc., under
sij(f
supervision. The training assignment increases in responsibility as
tj student progresses. The amount of time required of the student varies
ftp 10 to 20 hours a week, depending upon his level of progress, the
tie of assignment, etc. The purpose of these assignments is to expose
tl student to some of the
types of activities that he will ultimately be
e i;aged in after he receives his degree.
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Recreation and Outdoor Education

The Department

of Recreation offers a broad interdisciplinary, intel
departmental program of study leading to the Master of Science in Ed
cation degree. The curriculum is designed to prepare professional lead«

ship for the supervision, management and administration of recreati
wherever it is needed.
All students admitted to the Masters Program are expected to complet
1) The core of professional courses: Recreation 500, 520, 530, 540, 5
Education Administration and Foundations 500, Sociology 487, a
Marketing 440; 2) Sixteen quarter hours in their chosen option; and
A thesis, or internship of one year and a research paper.

Community Recreation Management

The

greatest need for recreation leadership is in the local community,
here that recreation under governmental, voluntary, industrial, edu
tional, religious, and private auspices takes its roots. This area of speci
ization prepares the student for administrative and supervisory positic
in municipal recreation and park commissions, park districts, pub
schools, private agencies, military and industrial complexes, and studf
unions.

is

'

i

Recreation for Special Populations

Organized recreation programs for special groups are becoming incre
ingly important to hospitals, nursing homes, schools for the retard
golden age clubs, prisons, and other institutions. Community recreat
departments are offering programs for special populations for those v
remain in the community.

Commercial Recreation Management
Commercial recreation is mushrooming throughout the country, bringj
an unprecedented demand for leadership in the management of s
establishments as resorts, country clubs, marinas, tourist attractions,
public and private assembly facilities such as convention halls, civic
community centers, auditoriums, and arenas.

;\

ij

Outdoor Recreation Management
for professional recreation personnel who
recreation activities and programs under nati
conditions. Camp executives, counselors, conservationists, naturalists,
leaders are needed for an increasing number of programs related to
door recreation. Students interested in Otudoor Recreation Resoijs

There

is

an increasing need

manage and administer

<j

Management should contact the Forestry Department for admission fquirements and further information regarding this program.
Rehabilitation

In response to pressing human and social needs, the applied field
rehabilitation has solidly entrenched itself as a professional discip # '!
over the past twenty years. Multi-disciplinary courses of study have lj'n %
drawn together from the behavioral, social, and medical sciences |P' >
propriate to the development of competent practitioners and programi rs \
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rehabilitation and welfare agencies. The overall program is left
urposely broad and flexible to permit the inclusion of training innovaons and emerging career patterns.
The Rehabilitation Institute offers graduate programs leading to a
laster of Arts or a Master of Science degree in behavior modification and
ihabilitation counseling. Each degree requires a minimum of 72 quarter
^ours of course work and field experience. An M.S. degree in rehabilitaon administration may be obtained by the successful completion of a
jiinimum of 48 credit hours of course work and field experience. These
pncentrations are sufficiently open to permit a student to emphasize
lork with a particular population such as the emotionally disturbed,
prrectional wards, mentally retarded, physically handicapped, ecoDmically deprived, or others. The graduate may work in such settings
state-federal vocational rehabilitation programs, clinics, hospitals,
5
orkshops, correctional centers, youth camps, or employment service
jBces. In addition to the approved course of study, students may complete
three to six-month paid internship in an approved agency or institution.
Application forms for both the Graduate School and the Rehabilitation
tistitute must be separately submitted. Forms for the former may be
f»tained from the Graduate School, and institute forms may be obined from the director, Rehabilitation Institute. Acceptance in the proam is contingent on the final approval of the admissions committee of
Rehabilitation Institute after processing by the Graduate School.
ie
\

Rehabilitation Counseling

a six-quarter graduate program leading to either the Master of
Master of Science degree. The trained professional counselor
|ust demonstrate competence in establishing a counseling relationship,
Ise evaluation, assessment procedures, program planning and coordinapn, and vocational placement, as well as have an awareness of profespnal and community resources that can be utilized in the rehabilitation
his is
ts

or

Required courses: 480, 551, 532, 541, 556, 511, 561, 519, and
uidance 505. The student will also be given quarterly field work assignJents (585c) and must complete a full quarter internship in a rehabilitapn setting.
There is sufficient flexibility in the curriculum so that special interests
id needs of students can be pursued by careful selection of electives.
Dme suggested electives include personality dynamics, social psychology,
mmunity dvelopment, group processes, educational psychology, eco]>mic deprivation, and processes in social work. A special plan of study
d field experience is available for students emphasizing rehabilitation
the area of crime and corrections or the mentally retarded.
iocess.

j

Behavior Modification
behavior modification major is designed to train students in the
and evaluation of techniques which have demonstrable utility
the modification and development of human behavior. Empirical
linciples derived from functionally established relationships in human
havior are translated into practical technological tools.
[Within this framework, students may specialize in environmental procamming and direct service with such broad groups as the mentally
larded, mentally disordered, slow learners and problem children, and
I specific problem areas such as incentive programs for job training,
ie

iplication
]

j

I
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learning disabilities, stuttering, cigarette smoking, sexual behavior, an(

language development.
Candidates in the behavior modification program generally worl
towards the Master of Arts degree which requires a total of 72 hours o
credit. Course programs are tailored to fit the needs and interests o
individual students. Most students will enroll in a first-year course se
quence which includes Rehabilitation 420, 485, 520, 533, and 526. Furthe
course work may include substantive areas such as sexual behavior, chil(
behavior, schedules of reinforcement, aversive control, and programmec
instruction. All students participate in a one-quarter full-time internshi]
at

an

affiliated training center.

Rehabilitation Administration

The design

of this

major

is to

prepare generalists to serve as adminis
and programmers in such rehabilitatioi

trators, coordinators, supervisors,

settings as workshops, clinics, special schools, youth centers, and stat
agencies. Requirements for the M.S. degree are a minimum of 48 quarte
hours of course work and field experience, at least one quarter of full-timi

and a research paper. The internship may be waived for th
candidate who already has a wide range of experiences in rehabilitatioi
or welfare agencies.
Candidates will develop competencies in program planning and develop
ment, organization and administration of service/training units, and h
staff development and supervision. Specific course requirements are R(
habilitation 480, 481, 501, 503, 551, 541, and 585a. Select courses in th
Departments of Management and Marketing are also strongly recom
internship

mended.
Secondary Education

The Department

Secondary Education offers programs leading to t
Master of Science in Education degree and the Sixth- Year Specialist
Certificate. In addition, the department offers courses that are applicab
to the Doctor of Philosophy degree in curriculum and instruction.
The master's degree in secondary education is planned jointly by th
Department of Secondary Education and the department of the student'
teaching field. Required for unconditional admission to the master's pre
gram are a 3.7 overall undergraduate average, the successful completio
of at least eight quarter hours of student teaching, enough profession*
education hours to meet requirements for a secondary school teachin
certificate, and a major in the teaching field. A program of 48 quarte
hours will be planned to include a research requirement and at least tw
graduate level courses in Secondary Education. The student will take 2
to 32 hours of graduate work in his teaching field and 16 to 24 hours (
graduate work in education. During the period the student is taking l!
last twelve hours of work, a comprehensive oral or written examinatio
will be administered by the department.
The department offers a Sixth- Year Specialist program for experience;
teachers and other personnel in the secondary school. The specialist pr(,
gram is regarded as terminal in nature and not as a step toward trj
doctorate. Applicants for admission to the Sixth- Year Specialist prograi
should possess a master's degree, two years of successful teaching experj
ence, and an acceptable score on the Cooperative English test. To obtaii
of

Secondary Education
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the student must complete 96 hours of graduate
vork beyond the bachelor's degree. At least half of the minimum hours
equired shall be in secondary education and supporting professional
ireas. Forty hours of the 96 shall be from disciplines outside of education.
\ field study or internship is a required part of the program.
Secondary education participates in the doctoral program in education
n the functional area of curriculum and instruction. Students interested
n secondary education may pursue an equivalent of a major concentration
within the area program. For additional information on the Ph.D. see the
^receding section entitled Education. Inquiries regarding the Ph.D. with
emphasis in secondary education should be addressed to the coordinator
)f the area of curriculum and instruction in the College of Education.
;he Sixth- Year Certificate

Secretarial

and Business Education

may be taken as a major
Education leadBusiness
Secretarial
and
Department
of
minor
in
the
)r
ng to the Master of Science in Education degree. The program in busiless teacher education consists of a minimum of 48 hours of course work
distributed as follows: (1) 18-24 hours in business teacher education
courses; (2) 12-18 hours in other School of Business courses; (3) 12-18
lours in College of Education courses; and (4) 0-12 hours of approved
raduate courses in business teacher education

ilectives.
'

The graduate program

juate subject-matter

me

is

planned

for those students

who have an

and professional-education background

ade-

in at least

eral business,

(1) secretarial, (2) genaccounting, or (4) distributive edu-

cation.

must be eliminated by taking ap-

of the following business teaching areas:

(3) bookkeeping and
Deficiencies in background
propriate courses.
|

The graduate program

is

aimed

at upgrading

and making more pro-

those individuals who have already met or surpassed the minirequirements for teaching business subjects in the high schools and
unior colleges of Illinois. The dual purpose of the program is to provide
jidvanced professional education in business teaching fields and to develop competence in utilizing research findings in the field. In keeping
vith the general requirements of the Graduate School, each student is
equired to write a research paper. Those who have special interest and
ibility in research or who expect to go on to advanced graduate study
ire encouraged to write a thesis.
Two advanced graduate programs for business teachers who hold the
piaster's degree or its equivalent, each providing for a concentration of
tudy in business education, are offered. They are specialist program
|n secondary education and doctoral program in the functional areas of
:urriculum and instruction. Both programs are operated under the jurisliction and within the organization of the Graduate School and the
College of Education.

ficient

mum

Sociology
The Department of Sociology offers programs of graduate study leading to
he Master of Arts, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy degrees.
Several areas of major or minor concentration are provided for advanced
jvork beyond the general master's program. These areas are: social dis-
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organization, deviance, and control; social organization, with particufl
reference to complex organization and the community; social psychology
the sociology of the family; sociological theory. In addition, a speck
program in sociology and corrections, leading to the master's degree i
sociology, is offered in cooperation with the Center for the Study of Crim«
Delinquency, and Corrections.
Close ties are also maintained with the Community Developmei
Institute, the Public Affairs Research Bureau, Clinical Services, and tr
Computer Center which may offer special opportunities for graduate stu
dent training and research.
Applicants for admission to graduate study in sociology should apply i
writing to the chairman of the department. Detailed statements of d<
partmental requirements for the Master of Arts and the Doctor of Philos<
phy degrees are available upon request.

Special Education
Several programs leading to a Master of Science in Education degree ai
offered by the Department of Special Education. Courses which les,
to certification as a teacher of exceptional children may be include!
in the master's degree program. This training is specifically designed f<
individuals who have had successful teaching experience in regular clasi
rooms and who wish to qualify as teachers of mentally retarded, em<i
tionally disturbed, or acoustically handicapped children.
For persons holding certification in some area of teaching exception!
children, a program designed to meet the requirements for special edr
cation administrative positions is offered. This is a program which
flexible enough to meet the needs of persons with a background in ai
one of a variety of special education areas.
Sixth- Year Specialist's certificate program in special educate
with emphasis on one or more areas, including special education supe
vision, is available.
Finally, building on the core requirements of the functional area
Educational Psychology, a Doctor of Philosophy degree in educatk
with an emphasis in special education is offered. This program has i|
base in the requirements indicated in the functional area of educatioi
psychology. Specific course requirements for the emphasis in specij
education include extensive seminar experiences in the study of all typ
of exceptional children.
number of graduate fellowships under Public Law 85-926 (|
amended by Public Law 88-164) are available to qualified persons seel
ing careers in special education through study in this department.

A

A

Speech
Courses are offered in speech leading to the Master of Arts, Master
and Doctor of Philosophy degrees. The Master of Arts and tl|
Master of Science degrees are offered with specialization in public aj
dress, interpretation, and general speech. Courses in speech may be tak«|
as a part of the program leading to the Master of Science in Educatk!

J

Science,

degree.

Master's Degree Programs

The student should submit

the equivalent of an undergraduate maj|
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speech in order to be admitted unconditionally as a full-time graduate
Itudent for the master's degree.
The program of course work leading to the master's degree includes
[reas and techniques of research and a seminar in the area of emphasis.

k total of 48 hours is required for the degree. Competence in one foreign
anguage is required for the Master of Arts degree.
The research requirement for the master's degree may be met by
jither of the following plans

Plan
1.

1

Submit a thesis demonstrating ability to do research on a topic apby the graduate committee of the Department of Speech.
Take a minimum of 39 hours of course work.
Pass an oral examination over the thesis and course work.

>roved
2.

3.

Plan 2

Submit a research paper as evidence of a knowledge of formal reearch techniques, a copy of which will be submitted to the Graduate
School for its permanent records.
1.

2.
3.

Take a minimum of 48 hours of course work.
Take a comprehensive written examination over the course work

aken for the degree.
The student will be given a choice as to which of the above plans he
vishes to take; however, the graduate committee of the Department of
Speech will make the final determination as to which requirement the
tudent must meet.
r

Doctor of Philosophy Degree
£ach student shall demonstrate competence in at least two of five areas:
pterpersonal communication, interpretation, rhetoric and public address,
Speech education, and theater. Special competence is to be demonstrated
jn one of the two chosen areas. The student's academic adviser shall be
rom the area of the student's special interest. The student, after consultaion with his adviser and a professor from the second area, will formulate
he program he intends to pursue prior to taking the preliminary examinaion. The program should include at least 32 hours in the special area of
competence and 16 hours in the second area of competence. Course work
p the Departments of Speech and Theater but outside his two areas of
competence may be included where it seems appropriate. Course work
putside the departments may also be included in this program. However,
[he proposed program must meet the Graduate School requirements for
residence, and shall exclude course work designed to meet the research
iOol requirement. Any change in the program must have prior approval of
[he student's advisers. After completing 24 quarter hours of his program
>ach student shall be examined by a review committee made up of the
jloctoral graduate faculty. This committee will recommend continuation,
change or termination of the program. The adviser for each student shall
)e responsible for assembling the necessary information (grades, recommendations, progress in tool requirements, etc.) for consideration in
eaching the above decision.
Before admission to candidacy the student must demonstrate competence in one research tool. This shall embody skills needed in understanding materials in the field, or in the conduct of research for the dis-
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sertation, or in continuing research contributions in his field of specialize
Competence may be achieved in a language, statistics, compute

tion.

programming, or in another area as determined by a committee made i|
of one professor from each area of emphasis. Proficiency will be d
termined for language and computer programming, and in some cases
statistics, through examinations. Twelve hours of work in statistics wil
a grade of B or better shall be considered a demonstration of proficienc
j

in statistics. In

some

cases, a student

may

satisfy the research tool r

quirement through the completion of twelve hours of additional cour!
work outside the Department of Speech, the courses to be determine
after the student has selected his research area. A grade of B or better w|
be required in these courses. It is evident that in certain research project
requirements beyond the foregoing might be clearly indicated, and if
i

the student's adviser will specify.

Speech Pathology and Audiology

The Department of Speech Pathology and Audiology has as its o
jective the training of personnel for communication science research, f(
college and university teaching, and for the diagnosis and treatment
persons with speech and hearing impairments. Course work leads to cert
fication as a speech pathologist or audiologist in public schools and n,
habilitation centers by meeting certification requirements of the Amer,

can Speech and Hearing Association. Its program in clinical trainirj
is approved and registered with the Education and Training Board
the American Board of Examiners in Speech Pathology.
Professional experiences for graduate students are provided in tl(
following settings: the University's Clinical Center; a summer residential
camping program for persons with organic speech problems, in cooper^
tion with the University of Illinois Division of Services for Cripplei
Children; the V.A. Hospital in Marion; A. L. Bowen Center for Retarde
Children; and the Anna State Hospital. Cooperative programming
maintained with other public and private agencies such as the Divisic
of Vocational Rehabilitation, the Easter Seal Society, and the Nation*'
Association of Speech and Hearing Agencies. Students participate
traveling speech and hearing clinics which serve schools and communitie
through the media of surveys, diagnostic examinations, and therapy. Tr
department has available R.S.A. traineeships, Office of Education fei
lowships, N.D.E.A. fellowships for support of graduate education in a<
dition to graduate and research assistantships. Students can also app
for the special doctoral assistantships and graduate fellowships availab.
from the Graduate School through the department.
Specialized experiences with orthodontists, prosthodontists, plast:
surgeons, otologists, and others of the medical and dental professions ai
available in the St. Louis and Chicago areas. Emphasis is on the inte
disciplinary relationships with other professions throughout the trainir
i

process.

The department maintains

research facilities which provici
for the study of both the norm*
and impaired functions of the speech and hearing processes and the
relationship to language formulation. The speech science laboratory
equipped for electromyographic study of the speech musculature, rad
telemetry, electrophysiology of hearing, and spectrographic analysis
laboratories

active

and specialized equipment

<

!

Speech Pathology
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The experimental audiology

laboratory, which includes
anechoic chamber, is equipped for investigation in air and bone
1
induction sensitivity, localization, and speech discrimination. It also
is facilities for automatic audiometry, PGSR, middle ear impedance,
Id aural reflex experimentation. Facilities are also available for the
te of palmar sweat measurements as a physiological index of emotion,

leech signals.

the study of pathoanatomy and pathophysiology of cleft lip and
palate through roentgenocephalometrics and cinefluoroscopy, and
the
experimental analysis of behavior and behavior modification.
jr
Graduate courses in the Department of Speech Pathology and Audiolry may be taken for a major leading to the Master of Arts, Master of
tience, and Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Requirements for the various
Igrees are determined through advisement commensurate with profesl^nal growth of the student.
Additional information regarding financial aid, programs, and applicapn procedures can be secured by writing to the chairman, Department
Speech Pathology and Audiology, Southern Illinois University, Carl>ndale, Illinois, 62901.
r

eft

|

i

1

Technical and Industrial Education

—

may

pursue the Master of Science in Education degree 48
jiarter hours of course work or the Master of Science degree with a
ajor in Technical and Industrial Education
48 quarter hours, includg 5 to 9 hours of thesis.
Programs of study are developed by the student and his adviser de-

iudents

—

ciding
srible,

upon deficiencies, interests, and career goals. Programs are
and course work may be done in other units of the University.

is advised to prepare for one major area of concentration
one minor professional area. Some of these areas are: teacher of
dustrial arts (called Enterprise: Man and Technology), of trades and

he student
id

of technical teaching, or of health occupations; coordinator
cooperative occupational education programs; and supervisor, director,
administrator of secondary, area vocational, community junior college,
other vocational-technical or occupational educational programs.
Students with a bachelor's degree in science, technology, or engineerg may qualify for advanced study which may involve technical subjects,
udy in work situations and educational institutions, and internship in
iaching or other professional assignments.
Students may pursue the Doctor of Philosophy Degree in Education
pder the functional area of curriculum and instruction with advanced
i>urse work in technical and industrial education as determined by their
dustries,

I

I'ogram committee.

One-half or one-quarter time instructorships, teaching or research asand fellowships are available for qualified applicants. Adjtional information about programs, courses, instructorships, assistant;iips, and fellowships may be obtained from the chairman of Technical
lid Industrial Education.
stantships,

Theater
he
id

Department of Theater offers courses leading
Master of Science degrees and to the Doctor

Master of Arts
Philosophy degree

to the
of

Chapter
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in speech with a concentration in theater. An M.F.A. degree prograi
offering a specialization in one of three areas (acting/directing, desigi
and play writing) has been initially approved and will be effected in th

near future.
Candidates for the master's degrees must complete 48 hours of grac
uate credit; the Master of Arts candidate must demonstrate competenc
in a foreign language. Each candidate for the master's degree will produc
a thesis or its equivalent (creative work in play direction, costume i
scene design, or play writing) The chairman appoints a director for eac
candidate's program. The Doctor of Philosophy degree program in speec
with a specialization in theater is open to students holding a master!
degree. Doctor of Philosophy degree candidates are required (1) to con;
plete a minimum of 32 hours in theater and 16 hours in speech; and (2j
to complete a theater dissertation. Qualified candidates may offer a cr<
ative equivalent in producing, playwriting, or design, under the supej
vision of an advisory committee. Candidates for the Doctor of Philosopb
degree with a major concentration in theater must demonstrate competenc
in one research tool (refer to speech for description) relevant to skilj
needed for understanding materials in the field, or in the conduct
research for the dissertation, or in continuing research contributions
the field of specialization. Competence may be achieved in a languag
statistics, computer programming, or in another area as determined by!
committee composed of one professor from each area of emphasis. Cand,
dates must also satisfy the graduate staff that they are qualified f(
candidacy by passing a comprehensive preliminary examination. Gradua
courses in theater may also be taken as a secondary concentration leadir;
to the Doctor of Philosophy degree in speech.
Candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy degree who have a sped;
interest in dramatic literature may earn the degree by substitutir;
dramatic literature courses as offered in the Department of English f(
.

(

<

i

theater courses.

An undergraduate major in theater is not essential for admission
candidacy for a graduate degree. A student with an undergraduate maj<
in speech or English, for instance, may audit undergraduate courses 1
theater to

make up any

deficiencies.

Graduate students are urged to supplement their class work with

pra|

experiences in acting and production. Membership in the Southeij
Players is open to graduate students, and they may also earn gradua
credit as members of the Southern Touring Company and the Summij

tical

Stock Company.

Zoology

Graduate work in zoology may be taken as a major or a minor towai
the Master of Arts, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy degre<!
and as a part of a program in biological sciences toward the Master I
Science and the Master of Science in Education degrees.
Candidates for the Master of Science and Master of Arts degree
must have the consent of the department and at least 35 hours of unde
graduate credit in zoology equivalent to 102, 103, 202, 300, 310, and 40j
Further required undergraduate work includes introductory college chemij
try with laboratory (equivalent to Chemistry 121a,b) and one year
college mathematics including algebra and trigonometry (equivalent
{

i
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111). Deficiencies in undergraduate preparation may be
moved concurrently with graduate work.
Completion of work for the Master of Arts degree requires, in addi3n to the general requirements of the Graduate School, a reading knowlIge of one foreign language, calculus (equivalent to Mathematics 150),
thesis, Zoology 581, and continuous registration in Zoology
i approved
52, or, in the instance of approved conflict, registration for the seminar
another biological science department. A minor outside the department
Mathematics

required.

The requirements for completion of the Master of Science degree are
f same as for the Master of Arts with the following exceptions: (1) a
ading knowledge of a foreign language is not required; (2) a research
may be offered in lieu of a thesis; (3) introductory statistics
equivalent to Guidance 422b), rather than calculus, is required; and
the student must complete 54 quarter hours of formal courses, in[)
uding 36 in zoology.
The doctoral degree at Southern Illinois University is a research oriented
sgree awarded for high accomplishment in a particular discipline or
terdisciplinary area. Admission to the doctoral degree program in
ology ordinarily requires previous training in animal science. A good
Ickground in all life sciences, chemistry, mathematics, and phyiscs is
^sirable. Each student's program of study is based upon the results of an
jyisory examination, the student's overall background, the requirements
the preliminary examination, and the proposed specialization. The stunt's adviser aids in the selection of a minor and establishes the program
juirement. A dissertation demonstrating scholarly merit and the ability
(perform independent research are required.
Areas of specialization possible within zoology include developmental
:j)logy,
invertebrate zoology, systematics, wildlife management, ornilogy, genetics, fish management, cytochemistry, ecology, parasitology,
mology, limnology, herpetology, vertebrate morphology, mammalogy,
tebrate paleontology, animal behavior, and endocrinology.
iper

3/ Course

Descriptions

are described all of the courses offered by the University on the
larbondale campus for graduate credit. Courses are listed numerically
dthin each subject-matter area. Areas are listed below in the order of
leir appearance on the following pages.
[ere

ccounting

French

Music

gricultural Industries

German

nimal Industries
nthropology
pplied Science

Russian
Spanish

Philosophy
Physical Education
Physics
Physiology
Plant Industries
Psychology
Recreation and Outdoor
Education

Forestry

Geography
otany
Geology
usiness Administration Government
hemistry
Guidance and Educalothing and Textiles
tional Psychology
rt

iconomics
ducational
[Administration

and

Foundations
ilementary Education

History

Home and Family
Home Economics

Sociology
Special Education

Education

jtigineering

Instructional Materials

pgineering Technology

Journalism

jaglish

Management

nance

and Nutrition
>reign Languages

Sod

Rehabilitation

Secondary Education
Secretarial and Business
Education

Health Education
Higher Education

'esign

Marketing
Mathematics
Microbiology

Speech
Speech Pathology and
Audiology
Technical and
Industrial Education
Theater
Zoology

The first entry for each course is a three-digit numeral which serves
identify the course. Courses numbered 400-499 are open to both seniors
graduate students. Courses numbered above 499 are for graduate stunts only.
Following the course identification number is another number, which
idicates the maximum credit allowed for the course. The maximum may
'ry, and specific quarter hours may be assigned for each quarter a course
id

given.

Following the course description there may be prerequisites which
be satisfied before a student is permitted to enroll.
To learn in which quarter a course is offered, the student should conftt the Schedule of Classes published for both campuses by Central
iblications, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois 62901.

•inst

Accounting

^M

Accounting Concepts. Interpretation and critical analysis of reports,
and other accounting data from the viewpoint of users of financial
Herniation. Restricted to Master of Business Administration students.
f -4 Electronic Data Processing in Business. An introduction to computers
H their uses in business applications; computer components, programming,
H analysis of business systems; exploration of effects of computers upon

s

tements,

"iness organization and society. Prerequisite: 251c.
*-4 Advanced Cost Accounting. Managerial control and profit planning

77
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mrse Descriptions

d their solutions in marketing horticultural crops. Field trip cost
quisite:

$5. Pre-

354.

1-4 Land Resource Economics. (Same as Forestry 471 and Economics 471.)
le use of land as an economic variable in production of goods and services;
id markets; group versus individual conflicts; elementary land resources
inning techniques. Field trips cost about $5. Prerequisite: GSB 211, Ecomic 215, or Forestry 215, or Forestry 470.
3-4 Advanced Farm Power. Farm power theory and its application, for
lining teachers to diagnose and correct difficulties in engine, power transssion, and hydrostatic systems. Prerequisite: 373 or equivalent.
8-4 Advanced Farm Machinery. Materials on construction; basic mechanics
/olved in tillage machinery; rotary power transmission; product cleaning,
ying, and sorting; costs of operation; materials handling. Prerequisites: 350,
3, and 374, or consent of instructor.
2-3 Seminar-Research-Work Experience on International Agricultural Probns. Weekly two-hour discussion period on methods by which foreign stunts can adapt information and training obtained in U.S. oriented courses
the solution of important agricultural problems in their home countries,
ipplemented by work experience and research on the University farms,
laboratories, and in the library.
5-3 Principles and Philosophies of Vocational and Technical Education.
[ee Technical and Industrial Education 485.)
5-3 Agricultural Industries Research Methods. Agricultural economics rekrch methods with particular reference to types of research problems enntered, sources of data, problems in developing new data and methods of
lysis. Prerequisite: consent of chairman.
3 to 6 Agricultural Occupation Internship. Prepares coordinators to fulfill
ir responsibilities
in selected areas of agricultural related occupations
lough an internship in the area of specialization and through orientation to
ated technical information. Prerequisite: 312b or consent of chairman.
fc-1 to 6 Readings. Contemporary books and periodicals on selected areas
ijthe field.

»Jb-lto6 Readings in Resource Economics. (Same as Forestry 520b and
jonomics 502.) Directed reading in the field of natural resource economics.
—3 Interrelated Vocational Cooperative Education. (See Technical and
S

Education 525.)
Production Management. A study of the principles of production ecoinics upon which problems in agricultural production and resource use can

[lustrial
1 1-4

Emphasis on principles applicable

to the farm business and to
decision-making process and
<m planning under perfect and imperfect knowledge and with limited reKrces. Prerequisites: 12 hours equivalent in economics, agricultural economics,
1 consent of instructor.
M-2 Advanced Agricultural Prices. Continuation of analysis of factors affectI agricultural prices; the application of these factors in price prediction,
)

analyzed.

policy, including concepts relating to the

kn.

1

^requisite: 352.

Advanced Agricultural Marketing. Current complex problems in agriwural marketing and methods of developing solutions; cooperative activities.
P requisite: 12 hours or equilavent in economics and agricultural economics.
l<-lto6 Research. Directed research in selected areas of agricultural indus-

fc|-4

to 6 Seminar. Problems relating to various phases of the field of agriculindustries, such as farm management, marketing, prices, farm policy,

«j-l

9m
pfl

«j-l

economics.
to 9 Thesis.

Minimum

of 5 hours to be counted

toward a master's degree.

Animal Industries

ti

(4,4) Animal Nutrition, (a) Physical and chemical properties of nutrients
their uses and principles involved in determination of nutrient require*Mts. (b)
integration of the basic facts concerning the nature of nutrients
M] their metabolism. Must be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisites: 315 and
gjnic chemistry or equivalent.

*ij

An

4 Commercial Poultry Production. Broilers, layers, and turkeys as
tobultry speciality farms. Field trips. Prerequisite: 121.
21

adapted

Chapter
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Management. Application of Principles
430-4 Dairy Cattle Breeding and
management of the dairy herd. Fie
the
to
physiology
breeding Nutrition,
physioloj
of Domestic Animals. Comparative
SfJiTinrodu^
insem.natiq
artificial
of
principles
and the
o rr1pSrcton in faS animals

YgV&&*%*&«^«%™

Animals. A review of the princW
migration, and random dij
selection,
mutation,
nndfrlvint the influence of
of heritabil.t
interpretations
estimation and
TanunS breeding population;
traits of fa
quantitative
of
variances
of
andTnetifcorrefafioL; effects

a
Dafrv Ca?tlf
4^
and"^mSlism
e

S

knowledge of digesti
Nutrition. Application of the latest
nutritional requirements to da
their
and
ruminants,
in

P&ogy'TLaeta^n.
y

devefopment
of u»v
conlrll 01
control
v

gland, hormo,
physiology and r
orEamc chemistry and physiology.
Problems and Practices. (See Agna

Anatomy

of the

mammary

secretion, milk synthesis

and

-

&ftiXT&e4
•

t

4M?S
^'sw^ProducLn.

Breed selection breeding feeding, management,

7Zu^. ^eeaS^ing, -d mtnagement
V&SSg
U
P
feeding and management
4S^4 B^ pio^ction. B^hig,
315
about
nornose

K

$3. Prerequisites:

Field trip costs

cattle
Commercial Livestock Feeding. Principles and

11

?^^

^niSf

K

1
'

*

3

of sheep, Fi

*

of beef and
332, 341.
problems in fatten

(a) Experimeii
Research Methods in Agricultural Science,

52™! to?l£SSta£ta Animal

urU
Industries. Readings in specialized fields
a

interpretation of the objectiU
breeding and
of Research in poultry feeding,

lran?eSToflt^ProducTon lttdy and

SnfXeTults

'

°™£gH|

management and marketing problems.
swine feeding, breeding, housing,
|
of a. problem in animal scil
Investigation
Research.
sIHto 6 individual
specialist.
under the supervision of an approved graduate

ot^l

to 9

tS Minimum

of 5

hours to be counted toward a master

s

de|

Anthropology

as*— 4
afctf&««rtSsSi
GSB £5

lUZa
study of culture. Prerequisite: 275d or
oeiu^
cultural behrfa
and rnitural
409 ^ Human Biologv. The interaction of biological
pasj W
genetics
zoological positions,
Tht coursTwould vfew man as toforhis
v
animal
the
behavior
unique
his
preseXand the biological bases

m

cultural behavior. Prerequisite: 275d or

GSB

me&odology The
403-3 General Archaeology. Theory and
of mans past, rrerequisit
interpretations
underlying anthropological
i.e.,

or

GSB

J

102a.

J^J

m

fi

102a.

!
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mrse Descriptions

1-4 Primitive Art and Technology. The development of man as an art-loving
d tool-using being. Artistic and technological traditions of non-Western
102a.
oples, past and present. Prerequisite: 275d or
comparative approach to the organizational
5-3 Social Anthropology.
itures of human groups. Functional aspects and distributions of kinship,
102a.
litical, religious, and economic systems. Prerequisite: 275d or
7-3 General Ethnology. Ethnology as a major sub-field of anthropology,
eluding interest in ethnohistorical studies as well as the more traditional
102a.
Dects of the field. Prerequisite: 275d, or
3-3 History of Anthropological Thought. The growth of anthropology as an
idemic discipline to about 1940, with emphasis upon the concepts and
102a.
>as since 1860. Prerequisite: 275d or
D-3 Applied Anthropology. The application of anthropological principles to
of problems of the modern world. Contributions of anthropology
3 solution
the work of the educator, social worker, administrator, business man, govern»nt official, and other specialists dealing with man in Western and non102.
estern cultures. Prerequisite: 275d or
5-3 Introduction to General Linguistics.
study of language theory, clas102a.
ication and change. Prerequisite: 275d or
5-3 Logic of the Social Sciences. (Same as Philosophy 415). Logical and
istemological examination of the social studies as types of knowledge. Basic
)blems in philosophy of science with major emphasis upon social science:
ationship of theory to fact, nature of induction, nature of causal law,
Stability, influence of value judgments, etc. Intended for students with con:erable maturity in a social science or in philosophy.
8-4 Languages of the World.
description of typological and genetic (hislical) relationships among languages of the world, with emphasis on comirative phonology and grammatical structure in time and space. Prerequisite:
fed or
102a.
|-3 Archaeology of North America. An introduction to the methods of
haeology and a survey of prehistoric Indian cultures north of Mexico, with
rticular emphasis upon the cultures of the Mississippi Valley. Prerequisite:
|d or
102a.
—3 Comparative Economics.
comparative study of economic systems,
emphasis upon those found in primitive societies. Studies of systems
<ih
Mich fall outside the conventional systems such as capitalism, socialism, and
Icism. Prerequisite: 275d or
102a.
H-3 Comparative Folklore.
comparative study of the role of folklore in
'jious cultures of the world, with emphasis upon non-literate societies,
felysis of motifs, themes, and other elements; comparisons between nonilrate and literate groups. Prerequisite: 275b or
102a.
H-S Comparative Law. Legal premises upon which societies are based;
ncems of the non-literate world; case studies of instances where these sys1s come into contact with those of literate, technologically advanced cul*>s. Prerequisite: 275d or
102a.
i-3 Comparative Religion. Comparative study of religious systems, with
'Dhasis upon those of non-literate societies. Examination of basic premises
» elements of those belief systems normally excluded from discussions of
M"Great Religions." Prerequisite: 275d or
102a.
i4-6 (3,3) Ethnomusicology.
(Same as Music 471 except no prerequisite.)
fc-1 to 18 Individual Study in Anthropology. Guided research upon anjh pological problems. Students
should consult the chairman before enrolling.
P 'requisite: 250 or equivalent.

GSB

A

GSB

GSB

GSB

GSB

A
GSB

A

GSB

GSB

A

tf

GSB
A

GSB

GSB

GSB

1 following seminars will deal with areal and topical problems relevant to
listed; they will vary in subject matter from year to year. Course
gjdules will indicate who is the instructor of a particular course. Consulta-

W title
nt

with the department will indicate the scope of a course.

«

3 to 9
3 to 9
j>l
3 to 9
to 9
« 3 to 9
B^ to 9
>2-3 to 9
*1

H3

Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

New World

Archaeology.

Mesoamerican Archaeology.
Old World Archaeology.
the
the
the
the

Ethnology of the New World.
Ethnology of Mesoamerica.
Anthropology of Oceania.
Anthropology of Africa.

Chapter
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524-3 to 9 Seminar in the Anthropology of Europe.
535-3 to 9 Seminar in Physical Anthropology.
_
545-3 to 9 Seminar in Linguistics.
Topics such as the n
550-3 to 9 Seminar in the Cultures of Latin America.
native peoples and ci
the
upon
dominance
and
conquest
European
nact of
manuscripts, assimilation
tures in Latin America, pre- and post-conquest
cultures.
native
the
with
peoples,
nonindigenous
Topics such as relj
560-3 to 9 Seminar in Comparative Social Organization.
kinship.
economics,
structure,
social
organization,
eion political
Peoples. Topics sue
Io£uo9 Seminar in the Anthropology of Contemporary
and values.
culture
American
cultures,
peasant
as applied anthropology,
such as tl
Topics
Development.
in Cultural Change and
'

.

,

j

565^ to 9 Seminar
civilization.
building of cultures, acculturation, the rise of
and Method. The theory ai|
Theory
Anthropological
in
Seminar
?
£
567-3 to
anthropology.
physical
or
method of archaeology, or ethnology
the art of the ear
^70-3 to 9 Seminar in Art and Technology. Topics such as
experiment,
technology,
and
art
of
civilizations, the cultural background
a

d

Culture. Topics such as themes ai
education.
enculturation,
values, culture personality,
581-3 to 9 Seminar in Anthropology. Topics will be announced.
upon archaeology
582-1 to 27 Problems in Archaeology. Guided research
e
research upon pre!
to'27 Problems in Cultural Anthropology. Guided
linguistics.
and
anthropology,
social
lems of ethnology,
designed to cover sp
585-1 to 27 Readings in Anthropology. Guided readings
anthropological bac
specialized
student's
the
in
gaps
cial topics and to fill

g7o^T9°Seimn^ in^riniividual and

5^i

anthropological methods!
§95^6 (3,3) Field Methods in Ethnology. Includes
together with appropri
enquiry and documentation of culture and habitat
photography and sou
as
such
work,
field
fnslruction in the techniques of
of the course (595b) on
part
second
the
in
laid
be
will
Stress
recording.
recording and st ructural boc
lfnguistic context of culture; its appropriate
anthropological methcij
Includes
Archaeology.
in
Methods
598-6 (3 3) Field
together with app.
habitat,
and
of enquiry and documentation of culture
will be laid in I
Stress
work.
field
of
techniques
the
in
Driate instruction

of archaeology

application
second pfrTof the course (596b) on the practical
J
work.
field
methods and techniques to
as directed by stan
Requirements
Anthropology.
in
Fieldwork
27
597-1 to
599—1 to 9 Thesis.
quarter.
600-1 to 48 Dissertation. No more than 18 hours in any
>

Applied Science
Crystallography. L
401-12 (4,4,4) X-Ray Crystallography, (a) Introductory
The Bravais latti
zones
Crystal
indices.
Miller
See theory of the crystal.
groups: cry
Point
rotations.
Symmetr^ elements/ Proper and improper
jof cry
Elements
groups,
Space
translation.
classes. Operators involving
Tecriniq
Diffra^ion
i.
structure. Coordination. Structure types (b) X-Ray
equations Recgmcallat
X-ray diffraction by single crystals: fu^ndamental
Single cry
and Ewald sphere/Optical analog: The optical diffractometer.
Weis
oscillation
and
rotating
photographic methods: the Laue method:
convergent-b f
and
Divergent
Jong-Bourman.
and
berg Buerger-procession
ractometnc metk ;.
techniques* Interpretation of the x-ray diagrams Diff
with x-aydtt^
materials
polycrystalline
of
fundamentals. Identification
^in ensity m
Absolute
meter (power method). Single crystal diffractometry.
relam
diffraction
Fundamental
Analysis.
uremenk (c) Crystal Structure
grc
space
and
symmetry
De^rmination of the cell size, chemical formula
physical
and
geometrical
Measurement of intensities:
structure factor The anisotr
tensities. The structure factor; phase of the
Projections^ The pi
Electron-density
temperature factor. Fourier synthesis.
determination
problem. Utilization of anomalous dispersion, direct
speed computer^
high
^ith
structure
Patterson method. Refinement of the
ce
410-8 (4,4) Electronics and Instrumentation for the Life s
c n
introducj
systems;
biological
of
of electrical theory and electrical aspects
•

•

i^

™™*™^
^

^ ^S%^

\

Applied Science

'ourse Descriptions
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circuit analysis; fundamentals of instrumentation, primarily electronic;
boratory. (b) Transducers and characteristics of instruments used in biologiil research; basic computer and data-system theory and applications; analysis
biological waveforms; simulation of biological systems; laboratory.
L8-3 Digital Computers in Research. Computational techniques for matrix
iversion, solution of linear equations, and characteristic roots and vectors;
ast square analysis, curve-fitting, and regression; design of experiment; soluon of nonlinear equations; finding zeros of a function, min-max functional
3proximation techniques; generation of approximate solutions. Prerequisite:
ngineering 222 and Mathematics 150a.
21-3 Programming Languages. A study of the development and use of proramming languages for high speed stored program digital computers. Inuded are problem-, procedure-, and machine-oriented languages, symbolic
inguages, interpretive systems, macro assemblers, and list processors. A comirison of the languages will be made and each student will prepare programs
ing the languages studied. Prerequisite: Engineering 222 or consent of in»

I

ructor.
52-3 Programming

Systems. The use and methods of electronic data procesng systems. Topics are searching, ordering, codifying, information retrieval,
•ocess control, executive routines, and heuristic programming. The student
apply system techniques for solution of problems using one or more of
Jill
[e available high speed digital computers. Prerequisite: Engineering 222 or
tathematics 225 or consent of instructor.
jM)-2 to 8 Special Problems. Special opportunity for students to obtain assistjice and guidance in the investigation and solution of selected technical
!oblems. Prerequisite: consent of coordinator.
1-9 (3,3,3) Nuclear Science. An introductory course to provide a background
r further work in nuclear science. Lectures and problems in radioactivity
id the uses of radio isotopes, nuclear engineering, introductory reactor
eory, and use of an analog computer in solving problems of neutron transit and reactor kinetics. Prerequisites: Mathematics 252b and Applied Science
0.

Nuclear Laboratory. Health physics instruments; characteristics of
beta, and gamma rays; radioactive decay; counting statistics; fundaental neutral experiments. Prerequisite: 300 or Physics 300.
0-6 (3,3) Engineering Analysis, (a) Basic vector field theory; transforma2-3

(pha,

theorems. Methods of solution for basic ordinary differential equations
applications to engineering systems. Prerequisite: Mathematics 252. (b)
(isic methods of solution for partial differential equations with emphasis on
plications of the Laplace, Poisson and heat equations to engineering probIns. Basic complex variables, matrix theory, numerical analysis and simulaln techniques applied to engineering systems. Prerequisite: 470a or Mathe]>n

ith

matics

305a.

(4,4,4,4) Materials Science, (a) The Crystal Structure of Materials.
concept of ionic, metallic, van der Waals, and covalent bond. The con<jpt of hydrogen bond. Solid solutions. Interstitial phases. The crystal chemisjy of inorganic compounds. Coordination structures. The role of radicals in
wstal structures. The organic crystals. Long chain molecular crystals. Clathte and molecular complexes. The structure of polymers. The structure of
ikss. The structure of liquids, (b) Crystalline Materials Preparation. Phase
lie.
Modern theories of crystal growth. Homogeneous and heterogeneous
ideation. Absorption. Layer growth. Dendritic growth: impurities. Rate of
lystallization. Preparative crystallization. Twinning. Spiral growth theory,
^crystallization, (c) Perfection of Crystalline Materials. The solid as an
perfect body. Point defects. Isomorphic substitution. Composition disorder.
Jectron holes and traps. Other point defects. Diffusion. Monodimensional
i)perfections. Dislocations. The role of dislocations in growth and phase
tfinsition. Two dimensional imperfections. Crystal surface. Grain boundaries,
juree dimensional imperfections. The role of imperfections in the physical

ijl-16
'lie

i

liberties of

crystalline materials,

(d)

Thermodynamics

of solids.

The

po-

energy of ionic and molecular crystals. Band theory. Stability of solid
Pases. Equilibrium diagrams. Influence of temperature, pressure, and com-

tytial

fsition.
I

J
t|

Polymorphism: role of crystal structure. The thermodynamics of

imperfect crystal.
1-12 (4,4,4) Physical Properties of Crystalline Materials, (a) In Relation
J

Its

Symmetry. General

principles:

The groundwork

of

crystal

physics.
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Chaptei

Transformations and second-rank tensors. Equilibrium properties: The str<
tensor. The strain tensor and thermal expansion. Piezoelectricity: Third ra
tensors. Elasticity: Fourth-rank tensors. The matrix method. Thermodynam
of equilibrium properties of crystals. Transport properties: Thermal and el'
trical conductivity. Thermoelectricity. Crystal Optics: Natural and artific
double refraction: second order effects. Optical activity, (b) In Relation
Its Structure I. Thermal expansion in relation to crystal structure. Compr<
in relation to crystal structure. Influence of temperature. Magnel
electrical properties in relation to crystal structure. Piroelectricity a
piromagnetism. Ferroelectricity and ferroelectrics. Antiferroelectrics. F|
rielectrics. Ferromagnetic crystals. Antiferromagnetics. Domain structurj
Phase transitions, (c) In Relation to Its Structure II. Ionic polarizabilitil
Influence of temperature. Influence of structure in crystal optics. Molecui
refractivity. Structural theory of optical activity. Elasticity and crystal strl
ture. Piezoelectricity. Plastic deformation. Slip. Creep. Cleavage.
504-12 (4,4,4) X-Ray Diffraction and the Solid State. (Same as Physics 50
(a) Diffraction by an arbitrary object in Fourier transform formulati
symmetry properties of scattering functions, the convolution theorem, the

sibility

and

I

function or autoconvolution, the two repeated Fourier transformations, X-i
by an atom, by a molecule, by an ideal crystal and by a fir
crystal. Optical transforms: Fraunhofer diffraction of a circular aperture,
a molecule and of a crystal of disc like atoms. The Fourier synthesis and
Patterson synthesis. The inverse Fourier syntheses. High speed computatit
of Fourier transforms and of Fourier series, (b) The Born-Laval theory
temperature diffuse scattering of x-rays: Determination of elastic constai|l
dispersion relations of frequencies and velocities, interatomic force consta
and elastic vibrational spectrum. Determination of Debye characteristic t
peratures from the inversion phenomenon of one-phenon scattering. The I
ference Fourier Transform approach. The use of optical diffractometry a
optical convolution in the interpretation of imperfect crystals.
521-6 (3,3) Design of Automatic Programming Language Processors. Analjlfe
of design and construction of automatic programming language process*
An investigation of the structure of scientific and business oriented compil<|
list processors, and information processing languages. The student will I
expected to review recent papers on these topics, to prepare an aspect of I
theory, prepare flow charts and program segments of the processors for
diffraction

J

languages studied. Prerequisite: 421.
522-6 (3,3) Programming Systems Design. Design of monitor systems, exeftive routines, simulators and other systems. An analysis of problems
countered in designing a programming system. The student will be expectt
to review recent papers on these topics, prepare flow charts, to complete b
aspect of the theory, and to write programs for segments of the syst€|3'
1

studied. Prerequisite: 422.

530-3 Nuclear Processing. Processing of ore to fuel; reprocessing spent fi
waste disposal; isotope separation and purification; materials; special repo
Prerequisite: 431b.
570-2 to 6 Special Investigations. For students who wish to make a thoroi
study or investigation of a specific problem in technological education.
580-1 to 9 Seminar. Collective and individual study of selected issues ;p
problems relating to various technological areas.
599-1 to 9 Thesis.

Art
Art Education: 408, 460, 466, 560, 566, 599.
Art History: 445, 482, 483, 571, 573, 599.
Studio: 401, 405, 406, 410, 416, 420, 430, 436, 440, 441, 446, 493, 501, 502, i%
506, 511, 516, 520, 526, 530, 540, 546, 599.
401-2 to 12 Research in Painting.
405-2 to 12 Studio in Sculpture.
406-2 to 12 Studio in Painting.
408-4 Art Education for Elementary Teachers II.
410-2 to 12 Research in Prints.
416-2 to 12 Studio in Prints.
420-2 to 12 Research in Pottery.

Art / 85

ourse Descriptions
!6-2
10-2
(6-2
10-2
11-2
12-2
t5-9

to 12 Studio in Pottery.
to 12 Research in Metal Construction.
to 12 Studio in Metal Construction.
to 12 Research in Weaving.
to 12 Studio in Drawing.
to 12 Studio in Drawing. Prerequisite: 341-12.
(3,3,3) Modern Art. (a) 19th century, (b)

Early 20th century, (c)

20th century.
6-2 to 12 Studio in Weaving.

!id

The Art of Ancient Egypt and the Near East. A survey of principal
onuments and archeological evidence relevant to an appraisal of the origins
id development of art in the early civilizations of Africa, Western Asia,
urope and the Aegean from prehistoric times to the rise of the Persian
i7a-3

mpire.

7b-3 The Art of Ancient Greece.
fluence of art produced in Greece

Roman

e

A

study of the origins, development and
its colonies from the Bronze age to

and

Empire.

The Art

The Ancient Romans. An

appraisal of the material culture
debt to other ancient civilizations and
hievements in architecture, sculpture and painting from its foundation until
le reign of Constantine.
8a-3 Early Christian and Byzantine Art. A survey of problems related to
t and architecture produced in Christian communities and under the aegis
the Byzantine Empire until the Fall of Constantinope.
8b-3 Early Medieval and Romanesque Art. A study of the development of
Jchitecture and Art in Europe from the fall of the Roman Empire to the
rmulation of the Gothic style.
8c-3 Gothic Art. A survey of major developments in Architecture, Sculpre, and painting in Europe from the earliest formulation of Gothic Style
liits decline in the Renaissance period.
developments in art
J9a-3 Art of the Renaissance in Europe. A study of
'ring the 15th Century in Italy and the Lowlands leading to the High
kiaissance and its impact in European painting, sculpture, and architecture
ijthe 16th Century. Prerequisite: 225a,b,c.
'|9b-3 Baroque Art in Europe. A study of the formation of national style in
fe arts
of Italy, Spain, Austria, Germany, France, Flanders and Holland
li»m the 16th Century to the 17th Centuries with particular attention to major
7c-3

art of the

of

Roman

civilization, its

Asters.

The Art of 18th Century Europe. A study of architecture, sculpture
painting in European countries and colonies from the end of the 17th
(ntury to the French Revolution with particular emphasis on the Rococo
J|t of Italy, England, Spain and France.
4|)-1 The Visual Arts in Higher Education.
4la-3 Art of Ancient Asia and America. A survey of early developments in
imitecture and the plastic arts of related civilization in India, China, Japan
sji Ancient America, from prehistoric evidence to major monuments of the
$c-3
*jd

rst Millenium, A.D.
4lb-3 Painting In the Far East. General survey of the
CjChina from six dynasties to Ch'ing dynasty, or Korea
i dynasty, and of Japan from Asuka to Edo periods.
rde to trace influences central to the development and
&) les
and to relate art to the classics of Oriental aesthetics.

major pictorial arts
from Silla period to
An attempt will be
spread of important

A

Islamic Art.
survey of important monuments and art works proceed in the context of Islamic culture in the Near East, Africa, Spain, Persia,
Jrkey and India from the 17th Century to the present.
4)>-2 to 12 Research in Art Education.
1-2 to 12 Studio in Art Education.
1-3 Baroque Painting in Italy. Major developments in style and expression
^Italian painting from the late Mannerist period until the early 18th Cen-

4j.c-3

tl.y.

4>-3

Art History Seminar. Lectures, readings, and reports on

artists, styles,

Ejects of special interest which will be announced periodically.
4-3 Research in Art History. Individual research in the painting, sculpture,
ahitecture, and related arts of the various periods.
*;-2 to

12

I -2 to 12

Advanced Sculpture.
Seminar in Painting.
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Chapter

to 12 Seminar in Sculpture.
to 12 Research in Sculpture.
to 12 Research in Painting.
to 12 Seminar in Prints.
to 12 Research in Prints.
to 12 Seminar in Pottery.
to 12 Research in Pottery.
to 12 Seminar in Metal Construction.
to 12 Research in Metal Construction.
to 12 Seminar in Weaving.
to 12 Research in Drawing. Prerequisite: 12 hours 300-level courses.
to 12 Research in Weaving.
to 12 Seminar in Art Education.
to 12 Research in Art Education.
to 5 Readings in Art History.
to 12 Problems of Art History.
detailed study of single works
stylistic problems in selected areas of world art.
599-2 to 9 Thesis.

502-2
504-2
506-2
511-2
516-2
520-2
526-2
530-2
536-2
540-2
541-2
546-2
560-2
566-2
571-2
573-3

A

Botany
400-5 Plant Anatomy. An introduction to cell division, development, ai
maturation of the structures of the vascular plants. Laboratory fee $5. Pn
requisites: 300, 301 or consent of instructor.
404-5 The Algae. Structure, development, and relationships of the alg£
Laboratory and some field work. Laboratory fee. Prerequisite: 300.
405-5 Mycology. Structure, development, and relationships of the fui
Problems of economic and scientific interest stressed. Laboratory. Prerequisi*
300.

406-5 Industrial Mycology. A consideration of the myriad ways in whij
fungi impinge on man's affairs, with special emphasis upon their vark
industrial application real and potential. 3 lectures and 4 laboratory hoi
per week. Prerequisite: 405 or consent of instructor.
411-4 The Bryophytes and Pteridophytes. Structure, development, and re
tionships of the liverworts and mosses, and the ferns and fern allies. hi

—

I

oratory. Prerequisite: 301.

The Spermatophytes. Structure, development, and relationships of t
gymnosperms and angiosperms. Laboratory fee. Prerequisites: 301, 313.
414-5 Paleobotany. (Same as Geology 414). An introduction to the study
fossil plants emphasizing the major features of plant evolution and the it
plications of paleobotany to problems in the botanical and geological sciencj
Lecture, laboratory, and field trips. Student cost about $5. Prerequisite: ci
412-4

|

or 400 or consent of instructor.
420-4 Physiology of Fungi. A treatment of the physiological activities of fuiji
with particular stress upon (1) those aspects peculiar to the group by virfjp
of their being nonchlorophyllous plants, and (2) an exploration of the p
sible explanations of the parasitic vs. the saprophytic habit. Prerequisi:
consent of instructor.
425-15 (5,5,5) Advanced Plant Physiology, (a) Physics of the plant, war
relations, membrane phenomena, photobiology. (b) Covers the absorpti
translocation, function and interaction of inorganic nutrient elements in gr< l
plants with application to forest, agronomic, and horticultural species, p
Chemistry of the plant, anabolic and catabolic processes, photosyntheib
respiration, chemosynthesis. Prerequisites: 320, Chemistry 350, or a chemisV
minor.
428-3 Plant Nutrition. The physiological importance of carbon-, nitrog«j,
and phosphorus-containing compounds is stressed. Prerequisites: orga)c
chemistry, minor in botany or agriculture.
440-4 Ecology of Grasses and Grasslands. Structure, analysis, and dynanign
of grassland communities; structure and growth of individual species. Fru
and laboratory work costs about $5. Prerequisite: GSA 340 or consent jf
•

instructor.

445-5 Ecology of Forests and Arable Lands. Forest areas in North Ameri
Developmental and structural analysis of forest types. Autecology of
portant species. Field trips, approximate cost $10. Prerequisite: GSA 340.
449-3 Elements of Taxonomy. Principles of taxonomic research inclucjg

I

Botany

bourse Descriptions

/
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lassical and experimental methods. 1 lecture and 4 laboratory hours per week,
ield and laboratory expenses $5. Prerequisite: 313 or equivalent, or consent

instructor.

f

World distribution of plants and plant communities
slated to historical, environmental, and floristic factors. Prerequisite: consnt of instructor.
51-4 Introduction to Floristics. Principles involved and methods used in the
nalysis of the flora of an area. Laboratory and field work. Student cost about
10. Prerequisite: 313.
study of plant
56-5 Plant Pathology. (Same as Plant Industries 355.)
iseases caused by fungi, bacteria, and viruses. Special attention given diseases
Illinois plants. Laboratory and field trips. Laboratory fee. Pref southern
aquisite: consent of instructor.
57-4 Forest Pathology. Nature and control of forest and shade tree diseases,
study of tree diseases in forests, parks, streets, and nurseries. Fungi imortant in decay and stain of timber and its products are included. Laboratory
?e. Prerequisite: 456 or consent of instructor.
70-4 Methods of Teaching High School Biology. Methods, objectives, types
taught in secondary school biology. Laboratory and field trips,
f courses
rerequisite: major in botany or zoology.
yO-4 Classic Principles of Botany. Theories, principles, and developments in
203 or consent
ne various divisions of the plant sciences. Prerequisite:
( instructor.
1)0-5 Biosystematic Plant Anatomy. Study of the taxonomic implications of
pvelopmental and positional variation of tissues and cell types within plants.
Iwo lecture and six laboratory hours per week. Prerequisite: 400. Recommended: 412, 449.
U3-15 (5,5,5) Angiosperm Taxonomy, (a) Systematic treatment of all families
the monocotyledoneae. (b,c) Systematic treatment of all families of dicoty>doneae. Laboratory fee. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
50-3 Plant Geography.

A

i

GSA

\.

jlO-4

Bio-ecology. (See Zoology 510).

p-5 Advanced Microtechnique. Preparation and presentation of research
[aterials. Laboratory work only. Prerequisite: consent of department. Credit
ii

work completed.

(Same as Zoology 525). Physiochemical, chemical, and mororganization of the cell, infrastructure of the cellular organelles,
ytochemical and submicroscopical organization of the hereditary material,
jorphology and function of the spindle of the nucleus and chromosomes durE the mitotic cycle. Synthesis and replication of nucleic acids.
and
fotein synthesis. The genetic code. Enzymes and cell metabolism. Prerequi:e: 315 or Zoology 401.
16-5 Cytogenetics. Correlation of cytology with genetics. Cell mechanics and
iclear division. Mitosis, meiosis, crossing over and mapping of chromosomes,
utation, mitotic agents, effect of irradiation, polyploidy, structural abbera>ns, polytene chromosomes. Synthesis of new species, comparative karyosrphology. Evolution and cytogenetics. Prerequisite: 525 or consent of in-

25-5 Cytology.
jiological

RNA

ductor.
3-3 to 4 Growth and Development in Plants. External and internal factors
they effect development and growth of plants, photoperiodism, and the role
I growth-promoting substances. 1 hour to be arranged. Prerequisite: 320.
5-3 Energetics of Aquatic Ecosystems. Energy flows in aquatic habitats;
ifotosynethesis and respiration rate determinations under natural and lab'jatory conditions; determination of dominant genera in the communities;
||ily and annual
energy budgets; factors influencing utilization of light by
'!>tic systems; influence of daily and annual energy budgets on stratification
current systems, and on seasonal successation in the community. Prerequisje: consent of instructor.
^2-3 Biosystematics.
examination of species concepts and factors effecting
•

•

'1

An

formation of species. Evidence from the fields of genecology, cytotaxonomy,
pieties, numerical taxonomy, and chromotography are discussed as well as
V phenomena of hybridization, polyploidy, and apomixis. Prerequisite: 315
I Zoology 401 or consent of instructor.
j'J-5 Experimental Ecology. Experiments on plant response to environmental
ijtors. Design of experiments, statistical methods, presentation of individual
ffearch findings. Laboratory. Prerequisites: 320, GSA 340, or consent of
t?

1 |tructor.
5!-4

The Natural Vegetation

of the Mississippi Basin,

Upland. Floristic

88
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,

studies of the upland vegetation which occurs in the central basin of th
Mississippi River. Student cost $10. Prerequisite: 313 or consent of instructor
552-4 Mississippi Flora, Aquatic. An analysis of the aquatic vegetation of th
Central Mississippi basin, discussing importance to wildlife. Student cost $l(i|
Prerequisite: 313 or consent of instructor.
555-12 (4,4,4) Advanced Plant Pathology, (a) A study of facultative fungs;
parasitism with emphasis on the physiology of host-parasite interactions, (bl
study of obligate fungal parasitism with emphasis on the physiology of hosij
parasite interactions, (c) A study of bacterial and viralparasitism with en
phasis on the physiology of host-parasite interactions and biochemistry c|
virus reproduction. Prerequisite: 456 or consent of instructor.
570-2 to 5 Readings.
580-1 to 4 Seminar. To be taken by all graduate students majoring in botanj
590-2 to 4 Introduction to Research. Methods of presentation of research mil
terials, including written reports, graphs, photographs, bibliographies. Tax<|
nomy students learn to write keys and descriptions; Botanical Latin; nomejj

A

clature.

591-3 to 9 Research. Assignments involving research and individual problem*
Prerequisite: consent of department.
599-3 to 9 Thesis. Work in the research for and presentation of a thesis. N4
more than 9 hours nor fewer than 5 hours will be allowed on thesis worl
Total hours in 591 and 599 cannot exceed 15 hours to be applied to tHj
master's degree.
600-1 to 36 Dissertation.
of Philosophy degree.

Minimum

of 36 hours to be earned for the Doctf

Business Administration
500-4 Research Methods and Communications. Analysis and functional m
plications of the communication process in the planning, design and presents
tion of business research data. Provision of a rationale for subsequent studirj
involving investigative methods.
501-4 Quantitative Methods for Decision Making. Study of the means i
testing the validity and reliability of managerial conclusions. Selected are!
include criteria development, value analysis, and statistical analysis, includij
both parametric and non-parametric applications of analysis.
502-4 Business and Society. Study of the external environment of busineitj
social, political and ethical dimensions; conflicts of business-labor-governme
power groups. Social responsibilities in the formulation of a business ma

agement philosophy.
510-4 Managerial Accounting and Control. Relationship of accounting to t
functions of production, finance, and distribution; emphasis is given to t|
usefulness of accounting in administering and controlling an enterprise.
511-4 Accounting Theory. Contemporary advanced accounting theory, inciting controversial issues with emphasis on net income determination and as;t
valuation; particular attention given to current publications of the proff
sional and governmental agencies.
512-4 Advanced Auditing. Development of auditing theory and its implii
tions for auditing practice; emphasis on auditing standards and concept,
pronouncements and bulletins of the American Institute of Certified Pulp

Accountants, and current literature.
513-4 CPA and Advanced Accounting Problems. Highly technical problep
not covered in undergraduate courses primarily drawn from the Ameri(|i
Institute of Certified Public Accountants' examinations.
514—4 Controllership. Function of controllership in a business organizatip
analysis of the duties and responsibilities of a controller; contribution oi
controller to effective planning, coordination, and control through account^!
case studies.

519-4 Seminar in Accounting. Discussion of current problems and theoi
in accounting.

521-4 Business Conditions Analysis. Adaptation of the business firm to bij.ness conditions as indicated by measurements, evaluations, and forecasts,
526—4 Managerial Economics. A course in the economics of the firm. Emphasizes demand, costs, prices, and profits in developing a conceptual b*fness-decision framework.
j
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A

study of financial principles and practices
130-4 Financial Management.
vith special emphasis on their relation to managerial planning and control.
31-4 Financial Policies. An evaluation of selected financial policies of corporate enterprise with emphasis on capital budgeting, on the equity and
current position.
>32-4 Financial Institutions and Markets. The principal financial institutions
md markets will be studied in relation to their contribution to the effiicent
>peration of the individual enterprise and the total economy.
39-4 Seminar in Finance. Current issues and practices in business finance.
iCach student will select a problem for intensive exploration and report his
indings to the class.
>40-4 Managerial and Organization Behavior. Case analyses of human probems in the business organization. Application of findings of behavioral science
•esearch to organizational problems. Development of direction and leadership
ikills.

>41-4 Operations Analysis and System Controls. Study of production funcions of the firm. Analyses of operational inter-relations, design of planning
)rocedures, and the application of control systems.
>42-4 History and Theory of Management. An analytical study of the background and growth of management theory from its early beginnings to the
present. Emphasis will be largely on the theory and practice of business

nanagement.
143-4 Personnel Management. Study of the most recent developments in peronnel management. Individual reports, book reports, and survey of current
professional literature form the bases of the course.
(44-4 Production Management. Study of the production function associated
vith various kinds of businesses. Concern is on the integration of production
vith other functions of business. Analyses with focus upon managerial prob&ms.

49-4 Seminar in Management. Study of contemporary theory and practice
nd recent trends in the field of management. Individual and group research
bports.

A

Marketing Management.
managerial approach in the determination
policies employed in solving problems in marketing.
151-4 Product Strategy and Management. Product management and its retitionships with business policies and procedures; the development of multiroduct strategies, means of developing such strategies, and the problems and
jiethods of commercialization.

•J50-4
|f

Advanced Marketing Research and Analysis. The development of
fdvanced procedures, methods and theory of quantitative and qualitative
jnalysis of primary and secondary marketing data.
(53-4 Transportation Management. Students will be required to investigate
pd discuss before the seminar group such topics as intercarrier competition,
ate level adjustment, financing, and public policy considerations.
'54—4 Marketing Theory. Theory in related disciplines is considered in regard to evolving marketing theory. Evaluation of possible theory applications
{52-4

emphasized.

i

j

Seminar in Marketing. Students select and defend, on an individual
problems in marketing theory, research, and policy. May be repeated
ce with consent of department.
0-4 International Business Operation. An advanced course for candidates
r the Master of Business Administration degree who have a background in
isiness administration theory and practice and who have a special interest

1)9-4
[isis,

I

management

fO-4

at the international level.

Independent Study. Directed independent study

in selected areas of

isiness administration.

Business Policies. A decision-making frame of reference for application
functional and tool area courses to business cases. Analysis of external
(id internal environmental constraints on business policy formulation and

)>8-4
J

ilministration.

<»9-4to8 Thesis.

Chemistry
1-4 Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry.

Modern

inorganic chemistry involv-

Chapter
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and chelate structure!'
atomic structure, chemical bonds, complexes
lecture hours per week
elements.
3
familiar
chemistrT of familiar and less

ine

^

U

synthese|
A study of several important inorganic or
341c.
305b
Prerequisites:
235;
week.
per
hours
1 lecture and 6 laboratory
practice
and
Theory
Measurements.
43l^ (U) Instrumental Analytical
spectrophotometry, elect*
instrumental analytical measurements, including
and 6 laboratory hou
lecture
chromatographic methods. 2
461b.
Coreqmsite:
sequence.
either
npr week Mav be taken in
of the analysis of compl.
study
A
Analysis.
Quantitative
Iniermed^te
functional group analysis and i
maTeriafs with emphasis on separations,
week. Pr
2 lecture and 3 laboratory hours per

4l!Tl

SytSand
43^

Omental

applications.

Wl£^
Sice
Sons

o^AnalytiiTchemistry. A review in depth of current, analytic
including fundamental equilibria, separ
^ in research and industry,
designed to update gradua
techniques;
instrumental
and modern
Chemistry 433
Prerequisite.
are deficient in these areas.

students who
a
study of the separation I
l46^ QSalitative Organic Analysis. A systematic
and
6 laboratory hours p
lecture
2
identification of organic compounds.
461c.
and
341c
or
305b
wppk Prereauisite:

determination of functior
447-3 Qua^titXe Organic Chemistry. The
compounds by selec
organic
in
found
commonly
groups and elements
procedure in the fie
of
methods
methods of analysis; illustration of general
hours per w|
laboratory
and
6
lecture
1
qualitative organic chemistry.

3

1^3^
and

and functions of ami
function, a
chemistry,
enzymes, (b) Carbohydrate
adds proteins
phosphory
oxydative
cycle;
acid
citric
metahoUsm? biochemical energetics;
metabolism; nitrog
^nd
function,
chemistry,
limpid
tion (cj Photosynthesis;
metabolic regulation. PI
metabolism; nucleic acid and protein biosynthesis;

«TTto

4t5T ?44fBtodh^Stey

(a) Chemistry

Laboratory.

laboratory

Modern biochemical

tej

of constituents of
niques (a) Isolation, purification,
and regulat
energetics,
kinetics,
fng ceils (b) Investigations of pathways,
lecture anq
One
activity.
enzymic
and
mechanisms related to metabolism
451.
Prerequisite:
,
week.
laboratorv hours per
one-term course in physical che
460-5^Principles of Physical Chemistry.
majors including prospec ive^tea
fstry des?gned especially for non-chemistry
Three hours of lecture and six hours laborat^
ers of hilh
g school chemistry.
be used. for special instruction Prerequis
will
Per week one hour'of which
consent of instructor.
235 305b or 341c and one year of physics or
course in physical ch<
fundamental
46lll2 (4,44) Physical Chemistry.
235, 12 ho|
Prerequisites:
IStv 3 lecture and 3 laboratory hours per week.
sequence,
a,b,c
in
taken
be
Must
year of calculus.

and characterization

.

A

.

A

1

ofphysics

fand

one

|

sequence.
a prerequisite for the next course in the
y
Quantum chemistry as appj
46^3 IntScdon to Quantum Chemistry.
461(1
Prerequisite.
tottoms and molecules Three lecture hours per week.

each

is

and
survey of modern industrial chemistry
1
week.
per
hours
lecture
introduction to chemical research processes. 3
requisite: 305b or 341c.
am \
401.)
M
472-12 C4 4 4^ X-Rav Crystalography. (See Applied Science
of chemi
sources
various
the
of
description
tltl Chemical LUerature. A
literature se arches. 2 ec
information and the techniques for carrying out
reading knowledge of <|
341c,
or
305b
hours per week. Prerequisites: 235;

^nlnduiTriaYchemistry.

A

.

1

M

individual problems uj
m Investigation ofconsent
T^lZ T^^^oUe
of instructor and|
Prerequisite:
member.
thedirection of a staff
B£H8fc£&^ Synthesis in Organic Chemistry. E^mii^oll
C

s.

>

chemistry. Prerequi|
fundamental mechanisms and syntheses of organic

Lecture, (a) A theoretical
511-9 (3 3 3) Advanced Inorganic Chemistry.
molecular structure. |
and
bonding
empirical treatment of chemical
<f>
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stematic treatment of physical-inorganic chemistry based on the principles
rned in (a). The b,c sequence is not mandatory. Prerequisite: 461c.
1-2 to 30 (2 to 6 per quarter) Advanced Topics in Inorganic Chemistry.
ected topics such as kinetics of inorganic reactions, stereochemistry of
rganic systems, chemistry of coordination compounds, nonaqueous solvent
terns, and others. Prerequisites: 511a and consent of instructor.
-3 Theory of Quantative Analysis. The phenomena utilized in analytical
>mistry with emphasis on separation, organic reagents, and complex methLecture. Prerequisite: 433 or satisfactory field examination.
1-3 Instrumental Methods of Analysis. Theory and practice of instrumental
asurements in analysis with emphasis on commercial samples and applicais to research. Lecture and laboratory. Prerequisite: 432 or satisfactory
i.

d examination.
30 (2 to 6 per quarter) Advanced Topics in Analytical Chemistry.
ected topics such as microanalytical chemistry, absorption spectroscopy,
1 electroanalytical chemistry. Prerequisite: 432.
-3 Advanced Organic Chemistry. An advanced course covering covalent
iding, structure, stereochemistry, reactions, reaction mechanisms, substituent
sets, correlation of physical and chemical properties, and physical methods
organic chemistry. Lecture Prerequisite: 444 or satisfactory field examina1-2 to

i.

5-3

Advanced Organic Chemistry. Continuation

of

Chemistry 541. Lecture,

^requisite: 541.

Advanced Organic Chemistry. Continuation

5-3

(uisite:

of

Chemistry 542. Pre-

542.

Advanced Laboratory Preparations in Organic Chemistry. Pre446 and consent of instructor.
-2 to 30 (2 to 6 per quarter) Advanced Topics in Organic Chemistry.
^cialized topics in organic chemistry. The topic to be covered is announced
the department. Prerequisite: 543.
-3 Nucleic Acids and Protein Biosynthesis. Proteins and nucleic acids.
free lecture hours per week. Prerequisite: 451c.
3-3 Carbohydrate Chemistry. Simple sugars, oligosaccharides, and polyIjcharides. Three lecture hours per week. Prerequisite: 451c.
Prerequisite: 451c.
4 3 Plant Biochemistry. Three lecture hours per week.
14 Biochemical Mechanisms. Molecular transformations in biochemistry
fjterms of general mechanistic principles in chemistry. 3 lecture hours per
6

i-3 to

pisites:

Ik.

Prerequisite: 451c.

q-3

Enzymes. Advanced enzyme chemistry. 3 lecture hours per week. Pre-

ejiisite:

451c.

30 (2 to 6 per quarter) Advanced Topics in Biochemistry. Selected
Dcs such as enzymology and physical biochemistry. Prerequisite: 451c.
61-3 Chemical Thermodynamics. Basic methods and theories as applied to
finical problems. Lecture. Prerequisites: 461c or consent of instructor.
q-6 (3,3) Quantum Chemistry. Basic Principles. Lecture. Prerequisite: 464
1-2 to

ijonsent of instructor.

Chemical Dynamics. Experimental description and classical theories of
of chemical reactions; kinetic theory of non-uniform gases and its
ication to reacting systems; molecular beam techniques. Lecture. Pre-

€|-3

h rate
P

ejiisite:

461c.

$3

Statistical Thermodynamics. Elements of statistical mechanics and apijition to relatively simple systems. Alternates with 563. Prerequisite: 562
rjonsent of instructor.
&2to30 (2 to 6 per quarter) Advanced Topics in Physical Chemistry.
/4>ids and macromolecules, quantum chemistry of atoms, diatomic molecules
r polyatomic molecules, statistical mechanics and others. Prerequisite: 561.
7)1 to 3 Graduate Seminar.
P\2 to 15 (2 to 6 per quarter) Special Readings in Chemistry. Assigned
b ry work in any of the five fiields of chemistry with individual instruction
yi staff member, (a) Analytical, (b) biochemistry, (c) inorganic, (d) oraitc,
(e) physical. Prerequisites: 24 hours of 500-level chemistry and con5i'

of

chairman.

*0to9 Advanced Seminar

in Chemistry. Advanced level talks presented by
students; (a) analytical, (b) biochemistry, (c) inorganic, (d) orand (e) physical chemistry. Prerequisite: consent of chairman.

dilate
'"*$,

ChapU
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study and investigalj
596-3 to 9 Advanced Chemical Problems. Individual
of chairman^
consent
Prerequisite:
research.
in preparation for
consent of chairman.
597-3 to 15 Research and Thesis. Prerequisite:
of chairman.
consent
Prerequisite:
Doctoral.
598-3 to 48 Research—
598.
Prerequisite:
Doctoral.
Dissertation—
600-3 to 48

Cinema and Photography
and appreciation of L
401-4 History of the Cinema. History, esthetics,
historical signincak
and
type
representative
cinema Screening of films of
349.
I
GSC
had
have
who
Mot onen
to students
P
History esthetics and appreciate!
Photography.
Still
of
History
fo2-4
students who have had GbO 348.
still Dhotography. Not open to
Advanced work in speciali
fll-1 to 10 Workshop in Still Photography.
consent of departnl
Prerequisite:
applications.
and
techniques
nhotoemohic
B
Photomicrosci
Technology.
?29-3 p£SSsffi Methods in Science and
Mid time-ll
.speed
high
photography,
ultraviolet
specimen, infrared, and
341a
1
260c,
motion pictures, slide series production Prerequisite:
Special
Cinematography.
and
Photography
Sl-l to 12 Problems in Still
|
photography and cinematography.
ects for advanced students in still
.

,

Photographic Unit. Practices, procedures!
by permissj
miniLatton and management of typical units. Prerequisite:

Manag^t'Tndustrial

421-3

Clothing and Textiles

Family 423.)
423-4 Advanced Family Housing. (See Home and
in experimentation |
ems
prob
Research
Design.
431^4 Advanced Applied
contempc|
stencilling,
printing,
materials in textile design, linoleum block
of chairl
consent
or
331
Prerequisite:
etc.
e^broTder^ silk-screen printing,
field with current
the
in
leaders
aid
to
Designed
4^-2 to 8 Workshop.
other methods of analyzing and
ferns Discussion, reports, lectures, and
j
consent of chairman.
Prerequisite:
problems.
ing on solutions to
|
design
pattern
flat
of
Application
Advanced Pattern Designing.
fa.
and
1
garments of various designs
cinles to the making of patterns for
Production!
types.
figure
various
F?tting and pattern Alteration related to
nnalvsis Prerequisite: 233 or consent of chairman.
J|

|

SIX

L

.

.

of clothing from prehistoric
t?^4 HistorT of Clothing. Development
background. Technical
aesthetic
thrpres^nt. Social, economic, and

tm|

ml

^^^fit^. NeeSa

nd wan ts of individuals at various devl
settings with respect to apparel*
societal
and
family
mental[stages in
of clothing; and f||
Smption; functional and fashion-motivated choice
et

470-3 Interior Design Seminar.

A

study and appraisement of noted

and architecture as interpreted in selected buildings
consent of chairman.
Prpreauisite:
q
Advanced Tailoring. The student will tailor

and by selected

intljl

desijN

-.M

e
one ga rment for bta
protesW
and
details,
Time-saving methods, high-quality construction
consent of chairman.
finishes stressed. Prerequisite: 360 or
tertA*J>
and chemical analysis
physical
The
TextilL
legislation Current literati]
and
labeling,
standards,
with
dealing
lems
consentjo e
L
developmenfs in the field. Prerequisites: 304 or
;
qualified students. Frereqfi
for
readings
Supervised
Readings.
6
481-2 to

47£|

^„,,,„

^Hvanced

•

—

1

ir clc i»
Methods. Study of methods employed in researcl velofe
De
literature, thes es and
textiles, and interiors. Critique of
of student. Prerequisite, sis
need
and
interest
on
based
design
of research

S^TR^earcn

570Tci"*Lf and

^rdi

,

i

the
Textiles Seminar. Selected problems within

students recommended by their
Textiles, and the
and approved by the chairman of Clothing and
study.
directed
or
work
in charge for independent

ST^tol^peciafproblems. For

A

duU
insf

ct
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urse Descriptions

Foundations of Fashion. Anthropological approaches to fashion and
io-economic and psychological forces as determinants of fashion in modern
les. Prerequisites: 329 and 339, or consent of chairman.
{-3 (1,1*1) College Teaching of Clothing, Textiles, and Interiors. Central
as, objectives, and current practices. For preparation of college teachers.
1-2 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degree.
!-4

Design
M)

to 2 Materials

and Basic Techniques. Same as 200 and

300.

15 Research in Product-Shelter Design. Problems dealing with large
ups. All problems carried from conception to actual full-scale construction,
velopment of prototype for mass-production techniques. Small research
>jects will be developed under grants given to the department. Prerequisite:
hours of 366 or its equivalent.
ig-5 to 15 Research in Visual Design. Problems dealing with room-to-eye
le and larger, i.e., posters, car cards, strip film, film, exhibitions, etc. Adiced graphic and photographic technology. Development of prototypes for
ss-production techniques. Small research projects will be developed under
ints given to the department. Prerequisite: 12 hours of 375 or its equivalent.
if-2 to 12 Studio in Product-Shelter Design. Special projects developed with
unct and visiting professors.
fe-2 to 12 Studio in Visual Design. Special projects developed with adjunct
»f-5 to

visiting professors.

1

10 Educational Tool Systems. Designs of specialized instructional
including design of learning environments and ancillary support systems

[-4 to
Is,

programmed learning.
-4 to 12 Studies in the Industrial Process. Design of products and product
ems utilizing contemporary technology for solutions to significant human
ds.

to 12 Research in Product Design. Studies of specialized needs or probareas (i.e., equipment for the handicapped, needs of underdeveloped
etc.).
4-4 to 12
lis,

Studies in Communications Design. Concerned with the over-all
|ems of human communications, including visual and graphic media.
y-4 to 12 Research in Communications Design. Specialized areas of visual
I graphic
communication extended through various technical systems.
Jrelopment of related systems involving the whole range of communications
tiuded.

to 16 Field Study in Design. Design activity (local, national, or interHonal) carried out with a designated faculty member as liaison. Written
p|>rt assigned and final report required. All projects must have written apal by the chairman and the liaison faculty member.
J
14 to 12 Environmental Control. Selected studies in environ control systems,
iW particular reference to latest technical advances (i.e., closed ecology and
Njnomous systems developments) and to contributions in the study of
Ban environment control by other disciplines.
fi-2

7

to 12 Design Science Exploration. Procedural methodology and systems
Pjoach to comprehensive anticipatory design science.
7'4 World Ecological Studies. Review and analysis of man's present socio-tjOmic situation in terms of scientific and technological trending-material
^fenergy resources, human ecology networks.
7j4to8 Structural Evolution. Structural morphology and relational hierJ|es in science and technology. Differentiation and evolution of industrial
>c complex:
analysis of world service industry networks.
M2 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degree.

[»|4

Economics
Economic and Business Statistics II. Techniques for making decisions
the economic conditions are not known with certainty. 3 hours lecture;
firs laboratory. Prerequisite: 307 or
108c, or
110, or
114c,
nsent of instructor.

jty

K

GSD

!

GSD

GSD

Chapteri
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Nature issues, pH
411-4 Collective Bargaining and Dispute Settlement.
situatio,
bargammg
collective
cedmes "Gnomic effects. Analysis of actual

^CTo^y^VBrnSngVl!

Im^

upon the Federal Reserve^ysteni

the development
Se^th^pKTpon
and international trade since
try

a,

.^W^?^^

1750. Prerequisite, zlz, or uq

finance,

Development A survey of the resource b*
reference to the pre
nfTatki American economic development with special
industrial econon
integrated
an
to
°ems of transition from an export-import
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Land Resource Economics. (Same as Forestry 471 and Agricultural
471.) The use of land as an economic variable in production of

lustries

and services; land market; group versus individual conflicts; elementary
d resources planning techniques. Prerequisite: 440, or 441, or Agricultural
lustries 350, or Forestry 470.
r-4 Dynamic Economics: Fluctuations and Growth. A study of the causal
tors which produce fluctuations in economic activity and/or growth. An
ntification of the factors which affect the length of the cycle, its amplie and the stability or instability of equilibrium. An examination of the
ories and issues of economic growth. Prerequisite: 441 or consent of inids

lctor.

-4 Comparative Economic Systems. Capitalism, socialism, fascism, and
er forms of the economy. Prerequisite: 215 or consent of instructor.
^-4 Workshop in Economic Education. (Same as Education 490.) Designed
assist elementary and secondary school teachers in promoting economic
lerstanding in the minds of their students through the translation of econic principles and problems into classroom teaching materials.
^-4 to 8 Economics Seminar. A study of a common, general topic in the
d of economics, with individual reports on special topics. Prerequisite: 206
214 and 215, or consent of instructor.
-1 to 5 Economics Readings. Contemporary books and periodicals in ecoJiics. Prerequisite: consent of department.
1-1 to 6 Readings in Resource Economics.
(Same as Forestry 520b and
(•icultural Industries 520b.) Directed readings in the field of resource ecoinics. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
j-4 Labor Economics. Economic principles involved in the employment repnship. Such topics as wage theory, the labor market, employment and
Employment, and the economic effect of collective bargaining are covered,
requisite: 310, or 411, or consent of instructor.
-4 Monetary Theory and Policy. Current monetary theory and policy
masized. Federal Reserve policy is analyzed. Necessity for coordination
nonetary policy with fiscal policy and debt management operations is disced. Prerequisites: 315 and 441, or consent of instructor.
i-8 (4,4) Economic Development Theory and Policy, (a) Classical, neoclasand modern contributions to the theory of development; theories of
1,
ierdevelopment. (b) Basic approaches to economic development; laisseze; balanced growth; unbalanced growth; role of government; methods of
ining; and foreign aid. Must be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 440,

Managerial Economics. (Same as Business Administration 526.) A
3pe in the economics of the firm. Designed to develop a conceptual frame*k for business decision making with emphasis on demand, costs, prices,
rj profits.
Prerequisites: 214 and 215, or 413, or consent of instructor. Credit
I not be earned in both Economics 440 and this course.
$4 Foreign Trade and Finance. Emphasis on the advanced theory of innational trade and finance. Survey of significant literature in international
tyry. Study of more advanced tools of analysis. Prerequisite: 429 or consent
ii

2-4

r

fhstructor.

Seminar in International Economics. Application of theory to current
^•national economic developments. Empirical studies. Foreign economic
•opy. Prerequisite: 530 or consent of instructor.
Jty4 Public Finance Theory and Practice. Historical development of public
Wice theories with analysis of their policy implications. Prerequisite: 330
rjmsent of instructor.
3j4

*4 National Income Theory. Keynesian and post-Keynesian developments
national income theory. Empirical research concerned with characteristics
^magnitudes of important national income concepts, such as the consumpio function,
is examined. Recent American policies and problems bearing
relational income fluctuations are considered. Prerequisite: 441 or consent
*

iistructor.
4*4 Price Theory.

Designed to develop skills in the use of the analytical
including the basic mathematical techniques, used in price theory. Prescjsite: 440 or consent of instructor.
4«4 Seminar in Economic Policy. A consideration of departures in the
n
> jrican
economy from the principle of resource allocation by the price
mm, and an attempt to develop principles of economic policy which could

H
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Chaptei

serve as guides in efforts to raise living standards and promote econor
growth. Prerequisites: 440 and 441 or consent of instructor.
545-4 Oligopoly and Related Market Structures. Theories of oligopoly, d?
poly, and monopolistic competition. Emphasis on the problems of the*
construction when the participants in the market recognize their int
dependence. Prerequisite: 542.
552-4 Seminar in Economic Thought. An exploration of the basic philosop
assumptions which underlie the various types of economic thought with s
cial emphasis upon the historical development of the premises of mod<
day economic theories. Prerequisite: 450a, b or consent of instructor.
555-4 Seminar in Economic History. An examination of the structural e
nomic changes in various economies throughout the world. Prerequisites: c
sent of instructor.
562-4 Seminar in Economic Systems. A final, theoretically-oriented examii
tion of economic systems. Includes recent theoretical models; contempor:
changes in major economic systems; the emergence of mixed systems.
lates economic, social, and political systems and evaluates attempts to pli
economic systems within to context of general systems theory. Prerequis*
481 or consent of instructor.
566-4 Mathematical Economics II. Linear economic models. Linear progri
ming. Input-Output analysis and general equilibrium models. Prerequisite:
or 465, or consent of instructor.
567-4 Econometrics II. Problems in utilizing multivariate statistical techniqi
in the testing of complex economic models. Prerequisite: 467, 566, and Mai
matics 410c or equivalent.
575-4 Economic Regulation. An analysis of the economic causes and effi
of the regulation of agriculture, business, and labor. Prerequisite: 4401
(

'.

consent of instructor.
581-4 Economics of Welfare. The application of economic theory to the qi\
for economic welfare. Includes consideration of income distribution, rated
growth, the pricing system, and the role of government. Prerequisite: 441 1«
equivalent.

1

582-4 Economic Behavior. A theoretical and empirical study of the behavM
aspects of economics, including the behavior of firms, households, 1
government. This course draws upon the recent literature of economics I
also, on frontier areas, upon directly relevant concepts and findings of rehm
behavioral sciences. Prerequisite: 440 or equivalent or consent of instru<™
583-4 Methodological Foundations of Economics. A systematic analysis
the nature, philosophical content, premises, scope, boundaries, and chara<|ft
istic methods of economics. The history of economic thought is drawn ura
but major focus is upon the contemporary state of the discipline as welB
upon apparent methodological trends. Prerequisites: 440 and 441 or equivaH
599-1 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's

m

gree.

600-1 to 48 Doctoral Dissertation. Hours and credit to be arranged by elf

man.
Educational Administration and Foundations

who wish to take the following courses on the Carbondale ca:
need approval by the Department of Educational Administration
Supervision prior to Graduate Office program approval: 420, 424, 434, 456,

Students
will

500, 527, 533, 534a,b, 535, 539, 556.

431-4 History of Education in the United States. An historical study oi
problems of American education which have relevance to contemporary
cation.

432-4 Education and Social Forces. Analysis and classification of propagf
Designed to show how public opinion is formed by a use of current matt.
from the different channels of communication. Differences between p:

ganda and indoctrination.
500-4 Research Methods. Introduction to educational research with pra<
training in research writing techniques and evaluation in education.
501-12 (4,4,4) Seminar in Educational Administration. The interdiscipl
approach to the study of the theory of educational administration. Op»
students in approved sixth year and doctoral programs only.

Educational Administration

urse Descriptions

/
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Seminar in Comparative Education. Educational ideas and practices
various countries of the world, both Eastern and Western, and their im:t upon our culture and education.
!s-4 Seminar in Comparative Education: Soviet Russia. A study of Soviet
ication in historical, cultural, political, philosophical, and world perspective.
iphasis is on education in Communist morality and the creation of the
ew Soviet Man." Includes a consideration of the challenge to American
ication and the issue of the study of Communism in our schools.
<-4 Seminar in Philosophy of Education. An interpretation of modern eduional problems and trends in the light of basic philosophical viewpoints.
serpts from the leading philosophical writings are used. Prerequisite: 554
;-4

equivalent.

—4 Seminar in History of European Education. A survey and interpretai of education in Europe from the Greek era to the present. Stresses the
itionship of

European

to

American education.

Seminar: Curriculum in Relation to American Culture. The effect of
torical movements on curriculum in our nation at all ages and grade levels
itinued on a more intensive basis as applied to present-day curricular
terns. Prerequisite: 460 or consent of instructor.
1-12 (4,4,4) The Twentieth Century and Education. Major movements in
contemporary world are studied in terms of their importance for American
<-4

[cation.

(4,4) Interdisciplinary Seminar in Educational Administration. Covers
topics in fields related to Educational Administration. Prerequisite: conit of instructor.
-12 (4,4,4) Internship Practicum. The study of theory and practice in
bol administration pursued simultaneously by the student in cooperation
n a public school and the Department. Prerequisite: consent of the depart*-8
|ic

committee.
in Adult Education. For teachers and administrators in adult
cation programs. Problems related to the adult learner, program planning,
methods and materials. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
-8 (4,4) Legal Basis of American Education, (a) Exploration of principles

ht advisory

Workshop

j-3

aw

applicable to public schools and school personnel, (b) Illinois school
Study of the legal aspects of Illinois public education with principle
)hasis on statutory law and its interpretation by the courts. Must be taken
,b

sequence. Prerequisite: 420.
School Administration. Basic orientation to the field of school
and to the legal and extra-legal forces affecting public school

-12 (4,4,4)
linistration
•ation.

2 to 4 Current
principals

Issues in School Administration.

A

field

laboratory course

and superintendents.

4 School

Buildings. Various phases of physical plant design and mainto the school administrator.
l-4 School Finance. A study of the principles and issues of Public School
iknce. Revenues, expenditures, indebtedness, and fiscal controls are dealt

mce of concern

T

School Business Administration. Principles and practices governing
liagement of business affairs of a public school system.
3>-2 to 4 Educational Application of Electronic Data Processing.
3*4 Research in Problems of School Administration. An intensive course for
2|ol principals on the theory and principles of administration.
31-3 Administrator's Workshop. A special program for the consideration of
ojinistrative problems pertinent to superintendents, high school principals,
^elementary school principals.
&H Community Development Through the School. Comprehensive survey
file resources of a particular community: the cataloguing of material for the
S'by the teachers of the community to help determine needed curriculum
5>-4

Miges.

M Contrasting Philosophies of Education. Deals both historically and con*

>oraneously with the ideologies which have developed from different conand philosophies of education. Prerequisite: 355 or Philosophv 355 or
fy

r

e

QValent.

Mp

The function of the principal or supervisor
of instruction. Some activities, methods, and devices for
Roving the effectiveness of teaching, (b) Seminar in educational supervi*

he

(4,4)

School Supervision, (a)

improvement

Chapti
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problems in supervision for advanced graduate stude
sequence.
a,b
Must be taken in
in curriculum deve
560-4 Curriculum. Modern practices and procedures
and other m«
economic,
social,
professional,
the
to
ment, with attention

sion. Special research

.

curriculum planning.
supervise
Public Relations. To meet the needs of teachers,
relations. Prerequisite: consempublic
of
area
the
in
administrators,
and
and writing of a
575^1 to°4' Individual Research. Selection, investigation,
faculty m,
graduate
a
of
supervision
search assignment under the personal
(c) bi>
supervision
(b)
curriculum,
(a)
areas:
following
ber in one of the
history
education;
comparative
(g)
ings (d) finance, (e) school law, (f)
administration, (k) element
education, (h) philosophy of education, (j)
adviser and consenl
education! Prerequisite: 500, approval of department
factors, in

.

:

56^4 School

I

57(M

to°4

Readings in Administration and Supervision. Open only

to 1

I
vanced graduate students. Prerequisite: 501a.
*or
589).
Philosophy
as
(Same
Seminar.
Graduate
589-2 to 12 General
j
and the systen|
dents having special interests in the history of philosophy
I
instructor.
development of philosophic ideas. Prerequisite: consent of
Concurrent
591-2 Seminar in Social and Philosophical Foundations.
J
who are beginli
Guidance 590 as part of sequence required of all students
educal
in
degree
study for the Doctor of Philosophy

advanced graduate
1
Prereauisite: advanced standing.
Education. An integi
592-4 Doctoral Seminar In Cultural Foundations of
j
doctoral student*
seminar in the cultural foundations of education for
591.
P
education. Prerequisite:
of each stu
596-5 to 9 Independent Investigation. Field study required
working for the sixth-year specialist certificate.
to be cou
,

.

,

598-1 to 3, 599-1 to 3. Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours
toward the master's degree.
earned for the
600-1 to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be
of Philosophy degree.

597-1 to

3,

,

J§
D«j

Elementary Education

M

attendance
401-2 to 4 Problems in Public School Reading. Requirements:showing prac|
paper
of
a
preparation
conference,
reading
sessions of a
situation
applications of theory to the student's own teaching
in Kindergarten-PrJ
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of
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Special
education.
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early
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210.
]
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clinical study and discussuM
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attention to the develop^
special
with
situations,
learning
and
behavioral
of characteristics and needs of students.
analysis of lit ti
41^-4 Children's Literature. Emphasizes types of iterature,
for stu

m

.

.

of literature for children. Not
Guidance 305.
Prerequisite:
who have had English 213.
,L
W1-W1
tjirv S
h«M
the Elementary
415-2 to 4 Improvement of Instruction in Arithmetic in
newer instotonrfW
Items to be taught, the grade placement of intent,
evaluating achievement.|
of
means
and
instruction,
of
materials
tices and
requisite: Mathematics 210 or consent of instructor.
TVrhniml
School. Techniqi
430-3 Workshop in Creative Writing in the Elementary
school.
II
elementary
creative writing in the
encouraging
g
understanding og
An
Child.
Disadvantaged
the
for
4^-2to 4 Education
on the nonurban poor
turally disadvantaged children with emphasis
,g
em P^ as in e a
programs
school
of
adjustments
cussion of necessary
a«
|
lo
n
developmem
language
admission, experimental background, self-concept,

qualities, selection

and presentation

j

„

<

^S

^

needs of

k^Q

in Kindergarten-Primary Education. Meete
remedia 1 teaching, ,
teachers in such areas as curriculum adjustment,
if student haP
credit
development, and early childhood education. No
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333 or 390.

i
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-4 to 8 Workshop in Elementary School Foreign Language Instruction.
-4 Problems in Reading. Practices and trends in the teaching of reading;
erials of instruction in reading, particularly remedial materials; techniques
materials for prevention of reading difficulties; diagnosis and remediation
eading difficulties. Prerequisites: senior standing, 337. Not open to students
»

have had 505.

Workshop in Elementary School Science. Brief review of aims and
hods. Emphasis upon selection and use of curriculum materials including
curricular developments, planning for teaching and learning, and evalua-

-4
«

..

4

Teaching Elementary School Science. Study of content and methods
dementary school science.
-4 Workshop in Social Studies. Material on critical areas of the world
commonly emphasized in elementary social studies. Areas considered:
dficant geographical concepts, Asia, Africa, Russia, and Eastern Europe,
standing specialists in social science present their specialties.
-4 Parent Involvement in Education. Study of materials, techniques, and
mrces suitable for use by teachers in helping parents and teachers to
lerstand how they can help each other in the partnership responsibilities
the education of culturally disadvantaged children. Prerequisite: student
ihing or consent of instructor.
-4 Seminar in Psychology of Elementary School Subjects. Psychological
iciples of learning applied to the mastery of materials used in elementary
subjects. Prerequisites: 314, Guidance 305.
Workshop in Economic Education in Elementary Schools.
study
(newer programs stressing economic understandings of the social studies
tie elementary school.
-9
Institute in Reading. Emphasizes newer methods and techniques
eaching reading, research findings and applications, adaptation of methods
techniques to various types of pupils. Critical evaluation of new apiches. Prerequisite: students must be selected in advance.
4 Readings in the Elementary School. First course in the reading selce. Survey of reading problems, aspects of the reading process, modern
'jtices in teaching reading.
i|2to4 Readings in Reading. Independent reading; acquaintanceship with
|literature and research in reading. Conference periods. Prerequisite: 505
^consent of instructor.
44 to 8 Practicum in Reading. For advanced students; teaching demon4ions and evaluations. Each student works with a group of reading dis).ty cases. Prerequisites: 521a,b, and c, and consent of instructor.
lH to 8 Seminar: Problems in Reading. Major field content seminar: Proband practices; comprehensive review and evaluation of research and
l
Mature. Each student pursues a problem of his own interest.
wj4 Organization
and Administration of Reading Programs. For reading
K'alists, principals, supervisors, consultants. Recent trends in elementary
Whigh school reading programs, providing reading instruction for total
ipl population, materials and equipment, in-service training, role of the
laing specialist. Problems of class members are studied and discussed. PreKjisites: 461 and 505.
w4 Special Problems in the Teaching of Arithmetic in the Elementary
dloL
seminar course which covers important problems in arithmetic in
elementary school. Variable content. Prerequisite: 415 or consent of in)ol

A

\2 to 3

NDEA

A

to 12 Internship in Reading. Culminating experience for doctoral candi|J
W. Each student supervises reading services in his own or cooperating
•h)l. Conference periods.
Prerequisites: 521a,b,c and consent of instructor.
to 4 Kindergarten-Primary Practicum. Practical applications of aduM theory in the Laboratory School. Readings and research related to
e ,al problems in the kindergarten-primary classroom. Prerequisite: 8 hours
udent teaching.
*! Supervision of Student Teachers. The function of the supervisory
Met in the student teacher situation. Particular attention to the problem
sident teaching in the public schools. A course for present and prospective
»jers who wish to be more effective in dealing with student teachers.
to 4 Readings
in Research Elementary Mathematics. Independent
J*:
a, ngs. Acquaintance
with the research literature in elementary mathematics,
whence periods. Prerequisites: 415, 515.
l

')!

>

—

Chapter
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Elementary Mathematics Disabiliti
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for
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£
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^
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OT
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„,,.;+;„<? 1
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(,) problems in
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problem,
1
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and appropriate interpretations
summarizations.
-3 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degree.
l-1 to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours for the Doctor of Philosophy
pertinent literature, recording of results,

I

;ree.

Engineering
-9 (3,3,3) Principles of Propulsion, (a) The basic principles of propulsion
lamics. (b) The thermodynamics of fluid flow and application to propulsion
;ines. (c) An extensive treatment of the technological problems in the design
propulsion systems. Must be taken in a,b,c sequence. Prerequisite: 300a, b,c
313.
I
-3 Introductory Wave Motion. Wave motion in strings, bars, and fluids,
irier methods. Electromagnetic waves. Prerequisite: Mathematics 252b.
-3 Engineering Hydrology. Hydrologic cycle, hydrograph analyses, infiltrai
studies, groundwater exploration. Statistical analyses, flood routings,
chanics of entrainment, movement and deposition of sediment material
moving fluids; analysis of roughness and sediment transport rate in rivers,
[requisite: 313b.
h9 (3,3,3) Engineering Practice, (a) Written communication encountered
engineering organizations, correspondence, memoranda, technical papers,
bifications, and reports. Lectures, conferences, and frequent written assigning are adapted to the individual needs of each student, (b) The law of
tracts with enough emphasis on legal procedure to enable students to
erstand decided cases. Practice in applying some of the principles, (c)
Sneering data evaluation by application of statistical techniques. Design
engineering experiments. Prerequisite: 222 and Mathematics 252a.
-6 (3,3) Intermediate Mechanics of Fluids, (a) Application of the basic
3 of nature to the theory of fluids using the continuum approach. Kinemaof fluid motion using various coordinate systems; and continuity equation,
lamics of viscous fluid motion; the Navier-Stokes and Energy equations,
itions to the fundamental system of equations, (b) Introduction to mag)fluid-mechanics. Vorticity, stream functions, and the velocity potential.
Euler and Bernoulli equations. Incompressible irrotational flows; methods
i

and conformal mapping. The compressible flow equations,
be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 313a, b, Mathematics 305a.
1-9 (3,3,3) Principles of Water Quality Control, (a) Analysis and treatment
fwater, sewage and industrial wastes. Laboratory, (b) Thermodynamics,
dynamics, and engineering unit operations and processes for the treatof water and wastewaters, (c) Biology and biochemistry applied to the
lysis and treatment of water and wastewaters. Prerequisite: Chemistry
h and consent of instructor.
H-6 (3,3) Air Pollution Control, (a) Introduction to emission sources, trans^diffusion, and effect of air pollution. Aspects of social, meteorological,
ipgical, physiological, and chemical relationships plus control methods and
Comics included. Laboratory, (b) Engineering control theory, procedures,
equipment related to particulate and gaseous emissions control. Source
i atmospheric sampling, and analytical techniques covered. Laboratory.
L|3 Dynamics of Compressible Fluid Flow. Fluid dynamics and thermoJemics applied to compressible fluid flow. One and two dimensional sub>Jc and supersonic flows. The method of characteristics; shock wave theory
pn and other selected topics. Prerequisite: 300b and 313.
«|9
(3,3,3) Transport Phenomena, (a) Mechanism of heat, mass and
wjientum transport on both molecular and continuum basis. Estimation of
jjbport properties. Generalized equations of transport in one or three
Hjnsional system, (b) Interphase transport in isothermal and nonisothermal
r|ms. Unsteady state transport problems in multicomponent systems,
[jianism ration analysis. Analogy of mass, heat, and momentum transfer.
^Macroscopic balances, diffusion operations, penetration theory, simulKpus mass and heat transfer, equilibrium operations. Prerequisite: 302a
N313b.
"K Operations Research and Mathematical Model Formulation. ApplicaI of digital computers to the mathematical modelling of physical systems
singularities

st

ill

ijtt

nj

Chaptel
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problem solving techniq
with particular emphasis on the simulation and
and
of operations research.

Dynamic models

of transportation, allocation

related to
olacement Physical applications and computation techniques
consent
or
150b
Mathematics
and
theory of' games. Prerequisites: 222

Hybrid Computation. The simultaneous use of the analog and
computer for the solution of engineering problems. Scaling of proble
and logic are stressed. Linear and nonlinear differential eq
diagrams
Block
covered. 1

423-^3
digital

computation are
tions Simulation as well as iterative analog
225
Mathematics
or
222
Engineering
requisite:
opportui
430-2 to 8 Special Problems in Industry and Technology. Special
solui
and
investigation
the
in
guidance
and
assistance
obtain
for students to
instructor
of
consent
of selected technical problems. Prerequisite:
the desigr
431-6 Analog and Digital Computer Design. Introduction to
amplifiers, rl
analog and digital computers. Subject includes: operational
algebra, switching *
tiplying circuits, regulated power supplies, 3 column
_ m
cuits, memory devices. Prerequisite: 435a.
J
introduction to
432-3 Analog Computation in Engineering Design. An
enginee
to
Applications
theory and operation of an analog computer
Mathematics 305a.
design. Simulation, optimization. Prerequisite:
electronics for all students
to
Introduction
(a)
Electronics,
435-9 (3,3,3)
circuits; tramstor ciri
equivalent
engineering. (b,c) Semiconductor devices;
331b.
I
Prerequisite:
analysis and design.
students knowlj
436-3 Control Theory. Develops and makes use of the
transforms, stability conditi|
of electrical systems. Topics include Laplace
compensation techniques, and state variables. Prerequisite: 331b.
passive microvl
437_4 Microwave Theory and Measurements. Theory of
electromagnetic ene|
radiating
or
coupling,
storing,
guiding,
for
devices
circulators, 1
Theory of active and non-linear devices including klystrons,
331c.
Prerequisite:
_
measurements.
Microwave
isolators.
„J
netwl
mechanical MO+
.

m

.,

439-6 (3,3) Transient Analysis. Linear electrical and
networks are anal;
studied by means of the Laplace transform. Nonlinear
Prerequisite:
techniques.
plane
,|
using the analog computer and phase
.;• L
Mathematics 306b.
and statu!
440-6 (3,3) Structures, (a) Analysis of statically determinate
Moment
distn^fl
deflection
Slope
Deflections.
indeterminate structures.
Loads. Influence diagr
design.
structural
of
Principles
(b)
analysis,
Model
j
requirement^ Type!
Factor of safety. Structural materials. Structural
Prerequ|
sequence.
structures and their behavior. Must be taken in a,b
b
motion appliel
441-3 Intermediate Mechanics of Vibrations. Equations of
ta P le ;deF«|
and
damping,
systems with free and forced vibrations,
s equations and orffl
Lagrange
to
introduction
equations;
freedom; Euler's
I
mechanics. Prerequisite: 260c and Mathematics 305a
practical basis!
and
empirical,
Rational,
Design-Metal.
442-4 Structural
steel and alumrj
design of metal structures with emphasis on structural
440a or consul
Prerequisite:
connections.
Behavior of members and their
-,

,

m^

devl
Engineering Design. Projects of a research design or
lop he theory
deve
problem,
a
select
will
student
The
ment nature.
the data and con|
solution, check the theory experimentally, analyze
length
quarters
three
to
one
from
be
can
project
the results. The
661 w
311,
Prerequisites:
300,
oratory. Must be taken in a,b,c sequence.
n d in
e
behavior cl
44l4 D^ign o f Reinforced Concrete. Ultinate strength and

443-9

^IM)

ji

m

inforced concrete members. Prerequisite: 440a,b.
n
of energy conversion devices
(3,3) Energy Conversion. Theory
conversio.g
energy
direct
and
machines,
processes! Conventional rotating
thermiontic generators u
vices such as photovoltaic, thermoelectric, and
development am M
Present
generators.
cells, and magneto hydrodynamic
331c.
plication, future potential. Prerequisite: 300b and
at a point
447-4 Advanced Mechanics of Materials. Stress and strain
g
elasticity. Sheer center
of
theory
the
to
Introduction
dimensions.
cylug
walled
thick
foundations;
metrical bending; curved beams; elastic
or Engineering
failures; energy methods. Prerequisite: 311a,b
.

a^a^M

446-6

m
wg

theory of
nology 31 la,b or equivalent.

4484

j

.y.
m
metnc
Experimental Stress Analysis. Theoretical and experimental
.

,

t
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etermining stresses and strains; use of optical, electrical, and mechanical
istrumentation; relation of modeling and prototype; brittle coating; electrical
psistance gages; photo-elasticity. Prerequisite: 311a,b or Engineering Techology 311a,b or equivalent.
19-3 Advanced Dynamics for Engineers. Kinematics and kinetics of threeimensional motion; coriolis' acceleration; rigid body motion; central force
lotion; gyrodynamics; generalized coordinates; Euler's equations of motion;
agrange's equations. Prerequisite: 260c.
>0-4 Fundamentals of Reactive Systems. Chemical processes, stoichiometry,
[roperties of gases, solution chemistry, modern techniques of analysis, surface
lemistry. Non-ideal systems, rates and mechanisms of industrial processes,
istrumentation and process control. Laboratory. Prerequisites: 300a and
hemistry lllb,c, or consent of instructor.
>5-3 Engineering Geology. (Same as Geology 455.) Engineering problems
icountered by man in dealing with geology and ground water. It will include
udies of earthquake effects, land subsidence, landslides, pore water pressures,
id methods of coping with these. Field trip required. Prerequisite: Geology
10 or consent of instructor.
52-6 (3,3) Matrix Methods in Structural Analysis, (a) Introduction to matrix
gebra. Matrix force method. Stiffness matrix method. Matrix displacement
Jiethod. Computer analysis of trusses and frames. Moment distribution, (b)
production to undamped and damped vibrations. State and transfer matrices
I vibration analysis. Miscellaneous applications. Prerequisites: 440 or consent
r instructor.

Introductory Instrumentation. Strain gages, bolometers, diffracElectromagnetic techniques. Chemical techniques. Spectroscopy.
otoelasticity. Signal sensing and data handling. Recording systems. Trans-

B3-6 (3,3)

'on gratings.
"

cers. Prerequisite: 413, 435a; Mathematics 252b.
a,b,c (3,3,3) Engineering Process Design, (a) Design of

process equipment,

jpplication of the fundamentals of conduction, convection, and radiation heat
ansfer. Combined mode and transient heat transfer. Design of equipment
sing simultaneous heat and mass transfer, (b) Design of process equipment,
pplication of the fundamentals of diffusion and mass transfer operations,
[ulticomponent systems and stagewise operations, (c) Original design of a
ocess and determination of process variables and equipment. Analysis of
mstruction cost. Prerequisite: 313a, 300a,b.
)0-3 Convection Heat Transfer. Forced convection momentum and heat
ansfer in tubes and over external surfaces. Laminar flow and turbulent flow,
rerequisite: 420a, 431a, or consent of instructor.
!)l-3 Radiation Heat Transfer. Fundamentals of thermal radiation for diffuse
ad specular-diffuse systems. Applications to engineering systems. Prerequisite:
lathematics 305.
1)2-3 Conduction Heat Transfer. Principles of conduction heat transfer with
jnphasis on applications to engineering systems. Steady state and transient
mduction using classical methods and numerical and analog computation.
1*3—6 (3,3) Heating and Cooling Systems, (a) The applications of heating
lid cooling to engineering systems,
(b) The design of various systems, inuding automatic controls.
be taken in any sequence.
0-9 (3,3,3) Electromagnetic Fields. Static boundary value problems; con-

May

1

rmal transformation;

Schwartz-Christoffel transformation; harmonics;

ap-

ication of Maxwell's equations to plane waves in dielectrics and conductors,
itennas, and radiation. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
il-6 (3,3) Quantum Electronics.
introduction to quantum theory with
^plications taken from the field of electronics.
study of plasmas, fusion,
bmic structure, superconductivity from a theoretical engineering view. Prefquisite: consent of instructor.
j2-8 (4,4) Continuum Mechanics, (a) Definition of a tensor. Tensor algebra,
fecial tensors, tensor derivatives, differential geometry, kinematics and dynamp. Tensor quantities in continuum mechanics, stress, strain, (b) Measures of
ress and strain. Equations of equilibrium, constitutive equations, compatility equations. Strain energy functions, linear theory of classical elasticity,
jecial examples, stress functions and general four-function method. Prequisite: Mathematics 305.
(3-3 Mechanics of Viscous Fluids. The complete system of equations for
pinar flow of a viscous fluid using the continuum approach, the stress and
jtes-of-deformation tensors, exact solutions to various boundary value probms, creeping motion, boundary layer theory, introduction to hydrodynamic

An

A
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Orr-Sommerfeld equations, statistical theories of turbulence. Pt
requisite: 413a,b or consent of instructor.
514-3 Mechanics of Inviscid Fluids.
study of stream functions, the veloci
potential, Euler equations, Bernoulli equations, various solutions to Laplac*

stability,

A

1

1

equation, added masses, Taylor theorem, Blasins and Legally theorems, im
dimensional irrotational flows, Cauchy-Riemann equations, conformal mappirj
vortex flow, thin airfoil theory, and free-streamline flows. Prerequisite: 413d
or consent of instructor.
515-3 Wave Motion in Fluids. A study of surface waves in liquids, groij
velocity and dispersion, shallow water waves, wave makers, sound waves, t
method of characteristics, waves in a gas of variable density, shock wav
waves in a rotating fluid. Prerequisite: 413 a,b or consent of instructor.
516-8 (4,4) Water Resources Development, (a) Engineering aspects
porous reservoir systems. Solid reservoir structure. Porous medium physi
Description of reservoirs. Reservoir fluids including physics and chemist
of water and hydrocarbons, (b) The performance of reservoir systems
eluding reservoir flow with such topics as potential theory, well hydraulij
and basin-wide interactions.
517-12 (4,4,4) Analysis and Design of Engineering Systems, (a) Applicati
of general system concepts to wide range of physical and engineering process'
Emphasis on variable flow of matter, energy, entropy, and information
rected toward predicting performance for specified designs. Introduction
central theme of functional reticulation into multiported elements. Systema
study of relations and interactions in terms of logical operations, transforn
tions, matrices, ordinary and partial differential equations, signal flow grap
block and bond diagrams, analogies, and computing systems. Lectures a
problems work cover electrical, mechanical, fluid, thermal, chemical, nucl<'
and biological systems, (c) Emphasis on the synthesis and design of syste
assembled from multiported primitives to accomplish specific tasks and fuj
tions. Particular attention given to the use of analog and digital comput
as electronic models for studying alternative designs and modes of operati
Lectures and problems dealing with stochastic processes and variables in w
frequency and time domains, and with stationary and nonstationary
rameters. Substantial portion of time allotted to original studies on a te,<
basis using available electronic computers, (c) Advanced engineering systej
designs. Prerequisite: graduate standing.
518-3 Introduction to Turbulence. Application of the basic equations of rfl
tion to turbulent flow problems. Introduction of the correlation concept alcW
with the macro- and micro-scale of turbulence. Isotropic turbulence. MethM
and techniques used in the experimental study of turbulence. Prerequis J
413a,b or consent of instructor.
519-3 Boundary Layer Theory. Boundary layer equations. Laminar and i |
bulent boundary layers. Classical turbulent flow theories. Two and three §
mensional wake and jet flows. Prerequisite: 413a, b or consent of
i

1

structor.
520-6 (3,3) Reaction Engineering and Rate Processes, (a) Chemical kinel
of homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions. Kinetic theories, mechanism
mathematical modeling. Interpretation of kinetic data, (b) Introduction!!
reactor design. Ideal reactors for batch and flow system. Design for multil
reactions. Temperature and pressure effects. Nonisothermal and nonadiab; c
processes. Prerequisite: 420 or consent of instructor.
522-3 Advanced Topics in Operations Research. Linear programming ciputational techniques and their applicability to particular operations resea h

M

models. Topics include the approximation methods, forecasting and optimr
tion techniques, constrained and bounded problems. Problem solution by 1
of a digital computer is emphasized. Prerequisite: 422.
525-3 Small Particle Phenomena. Small particle formation, behavior, p»
erties, emission, collection, and analysis. Includes atomization, combust p,
transport of suspensions, filtration, light scattering. Prerequisite: gradijte
standing.
(3,3) Separation Processes and Equilibrium Operations, (a) Pig
equilibrium, multistage calculations in concurrent and counter- current oPa
tions, graphical methods, unsteady state stagewise operations, (b) Mig
component systems, solution chemistry, nonideality in phase equilibrium,
separation processes, applications in processing industry. Prerequisite:
sent of instructor.
535-6 (3,3) Network Analysis and Synthesis. Advanced analysis and syn

530-6

:
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electrical networks. Driving point impedance and transfer functions; propand testing of positive real functions; Hurwitz polynomials; Foster's and
networks. Synthesis using
uer's driving point synthesis of RL, RC,
pthods of Brune, Bott and Duffun, Darlington, approximation problems and
hniques, two part synthesis for ladder lattice and constant resistance filters,
Ltterworth and Chebyshev filters. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
J-3 Theory of Plates. Analysis of bending, buckling, and vibration of plates
ies

LC

various shapes; slabs and membranes; complex variables method; linear and
n-linear behavior; refined theories; theory of bending of anisotropic and
nhomogeneous plates. Prerequisite: Mathematics 305, or 407, or consent of
tructor.
)-3 Elastic Stability. Bending of bars under simultaneous action of axial
4 lateral loads; buckling of compressed bars, frames, rings, and tubes;
eral buckling of beams; torsion of I beams; buckling of thin plates. Preniisite: Mathematics 305, or 407, or consent of instructor.
1—4 Plastic Analysis of Structures. Methods of analysis, elastic-plastic demations, general loading, and direct procedures of design. Two lectures
r week covering the basic principles. Independent study. Prerequisite: 311a,b.
-6 (3,3) Advanced Vibrations, (a) Emphasis on nonlinear vibrations. Topics
include phase plane, nonlinear conservative systems, problem of rotating
ndulum limit cycles of Poincore', van der Pohl equation, method of isoclines.
Liapounov stability criteria, bifurcation theory, perturbation methods,
lost periodic oscillations, asymptotic methods for autonomous and non;onomous systems. Prerequisite: Engineering 461, Mathematics 305a,b.
)-2 to 6 Special Investigations. (Same as Applied Science 570.)
M. to 9 Seminar. (Same as Applied Science 580.)
)-l to 9 Thesis.
i

Engineering Technology
1-9

ial

Photogrammetry. (a) Principles and practice of terrestrial and
photogrammetric mapping, including planning flights, control surveys,
(3,3,3)

controlled mosaics, radial-line control, simple stereoplotting instruments,
•allel distortions, graphical tilt determination, trimetrogen charting, and
momics. (b) An advanced study of photogrammetic principles including
ltrolled mosaics, rectification, graphical, mechanical, and analytical space
entation. Readings and reports from current technical literature. The
nciples of many photogrammetric plotters are studied together with econic relation of these instruments to density of field control, office methods,
i personnel, (c)
study of the soil and rock areas of the United States
I the patterns present in aerial photographs.
Fundamental elements of
I
patterns are analyzed to permit determination of materials present and
ir properties. Emphasis is placed on photo interpretation for engineering

A

il

regional

planning purposes. Laboratory. Prerequisite: 363a or consent

instructor.
[1-2 to 8 Special Problems in Industry and Technology. (Same as Applied
!'We 430.)
-9 (3,3,3) Industrial Electronics and Communications, (a) Design of
tching networks, impedance admittance locus diagrams, transmission line
lations, transmission line charts, stub matching, (b) Electromagnetic fields
{rectangular and circular wave guides, microwave techniques, antennas, (c)
Rifled treatment of various types of transmission systems with emphasis on
k role of system bandwidth and noise in limiting the transmission of inforItion. Prerequisite: 303.
p-8 (4,4) Design and Analysis of Industrial Organizations and Productivity.
Ue studies of industrial production methods and the process of industrial
[psion making; determinants of manpower utilization; transfer and processof information; determinants of productivity levels. Prerequisite: consent
^instructor.
j-j8 (4,4) Industrial Safety (same as Industrial Education 465). (a) Basic
fjidamental principles of industrial accident prevention; significant accident
sjtistics and costs; appraising safety performances, industrial plant hazards
r

's;

al

safeguards;

(

fundamentals, (b) Effective industrial safety
supervision; industry safety psychology; safety
programs; industrial hygiene programs; health safeguards; occupa-

conizations,
j'ining

tial diseases

fire

control

management and
and other

industrial hazards.
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507-4 Industrial Quality Control. Study of quality control charts, technique
procedures and methods. Theories of measurements, error, predictions, sai
pling, tests of significance, replacement models, and inventory servicing.
526-9 (3,3,3) Surveying and Photogrammetry. (a) Advanced engineeri]
measurements. Measurement systems; analysis of errors and error propag
tion; adjustment of condition measurements by the method of least squar
and other methods. Prerequisite: consent of instructor, (b) Geodesy. Stu<
of the effect of curvature of the earth on surveying methods and calculators
figure of the earth; isostasy; magnetic properties of the earth; satellite geodes
precise methods of surveying and leveling, (c) Land surveying and m;
projections. The theory of map projections; state coordinate systems; Unit
States Public Land Systems; legal aspects of property boundaries; mode
subdivision methods. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
527-9 (3,3,3) Transportation and Highway Engineering, (a) Traffic engines
ing. City and highway traffic surveys and designs. Accidents, congestion, del*
speed, volume, density, parking, channelization, lighting, traffic control, a:
routing. Signs signals, and markings. Urban traffic consideration in ci
planning Driver habit patterns and reactions, (b) Airport design. Probleij
encountered in planning, design, construction and maintenance of large a
ports, (c) Advanced Highway Engineering. Highway planning and economic
geometric design, bituminous materials. Soil stabilization. Prerequisite: co
sent of instructor.

540-8 (4,4) Design of Man-Machine Systems. The mathematical modeling
man-machine systems, optimizing of control mechanisms and of output,
nomic analysis for product choice, use of linear programming and queui
procedures in product forecast analysis.
570-2 to 6 Special Investigations. (Same as Applied Science 570.)
580-1 to 9 Seminar. (Same as Applied Science 580.)
599-1 to 9 Thesis.

English
400-4 Introduction to Structural Linguistics. Methods of structuralizing: p]
netics, phonemics, morphemics, syntax. Especially recommended for studei
preparing to teach English to native speakers.
402-4 Old English Literature in Translation. A study of prose selections frit
Bede, Aelfric, and other writers, and of poetry from the simplest riddles a|l
gnomic verses to the complex forms of the Caedmonic and Cynewulfei
schools, the elegaic poems, and Beowulf. Emphasis is on the literary ail
cultural significance of works studied.
403-4 History of the English Language. A survey of the development of jp
language from Indo-European to modern English with special emphasis 1
Middle and Early Modern English changes.
404-12 (4,4,4) Middle English Literature, (a) Middle English literature
eluding Chaucer; (b) Chaucer: early poems and Troilus; (c) Chaucer: Canibury Tales. May be taken singly.
405-8 (4,4) Descriptive Linguistics, (a) Structural phonology: survey of penological theory (phonemic and distinctive feature theory)
examination If
various phonological systems, (b) Introduction to transformational general e
grammar: the basic concepts and formalism of transformational generatf
grammars. Prerequisite: 400 and 407a, or consent of instructor.
406-4 English Phonology. An analysis of spoken English, American and BS
ish. Prerequisites: English 400 or its equivalent.
407-8 (4,4) Articulatory Phonetics, (a) Introduction: mechanics, procesf.
Laboratory work: transcription, production, perception, (b) Phonetic thecf,
I

;

linguistic phonetics.
(4,4,4,4) English Nondramatic Literature, (a) 16th century, (b) l|h
century, (c) The Augustan Age, 1660-1744, (d) The Age of Johnson, 1711798.
be taken singly.
418-4 English Literature, 1885-1914. Poetry, drama and fiction of the liW

412-16

May

Victorian and early

modern

period.

420-8 (4,4) American Poetry, (a) Trends in American poetry to 1900 vP
a critical analysis of the achievement of the important poets, (b) the
portant poets since 1900. May be taken singly.
421-16 (4,4,4,4) English Poetry, (a) Early Romantics: major emphasis jn
ji-

general background and on Blake,

Coleridge,

and Wordsworth;

(b)

lift

j
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emphasis on Byron, Shelley, and Keats, the minor figures; (c)
Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, and other poets of England,
830-1900; (d) modern British poets. May be taken singly.
125-4 Modern Continental Poetry. Representative poems by the major 20th
Romantics:

Victorian poets:

jentury poets of France, Italy,

Germany, Spain, Russia, and Greece.

(4,4,4) Major American Writers. Significant writers of fiction and
tonfictional prose from the Puritans to the 20th century: (a) 1620-1800, (b)
be taken singly.
800-1865, (c) 1865-1915.
138-4 Intellectual Backgrounds of American Literature. The relationship of
>asic ideas in America to American literature.
142-4 Romantic Prose. Fiction of Austen Scott, Mary Shelley, Peacock, the
jothic novelists; prose of Lamb, Landor, Hazlitt, DeQuincey; criticism,

31-12

May

ournals

and

letters.

[43-4 Victorian Prose. The chief writers of nonfictional prose from the late
Romantics to 1880.
consideration of the writers and forms
147-4 American Humor and Satire.

A

>f

19th and 20th century humor.

[54-12 (4,4,4) English Fiction, (a) 18th century: Defoe through Jane Austen,
be taken singly.
b) Victorian novel: 1830-1880, (c) 20th century.
[56-4 Modern Continental Fiction. Selected major works of European authors
men as Mann, Silone, Camus, Kafka, Malraux, Hesse.
158-8 (4,4) American Fiction, (a) The novel in America from its beginning
o the early 20th century, (b) trends and techniques in the American novel
pid short story since 1914.
be taken singly.
J60-16 (4,4,4,4) British Drama, (a) Elizabethan drama: from the beginning
If the drama in late Middle Ages through its flowering in such Elizabethan
itlaywrights as Greene, Peele, Kyd, Marlowe, Heywood, Dekker, but excluding
jihakespeare; (b) Jacobean drama: the Jacobean and Caroline playwrights:
jenson, Webster, Marston, Middleton, Beaumont and Fletcher, Massinger,
Ford, Shirley; (c) Restoration and 18th century drama: after 1660, representative types of plays from Dryden to Sheridan; (d) Modern British drama.
64-4 Modern Continental Drama. The continental drama of Europe since
p70; representative plays of Scandinavia, Russia, Germany, France, Italy,

May

May

tpain,

and Portugal.

J68-4 American Drama.
Jays, chiefly modern.

The

71-8 (4,4) Shakespeare, (a)

pd

rise of the theater in

The

America; with readings of

plays before 1600. (b)

The

plays of 1600

Readings on the life of Shakespeare, the theater, and the acting
bmpanies. May be taken singly.
J73-4 Milton. Reading of Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, Samson Agonistes,
jiinor poems, major treatises.
B5-4 Problems in the Teaching of English. Aims, methods, materials, tests,
later.

and other aspects of English instruction in the high school.
Workshop in High School English. Intensive study in lectures, laband conferences, on the teaching of English in high school. Cur-

jrograms,
36-2 to 8
oratory,

iculum, materials, methods, aims.
B7-2 to 8 Workshop in Junior High School English. Intensive workshop
iudy in lectures, laboratory, conferences on the teaching of English in junior
igh school. Curriculum, materials, methods, and aims. Directed by competent
uthorities in the field.
02-8 (4,4) Professional Writing II.
)4-4 Literature in Society. An analysis of the structure and function of
(terature as a social institution.
.)5-8 (4,4) Literary Criticism, (a) History of criticism: ideas and techniques
jom Aristotle to the end of the 19th century, (b) modern criticism: recent
fitics and critical attitudes, and practice in writing criticism. Open only to
j'niors and graduate students.
/7-12 (4,4,4) Senior Honors Seminars. (a,b) Topics will vary yearly, (c)
|onors readings. Enrollment restricted to undergraduates. Departmental apjoval required.
|9-2 to 6 Readings in English. For English majors only. Departmental apoval required. No more than four hours may be taken in any one quarter.
0-2 Materials and Methods of Research in English. The principal tools
literary scholarship and the more important studies and journals. Practice
the preparation of selective bibliographies and scholarly reports.
1-4 Old English Grammar. The development of the forms, the grammar,
id readings.
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502-4 Beowulf. Readings of the poem and study of its form, language, andi
history. Prerequisite: 501.
504-8 (4,4) Advanced English Grammar, (a) Application of transformational!
generative theory to study in depth of English syntax, (b) Generative phonology: the application of generative theory to the study of phonology. Pre
requisite: 405a,b.
505-8 (4,4) Contrastive and Historical Linguistics, (a) Comparison of the
structure of English with the structure of other languages, (b) Historical
linguistics: theories and methods in the study of the history and pre-historjj
of languages and language families. Prerequisite: 400.

506-4 Old Norse.
508-4 to 12 Studies in Chaucer.
509-4 to 12 Studies in Middle English Literature.
511-4 to 12 Studies in the Renaissance.
513-4 to 12 Studies in 17th Century Literature.
514-12 to 24 Studies in Restoration and 18th Century Literature, (a) Restora
tion literature, (b) Early 18th century literature, (c) Later 18th centur
518-4 to 12 Studies in English Literature, 1885-1914.
519-4 to 12 Studies in Contemporary British Literature.
520-4 to 12 Studies in Romantic Writers.
521-4 to 12 Studies in Victorian Poetry.
524-4 to 12 Studies in the Metapyhsical Poets.
532-4 to 12 Studies in American Transcendentalism.
534—4 to 12 Studies in Early 19th Century American Writers.
536-4 to 12 Studies in Later 19th Century American Writers.
537-4 to 12 Studies in 20th Century American Writers.
538—4 to 12 Problems in American Literature.
540-2 to 8 Studies in Linguistics. Selected topics in theoretical and applie|
linguistics. Prerequisite: 400 or equivalent, consent of instructor.
543-4 to 12 Studies in Victorian Nonfiction Prose.
555-4 to 12 Studies in the Victorian Novel.
560-4 to 12 Studies in Renaissance Drama.
566-4 to 12 Studies in Shakespeare.
569-4 Seminar in Special Problems of English as a Foreign Language. Indjj;
pendent study in preparing and testing of instructional materials for til
teaching of English as a foreign language. Restricted to English as a Forei#<

Language students.
579-4 to 16 Studies in Modern Literature.
580-4 Traditional Themes. Persistent themes and legends in literature

— Kii

(

Arthur, Faust, Utopia, and the like.
581-12 (4,4,4) Problems in High School English, (a) Composition, (b) LiJ
guistics.

(c) Literature.

585—2 Teaching College Composition. Objectives, methods, and materials ff
the course; observation; and practice under supervision.
588-9 (3,3,3) Methods of Teaching English as a Foreign Language, (a) Cla$
room techniques, (b) laboratory methods, (c) preparation of materials. P{
stricted to English as a Foreign Language students and must be taken
a,b,c sequence.
594-8 (4,4) Studies in Literary Form and Symbolic Action.
596-4 Stylistics. Defines style and its workings throughout literary histo?
applies the methods of modern analyses to literary works in English, shol
how natural and artificial modes (genre and period definitions, metre, et
relate to literary artifacts and to the situation of the work of art vis a vis tf
civilization that engendered it.
597-2 to 6 Readings in Linguistics. Individual readings in linguistics un(l
guidance. Prerequisite: 400 or equivalent; consent of department.
598-1 to 6 (1 to 3, 1 to 3) Review of English and American Literature. If
stricted to master's degree students.
600-1 to 48 Dissertation.

Finance

Management of Business Finance. The principal problems of managj
the financial operation of an interprise. Emphasis upon analysis and soluti
of problems pertaining to policy decisions. Prerequisite: 320.
421-4

Finance

bourse Descriptions
22-4 Advanced Financial Management.

The development

/
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of ability to use

ophisticated analytical tools by the discussion of case situations dealing
>rimarily with capitalization, return on investment, and cost of capital. Preequisite: 421.

30-4 Business Finance. An introductory course combining both a description
the structure of business financing and an analysis of functional finance
rom a managerial viewpoint.
73-4 Business in its Legal Environment. Social and economic assessment of
nvironmental factors influencing business policies and strategies. Emphasis
placed on legislation affecting competition and allocation of the firm's
3
if

>roducts and resources. Prerequisite: senior standing.
L75-4 Budgeting and Systems. Aids in coordinating
tperation.

and directing business

Food and Nutrition
20-3 Recent Developments in Nutrition. Critical study of current scientific
iterature in nutrition. Prerequisite: 320 or equivalent. Offered alternate years.
121-3 Recent Trends in Food. Critical study of current scientific literature
n food. Prerequisite: 320 or equivalent. Offered alternate years.
:81—2 to 4 Readings. Supervised readings for qualified students. Prerequisites:
120 or consent of instructor and department chairman.
90-3 Nutirition and Growth. Lectures, readings, and discussion on nutrition
n relation to human growth. Prerequisite: 320 or equivalent. Offered alternate
ears.

00-4 Research Methods. Study of methods employed in research in food
pd nutrition. The development of a research design selected on the basis
f the interest and need of the student. Field trip. Prerequisites: 420, 421,
jr equivalent and statistics. Offered alternate years.
15-1 to 6 Seminar. Participation of staff and students in reporting and disjussing research papers, research in progress, and current professional meetRequired for all graduate majors in Food and Nutrition, one credit
Jigs.
:er quarter. Prerequisite: 420 or 421.
Advanced Nutrition. The biochemical and physiological basis of the
J20-3
netabolism of nutrients; current concepts. Prerequisite: 420 or equivalent,
fffered alternate years.
56-4 Advanced Experimental Foods. Individual problems in food research
nd interpretation of pertinent literature. Prerequisite: 356, or 500, or equivalent. Offered alternate years.
>72-2 to 8 Special Problems. For students recommended by their adviser and
jpproved by the head of the department and the instructor in charge for
^dependent work in directed study.
J99-1 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degree,
i-egistration with approval of instructor.

Foreign Languages
he following courses do not fall within the normal pattern of courses leading
advanced degrees:
(51-0 French for Graduate Students.
81-0 German for Graduate Students.
lil-0 Russian for Graduate Students.
|>l-0 Spanish for Graduate Students.
The purpose of these courses is to help graduate students prepare for
roficiency examination as requisted by the Graduate School for the Doctor
Philosophy degree. No prerequisite. Students must register for these
purses and are advised to take them as part of, and not in addition to, their

i>

)

faduate program.

FRENCH
French Literature of the 17th Century, (a) Tragedy: Corneille
Comedy: Moliere. (c) Non-dramatic Literature.
>2-6 (3,3) Contemporary French Novel, (a) Major themes, forms, and techques in the novel with particular emphasis on Gide, Proust, Malraux, Sartre,
amus, and Robbe-Grillet. (b) A study of the dramatic masterpieces of
uandoux, Claudel, Anouilh, Sartre, Camus, Ionesco, and Beckett with respect

•1-9
ltd

(3,3,3)

Racine, (b)
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May

to structure, technique, themes, and language.
be taken out of sequene
Prerequisite: 354, 397.
403-9 (3,3,3) French Literature of the 18th Century, (a) Theater, (b) Novc
(c) Philosophic and Didactic Literature.
408-4 French Civilization. Society, culture, social institutions, and the arts
contemporary France. Lectures, slides, discussions. Prerequisite: 350, or coj
sent of instructor.
<

409-3 French Romanticism in the Drama, Novel, and Poetry. Prerequisit
354, 397.

419-3 French Poetry from Nerval through Symbolism. Prerequisite: 354, 397
429-6 (3,3) French Novel and Theatre, 1850-1930. (a) Realism, naturalis]
and the reaction to these in the novel, from Flaubert through Barres. (
Realism, naturalism, and symbolism in the theatre from mid-19th Century
1930. Prerequisite: 354, 397.

453-4 Methods in Teaching Modern Foreign Languages. Survey of genei
principles of second-language teaching, based upon insights of modern lingu
tics and learning-psychology. Intensive practical work in classroom and la:
guage laboratory with teachers experienced in the student's specific langua,
field. Required of prospective teachers of modern foreign languages in t
secondary schools. Prerequisite: concurrent or prior enrollment in a 300 le^
foreign language course.
461-4 French Stylistics. Writing style in French and its application to t

development of skill in written expression. Advanced work in the principles
French grammar and composition. Prerequisite: 350 or consent of instruct!
498-3 Honors Seminar. Study of an author or a special topic. Restricted 1
undergraduates. Prerequisite: consent of department.
499-4 Honors Essay. Individual exploration of some question, author,
theme of significance within the field of French literature or language. P
stricted to undergraduates. Prerequisite: 498 and consent of department.
501-2 to 6 Seminar on a Selected French Author. Intensive study of one auth.
May be taken a maximum of 3 times.
502-3 French Literature from La Chanson de Roland to Rabelais.
509-2 to 6 Studies in 19th Century French Literature. Selected topics, mol
ments, or authors.
515-6 (3,3) Old French, (a) Intensive reading and interpretation of 11
Chanson de Roland, (b) Reading of various Medieval works with Unguis!
analysis. Prerequisite: 410 or equivalent.
516-6 (3,3) French Literature of the Renaissance, (a) Rabelais and Montaigl.
:

(b) la Pleiade.

j|

520-4 Graduate Composition and Diction. Composition based on study if
contemporary French authors; individual work in pronunciation and dictti
determined by entrance tests.
522-2 to 6 Studies in 20th Century French Literature. Selected topics, mcfments, or authors.
543-2 to 6 Research Problems. Individual research on a literary or linguijc
problem involving original investigation in areas not covered by semirj'i
j

or thesis.

536-2 Teaching French at the College Level. Prepares graduate studentsjn
French for teaching at the university level. Required of all teaching assists
in French. May not be counted to satisfy secondary certification requpments.
599-2 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's deg p.
j'-s

GERMAN
401-4 (2,2) Goethe's Faust, (a) The Faust legend and early Faust books |d
plays; the genesis of Goethe's Faust: reading of Part I. (b) Reading of Ijrt
II; study of the symbolism used such as the blending of paganism v»
Christianity and ancient Greek culture with Germanic culture. Must be tap
in a,b sequence.

402-3 Advanced German Syntax. Descriptive and contrastive study of GeriP
syntax, with particular attention to the needs of prospective teachers.
403-3 German Ballads and Lyrics. A selective study of the foremost examjes
of German balladry and lyric poetry, ranging from the poetry of Klopsp
and Burger to that of Hesse, Benn, etc. Lectures, recitations.
404-4 Weimar and Its Aftermath. German writings from the inception of ie
Weimar Republic to the end of World War II, with special reference top*
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Course Descriptions
correlation existing
political conditions.

between

literary

expression and social,

economic, and

406-3 The German Comedy. Comic and satirical works in German Literature,
with special emphasis on the "Lustspiel" since 1800; lectures, reports.
407-2 Great German Plays of the 20th Century. Study and selective readings
of outstanding stage successes; lectures, reports.
408-4 German Civilization. Intensive study of the German speaking areas of
the world, with emphasis on the anthropological and sociological aspects of
their respective cultures (Austrian, German, Swiss, "Reichs-deutsch," etc.)
lectures, reports.
411-6 (3,3) Middle

High German, (a) Grammar, and selective readings in
translations of such epics as the Nibelungenoriginals and
lied and Gudrun. (b) The courtly epic poetry of such authors as Wolfram
von Eschenbach, Gottfried von Strassburg, Hartmann von Aue, the lyric
poetry of Walther von der Vogeiweide, and didactic prose.
413-6 (3,3) German Linguistics, (a) Introduction to Comparative German
Linguistics tracing relationships among German languages on the basis of
phonology, morphology, and syntax, (b) History of the German language: a
purvey of the development of German through the Old, Middle, and High
perman periods; lectures, readings, reports.
497-1 to 2 Readings in 18th Century German Literature. Departmental approval required.
498-1 to 2 Readings in 19th Century German Literature. Departmental approval required.
|i99-l to 2 Readings in 20th Century German Literature. Departmental approval required.
500-2 Seminar in Contemporary Literature. Intensive study of the works of
representative German authors, with special reference to the correlation
existing between literary expression and social, economic, and political conditions since 1900. Lectures, outside readings, reports.
501-2 to 6 Seminar on a Selected German Author. Intensive study of one
author his life, his work, and his place in the literary and cultural development of civilization. Lectures, outside readings, reports.
>06-2 Romanticism I. Study of the forerunners of German Romanticism:
Holderlin, Jean Paul; and the authors of Early Romanticism: the writers of
}he so-called "Berlin School," with special attention to their involvement and
leaction to 18th century thought. Lectures, reports.
|)07-2 Romanticism II. Study of Patriotic Romanticism: Kleist, Arndt, Korner,
Jhland, etc. and Late Romanticism: Eichendorff, Lenau, Grillparzer, Heine,
vlorike, etc. Lectures, reports.
>09-4 (2,2) Old High German, (a) Phonology, morphology, etymology, and
yntax. (b) Continued study of grammar and reading of Franconian, Baboth

MHG

NHG

—

varian,

and Alemannic

texts.

12-3 19th Century German Novel. German literature from the decline of
Romanticsm to the end of the century. A study of trends and representative
Ivorks of such authors as Keller, Fontane, Raabe, etc. Lectures, reports.
•13-3 20th Century German Novel. Continuation of 512. Study of representaive writers of expressionism, "Neue Sachlichkeit," etc. Lectures, reports.
[14-3 Seminar in Folklore. Study of German folk literature, with emphasis
\n folk tales (such as Grimms' Household Tales, regional sagas, etc.), chapbooks (such as Dr. Faust, Till Eulenspiegel, etc.), folksongs (Des Knaben
jVunderhorn), and folk drama. Lectures, reports.
'33-3 Gothic. Historical setting and significance of Gothic; phonology, morphology and syntax; selected readings from Wulfila.
(43-2 to 6 Research Problems. Individual research on a literary or linguistic
>roblem involving original investigation in areas not covered by seminars or
Ihesis.

(44-12

NDEA Summer

d German, conducted in
99-2 to 9 Thesis.

Institute for Teachers.

Summer

Institute for Teachers

West Germany.

RUSSIAN
(01-8 (4,4) The Russian
y a,b sequence.
jll-8 (4,4) Introduction

Novel

in the

Nineteenth Century. Should be taken

to Russian Classical Literature.
urgenev, Tolstoy. Should be taken in a,b sequence.

Gogol,

Pushkin,

Chapter
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413-4 Russian

Drama

S

in the Nineteenth Century. Griboyedov, Gogol, Push-

and minor dramatists.
414-3 Russian Poetry from Zhukovsky to
from Sentimentalism through Symbolism.
kin,

1920.

A

study of Russian Poetry

425-3 Soviet Literature Since 1917. A study of satirists and writers of everylife. Constructivism and followers; Soviet literary criticism. Lectures, read-

day

ings,

and

reports.

452—4 Advanced Composition and Conversation. Oral and written compositior
of a practical nature for advanced students; emphasis on study of idiomatic
expressions and current usage.
500-2 Seminar in Contemporary Russian Literature. Intensive study of tht
works of representative Russian authors, with special reference to the cor
relation existing between literary expression and social, economic, and politica
conditions since the Revolution. Lectures, outside readings, reports are re
quired.

501-2 Seminar on a Selected Russian Author. Intensive study of one author
his life, his work, and his place in the literary and cultrual development o
civilization.

503-2 Seminar on 19th Century Russian Literature. Intensive study of th
modern Russian novel as an expression of social and cultural movements
Outside readings and class discussions.
509-3 Russian Literature Through the 17th Century. A study of early Rus
sian literature with emphasis on literature of the Kievan period. Analysi
of texts

and

reports.

510-3 Russian Literature of the 18th Century. The Baroque period, classicist
and sentimentalism. Emphasis on the classical period of the 18th century.
Analysis of texts and reports.
514-6 (2,2,2) History of the Russian Language. A survey of the phonologica
morphological, and syntactical changes from the period of the common Slavi
to the present Russian literary language.
520-4 Russian Linguistic Structure. A structural analysis of present-day Rus
sian with special attention to Russian syntax. Free composition on Russia
authors.

543-2 to 6 Research Problems. Individual research on a literary or linguist]
problem involving original investigation in areas not covered by seminars c
thesis.

599-2 to 9 Thesis.

Spanish (Iberian)
401-3 Spanish Novel of the 19th Century. Study of representative novels <j
Fernan Caballero, Valera, Pereda, Galdos, etc.
402-3 Spanish Drama of the 18th and 19th Centuries. Reading of represent*]
tive plays of the chief dramatists from Moratin to the Generation of 1898.
403-3 Spanish Poetry. General survey of Spanish poetry from its beginning
to 1900.

404-6 (3,3) Spanish Literature of the Twentieth Century, (a) The Gener;
tion of 1898. (b) Contemporary Novel and Essay. Main trends of the Spanis

i

novel and essay since 1900.
H
415-3 Spanish Phonetics. Analysis of the sounds of Spanish and their mann<| *
of production; intonation; levels of speech; oral practice.
440-6 (3,3) The Golden Age: Drama. Plays of Lope de Vega, Calderon, Tirs! I)i
de Molina, Ruiz de Alarcon, and others.
445—4 Cervantes. Don Quixote; Other works assigned as collateral reading k
475-3 to 12 General Topics in Spanish. Selected topics in literature or lifjw
guistics of special interest, for major concentrations in Spanish.
501-2 to 6 (2 per quarter) Seminar on a Selected Spanish Author. Study
one author his life, his works, and his relationships to the literary ai|
social currents of his time.
505-3 The Picaresque Novel. Study of the Lazarillo, with collateral readii
of other masterpieces of this genre.
506-3 The Renaissance. Literature of the Renaissance in Spain, includi:] k
the drama, the novel, the lyric poetry, and the histories of the Indies.
515-6 (3,3) Old Spanish, (a) Intensive reading and interpretation of t
Poema de Mio Cid. (b) Reading of various medieval works with linguisij
analysis. Prerequisite: 410 or equivalent.

W
V

j

—

:
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Course Descriptions

>20-3 Seminar in Syntax. Stylistics and grammatical analysis.
>25-3 The Spanish Ballads. The romance studied as a part of the literature
md folklore of Spain and the New World.
S43-2 to 6 Research Problems. Individual research on a literary or linguistic
Droblem involving original investigation in areas not covered by seminars
>r thesis.

>60-4 Spanish and Latin American Bibliography. Bibliography and research
nethods in Spanish and Spanish American culture. Introduction to the use
)f the chief reference works in the humanities and social sciences as they

with Spain and Spanish America.
Advanced Topics in Spanish. Selected topics in literature or linguistics of special interest for major concentrations in Spanish.
>99-2 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degree.
leal

>75-3 to 12

Spanish (American)

Modernism in Spanish American Poetry. Study of its origins,
characteristics and achievements.
122-3 Contemporary Spanish American Poetry. Spanish American poetry
21-3 Survey of

liince

modernism.

4 The Mexican Novel of the 20th Century. Emphasis on fiction
with the Revolution and related social problems.
124-3 to 4 Gaucho Literature. Study of the Gaucho as a social class and of
he types of literature developed to portray and symbolize his way of life,
1123-3 to

llealing

ittitudes
1-26-3

and

values.

The Mexican Short

bre- Conquest to

Story. Survey of the

Mexican short

story from

the present.

r27-3 Spanish American Drama. Study of representative works of Florencio
jranchez,
Rodolfo Usigli, Armando Moock, Samuel Eichelbaum, Xavier
villarrutia, and others.
175-3 to 12 General Topics in Spanish. (See Spanish
Iberian).
178—4 Seminar in Latin American Thought. (See Philosophy 478.)
jOO-2 to 6 (2 per quarter) Seminar in Latin American Fiction. The works of
specific novelist or group of novels on a similar theme studied as a reflec]
jion of social and cultural conditions in a country or geographical area.
135-3 Mexican Essayists of the 19th Century. Currents of Mexican thought

—

the 19th century.
38-3 Seminar on Spanish American Poetry. Study of the works of a single
j'oet, of a group of poets, or of literary trends or movements.
41-3 Seminar on Spanish American Literary Criticism. Significant documents
if literary criticism from Independence to the present.
|43-2to6 Research Problems. (See Spanish Iberian.)
Iberian.)
i60-4 Spanish and Latin American Bibliography. (See Spanish
75-3 to 12 Advanced Topics in Spanish. (See Spanish Iberian).
99-2 to 9 Thesis.
i

—

—

—

ROMANCE PHILOLOGY
[10-4 Romance Philology I. Survey of phonology, morphology, and syntax
hanges in Romance languages in general; special attention to the developments in

French and Spanish

Romance

for

majors in these fields.
in syntax of Old French and Old

Philology II. Studies
banish. Prerequisite: 410 or equivalent.
il4-4

Arthurian Romance. Readings in the Arthurian Romances of the
major interest (French or Spanish) with reference to the genre as
whole. Prerequisite: 410 or equivalent.

'16-4

judent's

Forestry
pl-3

Advanced Forest Mensuration. Theory and practical problems in bioobtain estimates of forest populations. Use of computers and other

metrics to

ivanced techniques. Prerequisite: 363a,b or equivalent.
1L0— 3 Forest Management for Wildlife. Interrelations between forest practices
[id game. Forest protection from mammals and birds. Emphasis is on treatment of the forest. Prerequisite: Zoology 463, forestry major, or consent of
listructor.
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Wood Technology. The study of wood as an industrial and
structural material; the botanical, physical, chemical, and mechanical prop
erties are discussed. The advantages and disadvantages of wood as a raw
material are analyzed. Prerequisite: 320, Mathematics llla,b or equivalent
427-3 Mineral Nutrition of Plants.
433-4 Forest Products Industries. Raw material requirements, the processes
and the products of forest industries. The past, present, and future economii
status of each industry is briefly examined. Prerequisite: 320 or consent o:
instructor.
440-4 Ecology of Grasses and Grasslands. (Same as Botany 440.) Structure
analysis and dynamics of grassland communities; structure and growth o
340 or consent of instructor.
individual species. Prerequisite:
450-4 Forest Park Management. Fundamentals in the management and ad!
ministration of parks and recreation areas, at the metropolitan state anq
federal level. Includes purpose, objectives, criteria for selection, policy, manj
agement practices, and problems in providing outdoor recreation in a natural
environment. Prerequisites: 350a,b or consent of instructor.
451-7 (3,4) Forest Park Plans. Fundamental and applied principles and ele'
ments involved in site, master, and comprehensive planning for outdooj
recreation at the state, metropolitan, and federal level. Prerequisites: 350a,ll
or consent of instructor.
460-3 Forest Park Field Studies. Park conditions, visitors, and management
practices in different county, state, and federal park systems in the Unite*!
States. Extended field trip. Cost shared by students. Prerequisite: 350a.
465-2 Forestry Field Studies. An extended trip to study forest conditions am
silviculture in different forest regions of the United States. Cost shared b;i|
students. Prerequisites: 330, 363a, 365a.
466-3 Forest Watershed Management. Effects of treatment of forested watei
sheds on quality and quantity of water yield. Consideration of alternative i:j
water use and flood control. Prerequisites: 301,
330, or consent of iijj
420-4 Advanced

GSA

GSA

structor.
470-8 (4,4)

Economics of Forestry, (a) Introduction to forest economics!
production and investment. Prerequisite: GSB 211a. (b) Forestrj
marketing, macro-economics and planning. Prerequisite: 470a or consent c
forestry

instructor.

471-4 Land Resource Economics. (Same as Agricultural Industries 471 an
Economics 471.) The use of land as an economic variable in production c
goods and services; land markets; group versus individual conflicts; elementar
land resources planning techniques. Prerequisite: 470a or Economics 440 c
Agricultural Industries 350.
475-4 Forest Management. The application of business procedures and tecl
nical forestry principles to manage forest properties for their resources an
benefits. Prerequisite: 363, 365.
490-4 to 16 Practicum. Supervised practicum experience in a profession;]
setting. Emphasis on administration, supervision, teaching, and prograi
leadership in community, school, park and forest, institution, and other re<|
reation settings. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
520a-lto6 Readings in Forestry or Forest Recreation. Intensive consideration
is given to current practices and problems in forestry. Prerequisite: conseij
of instructor.

520b-lto6 Readings in Resource Economics. (Same as Economics 502

(

Agricultural Industries 520b.) Directed readings in the field of resource ec<|
nomics. Prerequisites: consent of instructor and 375 or equivalent.
520c-l to 6 Readings in Forest Products or Wood Service. Advanced study I
the techniques of manufacture in the wood and fiber using industries. Alsj
advanced study of physical, mechanical and chemical properties of wocj
as a material. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
570-4 Principles of Research. Research philosophy, approaches to researcl
theory, hypotheses, inference and prediction; problem identification, proje!
development and organization; methods of data collection, analysis aim
presentation; drawing conclusions and organizing results. Prerequisite:
hours in statistical methods or consent of instructor.
575-1 to 6 Research. Directed research in selected fields of forestry.
581-1 to 6 Advanced Forestry Seminar. Study and discussion of contempora
forestry problems. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
599-1 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degnl
\

Geography

Course Descriptions

/
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Geography
100-3 Geographic Methods. Designed to introduce the geographic methods
)f integrating physical, economic, and cultural elements in the study of areas
,vith the emphasis placed on problem situations. Cartographic and quantita101a, 302, 304, 306,
tive techniques will be emphasized. Prerequisites:
and consent of department.
102-10 (4,3,3) Advanced Physical Geography I. Deals with one or more of
;he following land forms, climate, soil, and water; depending on, and varyng with, interests of the instructors. Thus, a student may register more than
Hie time. Emphasis will be directed at familiarizing the student with techliques of analysis, and at developing concepts and principles that underlie
mderstanding of the phenomena and their geographic significance. Prerequisite: 302 or consent of instructor.

GSB

1103-7

(4,3)

Advanced Physical Geography

II.

Content drawn from same

broad range of topics as 402. To be alternated with 402 to enable student
o specialize further in physical geography. Prerequisite: 302 or consent of
nstructor.
104-10 (4,3,3) Advanced Economic Geography I. Deals with one or more of
[he following: transportation, manufacturing, agriculture, resources, trade and
rban geography; depending on, and varying with, interests of instructors,
hus, a student may register more than one time. Emphasis will be directed
t familiarizing the student with techniques of analysis, and at developing
oncepts and principles that underlie understanding of the phenomena and
heir geographic significance. Prerequisite: 304.
05-7 (4,3) Advanced Economic Geography II. Content drawn from same
>road range of topics as 404. To be alternated with 404 to enable student
o specialize further in economic geography. Prerequisite: 304 or consent of
pstructor.
[06-10 (4,3,3) Advanced Cultural Geography I. Deals with one or more of
pe following: population, settlement, ethnic characteristics, political factors;
Jiepending on, and varying with, interests of the instructors. Thus, a student
nay register more than one time. Emphasis will be directed at familiarizing
(he student with techniques of analysis, and at developing concepts and priniples that underlie understanding of the phenomena and their geographic
jignificance. Prerequisite: 306.

07-7 (4,3) Advanced Cultural Geography II. Content drawn from same
road range of topics as 406. To be alternated with 406 to enable student to
Specialize further in cultural geography. Prerequisite: 306 or consent of
istructor.

10-8 (4,4) Advanced Geographic Techniques. Geographic applications of
artographic and quantitative research techniques. Prerequisite: 310 or confent

of instructor.
(4,4) Cartography. Instruction

and practice in the techniques of mapand problems in map reproduction. Laboratory. Prerequisite: 310.
to 12 Regional Problems in Conservation.
J24-2
140-2 to 6 Reading for Majors. Supervised readings in selected subjects. Prepquisite: advanced standing.
113-4 Teaching of Geography. Presentation and evaluation of methods of
.^aching geography. Emphasis upon geographic literature, illustrative materials,

116-8

iiaking

hd teaching devices suitable to particular age levels. Prerequisite: 300.
pl-7 (4,3) Regional Geography: Anglo- America. Deals geographically with
jresent-day United States and Canada, (a) A general survey of the area,
pen to non-majors, (b) Investigates specific topics in depth, for majors.
152-7 (4,3) Advanced Regional Geography. Europe. See 461.
jj>3~7 (4,3) Advanced Regional Geography: Mediterranean Lands and Southwestern Asia. See 461.
54-7 (4,3) Advanced Regional Geography: Soviet World. See 461.
55-7 (4,3) Advanced Regional Geography: Sub-Saharan Africa. See 461.
j>6-7 (4,3) Advanced Regional Geography: Eastern and Southern Asia. See
Bl.

Advanced Regional Geography: Latin America. See 461.
Advanced Regional Geography: Oceania. See 461.
(4,4,4-8) Urban Planning. (Same as Government 470.) (a) Planning

>7-7 (4,3)
(4,3)

l>8-7

70-16
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concepts and methods, (b) field problems, (c) planning and public administration internship. Prerequisite: junior standing.
471-8 (4,4) Regional Planning. Examination of the viewpoint, methods, anc
techniques of regional planning. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
480-4 Workshop in the Teaching of Geography. Gives the geographic approach
to man in space. Skills and techniques in the use of maps, globes, pictures
statistics and graphics, and reading the landscape and literature will be act
quired.

487 (2,4,4) Honors in Geography, (a) Tutorial, (b) reading, (c) supervisee"
research. Must be spread over the last two years of the undergraduate's career
Open to students in the honors program with consent of the department. Maj
be taken in either a,b,c or b,a,c sequence.
490-1 to 16 Tutorial in Geography. Individual and small group conference
with staff members to examine geographic concepts. Prerequisite: Institut
status.

500-4 Geographic Techniques I. Emphasizes field and quantitative technique
used in geography.
501-4 Geographic Techniques II. Emphasizes the conceptual framework c
geography, library and bibliographic techniques, and geographic writing.
505-8 (2,2,2,2) Pro-Seminar in Geography. Discussion of basic issues an
development of professional perspective in (a) Physical, (b) Economic, (cl
Cultural, (d) Geographic Thought. Taught by the entire resident staff.
511-4 Philosophy of Geography. The nature of geography. Current trends it
the field, present-day geographers, and schools of thought. Geography's plac
among the disciplines.
514-2 Teaching of College Geography.
515—4 to 6 Field Course. Designed to give actual experience in the field. Unde"
guidance of staff members students will gather data and work toward tri
solution of selected field problems in one particular region of the world. Th'j
course will not be offered on campus, but will be in a field camp locatio
suited to the study of selected problems. Prerequisite: consent of departmen
520-2 tol2 Seminar in Physical Geography.
521-2 to 12 Seminar in Economic Geography.
522-2 to 12 Seminar in Regional Geography.
523-4 to 12 Seminar in Cartography.
524-2 to 8 Seminar in Cultural Geography.
527-2 to 8 Seminar in Urban and Regional Planning. Prerequisite: gradual]
standing or consent of instructor.
530-2 to 10 Independent Studies in Geography.
540a-2 to 36 Research in Physical Geography.
540b-2to 36 Research in Economic Geography.
540c-2 to 36 Research in Regional Geography.
540d-2 to 36 Research in Cultural Geography.
599-9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degrc
600-1 to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be earned for the Doct
or Philosophy degree.

Geology
400-3 Earth Science Seminar.

Two

classroom meetings per week and two

interpretive, and
science subjects. Prerequisite: all earth science

trips

on the observational,

communicative aspects
minor courses.

ft

of eaij

The characteristic features of sej
their processes of origin; the classification of stratigraplff
correlation, and paleogeologic reconstruction. Laboratoj
Prerequisites: 220, 221, 310a,b, 315, and 425a,b or consent of instructor.
411-3 Mineralogy III. Elementary crystallography. Applications of physi«l
principles to mineralogical problems.
414-5 Paleobotany. (See Botany 414.)
415-3 Optical Mineralogy. The optical properties of minerals and the use!-'
the petrographic microscope for identification of crystals by the immersji
method and by thin section. Laboratory. Prerequisites: 310, Physics 208.
416-4 X-Ray Crystallography. Introduction to the study, measurement, dl
identification of unknown crystalline materials by X-ray diffraction techniq

410-4 Stratigraphy and Sedimentation.

mentary rocks and
units, methods of

Ul
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especially the Debye-Scherrer methods). Upon request, non-geology majors
lay work with unknowns from their own fields of study. Prerequisites: 310,
lathematics 150.
20-8 (4,4) Geology of Petroleum. The geological occurrence of petroleum,
lcluding origin, migration, and accumulation; a survey of exploration methods
rid production problems and techniques. Laboratory study applies geological
nowledge to the search for and production of petroleum. Laboratory. Prexmisites: 221, 302.
25-8 (4,4) Invertebrate Paleontology. Principles of paleontology and a survey
f important invertebrate phyla and their fossil representatives. Also study of
aleoecology. Laboratory. Must be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 221
201.
r
$0-4 Physiographic Provinces of North America. Gives the student an intelgent appreciation of the evolution of land forms in the physiographic proinces of North America and explains the surface features in a landscape,
rerequisite: 220.
35-8 (4,4) Hydrogeology. Introduces the geological factors in the origin,
istribution, movement, and chemistry of natural water of the earth. Pre?quisites: 315, Mathematics 150b, and Physics 207.
36-8 (4,4) Elementary Exploration Geophysics. Lectures on theory and
iterpretation of geophysical exploration methods. Laboratory to involve use
B instrumentation and interpretation of field data. Field trips required. Presquisite: 220, Physics 211 or concurrent enrollment.
45-3 (1,1,1) Seminar in Geology. Study of major problems in Geology. Primarily student discussion based on library work. Prerequisite: senior standing.
j)0-12 (9,3) Field Geology, (a) Field mapping including problems in stratij-aphy, structure, paleontology, physiography, and economic geology. Requires
^written geologic report. Consult the department for dates, cost and equipent. (b) Advanced field problems. Prerequisite: 302, 315.
55-3 Engineering Geology. (See Engineering 455.)
BO-4 Geological Data Processing. Two lecture and two laboratory periods
jich week for instruction in computer application to geological problems injuding the processing and programming of data and the interpretation and
Valuation of results. Prerequisites: Engineering 222 or Mathematics 225.
10-11 (4,4,3) Stratigraphy, (a) Advanced sedimentation. Physical aspects
modern sediments are examined in detail and related to the geometry of
e depositional body and its environment, (b) Stratigraphic methods. Stratiaphic correlations are explained using lithologic, paleontologic, electrical,
lagnetic, radio active and seismic data, (c) Regional stratigraphy of North
nerica. Investigates the established stratigraphic subdivisions or North
nerican geology. Prerequisite: 425.
5-12 (4,4,4) Mineral Deposits, (principles, metallics, nonmetallics) PrinDles of mineral deposition and genesis, and the origins and geologic settings
the important mineral deposits of the world. Laboratory. Prerequisites: 302,

GSA

|

0.

0-12 (4,4,4) Advanced Petrology, (a) Igneous Petrology. Physical chemistry,
jvtrographic classification, and genetic relationships of the igneous rocks, (b)
etamorphic Petrology. Physical chemistry, petrographic classification, and
inetic relationships of the metamorphic rocks, (c) Sedimentary Petrology.
Orographic classification and origin of sedimentary rocks. Prerequisites: 310,
'p,

or equivalent.

'8-3 to

Micropaleontology. Structure, classification, paleoecology, stratidistribution, and evolution of microfossils. Laboratory work in techpues of collection, preparation, and study of microfossils. Identification and
of microfossils in solving stratigraphic problems. Preparation for research
]p
micropaleontology. (a) Conodonts and ostracodes. (b) Foraminifera. (c)
)sser-known groups, invertebrates and algae, pollen and spores. Prerequisite:
?'
'9—8 (4,4) Advanced Invertebrate Paleontology. Research in paleontology and
je use of microfossils in solving stratigraphic problems: (a) Bryozoans, mol9

ilaphic

i»

Iks,

and arthropods, (b) Coelenterates, brachiopods, and echinoderms. Pre-

jjluisite:

|M to 9
||l-l

425 or consent of instructor.

Advanced

Studies.

to 9 Research.

*)-2to9 Thesis.

Minimum

of 5 hours to be counted

toward a master's degree.
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i

The American Chief Executive: President and Governor. A study oi
the origin and background of the presidency and the governorship, qualifica
tions, nomination and election, succession and removal, the organization o
the executive branch, and the powers and functions of the president am
governor. Prerequisites: 231, 232 (C) GSB 203a (E).
410-3 Labor and Politics. A political history of the American labor movemen
from its early century origins to the present. Attention given to the politica
philosophy and practice of labor unions. Prerequisite: 231.
415-9 (3,3,3) Political Behavior, (a) Critical behavioral evaluation and syri
thesis of empirical studies attempting to predict political choice and conflic
behavior, (b) Integration of applicable behavioral theory and findings ir
corporating a structural-functional systems approach and general system
analysis for constructing research designs, (c) Introduction to the technique
of behavioral political science. Prerequisite: 231.
420-3 Pressure Groups and Politics. An analysis of interest groups and theil
techniques of political propaganda. Prerequisite: 231.
425—4 Blacks and Whites in American Politics. Topics include various form
of political participation, leadership behavior, and analysis of political straj
egies including the Black Power concept. Prerequisite: 231 or GSB 211b.
430-3 Government and National Security. A study of the organization (|
government for national security; the historical and current developments it
civil-military relations; the legal status of over-seas military aid program!
international defense programs; and the problem of disarmament. Prerequisite
231 or consent of instructor.
436-3 Government and Labor. (See Economics 436.)
438-4 Social Welfare Legislation. The Social Security Act and other legishj
tion of major significance for the welfare and maintenance of the family, til
handicapped, children, and other special groups. Their relationship of til
legal structure of federal, state, county, township, and municipal welfaif
facilities and institutions with indications of economic and social consequence!
Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
440-4 Public Personnel Administration. An analysis of some of the centrj
problems encountered by the government executive in recruiting, maintainin!
and developing personnel, such as political neutrality, leadership and moil
vation, career development, security regulations, and the role of personn
in policy planning and execution. Prerequisite: GSB 203a, 360.
441-4 Philosophy of Politics. (See Philosophy 441.)
450-12 (4,4,4) Latin American Governments. The countries covered are Ojj
those of the Caribbean area; (b) those of South America; (c) this section desj
with the government relations between the United States and the Lat!
406-4

;

American

nations. Prerequisite: 200,

GSB

203a.

451-4 International Politics of Europe. Nation-state system in Europe; foreijl
politics of major states; nationalism as a source of conflict, Soviet expaj
sionism; and progress toward European security and unification.
452-4 Governments and Politics of Sub-Sahara Africa. A study of the goverj
ments and politics of the former and present British and French territori<j
Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Guinea, Congo, Senegal, etc. Prerequisite: GSB 3
or consent of instructor.
453-12 (4,4,4) Soviet Russia. An intensive study and research exercise

communist government and

politics.

Prerequisite: 200,

GSB

390, or consej

of instructor.

454-8 Development of German Democracy. Involves a summer's residerj
in Germany with classroom material supplemented by lectures by Germit
professors and government officials. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
455-4 Major Governments of Western and Central Europe. A comparati|
study of the political systems of the major countries of Western and cent: I
Europe. Prerequisite: GSB 390 or consent of instructor.
456-4 Great Britain and the Commonwealth. The commonwealth associate
and the politics of Great Britain and the "Old Commonwealth" countrij:
Australia, Canada, New Zealand.
j
457-8 (4,4) Government and Politics in the Near and Middle East. Iran, Ir|,
Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, etc. Prerequisite: GSB 390 jr
consent of instructor.

i

t

•!

\

i<

§

jj
\(

I
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158-12 (4,4,4) Government and Politics of Asia, (a) Burma, Thailand, Maaya, Indochina, Indonesia, Philippines, (b) China, Japan, Korea, Formosa, (c)
390 or consent of instructor.
'ndia, Pakistan, Ceylon. Prerequisite:
survey, theoretical and descriptive, of
159-4 Politics of Developing Areas.
he impact upon politics of the process of development, and the role of the
governmental system in the direction and control of development. Prerequisite:
}SB 390 or consent of instructor.
161-4 Organizational Theory and Public Administration. Analysis of various
heoretical approaches to public administration with emphasis on recent
American literature in this field. Prerequisite: 360 or consent of instruc-

GSB
A

or.

Intergovernmental Relations.

t62-3

hips

between the various

requisite:

231 or

GSB

levels

of

A

course dealing with the interrelationin the United States. Pre-

government

211b.

i63-3 Government, Social, and Economic Policy. Exploration of contemporary
igencies of policy determination within the national government; attention to
nethods and devices utilized to effectuate national social and economic policy
within the federal system; appraisal of historical developments, trends, and
esults as they affect American governmental, constitutional, and political

!hilosophy, public administration,
lie consent of instructor.

and the general

welfare. Prerequisite:

GSB

66-3 State Government and Administration. Leading problems of government and administration of American states. Prerequisite: 232.
*67-4 Urban Politics. Institutions, processes, and functions of American urban
governments. Prerequisite: 232.
Administration of State and Local Finance. An examination of the adJ69-3
ministrative problems connected with local and state revenues and expenditures in the U.S. Prerequisite: 232.
70 Urban Planning. (See Geography 470.)
71-4 The Organization and Administration of American Foreign Policy. An
dvanced course dealing with the organizational and administrative aspects
f American foreign policy. Prerequisite: 243 or 371.
International Organization. Development and organization of internaJ72-4
lonal governmental and administrative systems, with emphasis on the United
Nations. Prerequisite: GSB 303.
|75-8 (4,4) International Law. Rules and practices governing the nations in
peir relations in peace and war. Prerequisite: GSB 303.
78-4 International Politics. A study of the interplay of political forces in
he international community. Particular emphasis will be placed on war-time
iplomacy, peace treaties, the alignments and conflicts of power in the postwar period. Prerequisite: GSB 303 or consent of instructor.
|80-4 The Pacific and the Far East. Political and strategic problems in this
tea. Prerequisite: GSB 303 or History 370.
34-8 (4,4) History of Western Political Theories. (Same as Philosophy 484)
|a) Outstanding political theories of the ancient and medieval periods, includkg theories of Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, St. Augustine, and Thomas Aquinas.
p) Important political theories from the Renaissance to the end of the 18th
jentury, including the theories of Machiavelli, Hobbes, Rousseau, Locke, and
jurke.

§7-6 (3,3)
leading
I:

American Political Ideas. An historical study of the political ideas
American statesmen and publicists, and their resulting influence

pon our governmental system. Prerequisite: 305 or GSB 385.
Recent Political Theory, (a) The outstanding Anglo-American
iberal political theorists from John Stuart Mill to the present, (b) The outlanding "scientific" political theorists from Karl Marx to the present, (c)
ftie outstanding idealistic and nationalistic political theorists from Hegel to
)ie present. Prerequisite: GSB 385
or 390.
||5-8 (4,4) Constitutional Law. (a) Constitutional law of the United States
iith emphasis upon cases dealing with the framework of our federal system.

p8-9 (3,3,3)

>) American liberties. Prerequisite: 231.
|7-4 Administrative Law. Law as it affects public officials in carrying out
i>e
rights, duties, and necessary functions of the public office. Prerequisite:
1)0.
!,

8-4 Jurisprudence.

asitive

(Theories of Law.) Major schools in legal thinking,
law and natural law. Idea of justice and concept of natural rights,

rerequisite: 231.

Chapter
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499-4 Scope and Method of Government. Practical training in research anc
writing techniques in the field of government. Bibliographical materials, foot

law library facilities, and government documents. Required o
beginning graduate students.
500-6 (3,3) Methods of Empirical Research, (a) Problems in the philosophy o
science as related to research in political science, (b) Techniques of dati'.
gathering and analysis for political science research.
501-2 to 9 Seminar in Contemporary Legislation. Prerequisite: 340 or consen

notes, use of
all

of instructor.

502-2 to 9 Seminar in Governmental Problems. Prerequisite: consent of
structor.
503-2 to 9
structor.

Seminar in Pressure Groups. Prerequisite: 420 or consent

i

of in

504—4 Judicial Process. An examination of the literature on such topics a
judicial selection, the impact of court decisions, court procedure, and th
factors affecting the decision-making behavior of judges. Prerequisite: 495 o
equivalent or consent of instructor.
505-2 to 9 Seminar in Political Parties. Prerequisites: 380, 420, or consent o
instructor.
506-2 to 9 Seminar in Political Behavior. Prerequisite: 415 or consent o
instructor.
508-2 to 9 Seminar in International Relations. Prerequisites: 370, 472 or 47
or consent of instructor.
509-2 to 9 Seminar in International Organization. Prerequisite: 472 or conserj
of instructor.
510-2 to 9 Seminar in State Government. Prerequisite: 466 or consent of ir]
structor.
511-2 to 9 Seminar in Local Government. Prerequisite: 467 or consent of ir
structor.
512-2 to 9 Seminar in Public Administration. Prerequisite: 360 or consent c|
instructor.
513-2 to 9 Seminar in Constitutional Law. Prerequisite: 395 or consent of ir!
structor.
515-2 to 9 Seminar in Comparative Government.
516-2 to 9 Seminar in Municipal Administration. Prerequisite: 467 or conser
of instructor.
517-2 to 9 Seminar in Problems in Political Theory. Prerequisite: 360 or cor
sent of instructor.
520-2 to 9 Seminar in American Foreign Policy. Prerequisite: 371 or consei
of instructor.
521-1 to 12 Readings. Supervised readings in selected subjects. Not more tha
6 hours may apply toward the master's degree. Prerequisite: consent of ii
structor.
525-2 to 9 Seminar in International Law. Prerequisite: 475 or consent of ir
structor.
530-4 to 12 Internship in Public Affairs. Field work in the office of a goven
mental agency; city, county, state, national, or international. Under certai
circumstances it might be in the office of a political party organization or
that of some organized pressure group. The type of internship and the pla<
and organization in which it is taken must be mutually satisfactory to tl
student and the department.
paper in which the student correlates h
academic knowledge with his practical experience is required. Prerequisit
consent of department.
582-4 Criminal Law and the Correctional Process.
review of the bas
principles and administration of the criminal law and the legal foundatio]
of the juvenile court, the sentencing process, parole and probation, and tl
changing concept of mental competency. Prerequisite: consent of instructc
584—4 Seminar in Correctional Program Management.
critical analysis
management influence on treatment programs in various correctional setting
Field trips, observation, and research in addition to readings. Prerequisit
consent of instructor.
595-2 to 12 Individual Research. Selection, investigation, and writing of
research topic under the personal supervision of a member of the department
graduate staff. Prerequisite: 499 or consent of instructor.
599-1 to 9 Thesis. Prerequisite: 499 or consent of instructor. Minimum of
hours to be counted toward a degree.

A

A

A

j

Government

Course Descriptions
300-1 to 48 Dissertation.
)f Philosophy degree.

Minimum

of 36 hours to be earned for the
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Doctor

Guidance and Educational Psychology

A survey of principles concerning factors and condithat tend to facilitate or deter mental health. Mental
lealth viewed as living creatively in an atmosphere of satisfactory inter-per>onal relations. Prerequisite: 305.
422-8 (4,4) Educational Measurement and Statistics, (a) Study of the theory
and techniques of measurement. Special attention to the construction and use
Df teacher-made tests, (b) Study of standardized tests and other measuring de/ices to reveal individual and group characteristics. Emphasizes application
and interpretation for counseling, education, and research purposes. Prereq112-4

Mental Hygiene.

tions in

personal

life

iisite: 305.

142-4 Basic Principles of Guidance. Introductory course on student personnel
Survey of philosophy, principles, and organization of guidance servces. Prerequisite: 305.
t81-2 to 10 Seminar. Conducted by staff members and distinguished guest
lecturers on pertinent topics. Prerequisite: 305 and consent of instructor and
flepartment.
>01-2 to 12 Special Research Problems. For majors in Guidance. Formulating,
investigating, and reporting on a problem in the area of guidance. Prerequisites:
advanced standing and consent of department.
)>05-4 Introduction to Statistical Methods. Covers such basic descriptive techniques as measures of central tendency and variability, graphical presentation
if
data, and various derived scores. Also correlation, sampling theory, and
rypothesis testing.
•06-4 Advanced Statistical Methods. Basic statistical inference techniques:
Correlation, hypothesis testing, confidence intervals, introduction to prediction
jind one-way analysis of variance. Prerequisite: 505.
|»07-4 Design and Analysis of Experiments. Systems of organizing and analyzng data so that maximum information can be obtained. Analysis of variance,
jactorial design, square designs, mixed designs, tests of homogeneity, analysis
jif covariance, and multiple linear regression. Prerequisite: 506.
(11-4 Educational Implications of Learning Theories. Survey of the major
jheories of learning. Emphasizes the implications of these theories for classpom practice. Prerequisite: advanced standing.
15-4 Psychlogical Aspects of Education. Designed to survey the applications
jf psychology
to educational settings. Prerequisite: advanced standing.
J21-8 (4,4) Analysis of Classroom Behavior. Trains school psychologists and
Ither school personnel to serve as a consultant to classroom teachers regarding
a) prevention and modification of undesirable classroom behaviors and (b)
ffective use of learning principles. Must be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 305.
services.

I

Standardized Testing: Theory, Use, and Interpretation. Principles and
procedures for studying individual pupils and their problems for guidance purloses. Emphasis on interview, observation, ratings, case study, cumulative
pcord. Prerequisite: 505.
31-4 Theory of Measurement. Standardized tests and other measuring devices
Studied to reveal individual and group characteristics. Application and interrelation for counseling, education, and research purposes. Prerequisite: 505
r consent of instructor.
32-8 (4,4) Individual Measurement Theory, (a) Assessment of individual
hental factors with attention to theories, test validation, analysis of inteligence, and related research. Historical review, test standardization, and inter
fretation of the Stanford-Binet and Wechsler Scales are emphasized, (b)
fiscussion of problems in the administration of intelligence tests. Administraon of the Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler intelligence scales for children,
lust be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 505 or consent of instructor.
*7-4 Counseling Theory and Practice. Systematic study of the assumptions
id fundamental practices of major approaches to counseling. Observation
}d practice utilized to supplement didactic discussion. Prerequisite: consent

J30-4

I

department.

U-4 Occupational Information and Guidance. For school counselors, indus-
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and teachers to give an orientation to and experience wit
occupational information and vocational adjustment. Prerequisite: 442.
543-4 Guidance Through Groups. Study of the methods, techniques an!
materials for the organization and utilization of groups for guidance purpose'
trial supervisors,

Prerequisite: 442.
545-2 to 4 Seminar. Doctoral seminar in behavioral foundations of edud
tion. Open only to students admitted to doctoral curricula who have cob
pleted 590.
546-8 (4,4) Personality Assessment. The review of related literature cove
test development, standardization procedures, related research, and test inte
pretation. (a) Assessment of individual interests, motivations, and perceptui
systems with attention to theories and assumptions of objective dia
nostic tests, (b) Projective diagnostic tests, theories, and assumptions a
stressed. Must be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 532a or consent
instructor.
548a-2 to 4 Practicum in Secondary Guidance. Supervised experience in groi
and individual guidance procedures with children and in working with parerll
and teachers. The development anl organization of a secondary school gui|'|
ance program is stressed, including the use and interpretation of occupation
and other test materials appropriate for the secondary interpretation of c
cupational and other test materials appropriate for the secondary school. Pi
requisite: 537 or consent of instructor.
548b-2 to 4 Practicum in Elementary Guidance. Supervised experience j
group and individual guidance procedures with children and in working wi
parents and teachers. The development and organization of an elementa
school guidance program is stressed, including the use and interpretation
occupational and other test materials appropriate for the elementary intif
pretation of occupational and other test materials appropriate for the elemc
tary school. Prerequisite: 537 or consent of instructor.
548c-4 to 8 Practicum in Counseling. Practical experience at the approprk
grade level in counseling with a representative sample of the population. !
eludes counseling and listening to recordings of counseling sessions individual
or in groups. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
548d-2 to 8 Practicum in School Psychology. Supervised experience to h4
the student work effectively as a psychologist in the school setting. Focu!|
on the application of specific psychological skills, the teacher consultatki
and program planning for educationally handicapped children. Prerequisif
consent of instructor.
553-2 to 4 Organization and Administration of Guidance and Pupil Person!
Services. Principles, procedures, and plans necessary for initiating, developi
and appraising a school guidance program. Prerequisite: 537.
555-2 to 12 Seminar in School Psychology. Major professional issues and f
sponsibilities; the school as a social system; ethical considerations; sch 1
related agencies and facilities; and professional organizations. Assists the s dent prepare the project proposal required for the specialist's certificate. P
requisite: consent of instructor.
562-8 (4,4) Human Development in Education. Theories and research tfo
dence regarding child development and behavior are investigated. These ell
siderations focus upon implications for research and educational practices,
Childhood. Prerequisite: advanced standing, (b) Adolescene. May be talp
in a,b sequence.
567-2 to 12 Topical Seminar in Educational Psychology. Contemporary topfe
and problems in the area of educational psychology. Conceptual and empirijl
activities. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
568-2 to 16 Topical Seminar in Counseling and Guidance. Issues in counsel]'
counseling theories, research methodology, contemporary and classical resea
design, modern trends in applied research. Prerequisite: consent of instruc
580-2 to 10 Topical Seminar in Statistics and Measurement. Discussion &
practical experience in dealing with advanced statistical and measurem
problems. In-service training is available for advanced graduate students. I
1

]

,

j)

|

requisite: consent of instructor.
581-1 to 12 Internship in Counseling, Guidance, and Counselor Supervisjk

Prerequisite: 548c.

590-2 Seminar in Behavioral Foundations. A course required of all studds
beginning advanced graduate study. Students examine empirical modes
inquiry and empirical formulations of learning behavior. Topics explored
elude the classroom as a social system, the learner, learning models and (
i

*
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(Taken concurrently with Educational Administration 591. Preformal admission to Doctor of Philosophy studies.)
6-2 to 12 Independent Investigation. For specialist's certificate students.
erequisite: consent of instructor.
7-1 to 10 Independent Study. For doctoral students in educational psyology. Formulating, investigating, and reporting on research problems in
e area of guidance and educational psychology. Prerequisite: consent of
partment.
iguage.
niisite:

9-3 to 9 Thesis.
0-1 to 48 Dissertation.

Health Education
0-4 Health Appraisal of School Children. The role of the teacher in the
alth appraisal of the school child, including school health examinations, use
health records, and emphasis on training for recognition of health devia;iis from normal common among school children. Not open to students who
|ve had 450.
[5-4 Sex Education in Schools. Problems of teaching sex education in schools.
I»signed to meet state requirements for preparation of teachers.
|5s-3 to 4 Workshop in Driver Education and Traffic Safety. Summer course
signed for pre-service and in-service teachers of driver education and
Individual and group problems will be treated. Lectures by
jifnc safety.
[ety authorities, demonstrations, field trips, audio-visual materials, and
|ividually supervised research in special problem areas. Prerequisite: 302
^equivalent.
4s-4 Practicum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education II. Provides pros:tive teachers with dual-control, simulation, and multiple-car laboratory
ching experiences. Teaching beginners, developing programmed lessons,
thods, and materials of instruction included. Prerequisite: 302s.
Js-4 Driver and Traffic Safety Education Program Administration III.
eludes a study of program administration, supervision, and planning. Pre:|uisite: 442s.
lps-4 Driver Simulation. For in-service and pre-service teachers and superiors of driver and traffic safety education. Methods of instruction, equipInt familiarization, program development and objectives. Prerequisite: 443s
)jconsent of the instructor.
ljj-4 Health Education in the Elementary School. Responsibilities of schools
([instruct their students in basic fundamentals of how to live healthfully.
Fjnciples, methods, programs and materials for the elementary teacher. The
Juration of health with other subjects, health observation of children,
ijiormalities, screening tests, and related materials. Not open to students
ad have had 400.
I

School Health Program. Shows the prospective teacher the fundamental
involved in the teaching of health education at the secondary level.
0-4 Workshop in Health Education. Summer course for in-service teachers,
I'.ciinistrators, advanced students, nurses, social workers, and others interested
^public health aspects of school and community living. Individual problems
Jiplassroom health treated as units in such fields as speech defects and their
1^-4

P|cesses

and correction, communicable disease control, nutrition, social and
hygiene. Lectures, demonstrations, films, field trips, and individually
Hiervised research in special problems. Prerequisite: 100 or its equilavent.
«h4 Health Education Workshop. A continuation of 461 with emphasis on
tell school health teaching objectives.
4'j-l to 4 Workshop in Health Education with Emphasis in Diaster PreparedA continuation of 462.
*f.
\i Workshop in Alcohol Education. Summer course for in-service teachers,
ajjiinistrators, and others interested in the development and improvement of
althol education programs at the elementary and secondary school levels,
hiudes approaches to understanding physiology of alcohol, cultural dif[elnces and patterns of alcohol problems, teenage drinking and current
th pries and
approaches to alcoholism. Emphasis on the analysis and developmjit of content, methods, materials, teacher preparation, and special needs
j*r
problems of individual communities. Demonstrations, lectures, films, field
Hj5, and
individual research in special areas.
*M Organization and Administration of School Health. Appraisal of overall
ifection
rcjital
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school organization for health education, including health service and p
sonnel, health and safety instruction, school environment, school health
animation, local, state, and federal resources for health, health councils,
interdepartmental relationships.
475s-3 Traffic Law Enforcement and Planning. Acquaints Safety and Drr
Education teachers with the purposes of traffic law enforcement and engine
ing and the methods used to fulfill these purposes on ways of improvi
existing services. Prerequisite: 433s or consent of instructor.
480s-4 Workshop in Safety Education. Summer course for in-service teach* ^
nurses, administrators, advanced students, and others interested in safif
education as it applies to the public school and the community. Individ |
problems, lectures, demonstrations, films, field trips, and individual grcf
study in special areas of interest. Prerequisite: 313 or 323 or consent of
<

structor.

481s-4 Safety Education Workshop. A continuation of 480s with emphf
on methods and evaluation of total school safety education. Prerequisite: 3
or 323s or 480s or consent of instructor.
485-4 International Health. A survey and analysis of the health beliefs, vah
and practices of peoples in other cultures, with particular attention to r
these beliefs and practices fit into a total way of life. An internatio
orientation of potential value to both prospective teachers and students la
other fields.
488-4 Health Education Aspects of Environmental Sanitation. Application!
principles of learning to man's contacts with his environment: water, fcij
air, radiation, housing, and refuse. Emphasis is placed upon both individw
and community aspects of environmental health. Prerequisites: 100, 205ife
'i

equivalent.

489-4 Introduction to Vital Statistics. An introduction to bio-statistics; m
amination of theories of population growth; understandings of collection, m
ganization, summarization, presentation, evaluation, and interpretation d
data relative to biological happenings. Prerequisite: Mathematics 120 »r
equivalent.
490-2 to 8. Field Work in School and Community Health. Field train
observation, and participation in current public and school health progrs s.
Area schools and public health agencies will be ultilized to provide pracial
experience for the health education student. Restricted to majors in the p-

fe,

partment.
491-4 Health Teaching Methods in School and Community. Various din
sions of teacher-student relations in the classroom with emphasis on ie
multiple roles of the teacher. Prerequisite: 305, 471, or consent of instruc r.
500-4 Community Organization for Health Education. Review of the jilosophies of community organization for health; techniques of group w k,
current research in community organization and examination of program of
community health agencies.
510-4 Construction of the Curriculum in Health Education and Safety. Reiw
of health and safety instruction programs in elementary and secondary sent
consideration of health and safety needs and interests and their relations ips
to the curriculum, evaluation of health texts, and evaluation of current resef jh.
511-5 Practicum in Health Education Workshop. Designed to give gradjte
and post-graduate students experiences in organizing, planning, and opijtting in-service training programs through workshop methods.
515-4 Review of Current Literature in Health Education, Public Health |id
Safety Education. A survey and analysis of the newer publications in (he
related fields of health education, public health, and safety education,
520-4 to 6 Special Projects in Health Education and Safety. Detailed resejeh
and study on advanced problems in the fields of public health, safety educa
and health education.
525s-4 Organization, Administration, and Supervision of Safety Educa >>n.
Designed to give the student basic principles of organization, administra w>
and supervision of safety education. Problems, policies practices, and met ids
involved in the organization and administration of a safety education progj'ni526-4 Evaluation in Health Education and Safety. Surveys and analysj
health and safety testing and evaluation, procedure includes surveys; ir|- n
tories; knowledge, behavior and attitude tests; check lists; and questionn; jes,
their uses and limitations. Evaluation of total school health and safety ro*
gram is emphasized. Prerequisite: consent of department.
530s-4 Problems and Research in Accident Prevention. Principles of ace ^
l-

lis,

j

m
j

*
'
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revention, causes of accidents, problems of behavior in school, home, traffic
id transportation. Prerequisites: 443s, 525s, or consent of instructor.
Conservation. An analysis of community health problem trends
l3a-4
id changes including aging; chronic and degenerative diseases; mental 111taumatic illness, injuries, and defects; radiological hazards; com?sses;
unicable diseases; and maternal and child health problems. An epidemiologithe cause, nature, extent, and trends in erosion and wastage
il approach to
human resources. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
Conservation II. An analysis of community structures in reJ3b-4
tion to positive health services, education, and health living in respect to
study of trends in
immunity health problems and health requirements.
rogramming to meet minimum health requirements and to care for or
neliorate existing health problems and hazards on a communitywide basis,
rerequisite: 533.
analysis of the unmet health needs or
Conservation III.
l3c-4
xmirements for optimum conservation of human resources in the community
icluding a study of pilot and experimental programs and research in cornunity efforts to meet health needs and solve existing health problems. An
faluative approach to existing health programming and research including
of further needed experimentation and research and possible
a analysis
lurces for leadership and funds for promoting community health research,
•ogrammings, and plannings. Prerequisites: 533a,b.
j>6-4 Professional Preparation in Health Education. National, state, local
tctors influencing teacher preparation in health education, including acjeditation of teacher education programs, certification of health education

Human

'

Human

A

Human

An

Undergraduate and graduate curricula developed and analyzed.

jachers.

to 12 Field Internship. Full quarter of field work with an approved dejirtment of public health or voluntary health agency under the supervision
the agency officer in charge and the supervisor from the Department of
?>0—4

|

iealth

Education.

(1,14) Seminar in Health Education and Safety. Devoted to discussing
[dividual health and safety projects, presenting research problems, and preIninary presentation of dissertation topics.
]9-3to9 Thesis.
|0-1 to 48 Dissertation. The dissertation for the Doctor of Philosophy degree
College of Education must meet the minimum requirements of 36
j the
(•7-3

<]urs.

Higher Education
'2-2 Principles of
<!signed

College Student Personnel Work.

An

exploratory course
and functions

to acquaint the student with the career possibilities

higher education.

<

*j)-4

Higher Education in the United States. An overview of American higher
development and scope, organizations and functions, issues and

Miication: its

(ticisms.
^2-4 Higher Education in Selected
tps and trends outside the United

Nations. Study of higher education sysStates, and of the university in world

flairs.

5JW Organization and Administration in Higher Education. Theories and
fjictices in governance of various types of higher education institutions with
Mention, through case studies, to problems of formal and informal structures,
ijsonnel policies, decision-making, institutional self-study, and societal-governMntal relations.
5«-4

College Student Personnel Work: Operations and Policies. Study of
functions, and undergirding policies of student personnel services

c |:anization,

m programs

in contemporary colleges and universities.
College Student and College Culture. A study of the nature of the stu<nt, the impact of the college on student development, the nature of the
c lege as a
unique social institution, and the interaction between the student

;5$-4

j$ his institution.

College Teacher and College Teaching. Study of contextual roles of
man as teacher, scholar, and faculty member; of teaching-learning
PJcesses, programs, and evaluations; and of professional values, including
demic freedom.
|'-1
to 12 Readings in Higher Education. Supervised readings in aspects

u
a|demic
(
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Chapter]

of such general areas in higher education as college teaching and learnir
central administration, college student services, policy issues, or history
higher education. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
523-1 to 12 Internship in Higher Education. Supervised field experience
appropriate settings, with evaluative seminars, (a) College Teaching.
College Student Personnel, (c) College Administration, (d) Institutional E
search. Prerequisite: consent of department.
524-2 to 6 Individual Study. Individual inquiry into selected problems
higher education. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
535-2 Higher Education Seminar I.
series of seminars for specialized are!
of administrative practice and policy, (a) Educational Programming in Sf
dent Housing, (b) Business Administration of Student Housing, (c) Stude
Personnel Group Work, (d) Non-Academic Personnel Management, (e) Pre
lems in Central Administration, (f) Business and Fiscal Administration. (
Academic and Faculty Administration, (h) Administration of Admissions a
<

A

Records, (i) Junior College Administration, (j) The Technical Institute.
Adult and Continuing Education, (m) Institutional Research, (p) Develej
ment and Management of Organized Research.
545-3 Higher Education Seminar II. A series of seminars for reflective a
scholarly inquiry into significant domains in higher education. Prerequisi
consent of instructor, (q) History of Higher Education, (r) Sociology of Higl
Education, (s) Law, Legislatures, and Higher Education, (t) Aesthetics e
Higher Education, (v) The Federal Government and Higher Education.
551-4 Curriculum Design and Policy. Study of assumptions, materials, meth
(

and evaluation

in the designs of various curricula in colleges

and

universit

1

with attention to curriculum resources and policy.
555-4 Philosophy of Higher Education. (Same as Philosophy 555.) Critiij
examination of assumptions and aims, operations and consequences, il
basic concepts and symbols of higher education from philosophic perspectrl«
565-4 The Community-Junior College. A study of the nature and functiora
the junior (or community) college in American higher education, and!
relationships to the community and other educational institutions. Coifl
content treats special problems of curriculum, student services, finances, i]
ulty selection and growth, and general policy.
578-4 Economic Aspects of Higher Education. A study of economic aspij
of higher education in American society. The emphasis on sources and m)

agement

of college and university financing includes budgeting, control,
current trends.
589-4 to 6 Advanced Research. Selection, investigation, and writing of a j|
cial research project under the personal supervision of a graduate facij
member. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
595-1 to 12 Higher Education Seminar III. Varied content. Prerequisite: (J
sent of instructor.
599-1 to 9 Thesis.
600-1 to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be earned for the Doj
of Philosophy degree.

History
401-9 (3,3,3) History of the South. Social, economic, political, and cult
developments of the South, (a) To 1850. (b) 1850-1900. (c) Since 1]
403-6 (3,3) American Economic History, (a) to 1800. (b) 1800-1900.
405-6 (3,3) United States History 1850-1896. (a) Civil war. (b) Reconst
tion and industrialization. Prerequisite: GSB 300b or consent of the instru
406-6 (3,3) Diplomatic History of Europe, (a) From the Congress of Vie]
to the Fall of

Bismark (1815-1890). (b) From 1890

to the present.

409-6 (3,3) U.S. Constitutional History. A content and research course
volving origin and development of the American constitution, from En™
background through the convention to the present, (a) 19th Century, 'b)
20th Century.
410-2 to 5 Special Readings in History. Supervised readings for students
sufficient background. Registration by special permission only. Offeree jo'

demand.
411-9 (3,3,3) Social and Intellectual History of the United States, (a) lj'
1830. (b) 1830-1900. (c) 1900 to present. The development of Amei

History
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and a study of various types of economic, social, and political thought
have influenced it.
4-9 (3,3,3) Intellectual History of Modern Europe, (a) The Enlightenment,
:iety
at

) The 19th century, (c) The 20th century.
3-6 (3,3) Early Modern Europe, (a) Renaissance, (b) Reformation. Premisite: Six hours of 300-level social science or consent of the instructor.
7-9 (3,3,3) Advanced English History, (a) The Empire-Commonwealth, (b)
nstitutional history, (c) English culture in the age of the American Revolun. (d) Tudor England.
9-6 (3,3) Europe in the Age of Absolutism, (a) 1648-1715. (b) 1715-1789.
erequisite: Six hours of 300-level social science or consent of instructor.
sketch of the passing of feudalism in France,
3-4 The French Revolution.
background and development of the revolutionary movement, and the
3
ipoleonic period.
5-6 (3,3) American Colonial History, (a) Discovery and Settlement, (b)
itish Imperial structure.
8-3 The Age of Jackson. Origins, background, and development of that
ase of American democracy associated with the Jacksonian era. The poical, social, and economic history of the years 1815-1844.
)-9 (3,3,3) Late Modern Europe, (a) Age of Revolution, 1815-1880. (b)
SO-1918. (c) Since 1918. Age of Dictatorships.
1-9 (3,3,3) The Social and Political History of Modern Europe, (a) 181510. (b) 1870-1914. (c) Since 1914. Prerequisite: Six hours of 300-level social
ence or consent of instructor.

A

5-9

(3,3,3)

Twentieth-Century United States History. Important develop-

in recent United States history, (a) 1896-1919. (b) 1919-1937. (c) 1937
present. Prerequisite:
300c or consent of instructor.
)-9 (3,3,3) History of American Diplomacy.
study of the important
aty relations of the United States, and a general consideration of American
eign policies, (a) America in isolation (to 1860). (b) The emerging America
om 1860 to 1920). (c) America on the world scene (1920 to the present),
requisite:
300 a,b.
1-9 (3,3,3) History of the West, (a) Colonial, (b) Trans- Allegheny, (c)

snts

GSB

A

GSB

ms-Mississippi.

History of Southeast Asia, (a) To 1900. (b) 1900 to present.
Advanced African History, (a) Cultural history of traditional
sites, the slave trade, and the interaction of traditional systems and European
Wire, (b) Investigations into the most important historical questions and
ierpretations of the regions covered in (a). Prerequisite: 349a,b, or c, or con*|t of instructor, or graduate standing.
j-3 Historiography. Development of history as a written subject, including
vks and philosophy of the various historians in ancient, medieval, and
5-6

IMS

(3,3)
(3,3)

mem

periods.
Historical Research and Thesis Writing. The rules of historical re4*ch studied and applied to a definite topic. For history majors only.
l'1-3 History of Inner-Asian Relations. Tribes, migrations, wars, and power
pities in Central Asia and outlying areas of China from Han times through

lij-3

century rivalries to latest development along the Sino-Soviet frontier.
(3,3,3) Social and Intellectual History of the Middle Ages, (a) 500UD. (b) 1000-1250. (c) 1250-1500.
^1-6 (3,3) History of France. French social, economic, political, and intellejual evolution from medieval origins to the present day and of the French
C'jtributions to Western culture. Prerequisite: 6 hours 300-level social science,
oipnsent of department.
K|-6 (3,3) History of Germany, (a) German state and society from the
Mldle Ages to the early 19th century, (b) Germany since 1815. Prerequisite:
^jhours of 300-level social science or consent of instructor.
«j-6 (3,3) History of Russia, (a) Traditional Russia to 1905. (b) RevolutionRussia Since 1905.
*<j-3 Argentina and Chile. A narrative and comparative study of the indeP*dent era of the history of these two leading states of South America.
*?-6 (3,3) History of Mexico, (a) 19th century, (b) 20th century. Sigjujant political, economic, diplomatic, social, and cultural aspects of Mexican
"Jfrom independence to modern Mexican life.
4<r6 (3,3) The Caribbean Area, (a) In the 18th and 19th centuries, (b)
lnJhe 20th
century. An inquiry into the changing role of the political, ecoL«ii

K-9
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nomic, strategic and cultural nature of this Mediterranean of the New Worj«
475-6 (3,3) Dictatorship in Latin America. A political, economic, social a!
military study of the domestic and international aspects of dictatorship. (I
19th century, (b) 20th century. Prerequisite: junior standing.
476-3 Andean South America Since Independence. A narrative and compad
tive study of Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru in the nineteenth a!,
twentieth centuries. Prerequisite: 6 hours of 300-level social science or consili
of department.
477-3 Brazil Since Independence. Cultural, diplomatic, military, political, ail
socio-economic elements of Brazilian life from independence to the curr<|a
era. Prerequisite: 6 hours of 300-level social science or consent of instructs
481-6 (3,3) History of Rome, (a) Rome from republic to empire, 133 B.w-I
A.D. 14. (b) Roman Empire to the death of Constantine. Prerequisite:
hours of 300-level social science or consent of instructor.
482-6 (3,3) Cultural History of Greece, (a) Hellenic civilization as reflected

!

and philosophical thought, and in its literati
decline of the Greek city-states in the 4th century B.C.,
of Alexander, and the political, social, economic, religious, and cultu;l^
developments of the Hellenistic period. Prerequisite: 6 hours of 300-level so<jl
science or consent of department.
498-6 (3,3) History Honors. Study of the great ideas and works of histcj,
for senior honors students in history; directed research for the honors the..
(a) History honors, (b) Research, honors thesis. Prerequisite: consent of a
its religious, historical, scientific,

and
Age

art.

(b)

|3

The

partment.
500-4 to 10 History Seminar, (a) American history, (b) European history, hi
Latin American history.
509-4 Studies in Negro History. Readings, discussions, and papers, of selecjd
areas of Negro life and thought.
510-2 to 12 Readings in History. Individual readings course. Prerequisite: cH.
sent of department.
511-4 Studies in the Middle Ages. Extensive reading and discussion in selecjd
topics of medieval European history.
512-4 Studies in Modern Europe. Advanced readings in problems of mod,n
Europe. Emphasis on economic, social, and intellectual history. Prerequis;:
430a,b or consent of instructor.
514—4 Studies in Asian History. Pro-seminar course on select topics in Aj n
History. Prerequisite: consent of department.
515-8 (4,4) Seminar in Twentieth Century United States History. Und
States history since 1896 with emphasis upon politics and political behayr.
Prerequisites: graduate status.
516-8 to 16 (4,4) Seminar in European History. Must be taken in a,b seque e.
May be repeated once. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
518-4 England in the Age of the "Glorious Revolution." An analysis of pe
ideas and forces that converted the English government into a liberal sjte
with an emphasis on the concepts and principles later applied in the estabJp-

ment

of the
(4,4)

American Constitution.

The Age of Jefferson. Rise and development of Jefferso;,in
Democracy, 1790-1824, with emphasis upon social, economic, and poli
programs of Republicans and Federalists; the clash of mercantile and agrajin
519-8

]

Jal

interests.
520-8 (4,4) Sectionalism and Reform. Study of major political, econojic,
and social issues, 1820-1850, which divided the United States and preps*"

the

way

for civil war.

521-8 (4,4) Seminar in American Diplomatic History. A content andjesearch course concerning selected studies in American diplomacy. Prerequij e:
6 hours of 300-level social science or consent of instructor and 440.
522-8 (4,4) Seminar in American Economic History, (a) Reading seiri
in the economic aspects of American history, (b) Research seminar problj
Prerequisites: Economics 214 or 215 or consent of instructor.
523-8 (4,4) Seminar in American Social History. Research and writinp
selected topics relating to the development of American society and insj
tions. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
jM
524-8 (4,4) Seminar in American Constitutional History, (a) Reading sen ar
devoted to the important literature in constitutional history, (b) Res€|Cn
seminar in which the student will closely investigate a significant topic. P
requisite: consent of instructor.
j

i

j
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Seminar in American Colonial History. Advanced research in
areas of American Colonial history. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
New Viewpoints in American History. New interpretations and recent
(4,4)

ecific
>3-4

welopments in American history. Prerequisite:

GSB

300.

A

seminar in selected topics in
18-8 (4,4) Seminar in Illinois History.
inois history, 1818-1918. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
content and research course con[4-4 United States-Mexican Relations.

A

rning international relations between the United States and Mexico.
5-12 (4,4,4) Studies in Latin American History. A content and research
urse concerning selected studies in Latin American history.
8-3 (1,1,1) Teaching History in College. Required of all first-year teaching
sistants.

9-1 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degree.
0-1 to 4 Dissertation.

Home and

Family

7-2 to 8 Workshop. Aids workers in professions related to home and family.
3-4 Advanced Family Housing. (Same as Clothing and Textiles 423.)
irther appreciation and understanding of aesthetic, economic, psychic, and
cial factors influencing choice of family housing today. Prerequisite: 323.
4-4 Selection, Use, and Care of Appliances. Materials used in equipment,
iiethods of construction, and principles of operation of appliances for cooking,
[iTigeration, laundering, cleaning; selection, operation, and care of appliances
I obtain maximum satisfaction in use. Offered on demand. Prerequisite: 324
(consent of instructor.
fe-4 Work Simplification in
Management. Basic scientific work simplilation principles applied to work done in the home by full-time, employed
([physically handicapped homemakers.
<p-4 Administration of Pre-School Program. Objectives in pre-school pro4ms. Programming, including housing, equipment, health protection, and
(jpervision. Field trip. Prerequisite: 345b or consent of instructor.
415-4 Infant Development. Current theories and knowledge concerning growth
development of infants with related laboratory and field experiences,
llerequisite: 237 or Psychology 301 or equivalent.
45-2 Practicum in Parent-Child Study. Designed to increase student's ability
t work with
parents and parent groups through an awareness of factors in
t!i
parent-child relationship and knowledge of current research and methods
i parent education.
Integration with infant and child development laboratories
related field experience. Prerequisites: 227 and 237 or equivalent.
1-2 to 6 Field Experience. Opportunity for supervised learning experiences
ikelected areas. Prerequisite: consent of chairman of department.
€-2 to 6 Readings. Supervised readings for qualified students. Prerequisite:
cisent of instructor and chairman.
5jM Research Methods. The nature of the scientific method and basic
tjhniques in home and family research as applied to the collection, analysis
a I interpretation of data. Prerequisite: Guidance 505.
Trends in Consumer Problems. Social, legal, and economic problems
It pertain to the consumer. Selection of individual problems for investigatp. Prerequisite: 341 or equivalent.
5p-4 Advanced
Management. Readings, observations, projects, and
Qjcussions on selected problems with emphasis on time, money, energy, and
Hiily relations. Prerequisites: 331 and 332 or equivalent.
5(-4 The Pre-School Child. Growth of the child from birth to six years
^h emphasis on the various aspects of growth and their interrelationships.

Home

n

n

5M

Home

5j-4

Child Development

Home and School. The normal, healthy
takes place in the home and is promoted by

Through

Jelopment of children as

it

curriculum and other school activities.
-4 Interpersonal Relationships Within the Family. Factors that promote
Siisfactions within the immediate family. Prerequisites: 227 or GSB 341, 237,

tj

5

a,l

331.

Recent Research. Review of selected research in various phases of
economics in related fields. Sources of research include colleges, universes, and governmental and industrial agencies. Offered on demand.
5 -2 to
8 Special Problems. For students recommended by their chairman

£r-4
htie
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and approved by the head of the department and the instructor
for independent work or directed study.

in chaiii

599-2 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degr<
600-3 to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be earned for the Doc I
of Philosophy degree.
I

Home Economics
414-4

Home

Education

Economics for Elementary Teachers. Units of work

in nutriti<|

school lunches, family and social relationships, textiles, and clothing.
415-1 Introduction to Graduate Study. Seminar to orient the student
graduate work through relation of courses to goals of program, standards
work, habits of thinking, communication of ideas, uses of professional r
terials and publications. Required. Students should take at first opportuni
481-2 to 6 Readings. Supervised readings for qualified students. Prerequisite
consent of instructor and chairman of department.
485-3 Principles and Philosophies of Vocational and Technical Educati
(See Technical and Industrial Education 485.)
500-4 Research Methods. Methods employed in research in home econoirs
education with special study of one according to interest and needs of si
dent. Development of prospectus. Prerequisite: 505.
505—4 Home Economics in Secondary Schools. Consideration of the curriculA
for homemaking education in the secondary school. A critical survey of i
sources. The place of homemaking education in the school and communl
506-4 Evaluative Procedures in Home Economics. Principles and procedilte
underlying appraisal and evaluation. Development and critical consideraM
of instruments for appraising pupil growth and the program of instruct*
Emphasis placed on values.
507-2 to 8 Workshop. Designed to aid home economics teachers, supervis 1$
and leaders in the field with current problems. Resource people are urn
Discussions, reports, lectures, and other methods of analyzing and worHg
on solutions to problems. Emphasis for the workshop will be stated in jte
announcement of the course.
510-4 Supervision of Home Economics. Nature, function, and technique* ])f
supervision at all levels. Emphasis given to supervision of student teachjs.
Experience in the field will be provided for qualified teachers.
510A-lto 4 Practicum in Supervision. Experience in using a variety of tcjiniques at various levels and areas of supervision both on and off camijs.
Prerequisite: 510 or Educational Administration 556 or consent of instrucjr.
515-4 Trends and Issues in Home Economics Education. Current trels,
problems, needs in the field. Attention given to problems and needs of in..

dents.

516-4 Advanced Methods of Teaching Home Economics. Recent trend; jin
methods based on research and experimental programs; furthering good elations in homemaking classes as means of clarifying and accomplishing gcs;
teacher's role; techniques useful in furthering good relations within gijip
and in meeting individual needs. Emphasis given to social significance 'of
these procedures.

517-4 Methods and Materials for Adult Programs in Home Economics, iilosophy of adult education; unit planning, methods, techniques, and resoujes
useful in adult homemaking programs.
525-3 Interrelated Vocational Cooperative Education. (See Technical pd
Industrial Education 525.)
571-4 Recent Research. Review of selected research in various phases of hjne
economics in related fields. Sources of research include colleges, universes,
and governmental and industrial agencies. Offered on demand.
572-2 to 8 Special Problems. For students recommended by their chair jan
and approved by the head of the department and the instructor in chj'ge
for independent work or directed study.
573-1 to 6 Seminar: Research in Home Economics. Presentation of prosptpis
outlines, research projects, problems for research, progress reports of resefch
by graduate students and faculty. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
599-2 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's de<M600-3 to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be earned for the D< # r
of Philosophy degree.
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Instructional Materials
00-2 Library Research Methods. Introduction to the use of library materials
graduate research. Includes a survey of scholarly publishing and the use
f reference works in various subjects.
03-4 School Library Functions and Management. Effective library services
i relation to the educational objectives of elementary and secondary school
rograms: organization, supervision, finance, housing, equipment, standards,
Ind evaluation.
05-4 Library Materials for Children. Study of the aids, methods, and criteria
>r the selection and use of books and other instructional materials for chilren in the elementary schools.
6-4 Library Materials for Adolescents. A study of the aids, methods, and
iteria for the selection and use of books and other instructional materials
r students in the high school.
(07-4 Basic Reference Sources. Evaluation, selection, and use of reference
purees for elementary and secondary school libraries. Principles and methods
reference service.
ilO-4 Public Library Administration. The administration of municipal, county,
jnd regional libraries, both large and small, with emphasis on meeting the
ieeds of different types of communities.
J13-4 Cataloging Non-Book Materials. The classification, cataloging, prepara!on and circulation of all types of non-book material such as films, filmstrips,
|ides, realia, etc. Prerequisite: 308.
117-4 Audio-Visual Learning Methods in Education. Selection and utilization
instructional materials in the learning environment, elementary through
\
milt levels. Audio and visual materials and procedures are emphasized with
ime attention given to bibliographies and reference books for teachers.
JJ0-4 School Library Activities and Practice. Supervised practice and obserRtion integrated with instruction in the typical activities of school librarianjiip; storytelling, publicity, developing units of library instruction, and work
fith students. Prerequisites: 308, 403, 405, or 406 and 407.
[10— 2 Photography for Teachers. Techniques of picture-taking and the prepaIttion of color slides of community resources for use in classroom instrucbn and for school public relations.
15-4 Preparation of Teacher-Made Audio-Visual Materials. Laboratory pracpe in the preparation of bulletin boards, opaque materials, models, slides,
icordings, feltboards, and other graphic materials. Prerequisite: 417 or coni

if

!nt of

instructor.

and Administration of an Audio- Visual Program. Provides
ofessional information and training for anyone who has administrative re,»onsibilities for an audio-visual program. For teachers, coordinators, or ditctors. Prerequisite: 417 or consent of instructor.
>0-4 Classroom Teaching with Television. Classroom utilization of open and
Dsed circuit television. Emphasis is placed on the changed role of the class»om teacher who uses television. Evaluation of programming, technicalities
ETV, and definition of responsibilities are included. Demonstration and a
of production facilities are provided.
Iur
7-4 Radio and Television in the Classroom. Educational programs and their
lue to the teacher in the classroom. Sample tapes of radio programs and
jnescopes are used.
p-4 The Medium of the Motion Picture.
study of the full range of exession by motion pictures including documentary, theatrical, educational,
|perimental, and industrial films. Representative films are screened.
[0-4 Programming Automated. The principles and practice of writing both
iear and intrinsic types of programmed instruction with emphasis on picand performance branches. Individual experience in planning and pro! rial
8-4 Supervision

i

|

A

t

;

icing

programs.

5-3 Literature of the Humanities.
p

i

^

[

Book

selection

and reference. Emphasis

literature, philosophy, music, and art. The philosophy and techniques injived in using major reference tools efficiently in the library. Prerequisite:
jStructional Materials 407.

I

^J ^®ra ture of the Social Sciences. Book selection and reference in the
iu
Hds of history, political science, economics and business, sociology, anthropol-
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and other closely related fields. Includes basic terminology, structure
and problems of bibliographical control and information retriev

literature,

Prerequisite: 407.

510—4 Mass Communications in Education. The use of mass media in
classroom. Includes radio, TV, comic books, newspapers, magazines, moti
pictures.

514—4 Survey of Research and Development in Instructional Materials. A
vanced readings in research in instructional materials and the practical a
plication of findings. Prerequisites: 405, 406, 417 or consent of instructor.
523—4 Seminar on Junior College Librarianship. Problems of particular s
nificance to the junior college librarian: organization, materials, responsibi;
ties, standards, and evaluation.
530-4 History of Books and Libraries. The evolution of the printed book a

the rise and development of modern libraries.
546—4 Integration of Audio-Visual Materials in the Classroom. Selection
materials on the basis of curricular needs. Techniques of evaluating ea
type of audio-visual material for use in the classroom. Structured for be
the audio-visual administrator and the class room teacher. The princip
and practices of integrating audio-visual materials into the curriculum i
discussed, also the problems, annotations and classification of evaluated n
terials. Prerequisites: 417, or consent of instructor.
547-4 School Film and Filmstrip Production. Simplified techniques for teat;
ers and audio-visual coordinators who may need to produce school-made filj
and filmstrips to meet local school problems. Prerequisites: 417 and 440
consent of instructor.
549-4 Visual Learning. Learning from pictures in the classroom, the desi
of still and moving pictures, pictures used in testing perception, and the ph
of pictures in advertising and communication. Prerequisite: consent of
structor.

554-4 Administration of an Instructional Materials Center. Based on
concept of a single agency in the school that encompasses all forms of
structional materials. It is designed to further the training of specialists
the supervision and administration of integrated audio-visual and library p
grams. Prerequisite: 403.
560—4 Seminar in Instructional Materials. Designed to give advanced gradu.j
students an opportunity to investigate and discuss topics in instructional e
terials before the seminar group. Topics selected would depend on backgrou
and interest of individuals. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
576-2 to 8 Problems in Instructional Materials. Opportunity for individ
study of selected problems. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
599-5 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degi
600-1 to 48 Dissertation.
i

Journalism
401-3 International Journalism.

A

study of the history, development, currj
status, and implications of the press and news services of other countries
their relationship to the international communications system.
420-4 2 to 4 High School Journalism Workshop. For public school teachi
421-4 School Publications. Designed for the prospective journalism teacj
or high school publications director. Deals with practical production probl<
of newspapers and yearbooks.
422-3 Teaching High School Journalism. Teaching methods of journalisi
secondary schools, organization and course of study, bibliography, use
journalism courses for school publications production.
432-3 Foundations of Mass Communications Theory. Construction of c(J
munication theory, development of communication models, and relation |f
empirical investigations to theories of mass communication.
433-6 (3,3) Research Theory and Design, (a) Research design, sample se.
tion, and methods appropriate to field, experimental, and survey reseai
(b) Research Methods. Series of research projects utilizing a variety of
search methods. Class discussion precedes and follows each project.
421-4 School Publications. Designed for the prospective journalism teacj
or high school publications director. Deals with practical production pi]
lems of newspapers and yearbooks.

(

Journalism
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12-3 The Law of Journalism. Legal limitations and priviliges affecting comtunications; fair comment, criticism, contempt of court, right of privacy,
)pyright, and legal provisions affecting advertising.
15-4 Specialized Writing. Researching and writing about areas of special
iterest such as education, mental health, and home economics. Prerequisite:
Dnsent of instructor and chairman.
19—2 to 8 Practicum. Study, observation, and participation in publication
ipervision. Work required on The Daily Egyptian newspaper.
79-3 Role of Advertising in our Society. An exhaustive analysis of the
perature covering such topics as: definitions and scope of advertising; advertising and the press; advertising as a social and economic force; evaluation
advertising; and advertising policies as related to the practices of specific
isiness firms.
)3-3 Publicity Methods II.
15-3 Book Reviewing. Theory and practice in reviewing modern books; study
newspapers and magazines devoted entirely or in part to this type of
:

urnalism.

Summer Workshop

A

News

study of the
Analysis in the Classroom.
to other high school coursework. Time spent
developing ways of integrating the newspaper in the classroom.
1-3 Literature of Journalism. Critical reading of selected books relating
rectly and indirectly to journalism. Lectures, reviews, and discussions com-

•9-3

lationship of the

in

newspaper

the course work.
Seminar in Press Freedom. Observation of the comment function perarmed by the daily newspaper as related to current issues; role of the ediirial writer, syndicated columnist, and cartoonist.
|l-3 Seminar: Public Relations. Problems in formulation of public relations
Hicies. Emphasizes fact finding, determination of objectives, orientation of
ims toward specific publics, execution, and evaluation. Prerequisite: 431.
32-4 Seminar: Mass Communication Theory. Individual exploration of some
ibect of mass communication theory. Students construct communication
ipdels of their own design and test them.
3-1 to 4 Research Problems in Journalism. Individual work on selected
pblems for research.
.10—3 Philosophy of Journalism. A study of journalistic ethics with emphasis
| concepts of freedom and responsibility and the development of journalistic
.fmdards. Consideration of the responsibility of press in modern society.
|>-3 Studies in Journalism History. A critical analysis of the literature in
te context of the social and intellectual history of the times.
£0-3 Seminar in Journalism History. Analysis of and prictice in scholarly
>iting in the field of journalism history.
£5-0 Graduate Seminar. Discussions of matters relating to graduate study,
ijiearch, departmental and university requirements. Guest lecturers will disss their research activities and areas of general interest to journalism gradijte students.
Required each quarter for all journalism graduate students.
£|)-lto 8 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degree.
6!M to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be earned for the Doctor
c Philosophy degree.
ise

10-2

Management

|M

Organizational Behavior

I.

The study

of

human problems

in adminis-

ttion; individual, group, intergroup, and organizational behavior under
cjiamic environment conditions. Theory and case analyses. Prerequisite:
2|),

GSB

201b,c,

GSD

110 or equivalent.

%-4 Organizational Behavior II. A study of classical and modern theories
cicerning complex organizations. Particular emphasis on processes and isBs of dividing work, achieving coordination, and organizational change and
aiptation. Prerequisite: 340, 430, or consent of instructor.

The Management

Process. Analysis of management theories and the
process. Specific managerial activities are analyzed and disused. Functional relationships in administered organizations are explored.
Jptricted to Master of Business Administration students.
*j-4 Methods of Quantitative Analysis. Introduction to modern mathematical
t(
nnologies applicable to solving business problems. Includes differential

*J-4
a ninistrative

Chapter
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calculus, matrix algebra,

and probability theory. Not open

jl

to students will

have taken Mathematics 150a or equivalent.
452-4

Business

Operations Analysis.

Analysis of business operations arij
formulation, performance meafl

management problems emphasizing problem

ures, decision criteria and various mathematical models and their application!
linear programming, game theory. Prerequisite: 340; 451; or Mathematics 150||
or equivalent; or consent of instructor.

Work Measurement For Wage and Salary Control. Research desijl j
and methodology for wage and salary administration in an organization
fundamental considerations in evaluating jobs and positions; compensate, I
methods and wage incentive systems. Prerequisite: 385.
460-4

474-4 Management Responsibility in Society. Analysis of the political, social
and economic environments in which the manager must function and ti j
manner in which the executive has both adapted to and influenced his enviroj a
ment. Prerequisite: 340, senior standing, or consent of instructor.
479-4 Problems in Business and Economics. (Same as Economics 479.) A-H
plications of economic theory and tools of analysis to practical business pro
lems. Cost and demand functions are analyzed from a policy standpoint. Pi'

{j

340, Economics 215, 308, or 408, or equivalent; Marketing 301 I
equivalent; senior standing; or consent of instructor.
480-4 Recent Problems in Labor Law. Social, economic, and legal evaluatijn
of recent labor problems, court decisions, and legislation. Concern is on lor]
run legislative impact on manpower planning, dispute settlement, and utili2J
tion of employment resources. Prerequisite: Finance 371, or Economics 3j! 1
or Government 395, or consent of instructor.
481-4 Administrative Policy. Integration and analytical application of busing
core courses to comprehensive business cases. Emphasis on policy issues
|
the identification and resolution of business problems. Methods of providifl
simulated experience such as business gaming will be used where appropria
Prerequisite: 340, Finance 320, Marketing 301, or equivalent.
483-4 Advanced Production Management. Internal problems of manager
control of production including recent developments in theory and technique
case material will be utilized for the development of analytical ability. Pi;
requisite:

j

requisite: 380.

485-4 Problems in Personnel Management. Analysis of problems in personi]
administration arising from the current developments in organization.
eluded are case problems, special reports, and personnel practices. Prerequisrlj
361, 385; Economics 308 or 408.
499-1 to 8 Special Topics in Management. Utilizes special faculty resourci
Prerequisite: 16 hours in business and consent of chairman.

A
j

Marketing
401-4 Problems of Retailing. Emphasis application of managerial marketij
concepts to the solution of typical retailing problems. Prepared retail m£|
agement cases are analyzed along with individual reports on current retailif
problems. Prerequisite: 363.
438—4 Sales Management. Developing and training a sales force. The differff
types of sales forces. Managing sales functions: determining salesmen's tl
ritories, quotas, compensation. Budget preparation. Development and imp'
menting the merchandise plan. Prerequisite: 363.
439-4 Industrial Marketing Management. Designed to give an over-all vifl
of the field of Industrial Marketing. Additional emphasis to be placed
i

decision criteria. Prerequisite: 363.
450-4 Introduction to Managerial Marketing. Designed to give an overview of the field of marketing and the field of marketing policy decisioj.
Cases are used to illustrate theory covered. Prerequisite: Restricted to Mas!of Business Administration students.
452-4 Physical Distribution Management. Integration of physical distributiji
activities of the firm into a system. Transportation and location as elemej>
of the system. Inventories and service as constraints upon the system. Planni
operation, organization, and management of the system. Prerequisite: 3,
j,

Economics

215.

463-4 Advertising Management. A study of advertising from the viewpojt
of business management. Problems of integrating advertising into market
]J

I

Marketing
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programs and related advertising issues are emphasized. Prerequisite: 363.

A

nonmathematical development of
Marketing Research and Analysis.
basic procedures, methods, and theory underlying analysis of primary
find secondary market data. Prerequisites: 325, or 450 and statistics.
comprehensive and integrative view of marketing
Marketing Policies.
J193-4
policy formulation. Marketing decisions analyzed and discussed. Prerequisite:
'}01, 363, and 390.
'190-4

;he

A

Mathematics
History of Mathematics. An introduction to the development of major
mathematical concepts. Particular attention given to the evolution of the
ibstract concept of space, to the evolution of abstract algebra, to the evolution of the function concept, and to the changes in the concept of rigor in
;he development of mathematics from 600 B.C. Prerequisite: 320a or consent

jlOO-3

instructor.

)f

Statistical Analysis. For students in fields using statistical
are not required to take calculus. Includes (a) elements of
probability, estimation, and testing hypotheses; (b) the general linear model
(multiple linear regression, analysis of variance, analysis of covariance) and
lonparametric statistics; (c) design of experiments; (d) sample survey techniques.
not be used to satisfy requirements for a mathematics concentra;ion. Three lectures and 2 laboratory hours per week. Must be taken in either
i,b,c,d or a,b,d,c sequence. Prerequisite:
108c or 114b.
(119-6 (3,3) Algebraic Structures.
study of the properties of such basic
algebraic structures as groups, rings, fields. Must be taken in a,b sequence.
Prerequisite: 301 or consent of department.
pl-6 (3,3) Linear Algebra. The theory of determinants and systems of linear
(equations; vector spaces, linear independence, bases, dimension; linear transformations, change of base, similarity; quadratic and Hermitian forms, ortho-

UO-16

(4,4,4,4)

nethods but

who

May

A

gonal,

md

GSD

and unitary transformations; triangular and diagonal form; eigenvalues
normal matrices; nil potent and idempotent matrics, the

eigenvectors;

spectral theorem. Must be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 252b.
125-3 Theory of Numbers. Selected topics from number theory. Prerequisite:
p25 or consent of instructor.
j426-6 (3,3) Mathematical Logic. A formal development of the classical
jpropositional calculus and functional calculi of first and second order from
the primitive basis. Consistency and completeness. Validity and satisfiability.
Must be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 301 or consent of department.
428-6 (3,3) Boolean Algebra and Switching Theory. An introduction to Boolean algebra with applications to switching circuits, set theory, and logic;
Boolean functions and canonical forms; Boolean rings and algebras; linear
graphs; partially ordered sets and lattices; theory of simplification and design
of combinational and sequential circuits. Must be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 320a or consent of instructor.
430-4 Projective Geometry. Introduction to the fundamental concepts of
projective geometry. Topics usually include the study of conies, polar systems
of conies, homogeneous coordinates, cross-ratio, harmonic sets, duality, projjectivities, and involutions. Prerequisite: 252a or consent of instructor.
J433-6 (3,3) Introduction to Topology. Topological spaces, continuity and
homeomorphisms, construction of topologies, separation, compactness, connectedness, completeness. Must be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 301

consent of department.
440-2 to 4 * Modern Algebra for Teachers. An introduction to algebra as a
logical system, including groups, rings, and fields. Prerequisite: consent of

jor

instructor.
S442-2 to 4 *

Survey of Geometry. A survey of geometry, including projective
geometry, topology, etc. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
444-2 to 4 * Sets, Functions, and Relations. Basic ideas of sets, set algebra,
elementary logic, relations and functions, graphing. Prerequisite: consent of
instructor.
1445-2 to 4 1
1

Fundamental Concepts

of Calculus.

A

careful study of the basic

'Plese courses are open to candidates for the Master of Science in Education
mathematics, to National Science Foundation Institute participants, and to those
received the consent of the chairman of mathematics or the director of the institute.
.

degree in

who have
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I

concepts of calculus, offered as part of the special graduate program fc|
secondary school teachers. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
452-9 (3,3»3) Advanced Calculus. Fundamental concepts of analysis: limifeij
continuity, differentiation, and integration. Major topics include partial dii|
ferentiation, vector analysis, Riemann-Stieltjes integrals, multiple integrals]
infinite series, improper integrals, uniform convergence, Fourier series, am
line and surface integrals. Must be taken in a,b,c sequence. Prerequisite: 252t|
455-9 (3,3,3) Advanced Mathematics for the Physical Sciences. Introduction
to complex variable theory with applications, operational calculus (Laplacl
and other transforms), vector field theory, and partial differential equationil
May be taken individually or in any sequence. Prerequisite: 305b or conserj
of instructor.

Modern Geometry. Advanced topics in Euclidean geometry by thj]
synthetic method. Topics include the nine-point circle, Simson line, theorem
of Ceva and Menelaus, coaxal circles, harmonic section, poles and polar
similitude, and inversion. Prerequisite: 20 hours of college mathematics.
475-9 (3,3,3) Numerical Analysis. Introduction to approximation methods ir
eluding finite differences and interpolation; numerical differentiation an
quadrature; least squares approximation; numerical solution of linear am
non-linear systems; numerical integration of systems of ordinary and partiji
differential equations. Emphasis upon error analysis throughout. Must b
taken in a,b,c sequence. Prerequisites: 305a or 252b and consent of instructo
480-9 (3,3,3) Probability. Introduction to probability theory. Includes th
algebra of probabilities; discrete and continuous distributions, limit theorem!
generating functions, and some elements of stochastic processes. Must bj
taken in a,b,c sequence. Prerequisite: 252b.
483-9 (3,3,3) Introduction to Mathematical Statistics. A mathematical <m
velopment of the elements of statistical theory, (a) Probability distribution;!
generating functions, and limit theorems, (b) Statistical inference: estimatioij
tests of hypotheses, general linear hypothesis, (c) Design of experiments
mathematical model approach. Must be taken in a,b,c sequence with th|
exception that 480a, 421a, and consent of instructor may replace 483a. J
student will not be allowed university credit for both 480a and 483a. Pot
requisite: 252b.
501-9 (3,3,3) Real Variables. A basic course in mathematical analysis. (a,b.
The real number system; fundamental theorems in limits and continuitjlj
open, closed, compact, and connected sets in Euclidean and metric spaces; th|
Riemann and the Riemann-Stieltjes integrals and functions of bounded varifj
tion; infinite series; uniform continuity; uniform convergence of series ami
improper integrals; arcs and curves; implicit function theorem; multipll
integrals, (c) The general theory of measure and integration from an all
stract point of view. Additive classes of sets, Borel sets, measurability, measuij
and outer measure; integrable functions, convergence theorems; absolul
continuity and the Radon-Nikodym theorem; Fubini's theorem. Must be takej
in a,b,c sequence. Prerequisite: 452c.
505-9 (3,3,3) Theory of Ordinary Differential Equations. Existence and uniqutf
ness theorems; general properties of solutions; linear systems; geometri]
theory of nonlinear equations; stability and control theory; self -adjoint bound
ary problems; oscillation theorems. Must be taken in a,b,c sequence. Pr<
requisite: 501b and 421a or consent of instructor.
507-9 (3,3,3) Partial Differential Equations. Classification of partial differenti.
equations; separation of variables; elementary solutions of the heat and wa\|
equations; potential theory; n-dimensional parabolic operators. Must be take
in a,b,c sequence. Prerequisite: 452c.
510-4 Foundations of Mathematics. A critical survey of the logical basis
mathematical systems. Deductive processes, mathematical proof theory, axi<|
matics, nature of model systems, principles of theory construction, views coil
cerning the nature of mathematics. Prerequisites: 252b or consent of instructo
520-9 (3,3,3) Modern Algebra. Topics from group theory, ring theory, arJ
field theory; including Sylow theorems, solvable groups, nilpotent groups, rinf!
with descending and ascending chain conditions, elementary divisor theore]|
for R-modulus, Galois theory, and cyclotomy. Must be taken a,b,c sequenci
Prerequisite: 419 or consent of instructor.
522-3 to 18 Advanced Topics in Algebra. Group representations, homologies
algebra, algebraic geometry, algebraic numbers. Prerequisite: 520b.
528-9 (3,3,3) Theory of Automata. Sequential machines: finite vs. infinit!
460-4

—

<
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omplete vs. incomplete, deterministic vs. stochastic; submachines; strong
connectivity; equivalence of states and machines; state minimization; experiment theory; realization and decomposition. Monadic algebras and automata:
(representation by equivalence and congruence relations; regularity of sets
representation by semigroups; source, primary and cycle; auto-fof sequences;
characterization of automorphisms on automata; autohomomorphisms,
Jmata
mata-representation of groups; quotient automata. Must be taken in a,b,c
(sequence. Prerequisite: 428b.
530-9 (3,3,3) Point Set Topology. Topological spaces; denseness, category;
4open, closed sets, Borel sets; separation axioms; subspaces; continuity; lattice
jof topologies; countability axioms; connectedness, compactness, local properties; regularity to complete normality. Hilbert space, metrizable spaces; extenision theorems; well-ordering; product spaces. Must be taken in a,b,c sequence.
^Prerequisite: 433b or consent of instructor.

631-6 (3,3) Algebraic Topology. Abstract complexes and polyhedra; chains
land cochains; homology and cohomology of polyhedra; simplicial functions;
pimplicial approximation; induced homomorphisms; Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms;
singular homology theory. Must be taken in a,b sequence. Prerequisites: 530a

bnd 520a.
532-3 to 18 Advanced Topics in Topology. Materials to be selected from
Special areas of topology; such as topological groups, topological dynamics,
land uniform spaces. Prerequisite: 530b.
o36-3 Differential Geometry. Curvature, torsion, the Frenet formulas, and
lintrinsic equations of curves in three-dimensional Euclidean space; applications to kinematics. Curves on a surface; first and second fundamental forms;
normal sections and Meusnier's theorem; mean and total curvature. Prerequisite: 452c.
540-4 1 Groups and Linear Transformations.
study of groups with their
Connection with the movements of regular plane figures, matrices, vectors,
(determinants with their interpretation and use in analytic geometry, and
jruler and compass constructions. Prerequisite: 440 or equivalent.
J543-4 Probability for Teachers. An introduction to the basic concepts of
probability theory. Major topics include algebra of events, probabilities in a
[finite
sample space, conditional probabilities and stochastic independence,
random variables and their distribution, mathematical expectation, standard
deviation, covariance, special distributions. This course is open to candidates
for the Master of Science in Education degree in mathematics, to National
^Science Foundation Institute participants, and to those who have received
the consent of the chairman of the Department of Mathematics or the director
bf the Institute.
•645-4 1 Intermediate Analysis for High School Teachers. A rigorous development of differentiation and integration of continuous real functions. Topics
{include sequences, series, limits, real continuous functions, integrable functions on a closed interval. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
648-2 to 4 1 Trends in School Mathematics. For secondary school mathejmatics teachers dealing with current developments in mathematics instruction at the elementary and secondary levels. Prerequisite: consent of department.
J550-1 to 10 Seminar. Supervised study and preparation of reports on assigned
topics. Reports presented for class discussion, (a) Algebra, (b) Geometry, (c)
Analysis, (d) Probability and Statistics, (e) Mathematics Education, (f)
jLogic and Foundations, (g) Topology. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
Functional Analysis. The theory of linear transformations beJ551-9 (3,3,3)
tween infinitely dimensional topological vector spaces, including Banach and
(Hilbert spaces, with various applications. The basic notion for the study is
that of a functional or continuous scalar-valued linear transformation. Must
be taken in a,b,c sequence. Prerequisites: 501c and 421b.
j552-3 to 18 Advanced Topics in Analysis. Abstract harmonic analysis, uniform asymptotic distribution model of sequence, several complex variables,
Bummability methods. Riemann surfaces. Prerequisite: 501c.
p55-9 (3,3,3) Complex Variables. Classical and modern analytic function

A

}

including Cauchy-Riemann equations, Cauchy-Goursat theorem, conormal mapping, normal families, Reimann mapping theorem, calculus of

(theory,

1
These courses are open to candidates for the Master of Science in Education
mathematics, to National Science Foundation Institute participants, and to those
(received the consent of the chairman of mathematics or the director of the institute.

degree

in

who have

Chapter
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residues, analytic continuation, Riemann surfaces, entire functions. Must 1
taken in a,b,c sequence. Prerequisite: 452c.
560-6 (3,3) Calculus of Variations. An introduction to the basic concepts an
techniques of the calculus of variations including the classical necessary coi
ditions for an extremum of a functional, general end point conditions, tli
second variation, fields, sufficiency conditions, and applications. Must be take
in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 452c.
presentation of probability
580-9 (3,3,3) Mathematical Methods of Statistics.

A

inference based on an axiomatic and employing advance!
mathematical concepts. Topics include the theory of measure and integraticl
foundations of probability, random variables and distributions in RM
in Rn
sampling distributions, tests of hypotheses, theory of estimation. Must I
taken in a,b,c sequence. Prerequisite: 452c.
592-2 to 4 1 Research in Mathematics Education. Critical study of researct
papers in the field of secondary mathematics education. Training in researcj
and writing techniques as they pertain to the secondary mathematics prograrl
Prerequisite: consent of chairman.
595-1 to 10 Special Project. An individual project, including a written repoiJ
(a) in algebra; (b) in geometry; (c) in analysis; (d) in probability an
statistics; (e) in mathematics education; (f) in logic and foundations; (g) 1
topology.
599-1 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward the Mastdj
of Arts degree.
600-1 to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be earned for the Doctoj
of Philosophy degree.

and

statistical

,

I

Microbiology
401-1 Seminar.
403-5 Medical Bacteriology Lecture. A general survey of the mechanisms
infection, epidemiology, and immunity and the specific application of the*
principles to the symptomatology, diagnosis, treatment, and control of tl
<

more common

bacterial infections of

man. Prerequisite:

302.

404-2 Medical Bacteriology Laboratory. Procedures for the collection ar
handling of medical specimens for microbial examination and for cultivatic
and identification of the pathogenic organisms by their morphological, bi<
chemical, and serological characteristics. Five hours laboratory. Prerequisite
or corequisite 403.

421-3 Microbiology of Foods Lecture. The relationships of micro-organisn
to the preparation and preservation of foods with consideration of the lavi
governing sanitation, chemical preservatives, and fair dealing of the foe
producer. Three hours lecture. Prerequisite: 301.
422-2 Microbiology of Foods Laboratory. Methods for preservation, sanitai
inspection, and microbiological examination of foods. Four hours laborator
Prerequisite: or corequisite 421.

423-3 Industrial Fermentation. The application of the chemical activities
microorganisms to the industrial production of beverages, foods, antibiotic
and various commercial chemical products. Prerequisite: 301 and organ
<

chemistry.

425-3 Biochemistry and Physiology of Microorganisms.
physiological
chemistry.

functions

in

microbial

cells.

The chemical

Prerequisites:

301

and

basis
organ:
(

426-3 Biochemistry and Physiology of Microorganisms. 4 hours laborator
Prerequisite: 301 and organic chemistry.
441-3 Virology Lecture. General properties; classification and multiplicatio
of bacterial and animal viruses; lysogeny; immunological and serologic}
reactions; relation of viruses to cancer; and consideration of selected virc
diseases c>f animals. Four hours lecture. Prerequisite: 302.
442-3 Virology Laboratory. Tissue culture methods, multiplication and assa
of animal and bacterial viruses, purification, electron microscopy, interferenc
immunity. Six hours laboratory. Prerequisite: or corequisite 441.
451-3 Immunology Lecture. Antigens, antibodies, and antigenantibody rea<
These courses are open to candidates for the Master of Science in Education
to National Science Foundation Institute participants, and to those
received the consent of the chairman of mathematics or the director of the institute.
1

mathematics,

degree

who

ha',
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ons in vitro and in vivo, natural

and acquired immunity. Four hours

lecture.

rerequisite: 302.
>2-3 Immunology Laboratory. Natural defense mechanisms and immune
jsponse, preparation of antigens and antibodies, serologic reactions, conigated antibodies, electrophoresis, anaphylaxis. Six hours laboratory. Prejquisite: or corequisite 451.
30-3 Genetics of Bacteria and Viruses Lecture. Genetic mechanisms, mutaon, transformation, recombination, transduction, lysogeny, phenotypic mixlg, and reactivation phenomena. Three hours lecture. Prerequisite: 302.
51-3 Genetics of Bacteria and the Viruses Laboratory. Genetic mechanisms,
lutation,

transformation, recombination, transduction, lysogeny, phenotypic

and reactivation phenomena. 6 hours laboratory. Prerequisite: or

rixing,

requisite 460.

Fungal Genetics Lecture. Mendelien and molecular genetics of neuroand yeast. Mutant induction, sexual crosses, tetrad analysis, linkage,
hid mapping. Prerequisite: Biology 305.
Fungal Genetics Laboratory. Six hours laboratory. Prerequisite: or
|53— 3
prequisite 462 and consent of instructor.
32-3
k>ra

Seminar.
(2,2) History of Genetics. Critical examination of the development of
!;netic thought. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
|3-2 Cytology of Microorganisms. Problems involved in the behavior of
liromosomes at meiosis with special consideration of genetical data. 2 hours

|K)-1

02-4

fcture.

Methods of Microbiological Research. The recognition and plan of
upon unsolved problems in microbiology. 3 hours lecture and 4 hours

|4-5

tack

iboratory.
1-1 to 15

Research.
Biochemistry and Physiology of Microorganisms.

t5-3

A

continuation of 425.

pours lecture.
6-3 Biochemistry and Physiology of Microorganisms. A continuation of 426.
pours laboratory. Prerequisite: 426.
p-1 to 10 Readings in Microbiology. Supervised readings for qualified gradate

students.

i|l-6

Advanced Virology. Interactions between

bacterial

and animal viruses

their host cells; sequential synthesis of macromolecular components of
tuses; synthesis of interferon; experimental carcinogenesis; genetic recombijtion among viruses. Three hours lecture, 6 hours laboratory. Prerequisite:
;jd

Molecular Virology. Interaction at the molecular level between tumorand nontumorigenic DNA and RNA viruses and host cells, biochemical
qalysis of the growth cycle, uncoating, synthesis of virus-specified messenger
«|2-3

ipic

HA, enzymes and

structural proteins, replication of viral nucleic acid,

and

hours lecture. Prerequisite: 541.
*}2-3 Molecular Genetics. Fundamentals including discussions of current resiirch on replication, transcription, translation, mutation, suppression, repressjn, and their interaction and interdependence. Prerequisite: 425.
5f-3to9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degree.
6|>-3to48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be earned for the Doctor
ikturation. 3

oPhilosophy degree.

Music
4 -9 (3,3,3) Music Literature, (a) Symphonic:
the symphony and the symphonic poem, (b)

A study of the development
Choral: The literature of the

and oratorio, (c) Chamber Music:
chamber music from the Renaissance to the present.
*-2to6 Collegium Musicium. Practicum in the preparation and performance
i^jjnusic from early times to the classical period. Prerequisite: Music major
vocal forms such as the cantata

»{<?er

may

of

l/or

consent of the department.

A

-1 to 3 Music Education Practicum.
selection, adjustments, maintenance,
requisite: consent of instructor.
"2
i

ffl

Stage

shop-laboratory course dealing with
of musical instruments,

and repair

Band Arranging. The study and analysis of jazz harmony, melody,
to modern instrumentation. Workshop wherein arrange-

rhythm as applied
its

are written

and played. Prerequisite:

309a.

140
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,j

the High School Stage Band. Th
4<U-2 Organization and Development of
music program; mstmmentatiorj
overall
the
to
band
relatonshipTf the stage
techniques; study of
rehearsal
source? c^f music- types of presentations;
and balance for
intonation,
phrasing,
dynamics,
effectWe apphcatio/ of
proved performance. Prerequisite: 430.
440-1 to 4 Private Applied Music.

§
m

„

k-

violin
11

£

1.

Viola
c. Violoncello
d. String Bass
Flute
?;

Clarinet

h.

Bassoon
Saxophone

i.

m. Trumpet
°-

Trombone
Tuba

PQ-

baritone
Voice

"•

Oboe

g.

Piano
French Horn

'-

°rSan

?•

Harpsichord

.

WH

levels in tl
graduate credit is offered* the 400 and 500
each^ev
per
above Credit is given at 1 to 4 hours
ma ors
with
Students
study
graduate
May be repeated each quarter of per quarter at the 50C levd, njonl
hours
4
performance usually take
hours at the 400 level,
education and all minors usually take 2

ADDlfed

Tus^for

*™£*™

fitted

n

>

music

Mf^&^^CT

style of
wXfi^ the
J£t ffireair or
consent of instructor,

18th Century couruerpou

(b)
Prpreauisite- 205c
technique
Analyst and creative writing in tiie contrapuntal-harmonic
or consent of instructor. (
205c
Prerequisite:
contemporaries.
Rarh and his
of the larger imitative fornj
Canon and Fug^e Analysis and creative writing
.

4

undergraduates wij
Intermediate Composition. Required of
works"! cc
original
with
culminating
eventration in theory-composition,
Prerequisites. 312c aj.

L^Ti 2 2)
5

temporal

idioms.

Taught by individual

instruction.

consent of department.
c„u^i
_„„««*
4^1-3 Teaching of General Music, Secondary ocnooL
Performance
Demonstration
4113 Choral Materials and Techniques. tone, diction, blend, and balan
rWal rehearsal procedures; developing
selected choral materials appropriate
concert proXcbon; performance of
consent of instructor.
Prerequisite:
j
iunior and senior h gh school.
erfor
SKLq Tnstr^iental Materials and Techniques. Demonstration and p
fntfof^Senfal music rehearsal procedures;
blend, and balance; concert production;
senior high school. Prerequisite, con.
terials appropriate for junior and

^

^^^^OT

P^°^^^

of instructor.
455-2 to 6 Elementary

.

,

Music Education Workshop.
e
e
Beginning and Tntormedi
"™5L
461^2 Teaching Techniques and Materials for the
J™
probk
the
which
in
students
Level Designed to meet the needs of applied
are di^|eA
of private studio teaching and college level for the Advanced student. y^ 1 * i
4R2-2 Teaching Techniques and Materials
»ta

^ch™

P"vate
applied students in which theproblems of
(Continuation of Music 4t
discussed.
are
teaching
level
teaching and college
Strings.
465^9 f3,3?3) Development and Teaching of
schools, techniques
secondary
and
elementary
the
string education in
and sustain
Developing
teaching
heterogeneous and homogeneous string
stand
senior
aids. Prerequisite:
interest ?n the string program. Resource
sta^
in
involved
techniques
Productions. Study of the
468^2 to 12
t

mleT ttie

oe^f

^

IMuk

andfi^,

™%«*±
^f^™^^ ^^^

Ethtmusicology. (Same as Anthropology 471 ) A
8
method, 'and form in ethnomusicology with
h,ast, Europe,
Middle
(c)
Africa,
and
Asia,
Oceania,
graphical areas, (a)

SSmCWO

the New World.
481-2 to 6 Readings in Music Theory.
^ T .^
482-2 to 6 Readings in Music History and Literature.
483-2 to 6 Readings in Music Education.
engages in nri*rinal
499^1 to 12 Independent Study. The capable student
repeated for credit. Prerequi
vestigations with faculty specialists. May be
_
consent of instructor.
uiMm^raohical
Basic bibliograpnicai
501-3 Introduction to Graduate Study in Music.

I

n-

_°*^j

.

.

1(*

.

j
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istorical

)2-6

research techniques in music theory, literature, and education.
Analytic Techniques. Analysis of representative works chosen

(2,2,2)

•om the Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and Modern eras.
03-3 to 4 Objective Research Techniques in Music Education. Theory, techiques, and procedures of evaluating music aptitude and achievement; survey
f current research investigations in music education. A minor original resarch project is required.
}4-3 Music of the Middle

Ages and Renaissance. Sacred and secular monody
•om its beginnings; the rise of polyphony; the development of instrumental
nd vocal forms in the Middle Ages and Renaissance.
)5-3 Music of the Baroque Period. Opera, oratorio, cantata, and instrumental
tusic in the period 1600 to 1750; the development of vocal and instrumental
>rms culminating in the works of Bach and Handel.
)6-3 Music of the Classical Period. Development of opera, the symphony,
ite sonata, and chamber music in the 18th and early 19th century with paremphasis on Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven.
Music of the Romantic and Impressionistic Periods. Development of
(jera, the symphony, the symphonic poem, the sonata, and chamber music
the 19th and early 20th centuries. Rise of nationalism and impres[

jcular

)7-3

jonism.

Music of the Twentieth Century. The heritage of 20th century music;
and analysis of musical philosophies of contemporary composers.
The History and Philosophy of Music Education. A study of the hisrical and philosophical evolution of music education and the identification
current forces, issues and trends influencing the profession.

*>8-3

Judy
|9-3

2-3 History of Opera. The development of opera as a form, with a detailed
dy of operas since 1600.
5-3 20th Century Literature.
survey of contemporary music in Russia,
estern Europe, and the Americas in its relation to sociology, political, and

A

ltural

developments.

Pedagogy of Music Literature. Principles

of teaching music literature
d music appreciation courses at the college level.
'j2-3 Seminar:
Music History and Literature. Advanced study in special

8-3

of
to 9

]|riods

music history-literature.

Advanced Composition. Composition in the larger forms for solo
ensemble performance. Prerequisites: 312c, 342c, and consent of instructor,
'^quired of all theory-composition majors 3 hours per quarter; elective credit
f majors in other areas.
«p-3 Contemporary Idioms. Techniques of composition developed during the
<jth century by composers of Europe and America.
S>-1 to 4 Private Applied Music. (See Music 440).
'{5—3 to 9 Pedagogy of Music Theory. An orientation of the philosophies
theory to the problems of pedagogy. Required of all theory-composition

ljl-2
<jd

C)

ifijors.

*p-3 Administration and Supervision of Music.
[1-2 to 4 Organization and Administration of

Music

—Secondary.

Seminar in Choral Materials and Techniques.
SI-3 Seminar in Choral Materials and Techniques.
5il-2to6 Advanced Conducting. Problems in score reading and interpretaRL Laboratory conducting of larger ensembles.
5j>-2 to 4 Seminar in Music Education. Trends, current practices, philosophies
EjJ-3

oimusic education.

jUl to 12 Instrumental Ensemble.
ty-l to 12 Vocal Ensemble.
7"^ *° 12 Opera Workshop. An intensive course in opera for voice majors,
"hiding the study and public performances of scenes and entire operas.
JH> Graduate Recital.
5 -3 to 9 Thesis.
•

Philosophy
'p'Philosophy of Biology. Leading concepts of biological sciences: species,
organism and part, etc. Abstract ideas of biology are related,
Wfrever possible, to specific experiments recorded in scientific literature.
dilution, life,

300 or 320, and three laboratory or field courses in the biological
nces or consent of instructor.

requisites:
8(
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415-3 Logic of the Social Sciences. Logical and epistemological examination
of the social studies as types of knowledge. Basic problems in philosophy
science with major emphasis upon social science: relationship of theory
fact, nature of induction, nature of causal law, testability, influence of valvjji
judgments, etc. Intended for students with considerable maturity in a socij
<ji

1)1

science or in philosophy.

A careful study of symbolic and discursive systen
Spinoza, Boole, Whitehead, and Johnson. Prerequisite!

420-4 Advanced Logic.
of logic:

Aristotle,

320 and consent of instructor.
428-3 Logic of the Exact Sciences. Critical study of the technical and phil
sophical problems associated with formal logic and its uses as a tool for modj
j

construction, for formalizations, reconstructions, and as an image or ration'^
thought. Prerequisite: 426 or consent of instructor.
441-4 Philosophy of Politics. (Same as Government 441.) Some of the centrlj
problems of modern political life, such as sovereignty, world governmei
authority and consent, the relations of economics and social studies to politiq
theory. Prerequisite: GSC 102 or 340 or consent of instructor.
443-4 Philosophy of History. Classical and contemporary reflections on tjl
nature of history and historical knowledge as the basis for dealing with tji
humanities. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
460-4 Advanced Philosophy of Art. The definition of art, its relations
science, culture, and morals; the various types of art defined. Familiarity wij J
at least one of the fine arts is assumed. Prerequisites: GSC 207 or 360, a
six courses in music, painting, sculpture, literature, or drama.
477-4 Latin American Philosophy. A survey of philosophic thought in Laij
America from colonial times through 19th century positivism and the reactic
against it, up to recent trends. Reading of original texts in English trans i
tions. Discussions and reports.
478-4 Seminar in Latin American Thought. (See Spanish 478.)
481-6 (3,3) 19th Century European Philosophy, (a) Kant, Schopenhauer, all
Hegel, (b) Nietzsche, Bergson, the Utilitarians, and latter day idealists. Mj'
be taken singly and in any sequence.
482-3 Recent European Philosophy. Phenomenology, Positivism, Linguist
Analysis, and Existentialism.
490-2 to 12 Special Problems. Hours and credits to be arranged. Courses
qualified seniors and graduates who need to pursue certain topics furt.7
than regularly titled courses permit. Special topics announced from time])
time. Students are invited to suggest topics for individual study and pap
or for group study. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
497-12 (4,4,4) Honors. Topic for each quarter will vary. Enrollment restrict
to undergraduates. Prerequisite: consent of department.
500-2 to 4 Seminar in Metaphysics. Study of recent writers and current pi|lems in metaphysics with the intent of familiarizing the student with
traditional problems of the area.
501-2 to 4 Seminar in the Philosophy of Religion. Analysis of a selecji
problem in philosophical theology or the phenomenology of religion, orjjf
the work of a particular thinker. Recent seminars have been on Paul Til
3

\

]

j

jr

is

i

je

I

and Henry Nelson Wieman.
515-3 Theory of Nature. A critical examination of the presuppositions of je
Western view of nature as indicating the need for a revision of causal dej";
minism and the reintroduction of freedom into the spatio-temporal wc
530-2 to 4 Seminar in Theory of Knowledge. Examination of a contempo
writer or problem in epistemology. Special emphasis is given to the pro"
of the reliability and structure of scientific knowledge.
540-3 Philosophy of Journalism. (See Journalism 540.)
555-4 Philosophy of Higher Education. (See Higher Education 555.)
570-3 Seminar in American Idealism.
581-2 to 4 Seminar in Plato. A thorough study of several of the dialo
Lectures on the system of Plato as a whole, discussions and reports on
readings.
582-2 to 4 Seminar in Aristotle. The philosophic ideas of Aristotle. Inter
reading of several texts, illustrating widely varied portions of his thoijit
585-3 Seminar in British Empiricism.
586-2^ to 4 Seminar in Spinoza. Analysis of the Improvement of the Ur
standing and the Ethics. Lectures relating Spinoza to the medieval trad
and to his contemporaries. Discussions and reports.

Philosophy

bourse Descriptions
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87-3 Seminar in Hegel.
88-2 to 4 Seminar in Kant. The three great Critiques in their relation to the
levelopment of Kant's total philosophy. Intensive study of one of the Criiques.

89-2 to 12, 590-2 to 12 General Graduate Seminar. For students having special
iterests in the history of philosophy and the original systematic development
f philosophic ideas. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
91-1 to 5 Readings in Philosophy. Supervised readings for qualified students.
Consent of instructor required.
9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted
00-3 to 48 Dissertation.

!99-2 to

toward a master's degree.

Physical Education
00-4 Evaluation in Physical Education. Historical background of measurelent in physical education; selection and evaluation of contemporary testing
evices; structure and use of tests; administering the testing program; and
iterpretation and application of results. Fulfills the tests and measurements
mrse requirements for the Master of Science in Education degree.
)2-2 Organization and Administration of Intramural and Extramural Acvities. Planning intramural programs of sports; planning and coordinating
ctramural activities commonly associated with physical education.
)3-4 The Adaptation of Physical and Recreational Activities to the Handiipped Individual. Recognition of postural deviations; devising and planning
Srograms for the physically atypical.
1)4-2 to 4 The Teaching of Sports. Teaching methods, officiating, organization,
k|ety percautions, and selecting equipment for sports.
)6-4 Basic Concepts of Physical Education. The place of physical education
the school program, and the concepts underlying the program. (Required
all students not presenting the undergraduate courses 354 or 340.)
)7-4 Scientific Basis of Athletic Training. Study of the factors which affect
aximum human performance in athletic competition. The knowledge and
>plication of scientific principles in preparing the athlete for maximum
irformance, in shielding him from possibly damaging sequelae, and in reDring him to maximum performance after injury. Consideration of the
Inesiological, physiological, and behavioral factors in athletics. Designed to
increase the effectiveness of physical education personnel in teaching and
(aching athletics.
18-2 to 4 Physical Fitness
Its Role and Application in Education. Improvement of programs and teaching techniques involved in the development of
trious aspects of physical fitness. Units on postural status; body weight conpi; tension factors, causes, and control; exercise tolerance; and general body
jechanics and control.
(6—4 Current Theories and Practices in the Teaching of Dance. (Same as
peater 416.) History and evolution of dance; place of dance in education.
|0-4 Physiologic Effects of Motor Activity. The general physiological effects
motor activity upon the structure and function of body organs; specific
ect of exercise on the muscular system. Prerequisite: Physiology 209 or
,

—

1

|!

•uivalent.
4-2 to 8

Contemporary Dance Workshop. Dance technique and theory,
and production. Advanced study of the problems
choreography and production in their presentation as theater. Public perhnance is required. Prerequisite: one year of technique and theory or

'

mposition, improvisation,

'

'uilavent.
'5-2 to 4 Individual Research. The selection, investigation and writing of a
'search topic under supervision of an instructor, (a) Dance, (b) kinesiology,

v measurement, (d) motor development, (e) physiology of exercise, (f)
and philosophy.
4)-4 Techniques of Research. Critical analysis of research literature; study
1 research methods and planning research studies. Prerequisite: 400 or conJptory

Jmitant registration in 400.
ijl-4
Curriculum in Physical Education. Principals and procedures for curliulum construction and revision; criteria for selecting activities and judging
Jtcomes and the place of the physical education course of study within the
*al

curriculum.
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502-4 Foundations of Motor
and mechanical principles

Application of physiological, kinesiologica
intelligent control of large-muscle activitie,
a course in kinesiology.
Skills.

to

Recommended background:
503-4 Seminar in Physical Education. The course content and its procedure
center around group discussions of controversial issues that currently exiJ
in physical education and provide opportunities for practice in seeking m,
biased solutions to professional problems.
504—4 Problems in Physical Education. Planning, conducting, and reportiij
original research studies. Prerequisite: 500 or equivalent.
508-3 Administration of Interschool Athletics. Existing problems in inte!
school athletics, with particular attention to secondary school athletic pr|
grams.
509-4 Supervision of Physical Education. The functions of supervision J
physical and health education; basic principles and methods of supervision
Techniques and methods for increasing the effectiveness of the program
the elementary and high school levels.
510—4 (2,2) Motor Development, (a) Early patterns of motor behavior aij
i

the development of physical skills in childhood, (b) The development of phyjj
cal abilities during adolescence. Individual differences in motor proficien
and factors affecting the acquisition of motor skills. Concepts of motor lear
ing with inferences for improving instructional practices.
511-2 Analysis of Human Physical Movement. Basic human movements
performed by individuals of different ages will be analyzed, and understand
ing of motor development at varying levels of skill in sports and dance wj
be analyzed.
513-4 Perceptual Motor Learning of Physical Skills. Principles of learnij
applied to motor performance. Variables that affect learning of physio.
skills. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
520-4 Metabolic Analysis of Human Activity. Metabolic principles per tine;
to human physical performance with emphasis on sport, exercise, and <j
cupational activity analysis. A detailed study of oxygen utilization, oxygjt
debt, mechanisms of oxygen transport as they relate to physiological hom<]
stasis in localized and total body motor activity. Emphasis on the laboratct
study of aerobic and anerobic performance. Prerequisite: 420 or equivalent.
525-1 to 6 Readings in Physical Education. Supervised reading in select
subjects. Prerequisite: consent of instructor and chairman of department. Opi
only to last-quarter seniors and graduate students.
599-1 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degr
600-2 to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be earned for the Doc 1
of Philosophy degree.
]

Physics
401-3 Mechanics. Rigid body mechanics, normal coordinates, mechanics
continuous media, and advanced principles. Prerequisites: 301, Mathemaf
407.

404-6 (3,3) Physical Electronics. Kinetic theory and statistical mechar
with applications to electronic conduction in solids, vacuum, and gases, el
tron emission and ballistics; Bose-Einstein and Fermi statistics, electron they
of metals; semiconductors; quantum physical phenomena of the solid stij).
Prerequisites: 304, 305, 401 or consent of instructor.
405-3 Electronics. Advanced theory and application of vacuum tubes «,&
semiconductor devices as circuit elements in power supplies, oscillators, air
liners, and shaping circuits. Prerequisites: 305 and 309 or consent of instruc m
410-6 (3,3) Introduction to Electromagnetic Wave Theory. A theoretical stijy
of electromagnetic wave generation, propagation, and detection, with appl :j*
tions to

microwaves and modern

415-12

(3,3,3,3)

optics. Prerequisite: 305, 310.
Physics. Elements of wave mechanics, special rftivity, atomic, molecular, and nuclear physics. Prerequisites: 301, 305, Mate*
matics 407 or consent of instructor.
418-1 to 4 Modern Physics Laboratory. Advanced laboratory work with pu
and continuous lasers and optical detectors, nuclear magnetic resona:JBi
nuclear spectroscopy, vacuum techniques, mass and beta spectroscopy,
semiconductor physics.

Modern
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|t20-2 to 5
tive

topic.

Special Projects.

Adapted

to

Each student

is

assigned to a definite investiga-

advanced undergraduate students. Prerequisites: 301,

(105.

Topics in Classical Physics. Assists experienced teachers to improve
understanding of classical physics and the strategy of presenting it.
Emphasis on demonstration of phenomena as basic strategy in the introduction of new material. Attention given to the design of demonstration apparatus,
lelated laboratory experience is an integral part of the course. Prerequisite:
jonsent of department.
u48—5 1 Topics in Modern Physics. Assists experienced teachers to extend their
understanding of modern physics. Lectures and demonstrations aim at improvement of the means of presenting the ideas of modern physics. Related
laboratory experience is an integral part of this course. Prerequisite: consent
if chairman of department.
*
In-Service Institute for Teachers of Physics. A series of lectures,
f49-3 (1,1,1)
demonstrations, discussions, and films to assist teachers of high school physics
m meeting their classroom problems and responsibility. Prerequisite: consent
i chairman of department.
04-12 (4,4,4) X-Ray Diffraction and Lattice Dynamics. (See Applied Scii[47-5

1

heir

ence 504.)

Classical Mechanics. Variational principles and Lagrange's equaJ10-9 (3,3,3)
rigid body motion; special relativity; canonical equations, small oscilktions including non-linear problems; perturbation methods; classical theory
[f field. Prerequisite: 401.
Ill—9 (3,3,3) Mathematical Methods of Physics. Elements of theory of analytic
functions; differential equations and special functions of mathematical physics;
jolutions of boundary value problems by Hilbert space expansion. Prerequisite: Mathematics 407 or equivalent, or consent of instructor.
20-2 to 5 Special Projects. Each student assigned a definite investigative
)pic requiring resourcefulness and initiative. Prerequisite: consent of in-

tions;

tructor.

30-9 (3,3,3) Electromagnetic Theory. Maxwell's Formalism of classical elecapplication of electrostatics, magnetostatics, electrodynamics
Ind radiation problems. Prerequisite: 305.
131-9 (3,3,3) Quantum Mechanics. Wave mechanics, matrix mechanics, transprmation theory of quantum mechanics; angular momentum, perturbation
Jbeory, scattering theory. Prerequisites: 415, Mathematics 407 or consent of

romagnetism,

kstructor.

p2-9 (3,3,3) Advanced Quantum Mechanics. Introduction to quantum field
neory, with emphasis on the quantum theory of radiation; covariant quantum
lectrodynamics; special topics, depending on the interests of students. Prerequisites: 531 and consent of instructor.
;40-9 (3,3,3) Nuclear Physics. Fundamental properties and systematics of
>uclei,
scattering theory, the nuclear two body problem, nuclear models,
ilectromagnetic properties of nuclei, particle radioactivity, nuclear reactions,
pe optical model. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
1
Open to teachers of high school physics, to National Science Foundation
istitute participants, and to others who have received the consent of the
bairman of the Department of Physics or the director of the institute. May
bunt toward the Master of Science in Education degree with approval of
he Department of Secondary Education.
50-9 (3,3,3) Atomic and Molecular Spectra. Detailed quantum mechanical
leatment of atomic and molecular spectroscopy. Prerequisite: consent of
Instructor.

80-9 (3,3,3) Statistical Mechanics. Principles of classical and quantum equiprium statistics; fluctuations; applications to specific problems of physics,
jrerequisite: consent of instructor.
»0-9 (3,3,3) Solid State Physics. Fundamental concepts in solid state physics
;om advanced viewpoint, with illustrations drawn from current research.
Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
w5-l to 4 Graduate Seminar. Lectures on special topics to be given when a
Bmand arises. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
pO-3 to 6 Selected Topics in Physics. Topics of special interest. Prerequisite:
pnsent of instructor.
J2-1 Colloquy in Molecular Science. Required each quarter of all resident
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i

students who have been admitted to advanced study in molecular science
Weekly conference on current research and recent literature of the field.

599-1 to 9 Thesis.

Physiology
410-15 (5,5,5) Advanced Anatomy. Dissection of the human body. Primarib
for majors in physiology and other biological sciences. Not a premedica
course. 2 hours lecture, 6 hour laboratory.
414—4 Anatomy and Physiology of Speech and Hearing Mechanisms. Th<]
anatomy and physiology of the vocal apparatus. Primarily for majors ii
speech pathology. 3 hours lecture, 2 hours laboratory.
415-8 (4,4) Experimental Animal Surgery, (a) Preparation of animals foj
surgery. Anesthesia, instruments, care of animal quarters, selected exercises!
(b) Special surgical exercises. 2 hours lecture, 4 hours laboratory. Part b ma;|
be elected independently of a only by permission of the chairman.
417-6 (3,3) Principles of Pharmacology. Action of drugs and other chemical
substances upon the living organism. Physiological and biochemical event!
resulting from the action of drugs. Pharmacodynamics, chemo-therapy, toxi
cology, and therapeutics. Prerequisites: basic courses in chemistry and bicl
logical sciences. 2 hours lecture, 2 hours laboratory.
430-12 (4,4,4) Cellular Physiology. The nature and mechanism of the living
cell. Chemical and physical aspects of vital activity. Required for graduatj
majors in physiology. Recommended for students interested in biochemistrl
and biophysics. 3 hours lecture, 2 hours laboratory.
433—4 Comparative Physiology. Fundamental physiological processes and tbj
manner in which they vary in various groups of animals. Recommended fc
majors in physiology and for students in other biological science. 3 houij
lecture, 2 hours laboratory.
440—3 Electron Microscopy. Lectures, demonstrations, and practical expert
ence with the electron microscope. Fundamentals of specimen preparation
Open to students with advanced knowledge of any natural or physical sciencj
2 hours lecture, 2 hours laboratory.
450-4 to 16 Special Problems in Physiology Honors. Eight hours laborator
Required for undergraduate honors students. Prerequisite: consent of depar!
ment.
456-4 to 12 Independent Research for Honors. Supervised research and ii!
vestigation in different branches of physiology. Prerequisite: consent of i]
structor and chairman.
460-12 (4,4,4) Mammalian Physiology. Function and biochemical organize
tion in mammals, especially man. Open to students with adequate courses

1

—

:l

biological sciences and chemistry, (a) Blood, circulation, respiration, (b) Dj
gestion, excretion, endocrines. (c) Muscles, nervous system sense organs.
hours lecture, 4 hours laboratory.
465-6 (3,3) Biophysics. Application of the analytic methods of the physic
sciences to physiology. Molecular aspects of control systems governing vit
processes. Prerequisite: one year of physics. 3 hours lecture.
471-9 (3,3,3) Biophysical Instrumentation. Principles of electronics, accentii
solid state circuit designs that apply to biophysics. Circuit construction f
biophysical instruments is included. Prerequisite: 1 year of physics and co
sent of instructor.
500-1 to 9 Advanced Seminar. One meeting per week, 1 credit per quart*
Formal presentation of research and/or current literature in physiology. R|
quired of all majors each quarter in residence.
519-3 Experimental Endocrinology. Exercises to familiarize the student wi
advanced physiological investigation. Prerequisite: strong background
chemistry and the biological sciences. 2 hours lecture, 2 hours laboratoi)
520-9 (3,3,3) Physiological Techniques. Three terms of biophysics, (j
Analysis of protoplasmic components of tissue extracts under a variety
physiological conditions using chemical and physical procedures, (b) Gi
analysis and metabolic methods in physiology, (c) Instrumentation for t'
recording of the physiologic activity of living tissues and organs. Use
channel recorders. Prerequisite: undergraduate concentration in any of t
biological or physical sciences. 2 hours lecture, 4 hours laboratory.
521-1 to 6 Readings in Current Physiological Literature. Open only by conse
i

i
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>40-8 (4,4) Advanced Comparative Physiology. Physiological processes among
tnimals. Prerequisites: courses in chemistry and biological sciences. 3 hours
ecture, 2 hours laboratory.
50-3 Radiation Biology. Theory and specific applications of isotopes in
)hysiology emphasized, and opportunity given to learn how to handle radioictive materials in the laboratory. 2 hours lecture, 2 hours laboratory. Preequisites: general physics and biochemistry or equivalent.
>65-3 Biophysics. Application of the analytic methods of the physical sciences
physiology. Molecular aspects of control systems governing vital processes.
hours lecture. Prerequisite: one year of physics.
99-3 to 9 Thesis. 9 hours to be counted toward a master's degree.
00-1 to 48 Dissertation. Hours and credit to be arranged by chairman. Preequisite: Admission to advanced study in molecular science.
1

Plant Industries
01-4 Soil Physics. Physical properties of the soil; factors affecting them,
tieir measurements, evaluation, and their influence in determination of soil
roductivity. Prerequisite: 301.
Soil Morphology and Classification. Morphology and soil formation,
J02-4
|escription and identification of soil profiles, classification of soils, techniques
interpretation of survey data. Field trips approximate
jf soil mapping, and
|ost $6. Prerequisite: 301.
103-4 Soil Chemistry. Emphasis on inorganic and organic colloids in the soil,
pnic exchange, oxidation-reduction processes, acidity, alkalinity, and salinity,
nd how each relates to plant nutrition and growth.
04-3 Turf Management. Principles and methods of establishing and mainlining turf for homes, recreational areas, and public grounds. Study of basic
lant and soil materials, fertility, culture, water management, and pest con•ol as related to turfgrasses in variable environments. Field trips cost not
lore than $2. Prerequisite: GSA 201b or equivalent.
06-5 Radioisotopes, Principles and Practices. Lectures on the principles of
adioisotope technology as applied to agricultural and biological sciences,
prerequisites: biochemistry, physiology, or consent of department.
107—5 (3,2) Fertilizers and Soil Fertility, (a) Lecture. The uses of fertilizer
katerials; effects of various fertilizers on soils and crops; fertility maintenance
jnd soil management. Prerequisite: one course in soils, (b) Laboratory. The
laboratory study of the chemistry and fertility of soils. Parallels the theoretical
presentation given in 407a. Prerequisites: 407a or concurrent enrollment.
38-4 World Crop Production Problems. Ecological and physiological factors
lfluencing reproduction in various areas of the world. Natural limitations on
rop production. Nonagricultural factors influencing world crop output.
15-4 Plant Breeding. Principles of plant breeding emphasized together with
»eir application to the practical breeding of horticultural, agronomic, and
frrest plants. Prerequisite: any course in genetics.
118-4 Weeds and Their Control. Losses due to weeds, their identification and
jstribution, methods of weed dissemination and reproduction. Mechanical,
plogical, and chemical control of weeds. "Bioactivity of herbicides." State
hd federal legislation pertaining to weed control herbicides. Herbicide com[ercialization. Field trips. Prerequisite: GSA 201b.
19-4 Forage Crop Management. Forage production and utilization; forage
op characteristics, breeding, and ecology; grasslands as related to animal
roduction, soil conservation, crop rotation, and land use. Field trip aproximate cost $3. Prerequisite: GSA 201b.
!4-5 (3,2) Soil Microbiology, (a) (Lecture). (Same as Microbiology 424.)
study of the numbers, characteristics, and biochemical activities of soil
icroorganisms, with particular consideration of their role in the transforma5ns of organic matter, nitrogen, and minerals as related to soil fertility and
anagement. Prerequisites: one course in microbiology or soils, (b) (Labatory). Experiments designed to determine numbers, and to study the
taracteristics and biochemical activities of the soil microflora as related to
rtility.
Prerequisites: 424a, or concurrent enrollment, Microbiology 301.
7-4 Commercial Vegetable Production. Culture, harvesting, and marketing
commercial vegetables. Field trips cost approximately $3.00. Two-hour
boratory. Prerequisite: 264 or consent of department.
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438-3 Advanced Studies in Vegetable Crops. Genetics, morphological, an|
physiological factors influencing the production of vegetable crops. Offerel
in alternate years. Prerequisite: 264, Botany 320, or consent of department.
440-4 Plant Propagation. Fundamental principles of asexual and sexud
propagation of horticultural plants. Actual work with seeds, cuttings, graft]
and other methods of propagation. Prerequisites: 264, GSA 201b, or conser;
of department.
456e-2 Agricultural Marketing Problems and Practices Horticultural Cropi
(See Agricultural Industries 456e.)
506-2 Laboratory Methods for Radioisotopes. Laboratory exercises giving tri
students experience in instrumentation, measurements, and the safe handlir!
of isotopic materials. Prerequisite: 406 or consent of department.
507-3 Advanced Soil Fertility. Theoretical principles of soil fertility; evaluj;
tion of research data and methods used in soil fertility research. Prerequisite

—

407a.

mode of action of herb
of herbicidal action. Illustrates the various types of chemic
weed control procedures in current use. The physiology of herbicidal actic|
examined using the different mechanisms established for various chemic
groups of herbicides. Prerequisite: 418, Botany 320.
520-1 to 6 Readings. Contemporary books and periodicals on selected subjecj
within the fields of plant industries. Prerequisite: consent of departmeij
533-3 to 4 Growth and Development in Plants. (Same as Botany 533.) Ej
ternal and internal factors as they affect development and growth of plan
photo-periodism, and the role of growth-promoting substances. Prerequisit!
Botany 320.
575-1 to 6 Research. Directed research on approved projects investigati.;
selected fields of the plant industries. Prerequisite: consent of departmew
581-1 to 6 Seminar. Group discussions of and individual papers on subje<|
and problems relating to soils, field and horticultural crops, and other phas
of the fields of the plant industries. Prerequisite: consent of departmeii
590-1 to 4 Special Studies in Plant Industries. Directed study in specializ
areas of crop production, horticulture, or soils depending on the program
the student. Discussions, seminars, readings, and instruction in research ted
niques. Prerequisite: consent of department.
599-1 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degr
Prerequisite: consent of department.
518—4 Principles of Herbicide Action. Chemistry and

cides.

Nature

j

j

a

!

Psychology

I

i

404-4 Theories of Perception. An examination of the different theories c<
cerned with an organism's sensory contact with his environment. Physiologic
social, and organizational theories of perception with be considered. P
requisite: 211b or consent of instructor.
407-4 Theories of Learning. A consideration of the major contemporary 1
ing theories and their relation to experimental data. Prerequisite: 211b
consent of instructor.
408-4 Theories of Motivation. Systematic analysis of the concept of mot
tion with emphasis on its utility as an explanatory component of gen^
behavior theory. Prerequisite: 211b or consent of instructor.
414—4 Advances in Physiological Psychology. Reading and discussion
articles dealing with recent significant advances in the neuro-endocrine bz
of behavior. Prerequisite: 314 or consent of instructor.
421-4 Psychological Tests and Measurements. Principles of psychologjl
measurement, including errors of measurement, techniques for estimaijg
reliability and validity, techniques of test construction, and problems in
sessment and prediction. The laboratory will include the use of selected
struments. Lecture and laboratory. Prerequisite: 8 hours of psychology.
425-4 Mathematical Psychology. A survey of mathematical models of
|
havior, elementary models of learning, perception, and decision making
p
examined with a view towards introducing the student to the literature jn
(jimathematical psychology. Prerequisite: Mathematics 410a, 421a, 480a or
.»-

In-

sent of instructor.

431-4 Psychopathology. Classification, description, etiology and treatmen
the disorders of personality organization and behavioral integration. Obse

)f
i-
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mental hospital. Prerequisite: 305 or consent of instructor.
40-4 Theories of Personality. A review and critical evaluation of major
liersonality theories and their supporting evidence. Prerequisite: 305 or conions in a state

lent

of instructor.

An examination of the concepts, methods,
nd problems of human development with consideration of both its psycho-

51-4 Advanced Child Psychology.
pgical

and psychosocial

aspects. Prerequisite: 211b,

and

301, or consent of in-

itructor.

Theory and Practice in the Preschool. Designed for those in nursery
ducation and related fields. Examines variety of topics and provides lectures,
emonstrations, and practicum experience in the Child Study Cooperative
Nursery. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
61-4 Advanced Social Psychology. Examines current areas of interest in
language behavior, communication, social inlie study of social behavior:
uence, attitude change, interpersonal perception, etc. Emphasis is on the
idividual in the social context. Prerequisite: 307 or consent of instructor.
85-4 Group Dynamics and Individual Behavior. Examination of research
nd theory in the area of small-group interaction. Examines such topics as
roup structure and function, group problem-solving, leadership, etc. Presquisite: 307 or consent of instructor.
[90-1 to 16 Independent Projects. Independent readings and projects in psytiology. Prerequisite: consent of instructor and chairman.
95-1 to 18 Seminar: Selected Topics. Varied content. To be offered from
|me to time as need exists and as faculty interest and time permit. Prepquisite: consent of chairman.
39-4 Instrumentation in Behavioral Science. Study of methods of research
astrumentation. Techniques of stimulation and of physiological and psychological response recording. Lecture and laboratory. Prerequisite: consent of

J59-4

jstructor.

and Systems. Study

of the important antecedents of contempopsychology. Considers issues, conceptual developments, and
^search advances, and presents the major schools and systems. Prerequisite:

10-4 History
iry

scientific

msent of instructor.
L2-4 Sensory Processes. A study of the structure and functions of the sense
j*gans. Emphasis will be placed on the psychological data which describe the
jinction of these organs. Lecture and laboratory. Prerequisite: consent of
istructor.

Physiological Psychology. Study of neural and endocrine mechunderlying behavioral processes. Lecture and laboratory. Prerequisite:

14-8 (4,4)
iiisms

>nsent of instructor.
16—4 Learning Processes. Processes by which individual behavior is changed,
king procedures developed in the learning laboratory. Introduction to major
bncepts and data of learning. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
p2-4 Research Design and Inference III. Advanced design and analysis of
;>ychological experiments. Analysis of variance in complex designs, analysis
covariance, and trend analysis. Prerequisite: Mathematics 410B.
p3—2 Research Seminar. Evaluation of Research.
study of principles of
search design from the point of view of the scholar reading the journals.
,14-4 Multivariate Methods in Psychology.
detailed coverage of psychoetric methods, with special emphasis on the theory and applications of
'ultivariate regression analysis. Includes an introduction to factor analysis,
rerequisite: 522.
15-4 Mental Test Theory. Derivation of the basic psychometric equations,
jfects of test length and group heterogeneity on test parameters, criteria of
lirallel tests, weighting and differential prediction. Prerequisite: 524.
Experimental Design in Psychology. Consideration of the logic of
J6-4
ychological experimentation. Topics include randomization as related to
jperimental inference, complex designs used in experimental psychology, the
|e of concomitant
information in experiments, faults and refinements in
mmon psychological designs. Prerequisite: 522, Mathematics 410a,b.
I

A

A

0-4 Personality Theory and Dynamics. Intensive treatment and critical
talysis of several representative approaches to personality. Consideration
50 of important personality concepts common to most theoretical approaches,
erequisite: consent of instructor.
1-2 to 4 Advanced Psychopathology. Consideration of special topics, includS psychological theories of the nature and etiology of human pathology,
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assessment of pathology, and institutional care and treatment. Includes ei
tensive field experience in a mental hospital setting. Prerequisite: 530, 54!
541b, and consent of instructor.
532-2 Experimental Approaches to Personality. Presentation of concepts
formulations and research data from representative experimental approach*
to personality. Critical evaluation of methodological approaches to persoi
ality study. Prerequisite: 530 or consent of instructor.
533-3 Experimental Approaches to Psychopathology. An examination of tr|
research literature on several issues in clinical psychopathology. Prerequisite
consent of instructor.
536-4 Fundamentals of Counseling. Introduction to the common assumption
dimensions, and communicative skills underlying psychological counselin
Observation utilized to supplement didactic discussion. Lecture and demoj
stration. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
537-4 Counseling and Psychotherapy. Systematic presentation of major a]
proaches to counseling and psychotherapy. Consideration of salient aspecj
of the therapeutic situation and of the process and nature of changes duriii
psychotherapy. Critical evaluation of both theory and practice. Consideratk
of research findings and problems. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
538-2 Group Psychotherapy. Presentation of major approaches to groi
psychotherapy. Prerequisites: 537 and consent of instructor.
539-4 Experimental Approaches to Psychotherapy. A review and evaluatid
of empirical research related to the amelioration of maladjustment. Empha^
is on measurement and methodological problems. Prerequisite: 536, 537,
consent of instructor.
541-4 Psychodiagnostics I. Introduction to clinical psychology with attentiiii
to the function and clinical use of individual intelligence tests. Theories
intelligence and related research. Age scales with emphasis on infant ail I
child testing. Point scales and tests of deterioration with emphasis on chii|»|
and adult testing. Lecture and practicum. Prerequisites: consent of instruct |
543-6 (4,2) Psychodiagnostics II. Basic theory and assumptions underlyijft
projective methods. Use of projective techniques as measures of personal]:? i
I

I

tools for clinical diagnosis and research, (a) Thematic projectif*
techniques, (b) Rorschach and Bender-Gestalt. Lecture and practicum. Pi*
requisite: 541 or consent of instructor.
545-2 Psychodiagnostics III. Nature and theory of questionnaires for pi
sonality assessment and psychodiagnosis. Consideration of their use in cliniij
research. Lecture and practicum. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
547-4 Assessment Procedures in Counseling. Use and integration of psycl!
logical test data, vocational, socio-economic, and educational information
assessment and counseling. Prerequisite: 421 or consent of instructor.
552-4 Experimental Child Psychology. Consideration of relationship of me!
odology to child theory, typical methodological procedures and problejs
specific to children, and representative research topics. Prerequisite: 451 f 3

and as

,

ji

;

I

•!

consent of instructor.
554-2 Developmental Theory.

Systematic study and critical evaluation
representative theories of child behavior. Prerequisite: 451 or consent of

jf

<\

j-

:

structor.
j

556-2 Psychological Treatment of the Child. Investigation of personality £{1
behavior problems. Etiological factors and methods of treatment. Prerequisif
451 or consent of instructor.
561-4 Social Influence Processes. Critical review of theoretical and empii
developments in the study of influence processes, attitude change, etc. Soul
and intrapersonal determinants are examined. Prerequisite: 461 or consfr
of instructor.

562-4 Observational Techniques and Content Analysis. Examination
evaluation of research methods and measurement techniques utilized in so<
psychology. Prerequisite: 461 or consent of instructor.
564—4 Communication and Group Behavior. Emphasis in this course isj
language behavior and the psychological study of the communication proci
Examines theories, methods and research in these areas. Prerequisite:
or consent of instructor.
571-4 Industrial Motivation and Morale. A review of the factors which de
mine motivation and morale as well as their measurement and evaluat
Prerequisite: 320 or consent of instructor.

t\

;

4

\lourse
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A systematic consideration of the methods of
and development on the production, supervision, and de-

Training.

Industrial

hdustrial training

jision-making levels. Prerequisite: 320 or consent of chairman.
73-2 Selection and Placement. Selection and validation of test batteries, use
f the interview and personal history data in selection, quota, and classificaon problems, administration of a selection program. Prerequisite: 524 or
Dnsent of instructor.
74-2 Psychology of Industrial Relations. Analysis of psychological factors
lvolved in industrial organization, employer- employee relations, and unionlanagement relations. Prerequisite: 571 or consent of instructor.
76-2 to 4 Human Engineering. Analysis of man-machine systems, human
actors in the design of display and control systems, limitations and capabilities of the human operator. Prerequisite: 512, 581, or consent of chairlan.

79-4 Animal Behavior. (See Zoology 579.)
51-4 Psychophysical Methods. Survey of the major psychophysical methods
nd their applications. Lecture and laboratory.
)0-l to 16 Readings in Psychology. Readings in selected topics in psychology
rider staff supervision. Prerequisite: consent of chairman.
)1-1 to 36 Research in Psychology. Research under staff supervision in
elected areas of psychology. Prerequisite: consent of the chairman.
)3-l to 18 Practicum in Psychology. Practicum experience in a professional
(tting is offered under staff supervision in the following areas: (e) Clinical
sychology, (f) Counseling Psychology, (h) Industrial Psychology, (j) Child
psychology, (1) Teaching of Psychology.
1)5-1 to 18 Advanced Seminar. Seminars of varied content for advanced stujbnts. Prerequisite: consent of chairman.
8-2 Ethical and Professional Problems in Psychology. Problems in the
'ofessional practice of psychology and in teaching and research. Professional
hies, relations to other professions and the public, organization and structure
the field, current trends. Prerequisite: major in psychology or consent of
structor.

9-1 to 9 Thesis.
)0-l to

45 Dissertation.

Recreation and Outdoor Education
4 Human Development and Behavior. Consideration of human delopment from the framework of the major theories. Includes acquisition
i.id
maintenance of diverse behavior patterns. Prerequisite: advanced stand!0-3 to

g
15-3 Recreation
-

t

Areas and Facilities. Principles of planning, construction,
janagement and maintenance of shelters, utilities, sanitation structures, eropn control, and other related problems.
10-4 School and Community Recreation. The role of the public schools in
Immunity recreation. Emphasis on current practices and trends in cur:mlum content, adult education, extracurricular activities, after-school and
Ication programs, and cooperative programs with other agencies.
KM to 16 Practicum in Recreation and Outdoor Education. Supervised
acticum experience in a professional setting. Emphasis on administrative,
taervisory, teaching and program leadership in various laboratory situations
fated to recreation and/or outdoor education.
|0-4 Principles of Recreation. Principles and interpretations of recreation
Id the basic concepts underlying the organization of leisure activity. Embasis on cultural significance of recreation and the relationship of recreation
j

the totality of

life.

Outdoor Education Workshop. Leadership development for outdoor
iucation and its place in the school program. Methods of utilization of
Jtural and cultural resources for enrichment of the school curriculum.
0-4 Recreation Administration Workshop. Bases for planning community
jOgrams in recreation. Administrative problems including legislation, finance
[0-4

;

d budget,

office management, public relations, and personnel are conthrough application of principles.
5-4 Special Population Workshop. Basis for planning, organization, selec-

quered
i
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evaluation, and adaption of activities to a variety of institutional ar
community recreation settings.
530-4 Recreation Program Workshop. Program planning, organization, as
implementation of comprehensive leisure time programs in public and priva
recreation settings, emphasis on application of basic program principles
tion,

practice. Prerequisite: 500.

540-4 Recreation Surveys and Planning of Facilities. An analysis of scopi
content, objectives, procedures, and types of recreational surveys and all
praisals. Collection

and analysis

of data.

570-4 Seminar in Recreation and Outdoor Education. Discussion of individullj
projects; presentation of research problems and dissertation topics.
596-2 to 9 Independent Study. Independent study and research in the studen H
field of interest.
i
I

jfl

Rehabilitation

Developing Employment Opportunities. Designed to train ]|j
habilitation personnel in the attitudes, methods and skills pertinent to placj!
ment of handicapped persons in competitive and other occupations. Prere
uisites: special standing and consent of instructor.
417-4 Rehabilitation of the Economically Deprived. Analysis of employme
problems of the economically deprived with attention to training, counselii
and programs for rehabilitation.
420-4 Human Development and Behavior. Consideration of human develci
ment from the framework of the major theories, to include acquisition a
maintenance of diverse behavior patterns. Prerequisite: advanced standi]!
480-2 An Introduction to Rehabilitation.
survey of the philosophy, p|
cedures and practices underlying the rehabilitation movement, including 1
history and legislation that have contributed to its rapid development.
481-2 An Introduction to Employment and Developmental Services.
revi
of the development and growth of employment services and special yo
centers, current social needs and trends, and the organizational patterns
such centers.
485—4 Scientific Methods in the Behavioral Sciences. Scientific methods as |
approach to the investigation of human behavior including consideration!
various systems of behavior theory and practice.
486-4 Introduction to Behavior Modification. Overview of the field of
havior modification, its procedures, techniques, and methods.
survey
current literature examining the various populations being utilized.
490-1 to 6 Readings in Rehabilitation. Select readings supervised by the s
Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
501-6 (2,2,2) Rehabilitation Administration, (a) Programming and organ
tional structures, formal and informal, of public and voluntary agencies i
facilities, (b) Current and progressive supervisory practices in rehabilitat
agencies, communication channels, employee counseling and evaluation mea
ods. (c) Developing community resources, involvement and utilization if
public and voluntary agencies in developing a comprehensive rehabilitat ji
program. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
503-2 Case Management in Rehabilitation. Basic procedures in providing jjd
coordinating available services for the handicapped in the context of a pro f
sional-client relationship. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
511-2 to 4 Vocational Developments and Occupational Choice. The psyc
social meaning of work, vocational development and theory of occupatic
choice, and the analysis of the labor market now and in the future. IjH
requisite: consent of instructor.
519-2 to 3 Selection, Placement, and Follow-up. A survey of current methjls
and criteria used in job development, selective placement, and follow-up ff
handicapped and deprived individuals. Prerequisite: consent of instructor
520-4 Functional Analysis of Behavior. Analysis of operant and responcjit
behavior with emphasis on the contribution of infrahuman investigation.' to
the understanding of human behavior. Laboratory required. Prerequii;consent of instructor.
521-4 Child Behavior. Systematic examination of the manner in which <jl"
dren (from conception on) acquire and maintain their behavior patterns 1°
414-1 to 16

A

A

A

ji

^

»-

il

j

,
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role of the environment in controlling such development. Prerequisite:
onsent of instructor.
26-4 Complex Human Behavior. The manner in which humans acquire,
aaintain, and attenuate the more complex forms of behavior, particularly in
le social, vocational, and educational areas of behavior. Prerequisite: 520 and
Dnsent of instructor.
31-2 to 4 Vocational Appraisal. Consideration of tests and procedures used in
ssessing the individual's functioning abilities and the meaning work has in
chieving fulfillment, which also includes the requirements of the job for
imposes of aligning the two. Prerequisite: 511 or consent of instructor.
32-3 to 4 Assessment Procedures in Rehabilitation. A general review of the
indamental bases of measurement, the criteria for selecting assessment deices, introduction to select standardized and time-sample instruments, and
lie use of these in rehabilitation. Prerequisite: introductory statistics.
J3-4 Measurement in Behavior Change. Dividing the types of measurement
jito two categories, direct and indirect, an analysis of the relative advantages
disadvantages inherent in each technique when applied to specific behavior
eas. Prerequisites: 520 and consent of instructor.
5—4 Schedules of Reinforcement. A study of schedules as a basis for underjanding and controlling behavior, and the nature of schedule effects in relato other behavioral variables. Prerequisite: 533.
Ion
16-4 Individual Assessment in Rehabilitation. Theoretical aspects of measurig instruments for individual assessment in rehabilitation. Includes problems
administration and interpretation. Field and laboratory experiences inuded. Prerequisite: 532 and consent of instructor.
17-4 Diagnostic Procedures for Special Populations. A detailed survey of
e procedures in diagnosis and assessment of the retarded, blind, deaf, brain
jured, and others. May include some laboratory assignments. Prerequisites:
sychology 421 or consent of instructor.
>9-l to 6 Behavioral Programming. Application of the technologies related
the arrangement of behavioral programs. Laboratory required. Prerequisite:
!0 and consent of instructor.
II—1 to 6 Medical Aspects of Rehabilitation. A review of human systems, disnctions leading to major diseases entities and injuries, and the implications
Jr rehabilitation. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
|il-3 to 4 General Rehabilitation Counseling. An overview of the basic counselk processes appropriate to rehabilitation settings. Includes consideration of the
plistic and interpersonal factors common to various persuasions. Prerequisite:
le

|i

insent of

department.

2-4 Rehabilitation Counseling Research. An intensive study of the heuristic
jpects of theory and the resultant research in rehabilitation counseling. Also
'velops researchable problems. Prerequisite: 551.
5-2 Rehabilitation Counseling with the Mentally Retarded. Review and
Jcussion of the philosophy, issues, approaches, and research pertinent to
e counseling function in the development of the retarded. Prerequisite: 551

•

concurrent registration.
B6-4 Group Procedures in Rehabilitation. Characteristics of intensive group
•'periences, and procedures in preparation for group counseling. Prerequisites:

p-4 Programmed Instruction and Behavior. Techniques and procedure in
ibgramming material for rapid acquisition of new behavior with particular
iiphasis on automated instruction and programmed texts. Prerequisite: 485,
1 520, or consent of instructor.
to 3 Psycho-Social Aspects of Disability. An examination of the sociootional impact of traumatic injury or chronic illness (on human functioning)
S-2
ifd its role in the rehabilitation process.
Prerequisites: Psychology 421 and
«isent of instructor.
B-4 to 8 Aversive

Control and Aggressive Behavior. Methods of aversive
Mtrol and negative reinforcement procedures.
review of the aggressive
jkponse as a consequence of aversive control. Prerequisite: 526.
$7"4 Sexual Behavior. The definition and measurement of sexual responses,
tyir significance and importance for understanding complex behavior patVns. Prerequisites: consent of instructor.
j*~4 Verbal Behavior. Theoretical and empirical study of human verbal
Jpavior. Emphasis on the environmental control of such behavior. Analysis

A
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modify deviant and retarded verbal responses. Pr

An intensive analysis of the students' ar
behavior, its functional relationship, and the ways in which b
havior modification techniques might create a more satisfactory environmei
for teaching and learning. Prerequisites: consent of instructor.
571-1 to 6 Seminar in Selected Topics. Selected topics of pertinence to r
habilitation and counseling personnel. Prerequisite: consent of departmer
576-1 to 12 Seminar in Behavior Modification. Basic issues involved in til
modification of human behavior in the applied areas scientific, methodologies
ethical and social issues will be evaluated. Prerequisite: consent of instruct*'
578-1 to 6 Seminar in Correctional Rehabilitation Counseling. Review of maj
issues and research relative to rehabilitation practices in youth and correction!
settings. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
585-0 to 24 Practicum in Rehabilitation, (a) Introduction to various faciliti
and agencies including supervised experiences in the function and admin
tration of these services, (b) Application of behavioral methods with huma)
under close direction of supervisory staff, (c) Practice in developing couns<|
ing skills with individuals and groups in varied settings.
589-0 to 12 Internship in Rehabilitation. Full-time practice in a rehabilitate f
setting supervised by both agency personnel and university faculty. Pw
567-4 School-Related Behavior.
teachers'

—

requisites: 585 and consent of department.
590-1 to 16 Independent Projects. Independent development of projects a.|
systematic readings in pertinent rehabilitation areas. Prerequisite: consent

i]

instructor.
591-1 to 16

Research in Rehabilitation. Systematic research on factors a!
procedures relevant to rehabilitation. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
599-1 to 9 Thesis. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.

Secondary Education
402-4 Aerospace Education Workshop. Teachers learn about current develci
ments in this area and how to incorporate aerospace information into existil
curricula. They study in some detail the social, political, and economic C(J
sequences of this era. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
407-8 (4,4) The Junior High School, (a) The place of the junior high sch
in the organizational pattern, with major emphasis upon the areas of orgalzation, administration, and curriculum, (b) Workshop. Designed to: 1) enafe
teachers to discover and evaluate the new content, methods, and materip
available for the junior high school, grades 7-9; 2) develop teacher-mi-p
functional instructional models. Must be taken in a,b sequence. Junior hi
school teaching experience may be substituted for (a) as a prerequisite to (|
440-4 Teaching Reading in High School. A foundation course in how
teach reading in junior and senior high school: developmental and correct?!
reading programs; appraisal of reading abilities; methods and materials jf
I

instruction. Prerequisite:

Guidance

305.

485-3 Principles and Philosophies of Vocational and Technical Educatij.
(See Technical and Industrial Education 485.)
487-4 Teaching the Natural Sciences in Secondary Schools. Objectives n
science education; instruction methods and techniques appropriate for teaming science; desirable equipment, audio- visual aids, and instructional ]jT
terial; development of a course outline and at least one instruction up
Prerequisite: 315 or consent of instructor.
488-3 Teaching Social Studies in Secondary Schools. Deals with objecti'
scope and sequence of curriculum, methods of teaching different courses
age groups, materials and evaluation. Prerequisite: Guidance 305.
490-4 Workshop in Economics Education. (Same as Economics 490.) Desij
to assist elementary and secondary school teachers in promoting econo
understanding through the translation of economic principles and probl »s
into classroom teaching materials.
495-2-4 Seminar: Problems Related to Teaching Disadvantaged Youth.
members of the National Teachers Corps and others working in classroijis
with disadvantaged youth. Emphasis placed upon actual problems encounttf"
by those enrolled. Reports and discussion based upon surveys and reacfg
will be featured. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
!>r

ourse Descriptions
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>6-4 Reading in the Secondary School. For junior and senior high school
iachers who desire a foundation in reading. Emphasis placed on the basic
ills, appraisal of reading abilities, materials of instruction, and methods of
aching reading in the content areas. Prerequisite: 352 or teaching experiice.

7-2 to 4 Readings in Reading. Independent reading; acquaintanceship with
e literature and research in reading. Conference periods. Prerequisites: 505
d consent of instructor.
'8-4 Seminar: Trends in Selected Areas in Secondary Schools. For students
advanced graduate work. Individual class members will read basic bibgraphy related to secondary education and read widely about trends in the
ea of their own teaching fields. Prerequisites: completion of half or more
the work leading to a master's degree and consent of the instructor.
9-4 to 8 Practicum in Reading. For advanced students; teaching demonstrallns and evaluations. Each student works with a group of reading disability
fees. Prerequisites: 521a,b,c, and consent of instructor.

!0-4to8 Seminar: Problems in Reading. Major field content seminar: Prob!ns and practices; comprehensive review and evaluation of research and
lerature. Each student pursues a problem of his own interest.
114—4 Organization and Administration of Reading Programs. For reading
•lecialists, principals, supervisors, consultants. Recent trends in elementary
high school reading programs, providing reading instruction for total
:|d
sjiool population, materials and equipment, in-service training, role of the
lading specialist. Problems of class members are studied and discussed,
lerequisites: Educational Administration 561, 505.
!|6-4 to 12 Internship in Reading. Culminating experience for doctoral candiates. Each student supervises reading services in his own or cooperating
spool. Conference periods. Prerequisites: 521a,b,c, and consent of instructor.
IB-2 Supervision of Student Teachers.
'1-12 (4,4,4) Diagnosis and Correction of Reading Disabilities. Causes of
lliding difficulties; observation and interview procedures; standardized tests,
ijitruments, and informal inventories; analysis techniques; experiences in
sparing materials for corrective purposes. Each student diagnoses and
fats a reading disability case under supervision. Prerequisites: 505 or 440
concurrent registration with 550, and teaching experience.
SI-9
Summer Institute for Teachers of German. (See Foreign Lanc

NDEA

jjages.)

Core Curriculum in the Secondary School. Designed to help students
An a functional understanding of the core concept. Techniques of selecting
r|terials and the cooperative planning of units of work. Critical study of
ccrent practices in this field. Prerequisite: Educational Administration 460.
5|>— 1 to 8
New Developments in Technological Education. (See Technical
an Industrial Education.)
Kr4 The High School Curriculum. Designed to permit students to work
groups on problems related to the high school curriculum. Such problems
sbuld originate in the schools where the students are or will be employed.
^e point of view maintained is that procedures should be very democratic.
r
'e instructor serves as a coordinator of activity; resource people are used
fjely. Prerequisite: one other graduate course in curriculum.
B-4 High School Principalship. Designed to deal with problems met
sscifically by the high school principal. Emphasizes his role in relation to
gjdance, curriculum, schedule-making, extracurricular activities, public rekons, budgeting of time, etc. Prerequisite: Educational Administration 424

£j)-4

ij

al

•

consent of instructor.

4-4 Seminar in Instruction. Study and discussion of problems of instruction
vlh attention to experimentation. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
j|-4 Extra-Class Activities. Cocurricular activities of the junior and senior
£jh school including intramural and interscholastic functions.
5|-4 Doctoral Seminar. A study of school curricula, their historical developr int in the United States,
contemporary problems, issues, and research with
ajurvey of the evolution of instructional methods and procedures as they are
rited to learning, and new curricula. Limited to doctoral students.
5 |~2to4 Individual
Research. The selection, investigation, and writing of
a esearch topic, under the personal supervision of
a member of the departJjrtal graduate staff, in one of the following areas:
(a) Curriculum, (b)
S)ervision, (c) Language Arts, (d) Science, (e) Reading, (f) Social Studies,
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Problems in Secondary Education, (k) Junior High School Methodology
The Change Agent in Planned Change. An intensive diagnosis of
dynamics involved in planned change in a social system and the consultant
(g)

586-3

ffl

relationship to this process. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
589-2 Seminar in Community Development.
591-4 Workshop in Current Problems in Secondary Education. Designed
marily to help high school principals to work effectively and with the he*
of resource leadership on the most urgent problems confronting their schoc
Discussion, reports, lectures, and final examination. Prerequisite: consent $t

M

instructor.

596-5 to 9 Independent Investigation. A field study required of each studfl
working for the sixth-year professional certificate. The work should be dc|
in the setting of a school system where the student is employed or where ili
cooperation is extended. The study will involve selecting of the probleii
survey of pertinent literature, recording of results, and appropriate interpret;
tions and summarizations.
599-3 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degri
600-1 to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be earned for the Doc|M
of Philosophy degree.
i

i

Secretarial

and Business Education

The programming of activities in typewritiitt
methods of instruction, skill-building principles and techniqiffl
and preparation of practice materials, standards of achievement, i\t\

403-3 Teaching Typewriting.
training,
selection

evaluation of pupil performance. Prerequisite: 304 or equivalent.
404-3 Teaching Shorthand and Transcription. The programming of activivji
in shorthand and transcription training, methods of instruction, skill-buildS
principles and techniques, selection and preparation of practice and horn
work materials, standards of achievement, and evaluation of pupil perfo:!ance. Prerequisite: 324a or equivalent.
405-3 Teaching General Business Subjects. Instructional methods and ]R
terials for, and the evaluation of pupil progress in, such basic business skg
jects as general business, consumer education, economic geography, busirls
]

law.

406-4 Teaching Office Practice and Office Machines. Instructional metbjls
and materials for, and the evaluation of pupil performance in, office pracje
and office machines.
408-3 Teaching Bookkeeping and Accounting. Instructional methods and
terials for, and the evaluation of pupil progress in bookkeeping and accosting. Prerequisite: Accounting 251b or equivalent.
414—6 (3,3) Organization and Administration of Cooperative Vocational Biness Education, (a) Philosophy and objectives of cooperative vocational )•
grams, methods of selecting students and work stations, placing and su
vising students on part-time jobs, (b) Preparation of instructional mater
job analysis, conducting related information classes, evaluating workers |d
work stations, advisory committees, public relations aspects of cooperate
programs.
415-6 Supervised Business Experience and Related Study. Designed to
pare teachers and coordinators of in-school and cooperative vocational hfiness education programs in accordance with the requirements of the Illijis
State Plan for the Administration of Vocational Education. First week p
hours) devoted to classroom study of the principles and problems of coordijting in-school and cooperative vocational business education programs r
five weeks
(200 hours) devoted to supervised occupational experieje;
seventh week (15 hours) devoted to classroom analysis and evaluatio] jof
j

:ji-

]

;jrjs,

,

|b-

on-the-job experiences of the members of the class in relation to their fuire
work as coordinators and vocational teachers. Each student applies for M
obtains his own position with the assistance and approval of the instru >rWhile employed, each student looks for and analyzes relationships bet\ en
his work experiences and the in-school or cooperative work experience «°*
gram he will later conduct.
417-4 Applications and Fundamentals of Data Processing in Business Ed *
tion. Acquaints business teachers with data processing applications in ?h
school business classes. Emphasis on vocabulary development, unit re r<

,
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mipment, concepts of programming, and fundamentals of computer applicaons. Approximately one-third of the course will be spent in machine operaon.

26—4 Office Management. The principles of management as applied to office
roblems. Emphasis on the role of the office in business management; office
rganization; physical facilities of the office; office services, procedures, stand*ds, and controls; records management.
27-4 Records Administration. The requisites for records administration. The
jilue of files, their creation, control, retention, and disposition. Applications
such records as medical, legal, educational. Prerequisite: 407.
$5-3 Principles and Philosophies of Vocational and Technical Education.
See Technical and Industrial Education 485.)
study of the funda10-4 Principles and Problems of Business Education.
entals of business education; its relation to business, to general and voca:>nal education, and to guidance programs; its history, current status, and
ends; special emphasis on objectives and curriculum problems.
study of research findings and
j>2-4 Research in Business Education.
ichniques as exhibited in representative investigations in business education,
jmphasis on reading and interpreting research, using research findings in
living instructional problems, and uncovering potential topics for future
I

A

A

Guidance 422b.
3-4 Tests and Measurements in Business Education. The selection, conduction, administration, and interpretation of tests and test scores in busiIss education subjects. Principal emphasis on teacher-made tests, especially
the performance type, with secondary attention to published tests in the
)search. Prerequisite:

I

[id.

15-1 to 6 Workshop in Business Education. Major issues in business teacher
jucation. Ordinarily offered during one or two weeks of the summer session.
IB-4 Administration and Supervision in Business Education. History and
jlilosophy of administration and supervision in Business Education with
(Insideration of problems arising at local, state, and national levels; and at
fbondary, college, and university levels. Supervisory problems will include
vjrriculum construction and evaluation, classroom supervision, promotional

selection

Jjlicies,

of

textbooks,

purchase and maintenance of equipment,

lysical arrangements, and other areas according to need of students.
ip-4 Improvement of Instruction in General (Basic) Business Subjects. Defined for the experienced high school teacher who is interested in the study

curriculum and teaching problems in basic business subjects. The course
include teaching procedures, review of materials, formulation of tests
tjd
evaluation. The organization of teaching units and projects will be

I

II

(iphasized.

0-4 Improvement of Instruction in Secretarial Subjects. Designed for the
tperienced high school teacher who is interested in the study of curriculum
fd teaching problems in secretarial subjects. The course will include teachprocedures, review of materials, formulation of tests and evaluation. Pre403 or 404 or 406.
15-4J Interrelated Vocational Cooperative Education.
(See Technical and
if

Huisite:

Hustrial
5|)-2

to 5

Education 525.)
Readings in Business Education. Supervised readings in selected

Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
Individual Research in Business Education. Selection and investigaItti of a problem, use of relevant sources and techniques, collection, evaluaitn, and interpretation of data; and the writing of a report on the investigaili. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
5f-lto9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degree.
srjects.

5.-2 to 5

Sociology
Social Change. Processes of social change in the modern world; culture
con ^^ c * °f norms; individual and social problems arising from conning systems of social values and cultural norms. Prerequisite:
201b
an(*

;

-

GSB

fll

o(30l.

Research. Application of the scientific method to sociological
role of theory. Principles of good research design, measurement,
analysis. Prerequisite: graduate status or consent of instructor.

4j-4 Sociological

Piblems.
S}
ipling

The
and

Chapter
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415-3 Logic of the Social Sciences. (See Philosophy 415.)
424-4 Collective Behavior. The behavior of people in large groups; collects
interstimulation and emotions; crowds, audiences, and publics; mass stimij
and mass response. Prerequisite: 321 or 322, or consent of instructor.
426-4 Social Factors in Behavior and Personality. How group situations a
values affect behavior and shape personality; development of concepts, ro
concepts, attitudes, values; theories of motivation; self -concepts conflicti
social values in relation to individual motivation. Prerequisite: 321 or Pjj
chology 305, or consent of instructor.
427-4 Personality and Social Adjustment. Basic mechanisms of adjustive
havior; concepts and criteria of personal integration and social adjustme|
varieties of adjustive and non-adjustive behavior; theories of personal
;

I

ganization

and

disorganization;

selected

problems.

Prerequisite:

321

J

Psychology 305 or consent of instructor.
435-4 Social Stratification. A comparative study of social class systems, wl
emphasis on the American systems. Relationships of class position to
havior in family, religion, politics, etc. Prerequisite: GSB 201b or 301.
438-4 Sociology of Occupations and Professions. Natural history and 1
stitutional aspects of occupations in our society, cultural context of occul
tions in both primitive and modern society, preparation for jobs, hun
values in work, promotion and discharge, mobility, retirement. Prerequisf
GSB 201b or 301.
449-4 Sociology of Aging. The social implications of an aging populatij
social adjustments to the aging process; personal adjustments to the rcfl
and statuses of later maturity; a consideration of retirement and public I
sistance programs for older people. Prerequisite: GSB 201b or consenti
i

i

instructor.

450-4 Social Thought

The

I:

Before 1800. The ideological basis of Western soci<4

foundations. Trends of thought from the Renaissance to m
Enlightenment. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
451-4 Social Thought II: The Sociological Movement. From Romantic
to Realism; rise and development of scientific social thought. PrerequisM
classical

M

consent of instructor.
453-4 Social Movements. A sociological study of modern social moveme:
social and cultural backgrounds, forms of expression and organization; so
structure of social movements, their role and function in modern soci*
Prerequisite: GSB 201b or 301.
454—4 Sociology of Science. Emphasis on the origins and growth of scitta
in historical perspective, reciprocal relations between science and society in
the twentieth century, science as a social system, differentiation within id
relations between disciplines, and implications of the social organizatioi jof
scientific research and finding. Prerequisite: 301 or consent of instructor)
460-4 Sociology of Medicine. Man and his adaptation to illness, the sick ije,
the doctor patient relationship, the organization of medical care and hejth
institutions in the United States, and the role of the sociologist in the hejth
fields. Prerequisite: 301 or consent of instructor.
470c-4 Urban Planning. (See Government 470.)
471-4 Principles of Demography. Techniques in analyzing and evalua
data on human population; composition, birth and death rates, life ta'fes
migration data, estimates of future trend. Practical uses of demograjiic
techniques. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
472-4 The American Correctional System. A survey of the correctional M
j;

111

covering probation, institutional treatment, and parole: their historic

dev<|p-

ment, organizational structure, program content, and current problems, prequisite: 372 or consent of instructor.
473-4 Juvenile Delinquency. Nature of juvenile delinquency; relationshijto
theories of deviant behavior; efforts at prevention and control. Prerequi!*
302 or consent of instructor.
481-4 Processes in Social Work. Theory, rationale, and practice of casevp.
group work, social welfare organization, and the roles of supervision, administration, and research in relation to each. Case material study and discujon
with field observation and practice. Prerequisite: 375 or consent of instrujor482-3 Social Work in Selected Agencies. Study of representative literatuijon
casework in family, psychiatric, medical, school, military, child welfare,
correctional settings, and others. Case material study and discussion jitn
field observation and practice. Prerequisite: 481 and consent of instructed

M
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—4 Current Problems in Corrections. An exploration of contemporary
•oblems in the control and treatment of sentenced offenders and a review
research trends in corrections. Prerequisites: 472 and consent of instructor.
6-1 to 5 Independent Study in Community Development. Individual study
id projects designed to fit the needs of each student. Prerequisite: consent

13

instructor.

7-4 Community Development. The concepts of community development
id analysis of the social-psychological forces and processes involved in
tizen study, planning and action directed toward the fuller development of
mmunities in a democratic society. Prerequisite: 4 hours of sociology or
jnsent of instructor.
introduction to the structure
9a-4 Probation, Classification, and Parole.
function of those elements of the correctional process primarily conltd
irned with the evaluation, treatment, and control of offenders with particular
itention to the casework components of the process. Prerequisite: 481 or
insent of instructor.
9e-2to4 Independent Study in Corrections. Supervised readings or in(fpendent investigative projects in the various correctional aspects of crime
fjntrol, institutional management, and specific correctional programs. Prey^uisite: consent of instructor.
?8-l to 4 Honors Independent Research. Advanced research study of a
iilected problem. Not for graduate students. Prerequisite: consent of depart-

An

•

tent.

11-4

Hence

Survey of Sociological Theory. The development of sociology as a
of society, from synthetic philosophy to analytic sociology. Pre-

)fjuisite:

451 or consent of instructor.

Seminar in European Sociological Theory: 1800-1910. The theoretical
stetems of selected European sociologists studied from the original writings,
{i2-4

flerequisite: 15 hours of sociology or consent of instructor.
J3-4 Seminar in European Sociological Theory: 1910 to the Present.
Contjuation of 502. Prerequisite: 15 hours of sociology or consent of instructor.
ot-4 Seminar in American Sociology.
survey of development of American

A

A

from

beginnings in the late 19th century to the present. Prerauisite: 501 or consent of instructor.
5|)-4 Seminar in Contemporary Sociological Theory. An analysis of recent
etiological theories, including a survey of current approaches to the consuction and application of systematic theoretical models. Special attention
vjl be
given to "structural-functional" analysis and to the theoretical adeiCjiicy
of selected theory-oriented empirical research areas. Prerequisite: 15
rurs of sociology or consent of instructor.
5|k2 Supervised Research. Under guidance of instructor, students conduct
]3)ociological research project. Prerequisites: 412 and 526.
5j-4 Methodological Foundations of the Social Sciences. Social science
(Hjthodology; the nature of social facts and phenomena, the formation of
iCjicepts, the application of logic in the social sciences. Prerequisites: 407,
al Philosophy 420 or consent of instructor.
5-4 Seminar in Social Psychology. Survey of theoretical systems; progress
iward integrated body of behavioral theory. Prerequisite: 426.
M-4 The Sociology of Small Groups. The study of the small group as a small(jMle social
system. The interrelationship between selected patterned propfe|es
of groups such as interaction, emotion, norms, beliefs, values, and
jrjths as the group encounters and attempts to deal with basic problems of
Jhip development. Prerequisite: 426 or consent of instructor.
i*M Quantitative Methods in Sociology I. Elementary logic and argumentaWi; sets, relations and functions; graph theory; problems in concept formaJm and measurement in sociology. Prerequisite: college algebra.
A-4 Quantitative Methods in Sociology II. Elements of finite probability
"jory; Boyesian analysis; mean, variance, and distribution of random varies; covariance and correlation; the binomial distribution; introduction to
ijple stochastic processes as models of social processes. Prerequisite:
526
Ppnsent of instructor.
JB-4 Quantitative Methods in Sociology III. The logic of choosing and in4>reting a statistic; association; inference and estimation; sample size;
xiti-variate association
and correlation; Fortran II and the uses of the comr
sociological research. Emphasis will be given to problems of associaojJr
/u Prerequisite: 527 or equivalent.
sjiiology

J

,;

[r;
..

m

its
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529-4 Sociological Measurement. Organizing empirical data; choosing
interpreting a statistic; bi-variate association and correlation; inference
estimation. Prerequisite: consent of instructor or college algebra.
530-4 Research Design. Types of research design. Formulation of a resea>
problem. Ecological research methods. Case studies, types of experime]!
designs. Management of research projects. Types of sampling. Prerequis:!
527 or equivalent.
531-4 Research Analysis. Content analysis. Classification, editing, cod$
tabulation, and graphing. Analysis of descriptive research. Analysis of i
planatory research. Errors and bias in research. Presentation of reseg&j
findings. Prerequisite: 530 or consent of instructor.
532-4 Urban Social Structure. Theories of urban social structure and cha:l
with emphasis on the comparative analysis of ecological and normal
i!

processes

of

integration

and disintegration

in

modern urban communil

533-4 Ecology of Human Communities. Spatial and temporal organization
population and institutions with special reference to the organization fl
rural and metropolitan communities. Emphasis on basic research metlfl
and current sources of data in respect to type, structure, and growth ofi
communities. Prerequisite: 15 hours of sociology or consent of instrucB
534-4 Seminar in Intergroup Relations. Cross-cultural study of inter-et'jH
and inter-faith relations, with special attention to conflict, accommodallH
acculturation and assimilation. Prerequisite: 15 hours of sociology or con jut
of instructor.

537-4 Sociology of Law. An analysis of the role of law in society. Sp<B
emphasis will be given to the relationships between law and social orgariB
tion, social control, social value systems, and social change; considerajB
will be given to research in the field. Prerequisite: 15 hours of sociologjor
consent of instructor.
538-4 Seminar in Industrial Sociology. Selected aspects of industrial orgaijation and related problems including such topics as: functional and dysf Actional deviations from ideal bureaucracy, promotion policies, labor relatjis,
job aptitudes, job satisfactions, and public relations. Prerequisites: 15 hire
of sociology and consent of instructor.
539-4 Sociology of Bureaucracy. Analysis of the structural characterises
and conditions for the emergence of bureaucratic and quasi-bureauc lie
forms of organization. Attention to such problems as the bases of authc jty,
stabilizing mechanisms, systems of formal and informal relations, ration Sty
and paradox in bureaucratic organization; impact of bureaucratic orga Ration upon character structure and its role in the formation of classes jnd
elites. Prerequisites: 15 hours of sociology and consent of instructor.
542-4 Seminar on the Family. The family as a field of sociological sipy.

Assessment of significant historical and contemporary writing. Prerequjte:
15 hours of sociology including 340, or consent of instructor.
543—4 Seminar in Family Variability. An analysis of the structure, orga Ration and function of the family in several contemporary and primitiv Societies. Prerequisite: 15 hours of sociology including 340, or consent of'
structor.

544-4 Seminar in Family Research. A detailed analysis of significant
search in the field of the family. Special attention to methods employ< a
they relate to the specific problems investigated. Prerequisite: 15 hoi
sociology including 340, or consent of instructor.
545-4 The Family and Social Change. The significant social factors relpi
sible for changes in the family. Analysis of representative writings from|
eral periods. Prerequisite: 15 hours of sociology including 340 or const
j

instructor.

561-4 Alcohol and Society. Analysis of the determinants of ranges of A
tion in drinking patterns, normal or pathological, viewed cross - culturally P<
in the context of complex society. Special consideration will be given tp
following: the ecology of drinking and alcoholism, drinking patterns
social structure, drinking centered subcultures and institutions, as well
the genesis and patterning of deviant drinking (alcoholism), responsive |
ments and ^systems of control. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
562-4 Deviance and Disorganization. Comparative study of the role of
cultural, and psychological factors in the genesis of specific social pathcl
exhibiting marked variation in group rates. Pathologies such as sv i<* e
homicide, and alcoholism will be taken as illustrative. The strategic signifl nee
i'\

<
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the study of such phenomena for theories of social and personal disornization will be considered in detail. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
3-4 Research Problems in Deviance and Disorganization. For students who
e concerned to develop viable research projects in the areas of social disganization and deviant behavior. Students formulate and present original
search prospectuses for critical evaluation. Consideration given to questions
theoretical relevance, research design, and appropriate techniques. Preniisite: consent of instructor.
4-4 Social Factors in Mental Disorders. An examination of the role of social
ganization and structure in the emergence of mental disorders. Consideran given to pertinent theoretical and research contributions. Prerequisite:
risent of instructor.
p-4 Community Organization and Disorganization. Nature of the comtnity and community generating processes. Appraisal of consensus and
pcation of power. Illustrative community case studies. Prerequisite: consent
instructor.
j

Seminar in Criminology. Critical study of important research
eoretical analyses. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
l$-4 to 12 Supervised Field Work in Corrections. Experience in state
jleral institutions, probation and parole departments, juvenile courts,
J-4

jquency control programs, and public or voluntary agencies.
ering will be required to attend orientation sessions prior to
|nt; enrollment should be discussed considerably in advance
^facilitate arrangements with agencies. Prerequisite: consent
Individual Research in Community Development.
'il-2 to 8
ijned to meet the professional objectives of the individual
cguisite:

major

and
and
de-

Students regactual placeof experience
of instructor.
Research destudent. Pre-

in community development.
Seminar in Community Development,

(a) Principles and
thnologies applicable to solving social problems in the context of community
tyelopment. Laboratory period for field experience, (b) An intensive diagriiis
of the dynamics involved in planned change in a social system and
consultant's relationship to this process, (c) Focuses on a range of com1
ranity development and community action models which deal with selected
11 practices necessary to the community dvelopment technician. Must be
t^en in a,b,c sequence. Prerequisite: 487 or consent of instructor.
5-2 to 6 Individual Research. Supervised research projects. Open only to
glduate students with a major in sociology. Prerequisite: consent of ini|-12

(4,4,4)

1

suctor and chairman of department. Credit according to achievement.
to 12 Readings in Sociology. Supervised readings in selected subjects,
5J-2
^requisite: consent of instructor and chairman of department.
5-2 to 9 Thesis. Prerequisite: consent of chairman.
BM. to 48 Dissertation. Prerequisite: consent of chairman.

Special Education

i

Techniques and Interpretation of Hearing Tests. (See Speech Pathology
Audiology 406.)
lia-4 Problems and Characteristics of the Emotionally Disturbed Child.
P|gnosis, screening, classroom management, placement considerations, goals
M the effective use of ancillary services. Emphasis on the understanding of
rcjadaptive behavior through principles of learning and behavior dynamics.
^requisite: 414 or consent of instructor.
jijb-4 Problems and Characteristics of the Mentally Retarded. Objectives,
wiculum, methods, and materials of instruction for slow learners. Emphasis
U;!n the principles of learning as they can be applied to this group. ObserjM-4
a.

I

j^ons. Prerequisite: 414.

Problems and Characteristics of the Gifted Child. Designed

to help
identification of and programming for gifted and talented
,^dren. Prerequisite: Psychology 301 or 303 or consent of instructor.
*H-4 Problems and Characteristics of the Acoustically Handicapped Child.
sideration of psycho-social and educational aspects of deafness. History
*T
attitudes of society. The impact of auditory impairment on language
^lopment, education and adjustment. Prerequisite: Psychology 301 or 303,
Consent of instructor.
*M Assessment and Remediation of Learning Disabilities. (Same as Guid-

l*b-4

ethers

y

j

in the
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Theories of special tests and remedial programs designed

i

children with specific learning disabilities of a perceptual or coordinate
nature and who may demonstrate related adjustment problems. Prerequisii
414 and consent of instructor.
413a-4 Directed Observation of Emotionally Disturbed Children. Studtj
observation and participation in group and individual work with emotiona^
disturbed children. Often taken concurrently with 410a. Prerequisite: cc,
sent of instructor.
413b-4 Directed Observation of Mentally Retarded Children. Student obsert
tion and participation in group and individual work with mentally retard]
children. 410b often taken concurrently. Prerequisite: consent of instruct
413d-4 Directed Observation and Practice with Hard-of-Hearing Childr
Student observation and participation in group and individual work
hard-of-hearing children. Often taken concurrently with 515. Prerequisi

consent of instructor.
414-4 The Exceptional Child. Physical, mental, emotional, and social tnj
of all types of exceptional children. Effects of handicaps in learning situatiol
Methods of differentiation and techniques for rehabilitation. Individual c|
studies used; observations and field trips. Prerequisite: Psychology 301
303 or consent of instructor.
415-4 Education of Acoustically Handicapped Children. Comparison of 11
guage development in hearing and acoustically handicapped children. Sur]
of established systems of teaching language to the deaf. Principles
techniques in developing concepts, vocabulary, and basic English structun
receptive and expressive oral and written language. Prerequisite: consent
instructor.

416-4 Introduction to Audiology. (See Speech Pathology and Audiology 4<
419-4 Communication Problems of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing. (
Speech Pathology and Audiology 419.)
420a-4 Methods and Materials for Teaching Emotionally Disturbed Child*]
Offered in conjunction with practice teaching, dealing with methods
materials needed in teaching emotionally disturbed children.
420b—4 Methods and Materials for Teaching Mentally Retarded Child
Usually offered in conjunction with practice teaching, dealing with metrilaj
and materials needed in teaching educable mentally retarded in special <K.
cation programs. Prerequisite: 410b and consent of instructor.
420d-4 Methods and Materials for Teaching Acoustically Handicapped CM
dren. Methods, materials and techniques of teaching reading and elemen jy
subjects to acoustically handicapped children in special education prognls.
Prerequisites: 41 Od and consent of instructor.
421-4 Speech for Acoustically Handicapped Children. A survey of miods in teaching oral language skill to acoustically handicapped children, 'm
phasis on use of visual, tactile, and kinesthetic sensory avenues in develo]™
intelligible articulation. Voice and sentence rhythm, consideration of audi
training techniques in relation to speech development. Prerequisite: Sp«i
Pathology and Audiology 200.
428-4 Speech Correction for the Classroom Teacher. (Same as Speech!
thology and Audiology 428.)
496-2 to 8 Readings and Independent Study in Special Education. Study
highly specific problem area in the education of exceptional children. (J
only to selected seniors and graduate students. Prerequisites: 414 and coi

M
i.

,

:

j

of staff.

501-4 Special Research Problem. For majors and minors in the field of spj
education. Choosing and conducting research activities. The student to si
a topic for research and present it, upon completion, to the staff. Prerequj
consent of staff.
513-4 Organization, Administration, and Supervision of Special Classes.
|
phasis upon the functions, underlying principles, and cautions to be obsej<
in the organization and administration of special classes. The selection ;nd
training of teachers, problems of supervision, special equipment, transport
cooperating agencies, and legal aspects of the problem. Prerequisite: 414j
515-4 Itinerant Teaching of Exceptional Children. Consultation and inter
ing techniques for use with individual exceptional children, their pan
teachers and other school or agency personnel. Methods of individual
small group instruction. Emphasis on itinerant service for emotionally^
turbed and hard-of-hearing children through separate concurrently sche»j
lectures and demonstrations. Prerequisite: 410a,b, or d.
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survey of social agencies
7-4 The Atypical Child and Social Agencies.
[ntributing to the welfare and care of exceptional children. Emphasis given
services rendered and to methods of contact and cost. Visits made to
encies and institutions. Specialists invited to appear before the class. Prerauisite: 414 or consent of instructor.
8-10 to 20 Workshops in Special Education. Promotes better understandg of the psychological and educational problems of children with learning
d behavioral disorders. Specialists used as consultants. Open to graduate
idents majoring in education, guidance, or special education, (a) Education
children with learning and behavioral disorders, (b) Education of menlly retarded children, (c) Education of gifted children, (d) Education of
oustically handicapped children, (s) Administration of special education
ograms. Prerequisite: 414.
7-4 to 12 Practicum in Special Education. Supervised experience in school
institution programs for atypical children. Special research project. Open
graduate students only. Prerequisites: 410a,b,c, or d and consent of staff.
Oa-4 Seminar: Education of Maladjusted Children. Analysis of research,
>nds, and programs in the education of children who are emotionally disrbed, socially maladjusted, or have learning disabilities. For graduate stunts in special education only. Prerequisites: 414 and consent of instructor.
)b-4 Seminar: Education of Mentally Retarded Children. Analysis of
search, trends, and programs in the education of children who are mentally
arded. Open to graduate students in special education only. Prerequisites:
«[4 and consent of instructor.
fbd—4 Seminar: Education of Acoustically Handicapped Children. Analysis
research, trends and programs in the education of children who are deaf
Open to graduate students in special education only,
3 hard-of-hearing.
llerequisites: 414 and consent of instructor.
aO—4 Seminar: Education of Children with Mental Deviations. Critical review
practices, research, theories and etiological factors relevant
I administrative
f programs in the education of children who are mentally retarded or gifted,
liplications of research in related disciplines. Application of theories to
jictice. Open to advanced graduate students in special education only. Preijuisite: consent of instructor.
1-4 Seminar: Education of Physically Handicapped Children. Critical rehw of administrative practices, research theories and etiological factors
ijevant to programs in the education of children who are acoustically, visually,
cj orthopedically
handicapped or those who, for medical reasons, must recjve homebound instruction. Open to advanced graduate students in special
eication only. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
5fe-4 Seminar: Education of Children with Learning and Behavioral Disojlers.
Critical review of administration practices, research theories, and
cjological factors relevant to programs in the education of children who are
eotionally disturbed, socially maladjusted, and/or have specific learning
liabilities. Implications of research in related disciplines. Application of
t pries
to practice. Open to advanced graduate students in special educatp only. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
5>-5 to 9 Independent Investigation.
field study required of each student
vjrking for the sixth-year specialists certificate. The work should be done in
I setting of a school system where the student is employed or where full
ctiperation is extended. The study will involve selecting of the problem,
sveying of pertinent literature, recording of results, and appropriate inter1

I

[t

A

pfctations
5|>-2

and summaries.

to 9 Thesis.

Minimum

of 5 hours to be counted

toward a master's degree.

<$-lto48 Dissertation.
)

Speech
CUral Speech: 408-4, 429-4, 440-4, 449-4, 450-12
532-4, 599-2 to 9, 600-3 to 48.

(4,4,4), 520-3,

530-1 to

4,

Oil Interpretation of Poetry: 423-4, 424-4, 434-4, 523-3, 530-1 to 4, 599-2 to 9.
;*Horic and Public Address: 407-8 (4,4), 417-4, 418-4, 425-3, 500-4, 504-3,
J 505-4, 508-4, 510-4, 524-3, 530-1 to 4, 599-2 to 9.
Sjiech Education: 406-4, 427-4, 511-3, 525-4, 530-1 to 4, 599-2 to 9.
s

*l-4

Creative Dramatics.

(Same

as Theater 401.) Materials, techniques,

and
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procedures for conducting sessions in informal drama with emphasis upon is
contribution to the total growth and development of the child. Includes m
tures, observations, student participation, and practice.
406-4 Teaching Speech in Secondary Schools. Philosophy of speech edit
tion, and effective teaching of speech through curricular and extra-currici*
work. Prerequisite: 16 hours of speech.
407-8 (4,4) History of American Public Address. Critical studies of Amerim
speakers; selected speakers and speeches which reflect the dominant sol

and

political

ideas in

American

history.

A

lecture, reading,

and discus;4

may

be taken independently.
408-4 Psychology of Speech. Nature and development of speech, its bi§E
psychology, and the part speech plays in personality development.
417-4 Contemporary Public Address. A critical study of speakers and speec
course. Parts

present the characteristic ideas of leading social and polit
affairs since 1918. A lecture, r«
ing, and discussion course.
418-4 British Public Address. Study of British speakers to c. 1920. Selection
material governed by men and issues that affected British history.
422-4 Oral Interpretation of Prose. The study of reading of prose literal*
emphasizing the specific problems posed for the oral reader by this fcjo.
Prerequisite: 323, GSD 200, or consent of instructor.
423-4 Oral Interpretation of Poetry. The reading of poetry and the interprji
tion of the thought and emotional content of the poetry to the audieje.
selected to

developments in national and international

Prerequisites: 103, 223.

424—4 Oral Interpretation of Dramatic Literature. Readings, selecting,
and presenting various types of dramatic literature. Each student

cutis,
give?

program of readings. Prerequisites: 103, 223.
425-3 Techniques of Discussion Leadership. Group discussion designeclto
clarify the functions and concepts of the leader in democratic society.
427-4 Secondary School Forensic Program. Coaching and organizati
methods for forensic programs in school and college.
428-4 Communication Theories and Models. Survey, analysis, and critiojm
of contemporary theories and models of human communications with an
phasis on behavioral theories and models.
429-4 Experimental Studies in Oral Communication. Principles of resejih
design accompanied by a critical examination of research in oral commur
final recital

ial

ijn-

<ja-

tion. Prerequisite: 428.

434-4 Lecture and Lecture-Recital. Study of professional work on the piiic
platform which is climaxed by a lecture or recital of a professional nalje.
Prerequisite: 12 hours of public speaking, interpretation, or theater.
435—4 Studies in Organizational Communication. Communication systems fld
behavior within formal organizations. Focused on theory and researcljof
informational and directive communication as related to channels,
status, involvement, morale,

440-4

Advanced

Phonetics.

and leadership. Prerequisite:
Phonetic

theory.

structils,

303.

Materials

and methods

jof

linguistic geography. Prerequisite: 200.
441-4 Teaching Speech in Eelementary Schools. Study of oral language jevelopment in children, analysis of their speech needs, and methods of telling speech in elementary schools with emphasis on speech improvement iid
development of basic speech skills.
449-4 General Semantics. Means of changing implications so that langi\fi>
in spoken or written form, describes the life facts.
450-12 (4,4,4) Laboratory in Interpersonal Communication. Communis pi
viewed as a process of relating and evaluating. Applications of and rel ec
philosophy, methodology and research to the functioning of the class ipli
activities. The course encompasses the common p
communication behaviors relevant to the chief communication speciaps500-4 Survey of Classical Rhetoric. Ancient rhetoricians and orators JJan
Corax to Augustine, with special emphasis upon the works of Aristotle jw
Cicero. Lectures and special studies.
501-10 NDEA Institute in Oral Language. Provides the best possible ^
sponses in terms of staff practices and materials in order to prepare teac
to meet the oral language needs of all elementary school children.
504—4 Medieval and Renaissance Rhetoric. An examination of the treno
rhetorical theory between A.D. 100 and 1600 designed to facilitate uij»
standing of the transition from classical to modern theory.
505—4 Modern Rhetorical Theory. An analysis of selected theories of p

through various speech

of
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from the seventeenth century to the present, with a view of discoverthe methods and objectives of modern rhetoricians and relating them to
»ciety and its problems during the period.
1)7-6 (3,3) Studies in Public Address. The study of orators, oratory, issues
lid movements in terms of implications for rhetorical theory and current
ilmcepts of communication. Prerequisite: 407a,b.
>8-4 Seminar: Studies in Discussion. Studies in group thinking and group
ttion with a view to improving discussion and conference techniques.
i.0-4 Seminar: Persuasion and Social Control. Uses and applications of periiasion in the various fields of social activity. Mass media examined as they
pply to politics, business, religion, and education.
ul-4 (2,2) Teaching the College Speech Course. Problems, methods, and
aterials in the teaching of speech in college with primary emphasis on the
fisic course. Examination of textbooks, courses of study, curriculum making,
easurement, and relationship to other fields.
!0-3 Philosophical Foundations of Speech. A special course reviewing the
jiilosophy of speech for graduate and advanced students. Designed to take
jlvantage of the knowledge and background of distinguished visiting proIdress
Lg

Jssors.

Seminar: Problems in Interpretation. An investigation of the more adproblems in oral interpretation, such as creation of atmosphere, use
inced
I!3-3
restraint, impersonation, and impressionism. Prerequisites: 18 hours in
|
jterpretation and theater and consent of instructor.
p4-6 (3,3) Problems in Rhetoric and Public Address. Rhetorical theory and
jiticism of public address examined. Classical and contemporary theory and
iractice studied.
|5-4 Seminar: Speech Education. Problems of philosophy and methods of
aching speech in the elementary and secondary schools. Prerequisite: 306
, consent of instructor.
16—3 Seminar in Theater Arts.
17-3 The College Forensic Program. Individual studies of the problems enuntered in the organization and direction of the college forensic program.
2-4 (2,2) Areas and Techniques of Research in Speech. Study and analysis
outstanding works in the various areas of research. Lectures on research
chniques and study possibilities in the field.
tO-4 Seminar: Experimental Communications Research. Types of quantitafe research and methods of observation and data collection most relevant
the study of human communication. Prerequisite: 428, 429, and two courses
<

1

statistics.

I

Seminar

in Non-quantitative Research Methods. Survey and critical
of non-quantitative approaches to the study of communication, parIularly relating to methods of observation, data collection, and interpreta»n. Emphasis on case and field studies. Prerequisite: 410.
9-2 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degree.
•|6-1 to 48 Dissertation. Minimum of 36 hours to be earned for the Doctor
J2-4

iialysis

Philosophy degree.

Speech Pathology and Audiology
0-1 to 4 Independent Study in Speech
i/olved shall be investigative, creative,

Pathology and Audiology. Activities
or clinical in character. Must be
jranged in advance with instructor. May be repeated for as much as 6
furs of credit.
(5-12 (4,4,4) Practicum in

Speech and Hearing Therapy. Clinical and school

liocedures in speech correction and audiology. One hour of class per week,
Jfd 2
hours of clinical activity or work on clinically related projects for
|ch hour of credit, (a) Emphasizes therapeutic procedures, (b) Emphasizes

techniques, (c) Emphasizes the utilization of forms and the prepaNeed not be taken in sequence, but a.b or c cannot be related. Prerequisite: junior standing in department.
'6-4 Techniques and Interpretation of Hearing Tests. (Same as Special
Jjlucation 406.) Principles and techniques of testing the hearing and interpret? those tests in terms of the individual's needs. Prerequisite: 416 or con-

"{ignostic
ition of

reports.

]

of instructor.
r*4 Research Techniques in Speech Science.
presentation of the reirch techniques used in speech science with particular emphasis on equip-

jjiit

A
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ment, experimental design, and study of significant research contributic]|
to the field. Prerequisite: advanced standing or consent of instructor.
412-4 Cerebral Palsy. An investigation of the etiology, problems, and therajl
of cerebral palsy. Prerequisites: 212, 414 or consent of instructor.
414-4 Anatomy and Physiology of Speech and Hearing Mechanisms. (£
Physiology 414.)
415-4 Aphasia. An investigation of the etiology, problems, and therapy 1
aphasia. Prerequisite: 412, 414 or consent of instructor.
416-4 Introduction to Audiology. Provides the student with a basic orient]
tion to the professional field of audiology, its history and its goals. Bali]
acoustics, the phylogeny, anatomy and physiology of the human ear, ail
significant pathologies of the ear are presented. Prerequisite: junior standi;;]
or consent of instructor.
419-4 Communication Problems of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing. (Same
Special Education 419.) Objectives and techniques for the teaching of 1
reading, speech conservation, and auditory training. Prerequisite: 406 or c<||
i

sent of instructor.

420-4 Advanced Clinical Audiometry. Principles and procedures for advancU
audiometric testing, advanced problems in bone conduction measurements, 1
evaluation of loudness recruitment, in topodiagnostic audiometry, and n<
organic hearing loss are presented. Practical techniques include speech audio i
etry, Bekesy audiometry, conditioned pure tone electrodermal audiomet;,
j
and use of the Zwislocki Acoustic Bridge. Prerequisites: 416 and 406 or c<||
J

sent of instructor.

428-4 Speech Correction for the Classroom Teacher. (Same as Special E<||
cation 428.) Etiology and therapy of common speech defects. This coum
may be taken by all inservice teachers, seniors, and graduate students
,i

education.

515-1 to 4 Readings in Speech Pathology and Audiology. Supervised ifa
directed readings in specific areas of speech pathology.
516-4 Seminar in Psychoacoustics. Advanced study of the behavioral respo
of the human hearing mechanism to the various parameters of the acous,::
stimulus; threshold sensitivity, loudness, pitch, localization, modulation, be's
and masking. Prerequisites: 406, 416, 520.
520-4 Seminar in Physiological Acoustics. Advanced study of the physiologi 1
responses of the middle and inner ear to the acoustic stimulus. Theories
middle ear function and of cochlear function are presented in detail. FKi
:.b

jf

requisites: 416, 406.
521-1 to 4 Seminar in Articulation and Delayed Speech. Special problems f
language development and articulation.
522-4 to 16 (1 to 4 each) Seminar in Organic Speech Problems, (a) DevelJmental anatomy and physiology, (b) Teratology, surgery, and dentistry, j)
Neuropathological bases, (d) Clinical management. Must be taken in a,b|d
sequence or by consent of instructor. Prerequisite: graduate standing in
*-

partment.
524-4 Seminar in Language Disorders. Examination of language disorders
sociated with childhood. Procedures for the evaluation of aberrant languje
development in clinical populations in contrast to the linguistic developing
of normal speakers. Includes study of current psycholinguistic research ijo
factors affecting the acquisition of phonological, syntactical, and morphophcpmic rules of English. Practicum in language diagnostics and therapeutics.
528-4 Seminar in Experimental Audiology. Basic psychophysical meth<3,
basic operating principles of electronic equipment, and the use of laborat y
sound-production and measurement equipment will be presented. Students |U
design and perform model psycho-acoustic experimentation. Prerequisi %
520 and 516, or consent of instructor.
529-3 to 12 (1 to 4 each) Seminar in Stuttering Behavior, (a) Emphases
ji-

theoretical analysis, (b) emphasis on diagnostic techniques, (c) applicajn
of principles to therapy. Must be taken in a,b,c sequence or by consenl >i
the instructor.
530-1 to 4 Research Problems in Speech Pathology and Audiology. Indivicpl
work upon selected problems for research.
531-1 to 4 Seminar in Experimental Phonetics. An investigation into the *
perimental approaches for the study of the phenomena of speech.
533-1 to 4 Seminar in Speech Science. Special problems in voice science
acoustic perception.

;
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34-1 to 4

Seminar

in

Instrumentation.

Familiarity with instruments, their

capabilities, and limitations, as they apply to the study of speech and
learing.
36-1 to 4 Seminar in Administration of Speech and Hearing Programs.
tudy of program settings, organizational procedures, and professional interelationships in adult speech and hearing therapy. Field trips to rehabilitation
jenters and related agencies.
99-2 to 9 Thesis.
00-1 to 48 Dissertation.
ises,

A

Technical and Industrial Education
|08-3

Teaching Aids in Technological Education. Selection, development,
and use of commercial and self-made instructional aids

[nalysis, cataloging,
.nd devices.

il9-8 to 16 Student Teaching in Technical Programs. Experience in working
Vith special and post-high school technical training programs in approved
enters. The student teacher will follow the program of the supervisors of
he primary specialization in both regular and extra-class activities. Preequisite: 9 hours professional courses.
20-8 (4,4) Enterprise: The Man-Machine System. Classroom, laboratory,
nd library study of man-machine systems in a variety of industries and
stitutions, with emphasis on teaching children and youth to understand
e world of work. For advanced students and experienced teachers. Must be
ken in a,b sequence. Prerequisite: 20 hrs. in Technical and Industrial Eduation.

21-3 Principles of Enterprise Teaching. Problems and special methods of
aching in enterprise education programs. Prerequisite: 16 hours technical
hd industrial education courses.
22-3 Curriculum Development in Enterprise. Selection, development, and
valuation of content, methodology, and hardware and software instructional
ystems for programs about man and technology. For advanced students and
xperienced teachers. Prerequisite: 20 hours technical and industrial education

courses.

Practicum in Technology. Experiences in the industrial applications
technological knowledge. Cooperative arrangements with selected corporaions and professional organizations provide opportunity to study technical
roblems in the industrial environment under the direction of specialists,
prerequisite: 12 hours in technical subjects.
130-2 to 8 Special Problems in Industry and Technology. Special opportunity
pr students to obtain assistance and guidance in the investigation and solution of selected technical problems. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
B5-6 to 18 Manual Arts Internship. Supervised hospital experience featurHg various applications of manual arts therapeutical treatments. Prerequisite:
tonsent of coordinator.
50-1 to 12 (1 to 4 per quarter) Advanced Skills in Technical Subjects,
lodern industrial practices and techniques in various selected technical

125-2 to 8
If

elds.

For experienced persons seeking an opportunity to develop advanced
and to increase understanding in specialized industrial fields. Eraon modern industrial processes, methods, materials, and techniques

ichniques

hasis
sed in school shops, drafting

rooms, and industrial organizations. Prerequisite:

asic training in area selected for study. Limited to certified teachers.
'S5-8 (4,4) Industrial Safety. (See Engineering Technology 465.)

BO-3 Curriculum Development in Industrial Arts Education. Selection, deplopment, and analysis of new concepts in technology, man, and enterprise
j>r
use in the schools. New methodology and apparatus for teaching are
pveloped. For advanced students and experienced teachers. Prerequisite:
P hrs. in TIED.
J85-3 Principles and Philosophy of Vocational and Technical Education.
pame as Agricultural Education 485, Agricultural Industries 485, Home Ecolomics Education 485, Secondary Education 485, and Secretarial and Busiiess Education 485.)
Team teaching used. Gives an understanding of the
jature and purposes of practical arts, vocational and technical education, their
^lationships and differences, and the place of each in preparing people for
ie world of work. Prerequisite: student teaching.

Chapter
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488-3 Analysis for Occupational Education. Fundamentals of analyzing o<
cupations and careers for establishing units of instruction for occupations
education courses. Required for occupational teachers, coordinators, an
supervisors. Prerequisite: 12 hours in teaching specialty.
489-3 Organization of Subject Matter. Course and unit construction, prepare
tion of materials for distribution to students, preparation of teacher-mac^
tests, course evaluation and updating. Prerequisite: 488.
490-3 Principles of Occupational Teaching. Methods of teaching in occupjj
tional education programs. Required for occupational teachers, coordinator
and supervisors. Prerequisite: 12 hours in teaching specialty.
500-8 (4,4) Legislation, Organization, and Administration of Occupation
Education, (a) Historical and contemporary thought and practice re feder.^
and state legislation for occupational education in sundry institutions. Legi!
lators are used as resource persons. Required for supervisors, (b) Policial
governing the organization and administration of programs in states and loci
agencies. Students write a proposal for a new program. Must be taken I
a,b sequence.
502-6 (3,3)
Criteria and

Measurements and Evaluations

of Products and Procedure!
instrument development, testing techniques, and appraisalf
Special emphasis given to the principles and methods of evaluation of pro
ress in laboratory and shop subjects of a practical arts nature. Experieni
in development and construction of pertinent and effective evaluative device
Prerequisite: one course in tests and measurement.
505-4 Administration and Supervision of Industrial Education. Principle
practices, and techniques relating to supervising and administering loc
programs. Required for vocational coordinators and supervisors.
506-4 Cooperative Programs. Problems and procedures involved in setting I
and operating cooperative work-study programs. Required for vocational c<
1

ordinators.

510-4 Planning Occupational Education Facilities. Principles and practices
planning classrooms and laboratories for occupational education program*
How to work with administrators, staff, and paid professionals to assuil
judicious location and design of facilities.
525-3 Interrelated Vocational Cooperative Education. (Same as Agriculture
Education 525, Agricultural Industries 525, Home Economics Education 558
and Secretarial and Business Education 525.) Team teaching used. Interrelafcf
cooperative programs as they are developed in America, and especially II!
nois, are presented. Coordinators' duties and responsibilities along with t:
operation of interrelated vocational cooperative programs are featured. Pi
requisite: student teaching.
540-2 to 6 Research in Technological Education. Basic research methods ai
techniques in the design, investigation, and reporting of research studies ij
lating to technology and technological education.
541-4 Occupational Information and Guidance. Designed for school counseloj
industrial supervisors,

and teachers

to give

them

orientation to

and expel

ence with occupational information and vocational adjustment.
550-4 College Teaching of Industrial and Technical Subjects. Problems
college students and their adjustments to college-level industrial and technic!
subject-matter. Organization of instructional materials; methods of instructio]

1

organization and administration of college laboratory facilities; and the pij
fessional problems, ethics, and advancement of college technical teachers.
560-2 to 12 (2 to 8 per quarter) New Developments in Technological Educj
tion. An intensive course designed to acquaint graduate students and teach*
with the most recent and significant developments, pressing problems, a
emerging trends in the industrial education and technical fields. Select.
subjects will be considered by recognized authorities in the field, who \s|
present their ideas and conduct discussions on the selected topics.
570-2 to 6 Special Investigations. (Same as Applied Science 570.)
580-1 to 9 Seminar. (Same as Applied Science 580.)
599-1 to 9. Thesis.

Theater
401-4 Creative Dramatics. (See Speech 401.)
402-8 (4,4) Play Directing, (a) The principles and procedures of play dirj
tion including play selection, interpretation, and the patterning of auditor
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Course Descriptions

md

visual stimuli, (b) Continuation of 402a emphasizing rehearsal procedures,
control of tempo and mood, styles of presentation and performance, and
)ther techniques in the direction of plays.

Aesthetics of the Drama and the Theater. Principles and practice of
jnodern dramatic production in the light of modern aesthetic theory. A course
iittempting to formulate an aesthetic judgment of the theater.
|04-4 Theater Management. Theater operational procedure, including both
fundamental structuring and house management. The former aspect includes
lidministration, purchasing, and accounting practices, ticket sales, publicity,
promotion, and public relations. The latter covers the management of boxbffice and ushering.
jK)5-8 (4,4) The Scenic Imagination, (a) A study of the purely creative side
It includes an analysis of the script and its meaning for
j>f stage production.
kn audience; a poetic evaluation of the setting, costumes, and lighting; and
ftie blocking out of the stage action,
(b) Theater research and documentation; an approach to sketches and models; a review of the historic forms of
taging, with emphasis on the modern styles from naturalism to epic theater.
106-1 American Professional Theater Procedures and Practices. An introducion to the everyday realities of a professional stage career, including problems of survival, professional ethics and protocol, personal relations, and the
unction of stage unions.
09-4 High School Theater and Its Production Problems. Consideration of
machinery, equipment, light controls and instruments, production
(stages,
techniques, and analysis of basic needs of high school theater.
10-3 Children's Theater. Creative dramatics; dramatization of children's
1103-4

literature; play production for
|ion concentrations.

elementary schools.

Recommended

for educa-

The writing of a full-length play, a children's play, or a
pageant-drama forms the basis of the course. Students may elect
o write two one-act plays. Individual conferences supplement the class disussion and analysis of student writing. Prerequisite for graduate students:

tll-4 Playwriting.
ristorical

onsent of instructor.
J12-4 Stage Design. The design of settings for the stage
aedia. Prerequisite: 207.
14-4 Costume Design.

and other dramatic

15-4 Advanced Costume Design.
U6-4 Current Theories and Practices in the Teaching of Dance. (See Physi:al Education 416.)
!:17-4 Advanced Acting. Lectures, readings, and practical application dealing
jjvith

advanced studies of characterizations and acting styles on an individual

Prerequisite: 217, 317.
Stage Lighting. Instruments and control equipment; principles and
jechniques of lighting dramatic productions.
138-4 Contemporary Developments in the Theater. Critical study of theory
,ind practice in acting, directing, production, and architecture in the modern
jheater. The rise and development of the film, radio, and television as dra-

oasis.

(32-4

inatic

media.

02-4 Advanced Directing. Study of and practice in the techniques of directtig period
plays, verse plays, music dramas, arena productions and other
iypes and styles of plays presenting special directing problems.
(4,4,4) Advanced Technical Problems. Solutions of problems presented
J03-12
|y certain types of plays and modes of production, (a) Scene design, (b)
ftage lighting and sound, (c) Costume design. Prerequisite: consent of department.

A

The Comic Theater.
study of comedic theory as applied to major
ypes of dramatic composition. Dramatic theories of comedy from Aristotle
p Freud are explored. Individual reports.
05-4 The Tragic Theater. An examination of tragic drama and criticism
is related to the societies which produced
such drama. Particular emphasis
3 placed upon the Athenian, Elizabethan and modern theater.
06-4 The American Theater. The study of the development of the drama
*nd the theater in the United States from colonial times to the present.
rerequisite: 313 or its equivalent.
09-4 The High School Theater and its Production Problems. Consideration

104-4

!

f stages, machinery, equipment, light controls
and instruments,
jechniques, and analysis of basic needs of high school theater.

18-4 Theater Audience.

A

production

course attempting to determine (1) the relations
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between the drama, mise-en-scene, and theater audience; and

(2) the ps\
chological nature of the spectator's experience in the theater.
519-1 to 12 Theater Practicum. Practical experience in acting, directing, ar
associated work on campus, on area tours, and in summer stock.
526-3 to 12 Seminar in Theater Arts. Special problems of interest to advance
students. Subject is determined by the instructor. Seminar in same subje^l
cannot be repeated. Prerequisite: consent of department.
530-1 to 4 Research Problems in Theater. Individual work upon selected pro
lems for research.
599-1 to 9 Thesis. Minimum of 5 hours to be counted toward a master's degrej

Zoology
400-2 Animal Taxonomy. The concepts of taxonomy and their use in zoologi
Prerequisite: one year of biology or consent of instructor.
401-5 Genetics. Principles of inheritance, including genetic mechanisn
mutation, and selection. Prerequisites: 15 quarter hours of biological scienj
and consent of instructor.
402—4 Natural History of Invertebrate. Observation, identification, and li|

Designed for teachers. Not for students specializing in invertebral
zoology. Prerequisite: one year of zoology including 102.
403—4 Natural History of Verebrate Animals. Observation, identification, am
life histories. Designed for teachers. Not for students specializing in vertebral
zoology. Prerequisite: one year of zoology including 103.
404-2 to 8 Zoology Field Studies.
trip of four to eight weeks to acquai
students with animals in various environments and/or with methods of fief
study, collection, and preservation. Cost per individual will be approximate!
$25 per week. (Only 4 hours may be used for credit.) Prerequisite: conseti
of department.
406—4 Protozoology. Taxonomy, cytology, reproduction, and physiology
unicellular animals including laboratory methods of culturing. Prerequisiii
one year of zoology including 102 or consent of instructor.
407-5 Parasitology. Principles, collection, identification, morphology, m
histories, and control measures. Prerequisite: one year of zoology including li
408-4 Herpetology. Taxonomic groups, identification, and natural history |
amphibians and reptiles. Prerequisite: one year of zoology including 103.
409-5 Histology. Microscopic structure of organs and tissues with emphal
on mammalian forms. Prerequisite: 202.
410-5 Vertebrate Paleontology. History of vertebrate animals in terms 1
their morphological change, geological succession, and ecological relatiel
ships. Prerequisite: 202 or Geology 301.
413M> The Invertebrates. Structure, development, and natural history of
vertebrates, except insects and parasites. Prerequisite: one year of zoolcif
including 102.
414-4 Fresh-Water Invertebrates. Taxonomic groups, identification, ail
natural history of the regional fauna. Prerequisites: one year of zoology |
histories.

A

j

j

eluding 102.

415-4 Limnology. Lakes and other inland waters, the organisms living in the
and factors affecting these organisms. Prerequisite: one year of zoology,
eluding 102.
441-4 Developmental Biology. Principles of development and organizati
Prerequisites: 300 and one course in cellular physiology, or consent of
structor.

459-4 Game Birds. Natural history and management. Prerequisite: one y
of zoology including 103.
461-4 Mammalogy. Taxonomic groups, identification, and natural history!
mammals. Prerequisite: one year of zoology including 103.
463-4 Wildlife Management. General survey of management techniques. Bj|
requisites: one year of biological science, consent of instructor.
465-4 Ichthyology. Taxonomic groups, identification, and natural history
fishes. Prerequisite: one year of zoology including 103.
466-4 Fish Management. Sampling, dynamics, and manipulation of fish po
lations, age and growth of fishes, and habitat improvement. Prerequisi'
one year of biological science, consent of instructor.
467-4 Ornithology. Classification and recognition of birds and the study

Course Descriptions
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their songs, nests, migratory habits, and other behavior. Cost of field trips is
$5 to $10 per student. Two lectures and 4 laboratory hours per week. Prerequisite: one year zoology including 103.
471-4 Entomology. Structure, classification, and life histories of insects. Two
lectures and 4 laboratory hours per week. Prerequisite: 102.
508-4 Helminthology. Identification, structure, physiology, and life history
of parasitic worms. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
512-3 Animal Geography. Principles of the distribution of the animals of the
world. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
514-4 Advanced Entomology. Morphology, physiology, systematics, and distribution of insects. Prerequisite: 471.
520-5 Advanced Invertebrates. The nature and life of invertebrate animals
With emphasis on comparative form, function, behavior, and occurrence. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
1)21-4 Advanced Limnology. The physical, chemical, and biological factors
jiffecting organisms in streams. Emphasis on the effects of pollution. Prerequisite: 415 and consent of instructor.
625-5 Cytology. (Same as Botany 525.) Microscopic study of protoplasm,
ncluding mitosis and meiosis; discussions of cytological behavior. Prerequisite:
Consent of instructor.
K40-3 Factors in Animal Reproduction. Genetic and physiological factors in
determination, differentiation, and modification of sex in animals. Prerequisite:
Consent of instructor.
&42-3 Osteology. Modification of the vertebrate skeleton as a result of growth,
unctional adaptation, and phylogenic relationship. Prerequisite: consent of
Instructor.

161-4

Game Mammals.

Natural history and management. Prerequisite: con-

lent of instructor.

Fish Culture. Production of game, food, and bait fishes. Design of
chemical and biological variables, spawning techniques, diseases
knd nutrition. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
J77-3 Population Ecology. Principles of population dynamics as related to
inimals. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
il78—4 Population Genetics. Genetic structure of populations, factors causing
[Jhanges, and principles governing rate and direction of change. Prerequisite:
166-4

facilities,

jonsent of instructor.
|79-4 Animal Behavior.

(Same as Psychology 579.) The biological basis for
actions and responses of animals. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
80-4 Advanced Systematics. The implication of systematics, including the
iheory and dynamics of classification, speciation, population genetics, and
iivolution. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
(81-3 Readings in Current Zoological Literature. Prerequisite: graduate status
Hi a biological science.
i)82-6 (1,1,1,144) Graduate Zoology Seminar. Special topics in zoology. Consult department for each term's topic.
j!|83-3 (1,1,1) The Teaching of Zoology in College. Methods, practices, and
jbjectives in teaching zoology. Designed as part of the apprenticeship proram for preparation of college teachers. Prerequisite: graduate status in a
ijttological science.
to 21 (Each Section 1 to 3) Seminar, (a) Seminar in animal behavior.
J85-7
lb) Seminar in developmental biology, (c) Seminar in ecosystems, (d) Semiin wetland ecology, (e) Seminar in wildlife ecology, (f) Seminar in
tiijar
fjrnithology. (g) Seminar in parasitology. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
p6-2 to 12 Special Research. Investigations in zoology other than those for
Hjieses. Only 3 hours may be credited toward a degree. Prerequisite: consent
lilhe

if

r

instructor.

i)9-2 to

9 Research and Thesis. For master's degree.
Research and Dissertation. For Doctor of Philosophy degree.

D0-3 to 48

4/

Faculty

Graduate Instruction at Southern Illinois University is the responsibility
I the faculty. Although the Graduate Faculty is not organized into
[lepartments, its members are normally affiliated with specific disciplines.
Preceding the Graduate Faculty is a list of faculty members elected
the Graduate Council for the year 1969-1970.

The Graduate Council
John Andresen, Professor and Chairman of the Department of Forestry
Villiam Bennewitz, Associate Professor of Mathematics
TOrdon Bliss, Associate Professor of Teacher Education
i)avid Christensen, Professor of Geography and Assistant Dean of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences
jflilton T. Edelman, Professor of Economics and Chairman of the Council
ilarvin E. Johnson, Professor of Technology and Assistant Dean of the School
of Technology
[arold M. Kaplan, Professor

and Chairman of the Department of Physiology
K. Leasure, Professor and Chairman of the Department of Plant Industries
|)on A. Livingston, Associate Professor of Business Administration
Han McCurry, Associate Professor of History
ohn M. H. Olmsted, Professor and Chairman of the Department of Mathematics
iharles E. Richardson, Professor of Health Education
lohn A. Richardson, Professor of Art
jlilton Russell, Associate Professor and Chairman of the Department of

L*

1

Economics

l

Sturley, Professor of Mathematics
toward Webb, Professor and Chairman of the Department of English
jric

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Anthropology
rofessors Philip J. C. Dark, J. Charles Kelley, Charles H. Lange (Chairman),
Robert L. Rands, Carroll L. Riley, Walter W. Taylor
ssociate Professors Milton Altschuler, Jerome S. Handler, Bruce B. Mac-

Lachlan
ssistant Professors

D. Lee Guemple, Joel Maring,

Roy Wagner, Jon D. Muller

Botany
Gray, Robert H. Mohlenbrock (ChairVoigt
Professors Margaret Kaeiser, Oval Meyers, Jr., Aristotel Pappelis,

fofessors William C. Ashby, William D.
man), L. V. Olah, Jacob Verduin, John
\

ssociate
,

W.

Walter E. Schmid
ssistant

Professors

W. Hardy Eshbaugh, Lawrence Matten, Donald

R. Tindall

Chemistry
Richard T. Arnold (Chairman), Roger E. Beyler, James BeMiller,
W. Mac Vicar, Cal Y. Meyers, Boris Musulin, Kenneth Van Lente, John Wotiz
isociate Professors Paul Anderson, Albert L. Caskey, Herbert Hadler, J.
Herbert Hall, Wilbur N. Moulton, Charles D. Schmulbach, Donald W.
Slocum, Gerard V. Smith, Russell F. Trimble
"ofessors

Elbert H. Hadley, Robert

173
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Chapter

:

Assistant Professors James Cox, S. D. Darling, Michael R. Emptage, H. 1
Gibbard, Conrad Hinckley, D. F. Koster, James Tyrell

English
j

Research Professor Harry T. Moore
Professors James Benziger, Hugh D. Duncan, William H. Evans, Joseij
Friend, Thomas Kinsella, Sidney P. Moss, Henry Dan Piper, Howaj
Schultz, William E. Simeone, E. Earle Stibitz, Charles D. Tenney, Davl
Vieth, Howard W. Webb, Jr. (Chairman), Georgia G. Winn
Associate Professors Ted R. Boyle, Edmund Epstein, John Gardner, Ma
Hillegas, John Howell, Paul Hurley, Paul H. Morrill, Charles Parish, Robe
B. Partlow, Raymond S. Rainbow, James Redden, Manuel Schonhorn
Assistant Professors Bruce Appleby, William J. Brown, George Camp, Geori
Goodin, Robert Griffin, Thomas Hatton, Aristotle Katvanides, David Kuernij

Byron

Raizis,

Hans Rudnick, Muriel West

Visiting Professor T.

W. Baldwin

Foreign Languages
I

Professors A. W. Bork, J. Cary Davis, Hellmut A. Hartwig (Chairman)
Associate Professors Vernon L. Anderson, Howard French, David Gobe
James Kilker, Joseph Kupceck, Helmut Liedloff, Michael Rowland, Maoj
leine Smith, Hensley C. Woodbridge
Visiting Professor Jenaro Artiles

Geography
Professors Ronald

I. Beazley, Douglas Carter, David Christensen, T. J. Dero)
Campbell W. Pennington, Frank W. Thomas (Chairman)
Associate Professors David L. Jones, Theodore H. Schmudde, David M. Smiji
Assistant Professor Sam Hilliard, John Rooney

Fair,

Geology
Professor Stanley E. Harris
Associate Professors Jen-Ho Fang, William C. Hood, John E. Utgaard (ActiS

Chairman)
Assistant Professors Frank Bell, Richard Davis, George Frauenfelter, Donj.

Sawatzky

Government
Professors Abdul Majid Abbass, Orville Alexander, Ikua Chou, Jack F. Isak
Horace B. Jacobini, David Kenney, Frank L. Klingberg, Robert McGrs.,
Ward M. Morton, Randall H. Nelson, Max W. Turner
Associate Professors John T. Ellsworth, William Garner, Charles T. Goodsj,
,

Earl Hanson, William S. Hardenbergh, Melvin Kahn, Manfred Landed',
Marian Ridgeway, Max Sappenfield, Stephen L. Wasby
Assistant Professors John H. Baker, Richard Dale, Egon K. Kamarasy, Nornji
R. Luttbeg, Joann Paine, Leland G. Stauber, Jack R. Vander Slik
Visiting Professor

Wesley Fischel

History
Research Professor C. Harvey Gardiner
Professors George W. Adams, Harry Ammon, George L. Cherry, Betty FlS;'land, Ping-Chia Kuo (Chairman)
Associate Professors Howard Allen, John Clifford, David E. Conrad, Rolft
Gold, Lon R. Shelby, John Y. Simon, Henry S. Vyverberg
Assistant Professors Michel Batinski, Charles W. Berberich, Donald L. Bre
M. Browning Carrott, Donald Detwiler, Thadd E. Hall, Harold A. McFaiji,
Reinhold C. Mueller, James B. Murphy, Eugene P. Trani, David P. Werlf,
Stanley Zucker
Lecturers Edward O'Day, Clarence Hendershot
\

j

1,
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Mathematics
Nicolas Artemiadis, Amos Black, Lauwerens Kuipers, Carl E.
Langenhop, Abraham Mark, Charles N. Maxwell, Wilbur C. McDaniel,
John M. H. Olmsted (Chairman), Ernest E. Shult
Associate Professors Ward D. Bouwsma, Theodore Burton, Neal E. Foland,
Leslie D. Gates, Robert A. Moore, Michael Skalsky, Herbert H. Snyder,
Thomas H. Starks, Joseph C. Wilson
Assistant Professors Ramendra K. Bhattacharya, Charles F. Koch, Thomas
B. Paine, Franklin D. Pedersen, Katherine L. Pedersen, Michael G. Poole,

Professors

Norman

F. Robinson, Carl G.

Townsend

Microbiology
Professors Carl C. Lindegren (Emeritus),

Maurice Ogur (Chairman), Isaac

L.

Schechmeister

Hassan Rouhandeh, Dan O. McLary

Associate Professors

Molecular Science
Amoros, M. J. Arvin, J. W. Chen, R. J. Haas, G. R. Hoke,
Langenhop, A. M. Mark, L. C. Marshall, C. Y. Meyers, B. Musulin,
J. J. O'Dwyer, W. Orthwein, A. W. Richardson, R. E. Watson, J. R. Zimmerman (Chairman)
Associate Professors M. L. Canut-Amoros, T. T. Dunagan, J. H. Fang, M.
Foglio, H. I. Hadler, W. C. Henneberger, H. H. Nickle, A. J. Pappelis, M.
K. Saporoschenko, R. G. Schlecht, G. V. Smith, H. H. Snyder, J. E. Utgaard,
R. N. Zitter
Assistant Professors S. K. Bose, J. C. Carrell, C. C. Chang-Fang, J. D. Cutnell,
Professors J. L.
C. E.

'

P. K. Davis, R.
F. Pearson, D. L.

W.

Davis, V. K. Feiste, C. C. Hinckley, G. Lefebvre, E.
J. G. Smith, J. J. Sullivan, J. Tyrrell

Sawatzky,

Philosophy
Research Professor Lewis E.

Hahn

Morris Eames, Wayne A. R. Leys, William McKeefery, Willis
Moore (Chairman), George Kimball Plochmann, Charles D. Tenney

rofessors S.

James A. Diefenbeck, Elizabeth R. Eames, Don

Professors

Associate
I

Ihde,

George T. McClure

David

Assistant Professors

S.

Clarke,

Jr.,

John Howie, Matthew

J.

Kelley,

Shuhsien Liu
Visiting

Professor Paul Schilpp

Physics
Martin J. Arvin, L. C. Marshall, William E. Nickell, John J.
O'Dwyer, Richard E. Watson, Otis B. Young (Emeritus), John R. Zimmerman (Chairman)
Associate Professors Mario E. Foglio, Walter C. Henneberger, Harry H. Nickle,
Mykola Saporoschenko, Richard G. Schlecht, Robert N. Zitter
\ssistant Professors Brent W. Benson, Subir K. Bose, J. Craig Carrell, C. C.
Chang-Fang, John D. Cutnell, Robert E. Johnson, Gerald M. Lefebvre,
rofessors

Edwin

Frank

F. Pearson,

C. Sanders,

John

J.

Sullivan

Physiology
'rofessors

Florence Foote, George H. Gass, Harold Kaplan (Chairman). Alfred

W. Richardson
Associate Professors

Tom

T. Dunagan, Donald

M. Miller

Psychology
Research Professor
'rofessors

Noble Kelley
Neil A. Carrier, David Ehrenfreund (Chairman), Alfred Lit, Donald

Shoemaker, William C. Westberg
Professors Vincent A. Harren, Robert A. Levitt, James H. McHose,
Clayton Ladd, Donald Meltzer, Gordon Pitz, Gordon Rader, Robert C.
Radtke, Janet Rafferty, Eugene Ringuette, Thomas R. Schill
J.

Associate
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Chapter

Assistant Professors Stanley Brodsky, James W. Hill, Michael Hniatow, Jr.'
Charles J. Long, G. Donald MacLean, James P. O'Donnell, Thomas Purcellj

Richard C. Raynard, John F. Snyder

Sociology
Professors Hugh D. Duncan, Thomas G. Eynon, Elmer Johnson, Herman B
Lantz, Peter A. Munch, Charles R. Snyder (Chairman)
Associate Professors Melvin S. Brooks, Frank C. Nail
Assistant Professors Ernest K. Alix, George M. Camp, Joe C. Eades, Harrl
Gold, Norris C. Larsen, Robert D. Rossell
Visiting Professor Alvin

W. Gouldner

Zoology
Professors Richard E. Blackwelder, Harvey I. Fisher (Chairman), Edwin (
Galbreath, Hermann J. Haas, Willard D. Klimstra, William M. Lewis
Associate Professors Ronald A. Brandon, Du Wayne C. Englert, George Garoiai
Frank B. Kulfinski, Jan Martan, Howard J. Stains
Assistant Professors Joseph Beatty, William Dyer, William George, John I
Krull, Eugene Lefebvre, John McPherson, Bruce W. Peterson, John I
s

Stahl,

j

George Waring

I

College of Education
I

Faculty of the Doctoral Program in Education

—

i

Educational Administration and Social & Philosophical Foundations Frej
Armistead, Coordinator
Malvin E. Moore, Jr.
Fred J. Armistead
Parmer Ewing
Howard Morgan
Jacob O. Bach
Woodson W. Fishback
William H. Freeberg
Charles Neal
Sam W. Bliss
George Bracewell
William H. Ridinger
Jack Graham
Donald W. Robinson
A. Frank Bridges
Deward K. Grissom
Oliver Caldwell
James Herrick Hall
Edward B. Sasse
Arthur Casebeer
Dean Stuck
John Hawley
Richard M. Thomas
Elmer J. Clark
Charles Heinz
Donald J. Tolle
George S. Counts
Loren Jung
Dale Kaiser
Andrew T. Vaughan
Steven Danish
Samuel Vinocur
I. Clark Davis
John King
Lawrence Dennis
Herbert Wohlwend
Arthur E. Lean
Elwyn Zimmerman
Raymond Dey
William R. McKenzie
i

Curriculum and Instructio n

James E. Aaron
Frank C. Adams
Arthur Aikman
Bruce Appleby
Rebecca Baker
Donald Boydston
Luther Bradfield
Ernest Brod
Robert L. Buser
Gordon K. Butts
John P. Casey
L. Ralph Casey
Doris Dale
Elleva J. Davidson
Dorothy R. Davies
Raymond DeJarnett
Billy Dixon
Miriam C. Dusenberry
Troy W. Edwards
John H. Erickson

— Luther Bradfield, Coordinator
William Evans
Daniel T. Fishco
R. Jean Fligor
C. C. Franklin

Larry A. Good
Winston G. Gray
Margaret K. Hill

James Jenkins
Marvin Johnson
Daryle Keefer
Ronald Knowlton
J. Murray Lee
John R. LeFevre
Dorma Lee Lindburgh
Willis Malone
Glenn Martin
William Matthias
Ralph McCoy
John D. Mees
William O'Brien

Peter Oliva
Donald Paige
Carl Planinc
Marjorie Potter
Ted R. Ragsdale

Harves Rahe
Victor Randolph
Charles E. Richardsoi
Robert D. Russell
Clarence D. Samfon

Edward Shea
Fred A. Sloan
Ronald Stadt
Clarence Stephens

John Stotlar
Loren E. Taylor
JoAnne Thorpe
J.

R. Verduin, Jr.

James Wilkinson
Helen M. Zimmermai
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Educational Psychology
Michael K. Altekruse

—John Mouw, Coordinator

Bruce Amble
Nathan Azrin

John E. Grenfell
Donald Hake
Donald Ingli
Lee M. Joiner

Ian Beattie

Donald

Kathleen G. Fletcher
Robert Graff

Beggs
Gerald Blumenfeld
Conrad Bracht
Richard Bradley
Robert Campbell
John J. Cody
L.

Francis J. Kelly
Robert E. Lee
Jefferson Lindsey

Elizabeth

McKay

Keith McNeil

Jerry Crittenden

James M. Crowner
William C. Daly
John Deichmann

Clinton

Meek

David T. Miles
John T. Mouw
Aileen Parker

Harold DeWeese

Dan S. Rainey
Wayne Ramp
Guy Renzaglia
Harris Rubin

Richard Sanders

Wyatt Stephens
Marjorie Stull

Beth Sulzer

Edward Sulzer
Louis Vieceli

Paul Wendt
Charlotte West
Reed Williams
J.

W. Yates

Educational Administration and Foundations

|

Professors Jacob O. Bach, George Bracewell, Raymond H. Dey, Parmer L.
Ewing, Robert Jacobs, John E. King (Chairman), Arthur E. Lean, William
R. McKenzie, Charles D. Neal
Associate Professors Fred J. Armistead, Woodson W. Fishback, James Herrick
Hall, William Shelton
Assistant Professors Sam Bliss, Lawrence Dennis, Dale E. Kaiser,
Sasse, Dean Stuck, Sam Vinocur, Herbert W. Wohlwend

Edward

B.

Elementary Education
Professors Rebecca Baker, Margaret Hill, J. Murray Lee, Willis E. Malone,
Ted Ragsdale, Victor Randolph, Fred A. Sloan, Jr. (Chairman)
Associate Professors Luther Bradfield, Ernest Brod, Miriam Dusenbery, Daniel
T. Fishco
Assistant Professors Ian Beattie, Dormalee Lindberg, Donald Paige

Guidance and Educational Psychology
Professors John J. Cody (Chairman), Francis J. Kelly, J. W. Yates
Associate Professors Bruce R. Amble, ^Donald Beggs, William Daly, Harold
DeWeese, John Grenfell, Jefferson Lindsey, Clinton R. Meek, Aileen W.

Parker
Professors Michael Altekruse, Brian Austin, Gerald Blumenfeld,
Glenn Bracht, Richard Bradley, John Deichman, Robert Graff, Alan Lange,
Keith McNeil, John Mouw, Alice Rector, Beth Sulzer, Thomas Tyler

Assistant

Health Education
Donald N. Boydston (Acting Chairman), Deward Grissom, Richard
LeFevre, Charles E. Richardson, Andrew T. Vaughan
Associate Professors James Aaron, Frank Bridges, Ralph Casey, Robert D.
Professors

Russell

Higher Education
Professors Oliver J. Caldwell, Elmer J. Clark (Acting Chairman), I. Clark
Davis, Jack W. Graham, John Hawley, Donald Robinson, John King
Associate Professors Arthur Casebeer, Malvin E. Moore, Jr., Richard M.

Thomas, Donald

J.

Tolle

Assistant Professors Steven Danish,

Emil Spees, Elwyn Zimmerman

Instructional Materials
Professors Ralph E. McCoy, Paul Wendt
Associate Professors Gordon K. Butts (Acting Chairman), Donald A. Ingli
Assistant Professors Doris Dale, Kathleen G. Fletcher, Carl Planinc
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Men

Professors John Richard LeFevre, Edward J. Shea (Chairman)
Associate Professors Ronald G. Knowlton, Morris G. Martin
Assistant Professors Kenneth J. Ackerman, C. C. Franklin, Larry Good,
R. Spackman, Jr., John Stotlar, James J. Wilkinson

Physical Education for

Robe

Women

Professors Dorothy Davies (Chairman) Helen Zimmerman
Associate Professors Marjorie Bond Potter, JoAnne Thorpe
Assistant Professors Winston Gray, Charlotte West
,

Recreation
i

Associate Professors William H. Freeberg, William H. Ridinger (ChairmarA

Loren Taylor
Assistant Professor William E. O'Brien

Secondary Education
Professors Claude J. Dykhouse, Troy W. Edwards, John H. Erickson, Willie
H. Evans, Daryle E. Keefer, John D. Mees, Peter F. Oliva (Chairmai\

Clarence D. Samford, Clarence W. Stephens
Associate Professors Robert L. Buser, Miriam C. Dusenbery, Ross J. Fligl
James E. Redden, Ronald W. Stadt, John R. Verduin, Jr.
Assistant Professors Frank Adams, Arthur L. Aikman, Bruce C. Appleby, Ra
mond DeJarnett, Dean Stuck
I

Special Education
Professor James M. Crowner (Chairman)
Associate Professors John L. Casey, Lee Joiner, B. Elizabeth

McKay,

Howzjl

Morgan, Wyatt Stephens
Assistant Professor Jerry Crittenden, Marjorie Stull
Instructor Dan Rainey

School of Agriculture

j

Agricultural Industries
Professors

Herman M. Haag, William McD.

Herr, Walter

J.

Wills (Cha-

man)

j

Associate Professors Ralph A. Benton, Donald D. Osburn,
Salverson, Eugene S. Wood

J. J.

Paterson,

Lli

Animal Industries
Professors Joseph E. Burnside, Scott

W.

Hinners, G. B. Marion (Chairmcf,

Howard H. Olson
Associate Professors Billy L. Goodman, W. G. Kammlade, Jr.
Assistant Professors Howard W. Miller, Louis E. Strack, George H.

Wai

Forestry
Professors

John W. Andresen (Chairman), Dwight R. McCurdy, Paul

Yambert
Associate Professor Ali A. Moslemi
Assistant Professor Paul L. Roth

Plant Industries
Professors A. B. Caster, John K. Leasure (Chairman), James B. Movj
Herbert L. Portz, Joseph P. Vavra
Associate Professors Gerald D. Coorts, Irvin G. Hillyer, Joe H. Jones, (j

Myers

i

School of Agriculture

Faculty
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Donald M. Elkins, James A. Tweedy

Assistant Professors

Adjunct Professors Roland C. Blake, J. W. Hull, Stanley
Farm Superintendent George Kapustra

Nemec

School of Business

Accounting
°rofessors Clifford Burger, Edward J. Schmidlein, Ralph D. Swick
Associate Professors Mary N. Barron, Robert Gallegly, Roland Wright (Chair-

man)

Thomas Hedges, Marvin Tucker

Assistant Professors
Visiting Professor

Douglas Garbutt

Economics
Albert N. Y. Badre, Milton T. Edelman, George H. Hand, C.
Addison Hickman, Robert G. Layer, Thomas A. Martinsek, G. Carl Wiegand
Associate Professors Robert J. Ellis, Kanji Hartani, Bernard J. Marks, Vernon
G. Morrison, Milton R. Russell (Chairman) Charles Stalon
Assistant Professors Donald R. Adams, Raveendra Nath Batra, Eric Brucker,
Byron M. Bunger, Richard F. Fryman, Jerome J. Hollenhorst, L. Emil
Professors

j

1

Kreider,

i

Andrew

J.

Petro

Finance
issociate Professor Edward L. Winn, Jr. (Acting
Assistant Professors Peter Bacon, Ahmad Issa

Chairman)

Management
Henry Rehn, Robert Schellenberger (Chairman) Fremont A. Shull,
William Westberg
issociate Professors John Fohr, James G. Hunt, Floyd Patrick
Assistant Professor Stuart Taylor
"'rofessors

,

Marketing
y

Andersen (Chairman), William Dommermuth, Robert
Hancock, Charles H. Hindersman, Harvey Huegy, David J. Luck
Associate Professors Kendall Adams, John Lowry, Donald Perry
rofessors R. Clifton

S.

I

and Business Education

Secretarial
*rofessors

Harry B. Bauernfeind, Harves

C.

Rahe (Chairman)

School of Communications

Journalism
Charles C. Clayton, James L. C. Ford, H. R. Long (Chairman),
Bryce Rucker, Willis Moore, Ralph McCoy

*rofessors

issociate Professors
issistant Professors

Jim A. Hart, Donald G. Hileman
Erwin Atwood, John Matheson, Kenneth

Starck, Clifton

Lawhorne

Speech
Earl E. Bradley, Dorothy C. Higginbotham, Ralph Micken (Chairman), David Potter, C. Horton Talley
issociate Professors Lester R. Breniman, Cameron W. Garbutt, R. Paul Hibbs,
Marion L. Kleinau, Thomas J. Pace, William D. Smith
issistant Professors Rita Criste, Keith R. Sanders, Russell Jennings

'rofessors

Chapter
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Visiting Professor A. Craig Baird

Speech Pathology and Audiology
John O. Anderson, I. P. Brackett (Chairman) Eugen J. Bruttenj;
Michael Hoshiko, Herbert Koepp-Baker
Associate Professors Chester J. Atkinson, Alfred B. Copeland, Cameron Wj
Garbutt, Joseph Millin
Assistant Professor Sue Ann Pace
Professors

,

Theater
Research Professor Mordecai Gorelik
Professors Archibald McLeod (Chairman), Christian H. Moe
Associate Professors Sherwin Abrams, Charles W. Zoechler
Assistant Professors Darwin Payne, Eelin Harrison

i

School of Fine Arts
I

Art
Professors Herbert L. Fink (Chairman), Burnett H. Shryock
Associate Professors Brent Kington, Nicholas Vergette
Assistant Professors Roy Abrahamson, Larry Bernstein, Thomas
Instructor Bill H. Boysin

Walsh

Design
University Professor R. Buckminster Fuller
Lecturers Harold Grosowsky, Elsa Kula, H. F. William Perk (Chairmai

Davis

J. Pratt,

Herbert Roan

Music
Research Professor Marjorie Lawrence
Professors Steven Barwick, Fred Denker,

Roderick Gordon, Robert How]

(Chairman), Robert Mueller
Associate Professors Will Gay Bottje, Lawrence Intravaia, Wesley Morg£
Phillip Olsson, Robert Resnick, Charles Taylor, William Taylor, Mary
Wallace, John Wharton
Assistant Professors George Hussey, Robert Kingsbury, Melvin Siener, Ma]

]

anne Webb, Kent Werner

School of

Home Economics

Clothing and Textiles
Associate Professors

Thelma Berry, Rose Padgett (Chairman)

Food and Nutrition
Professor Frank Konishi (Chairman)
Associate Professors Jennie M. Harper, Irene Payne
Visiting Professor Hazel

Home and

Thompson

Family

Professors Betty Jane Johnston (Chairman), Michael Zunich
Associate Professor George Carpenter

Home
Professors

Anna

Economics Education
Carol Fults (Chairman), Eileen Quigley (Emeritus)

School of

Faculty
Associate Professor Dorothy
Visiting Professor

Home

Economics
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M. Keenan

Opal Rhodes

School of Technology
Professors Jose L. Amoros, Juh W. Chen, E. Leon Dunning, John H. Erickson,
G. Robert Hoke, Eldred W. Hough, M. Keith Humble, Thomas B. Jefferson
(Dean), Marvin E. Johnson, Julian H. Lauchner, William C. Orthwein,

Wayne

S.

Ramp, Ernest

Associate Professors

Herman J. Stoever
E. Bittle, Marisa L. Canut, Philip K. Davis,
Jenkins, C Merrill Moeller, Sedat Sami, James G.

J.

Simon,

Raymond

Lee Grismore, James
Smith, Ronald W. Stadt
Assistant Professors Najim Al-Rubayi, Larry J. Bailey, Richard F. Bortz,
Curtis W. Dodd, James L. Evers, Vernold K. Feiste, Howard Hesketh, Larry
J. Kenneke, Albert C. Kent, Mark E. Klopp, Thomas M. McCalla, C. Raymond Nowacki, Dennis C. Nystrom, Sonny W. Pearson, Douglas S. Prensner,
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